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1. GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER MICROELECTRONICS PROGRAM 

J .  C. Lyons and D. R. Dltrgo 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

Greenbelt, Karyland 

The following paper is a review of the in-house researchand develop- 
ment program in microelectronics at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 
It covers inkgrated circuit block develogment as well as semiconductor 
process development tasks which have been performed at GWC. 

Three years ago at the first NASA Microelectronics ConferencG, there was  a brief discussion 
of the way in which the GSFC in-house microelectronics program was to be started. The first 
aim of the program was to set up a thin-film laboratory where passive circuit components could 
be deposited and active devices could be added. It was believed that components such as the thin- 
film transistor and so-called "hot" electronic devices would become available soon and could be 
integrated with passive elements to make integrated thin-film circuitry. Also some elementary 
work in solid state silicon devices was anticipated. This work, however, was to be completely 
secondary to the thin-film effort. 

The first thin-film circuit attempted was a low power, low frequency binary, with thin-film 
resistors and evaporated silicon monoxide capacitors for the passive elements. MinPaturP diodes 
and transistors were to be soldered onto the thin-film interconnections. The gassive portion of 
the circuit, fabricated by a contractor, functioned satisfactorily when tested. However, it was  
discovered that solderin; the components was much more difficult than had been anticipated. 
Consultation with a number of experts in the field revealed that the bonding of any wire, 1 or 
small, to a thin-film pad was probably one of the most difficult areas in thin-film technolc .: Qt 
that time the best solution seemed to be the use of a fine, thermal compression, gold wire bonded 
to the film. This wire in t u m  had to be bonded to some form of header and the entire assembly 
hermetically sealed to prsvent damage to the gold wire. 

A s  a result of these problems, more serious thought wa.s given to solid state integrated cir- 
cuit technology. A few initial successes in this area, coupled with a large demand by people at 
GSH'C f w  this type of circuitry, soon resulted in abandonment. of the thin-film approach and djfect- 
ing of the entire effort toward developing solid state devices. 
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GSFC THIN-FILM LABORATORY 

Before a detailed discussion of the n,icroeIectronics program at GSFC, the three main pur- 
poses of the thin-film laboratory should be noted. 

First, the laboratory provides GSFC with a source of accurate information on the applicatim 
of new seiiiiconductor devices. Numerous technical representatives come to the laboratory from 
semiconductor manufacturers with disclosures of new discoveries and techniques which will re- 
sult in exotic new circuits. Some of these predictions are well founded and some are not. Only a 
person well versed in semiconductor processes and fabrication techniques can advise an applica- 
tions engineer on the feasibility of these new ideas. 

Second, the laboratory provides a source of solid state circuits which are not available on the 
open market. To this end, three different integrated circuits have been developed and are cur- 
rently being used or evaluated for spacecraft applications. Usually these circuits do not have a 
wide application and, for this reason, are not practical for commercial manufacturers to develop. 

Third, the laboratory attempts to reduce the time between experimentation and application of 
new techniques. There is usually a period of 1 to 3 years between the development of a new 
fabrication technique in the laboratory and its incorporation into integrated circuits which can 
be purchased on the open market. Because of its small size and fiexibility, the laborat,=y is 
a3le to reduce this lead time considerably and incorporate processes, such as gaseous diffusion 
and pyrolytic oxide depositions, in a shorter time. 

PROCESS ST'TDIES 

During the last 3 years laboratory efforts have been concentrated in two major areas: proc- 
ess development 2 - L  +muit development. The majority of the process studies have been con- 
ducted under contract. Belcw is a list of the process studies which have been undertaken: 

1. Diffusion from Gaseous Sources - The objective of diffusion of impurities into silicon 
using gaseous sources wzs to determine the effects of various dopants on the surface conditions 
and impurity profiles of silicon crystals. 

2. Dielectric Isolation - Dielectric isolation studies were initiated to eliminate the parasitic 
components introduced into a circuit when P N  junction isolation is used. Silicon dioxide isolating 
barriers were successfully deposited between various electronic components on a circuit in an 
epitaxial reactor. However, this process ?i 

barrier across the waier and to produce a wafer flat encwh9 a€%- final polishing, for accurate 
photoengraving . 

3s to be improved to provide a uniform isolating 
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3. Photoengraving Techniques - It was obvious that advanced photoengraving techniques 
were essential to produce high performance, high complexity integrated circuits. As  a result of 
this study, lines 0.0001 inch wide can 1Ge photoengraved. The application was first used on a con- 
tract to Marshall Space Flight Cerker ior a mosaic detector calling for 2500 phototransistors to 
be €abricated on a single piece of silicon, with a 90 percent yield of good transistors. A 100 per- 
cent yield was  achieved in the resulting detector. This process continues to produce excellent 
units in the commercial semiconductor field. 

4. MOSFETS - A process for the fabrication of stable and P-channel metal-oxide semi- 
conductor field effect transistors (MOSFET) has been developed. This work, performed by the 
Westinghouse Corporation, is centered around the doped-gate oxide approach. Several Westing- 
house examples of each type of device have proved to be stable. Information about the repeat- 
ability or yield of this process is not yet available but the excellent results seen to at, a a r e  en- 
couraging. 

5. Silicon Nitride Insulated-Gate Field Effect Transistors - An investigation has been 
initiated into the use of silicon nitride, rather than silicon dioxide, as a material for surface 
passivation and gate insulation on field effect transistors. A process for deposition of silicon 
nitride epitaxially has been developed. To date, no field effect devices using this technique have 
been fabricated, but they are expected in the near future. 

6. Evaporated Silicon Resistors - A requirement exists for a resistor with the following 
characteristics: 

0 Sheet resistivity of 5000 ohms per square 

0 Capable of being photograved using processes compatible with silicon lechnology 

0 Capable of withstanding diffusion furnace temperature up to 1200 "C 

The Philco Corporation found that by evaporating silicon onto the passivated silicon dioxide s u r  - 
face on a wafer, a resistor could be formed which meets all of these requirements. The parallel 
Philco and GSFC efforts have indicated that the process is feasible and that the resistor does 
meet the gromd rules stated above. However, resistor tolerances less than f 50 percent are dif- a 

ficult to achieve. In addition, a contact problem has developed between the thin silicon film a d  
aluminum interconnects on an integrated circuit. This problem can be eliminated by utilizing the 
proper circuit geometry in the contact area. Unfortunately, the poor reproducibility of resistor 
values precludes use of resistprs in anything but experimental circuits at this time, 

7. Surface Passivation - A process has been developed for annealing lead oxide onto a 
silicon dioxide passivated surface. The process greatly enhances gain and low leakage in bipolar 
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transi&rs; it is discussed in detail in another paper, "Surface Effects in Semiconductors Due to 
Evapoi ation Techniques." 

8. Pyrolytic Oxides - A process has been developed for the deposition of silicon dioxide by 
means of the thermal decomposition of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS). Oxide films using this 
technique were deposited in thicknesses ranging from several hundred angstroms to  greater than 
0.001 inch. These films were grown at temperatures between 500°C and 700°C and can be neu- 
tral or doped. This technique should have wide applications to arocesses in which higher tem- 
perature steps are to be avoided. Doped oxides might also be used as an impurity source for I_ N 
junction formation. Circuit fabrication is performed using the processes and techniques mer. - 
tioned previously. 

CIRCUITS AND DEVICES 

The GSFC laboratory has produced numerous circuits and devices, same of which are briefly 
described below : 

1. Low Signal Transistor - This transistor was  fabricated as a test vehicle for the evalua- 
tion of our diff ision processes. The transistor has a VCE saturation of 0.020 volt at a collector 
cui-rent of 0.1 milliampere and gain greater than 200 at a base current of 1 microampere. Since 
the processes used in fabricating this device are identical to those used in triple diffused inte- 
grated circuit fabrication, the laboratory continues to  calibrate its processes by making these 
transistors. 

2. Thirteen-Input Dicde OR Gate - This circuit consists of 13 diodes with common cathodes, 
and is packaged in a 14-lead flat pxk. A number of these circuits will be used on the statistics 
computer in the IMP-F spcecraft .  

3. Four-by-Four Diode Matrix - This triple diffused circuit consists of 16 transistors and 
4 resistors. The transistors have their bases and collectors shorted to act as high-speed diodes. 
The circuit is being used in an advanced O W  experiment to commutate pulses with r i se  times of 
20 nanoseconds. 

4. Ten-stage Ring Counter - A single chip containing two of the 10-ring counter stages was 
designed and produced in limited quantities. Five of the twc-stage chips made up each complete 
counter. Each chip contained 2 transistors, 2 capacitors, 6 resictors, and 24 diodes. This circuit 
is particularly interesting because it utilizes all of the techniques available for triple diffusion 
circuitry, including MOS capacitors. 

5. Two-bit MOS Accumulator - This circui? is madr? of MOS transistors and thin-film re- 
sistors only. It contains two binaries with signal coiiditioiling, freeze network, reset, and readout 
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gates. About 30 circuits have bepi1 st cceasfully made, but the difficulty encountered with the 
thin-film resistors has put this circuit in fie experimental category. &vera1 problems must be 
overcome before these units are suitable for production. 

FUTURE PLANS 

Future ~3lans include mol e x o r t  on bipolar circuits as well as additional MOS circuit develop- 
ment. The laboratory Inten& to attempt to use MOS resistors in conjunction with conventional 
bipolar circuit blocks. The ad= .itage of these resistors is that they have an extremely high sheet 
resistivity and can be fabi4c;c.ted coincidentally with bipolar coniponents. Some changes will be 
necessary in the impurity coneenti..ations arid profiles of the bipolar components. It will be neces- 
sary to determine how these changes affect bipolar operations. 

In the area of complementary bipolar circuitry it is generally agreed that high quality P N P  
and NPN transistors cannot be iabricated in the same circuit block- However, the lateral PNP 
with unity gain can be fabricated at the same time as an NPN. When it is coupled with an NPN, 
it exhibits characteristics similar to the conventional P N P  transistor. The biggest drawback to 
the lateral transistor is poor speed characteristics. However, there are a great many require- 
ments in the medium-speed and low-speed fields for w.hich it appears that the device will have 
excellent application. 

Additional experimental work wil l  be carried on in the use of silicon nitride as the gate ma- 
terial in field effect transistors. Insulated gate field effect transistors using silicon nitride will 
be fabricated and evaluated with the aim of eventually replacing silicon dioxide as a gate insulat- 
ing material. 

There is a great demand by digital system designers for circuits employing complementary 
insulated gate field effect transistors. The most attractive feature is the extremely low power 
dissipation in even large arrays or" these circuits. The laboratory will work on develoging com- 
plementary circuits using both silicon dioxide and silicon nitride as gate materials. 
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2. LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER MICROELECTRONICS PROGRAM 

C. Husson 
Langley Research Center 

Langley Station, Hampton, Virginia 

Microelectronic technologies are used at Langley Research Center 
to study many of the problems of aircraft and spacecraft instrumentation. 
Development of systems using off-the-shelf hardware and in-house hy- 
brids will be continued in order to satisfy in-house requirements. In each 
area, peripheral research and development will be continued to support 
projected missions. Emphasis is placed on using thick-film and other 
bulk material electronic properties to solve advanced payload instrunien- 
tation and telemetry problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of Langley Research Center's (LRC) diverse interests in aircraft and spacecraft and 
their performance in varied environments, microelectronic studies run the gamut from basic ma- 
terials research to hardware development. This includes research and development in physical 
and chemical electronics, studies of advanced electronic techniques leading to miniaturization, 
and the application of these tec&niques of advanced spwecraft payloads. Although most future 
electronic systems will be of€-the-shelf hardware, some electronic systems are not amenable to 
the mass production requirements of integrated microelectronics. Such systems must be made 
from discrete circuits o r  from one of the various hybrid forms, Therefore, the present LRC 
microelectronics program includes development of hybrid techniques, applied materials research, 
and continued development of pew integrated circuit devices. 

This paper describes the research and development in microelectronics being performed at 
LRC, Also discussed are the shte-of-the-art of microelectronics at LRC and studies of ma- 
terials for peripheral devices. 

Microelectronic investigations and develapments at LRC are in three basic categories: 
systems, circuits and devices, and materials and componeints. Ultimately, all programs lead to 
fabrication of hardware or  solutions to hardware problems. However, the scimtific procediires 
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required to approach those solutions cover a wide range of material and device studies; and out 
of this peripheral W O ~ K ,  much basic information is generated and reported. Therefore, research 
efforts at LRC are primarily concerned with bulk monocrystalline, polycrystalline, and amorphous 
materials. Investigation of thin-film microelectronics, for the present, has been discarded in 
favor of studies of thick films. Development and design work a r e  also confined t o  bulk materials. 

APPLICATION OF MICROELECTRONICS 

Virtually ail digital circuits in LRC payloads are using off -the-shelf rc-sistor diode transistor 
logic (RDTL) or diode transistor logic (DTL) integrated circuit niici*oelectsunics. The Lunar 
Orbiter, for example, uses over 600 DTL microcircuits in the inertial reference unit, command 
decoder, and the programer. Because of the complexity of the programer, microelectronic com- 
ponents were essential to  maintain limits of volume and weight. The programer memory handlas 
128 word commands at 21 bits per world. Listed below are other LRC payloads using micro- 
electronics or  hybrid circuits. 

Recovery A - Integrated circuits with hybrid timer 
Pacemaker - Integrated circuits with hybrid timer 

Voyager - Integrated circuits with hybrid timer 
RAM - Integrated circuits with hybrid timer 
C5A airplane - Free fliwL model, integrated circuits with hybrid 

Anticipate using scremed circuit solid-state commutator 

In most of these payloads, microelectronics are used for tape speed compensation, timers, and 
commutators . 

In addition, study programs of future payloads are evaluated with microelectronics in mind. 
As shown in the photograph of typical systems in Figure 2-1, solder techniques are used on two- 
layer printed circuit boards. Since printed circuit board and interconnection technology appear 
to satisfy existing requirements at LRC, multilayer boards and resistance welding have not been 
adopted. However, advanced interconnection developments sdpported by LRC a r e  expected to 
satisfy the future requirements of advanced payloads. These advancements will  be discussed in 
detail later in this paper. 

Within the payloads described previously a r e  severs: interesting circuit developments. 
Figure 2-2, for example, illustrates the screened circuit, thick-film hybrids developed at LRC. 
These hybrids are the result of extensive developments in thick-film technology and include a 
100-KHz clock oscillator for payloads requiring timers; a low-level switch, which is basically a 
Bright circuit using dual emitter transistors; and a biaxial ferrite memory sense amplifier, 
using a Goddard Space Flight Center circuit. 
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input, as &hown in Figure 2-1 (b), reduces the 
high impedance requirements. The addition of 
multiple emitters for logic reduces the circuit 
to a modified transistor -transistor logic (TTL), 
Texas Instruments, under an LRC contract, de- 
veloped gates and flip-flops in the TTL coil- - 
figuration. The 1-microsecond propagation 
time of the TTL, is long; half a microsecond is COMPLEMENTARY TTL CoMPLEMENTARY RDTL 

more desirable. Nevertheless, the flip-flops (a) (b) 

were square wave clocked up to 700 kHz; at 50 
kHz, the power drain was less than 300 micro- 
watts. 

Figure 2-3-Schematics of the basic complementary 
RDTL gates and the modified TTL gates. 

However, the modified TTL did not negate the need ;"or matched, high beta complementary 
transistors. These transistors were fabricated by doubling the number of diffuston steps, the re- 
sult being detrimental to process control. Uneven oxide surfaces prohibited using thin-film re- 
sistors and evaporated capacitors. Even the gold interconnections had to be bolstered by electro- 
lytic gcld plating. However, gold interconnections cannot be mass-produced to take full advantage 
of the reliability inherent in an existing high-volume process. The need for economical and re- 
liable low-power logic is still great. Future efforts will be concerned with both the development 
of circuits which are amenable to exisiing high-volume processes. Simpler complemen.tary 
fabrication procedures will zlso be studied. 

Logically, the concepts and ramifications of mass-produced hardware must apply to almost 
all circuit forms and the implementation of systems. Interconnections are not excluded. Although 
large integrated arrays will solve many of the existing problems, these arrays are not applicable 
to dissimilar integrated circuits. Under a contract to International Telephone and Telegraph Inc., 
LRC is investigating th6 w e  of a bea.m lead matrix to interconnect arrayed and nonarrayed inte- 
grated circuit chips. In Figure 2-4 the beam lead m.&rLx is compared to the conventional ball- 
bonded flat pack. Metal, plated on very thin mylcrr, is etched to ths desired circuit configuration; 
leaving a tiny metallic beam in line with the integrated @iri:uY %cis. After a chip pocket has been 
etched out of the mylar, the chip is inserted and ult.elaz;w~cal~y bonded to the metal. Multilayers 
are used for complex circuits. This chip assembly prscees can be inspected while the bond is 
being made. Furthermore, encapsulation does not wed! .. the integrity of the bond. Because the 
bonds are made individually or  collectively and existhg iptegrated circuit pads are used, a variety 
of circuit functions and chip sizes a r e  avilable for use. This program includes an investigation of 
metallurgical problems, glassing processes, bonding, and substrate materials. In the area of 
large integrated urrays, Langley Research Center has a contract with RCA, Princeton, to develop 
100-milliampere metal-oxide semiconductcr (MOS) word drivers and associated logic for lami- 
nated ferrite memories. RCA will  deliver a test vehicle, consisting of 64 line-integrated word 
drivers. The MOS drivers were selected bemuse of the high yield possibls. A two-step metali- 
zation procedure seems to reduce surface leakage. However, as in most MOS processes, clean- 
liness and crossovers a r e  the greatest problems. 
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3. MARSHilLL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER MICROELECTRONICS PROGRAM 

J. C. Taylor 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsville, Alabama 

A generalized discussion concerning the background, managerial 
philosophy, and implementation of the microelectronics program at MSFC 
is presented. The objective of the program is to  increase reliability and 
flexibility and reduce the cost of electronic systems of Saturn vehicles 
and Apollo application programs within the Center's responsibility. The 
effort is lLISFC and NASA mission-oriented to identify areas that require 
fundaicental research, technological advancement, and hardware imple- 
mentation in support of mainstream responsibilities. The importance of 
supporting research as an integral part of the o iws l l  plan, along with 
areas of compelency, is also described. 

INTRODUCTION 

The specific objectives of the microelectronics program at the Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC) a r e  to increase reliability and flexibility, while reducing the cost of flight and ground 
electronic systems of Saturn vel ides  and Apollo application programs within the Centar's re- 
sponsibility. 

Present Saturn systems were in the design stage before anyone had a "handle" on reliability 
numbers and confidence levels of nzicrocircuits. A s  a result, most Satum electronic systems a r e  
built with discrete components. In general, these discrete components a r e  of the "micromin" 
variety generated during development of the Redstone, Jupiter, and Pershing missiles, which 
preceded the Saturn. Although schedule and funding constraints and ground rules for Apollo zp- 
plications have limited the microcircuitization of existing electronic systems, solid-state devices 
have a long history at Marshall, For example, the Ree- tone flew in the early 1950's with no tubes 
in the critical elements of the guidance and. control systems. This early interest and involvement 
in solid-state devices by MSFC design engineers has grown with the multidisciplinary technologies 
that have spawned the present microcircuit industry. Saturn electronic systems designers con- 
tinue to study and evaluate developments in microcircuit techniques for possible applications for 
existing systems and the Apollo applications program, 
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TRENDS IN SPACE VEHICLE COMPLEXITY 

Because of space, weight, reliability, and cost considerations, it appears imminent that 
microelectronics will  be the way of the future in both the aerospace and commercial markets. 
However, the trends in complexity and requirements of space vehicles should be touched upon to 
emphasize MSFC's preoccupation with techniques to implement increasing demands. 

A number of parameters could be used to indicate trends in Complexity and requirements. 
However, time and part-count are rather fundamental ones that will  suffice, especially when one 
considers their related theoretical and practical aspects. For example, the controlled flight time 
of the Redstone vehicle that launched America's first astronaut on May 5, 1961, w a s  about 6.5 
minutes, ar,d the electronic part-count was  about 40,000. Five years later, tlie controlled flight 
time of the multistage Saturn V vehiclc was more than an order of magnitude greater, while the 
part-count, not including the command, service, and LEM modules, was  increased by nearly two 
orders of magnitude. When one considers Apollo applications missions in terms of months and 
post-Apollo applications missions in terms of years, it becomes apparent that every plausible 
means of achieving excellence must be explored. Microelectronics presents the best means of 
extending electronic system life and coping with the mushrooming part-count problem. 

MICROELECTRONICS PROGRAM UIPLEMENTATION 

The program oriented microelectronic effort at MSFC provides direction regarding the type 
of systems meriting study, the type electronics that can best implement these systems, and the 
research and technology necessary to support system development. This is not to say that all 
research projects a r e  linked to specific hardware projects. Generally, however, basic research 
is directed toward advancing the state of the art to support MSFC and NASA overall program 
requirements through the cooperztive efforts of system design and analysis, subsystem definition 
and implementation, and supporting research - both in-house and contractor. 

The Astrionics Laboratory of MSFC, with responsibility for all vehicle electronic equipment 
and electronic launch-site ground-support equipment, s e r w s  as the "center of gi dvity'' for niicro- 
electronic efforts. A systems engineering office, reporting to the kstrionics Laboratory Director, 
functions as a focal point for overall systems design and analysis and coordinates the efforts of 
the several laboratory elements in subsystem definition and requirements. Subsystem implemen- 
tation is the responsibility of individual laboratory elements. An R&D advisor on the laboratory 
director's scientific and technical staff works closely with the systems engineering office and 
laboratory elements to determine current and future research and technology requirements. The 
director critically reviews laboratory requests and submits his plan to t i e  Center program office, 
Therefore, software, hardware, and R&D a re  in tune with the MSFC and NASA overall program 
plans, 
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HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 

The approach to microcircuitizing current hardware at MSFC has been a systematic process, 
in consonance with general electronic program implementation and in accordance with funding, 
schedules, and Apollo application guidelines. A s  a first step, the Engineering Systems Office and 
the major elements of the Astrionics Laboratory analyzed th: guidance and control system of the 
Saturn vehicle. The first objective of the analysis was to determine which critical subsystems 
(or black boxes) could be updated with microcircuits and possibly phased later on into the Ppollo 
system. This would serve as a backup procedure in critical areas. The second objective was  to 
identify those subsystems fundamental to the design of the special guidance and control systems 
necessary to meet hie stringent requirements of future Apollo applications prcgrams. If the sub- 
systems were not phased into the Apollo program, they would be available for Apollo applications 
programs. An important addition to  this overall approach would be experience gained in the re- 
liability, analysis, and application of microcircuits in space vehicles. 

QESEARCE AND DEVELOPMENT 

Historically, MSFC management has maintained a strong in-house capability since it is felt 
that those actively engaged in a research and development program a re  most aware of state-of - 
the-art developments and how they may be utilized to enhance mainstream programs and resolve 
problems. Furthermore, the experience and knowledge gained in such developments permits 
more effective management direction of contractor efforts. This is especially true as interdisci- 
plinary boundaries begin to disappear as science and technology become more sophisticated. 
MSFC has established excellent facilities for microcircuit research, development, and prototype 
fabrication of both the thin-film and monolithic types. A much lesser degree of effort has been 
devoted to thick films and some hybrid types. Much of the in-house and out-of-house resesrch 
and development is directed toward the solution of problems associated with selected "black 
boxes" or  critical subassemblies. Other efforts include the establishment of a reservoir of 
scientific and technological knowledge that will be immediately available to meet the chai! enges 
of the burgeoning field of microelectronics. 

CON-CLUSION 

Fulfillment of the increasingly stringent requirements of future missions will depend to a 
large degree upon the ability of the NASA commi.?r,ity to utilize microcircuitry effectively. This 
problem is not peculiar to NASA. It is typical of changing times and requires a new look. A quote 
from Captain B. H.  Andrew's keynote address at the Third Conference on the Navy Microelec- 
tronics Program in 1965 indicates the Navy's concern. "Despite our best efforts to keep things 
simple, modern military operations a r e  complex and getting mare complex with every passing 
day. Most complex problems have complex solutions. Ample evidence of this is seen in the 
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trends in electronic equipments aboard our destroyers over the past 20 -year pcriod. We have 
had a tenfold increase in weight and power consumption, a 7-to-1 increase in volume, and a 
?2-to-1 increase in the cost of purchasing this electronics equipment.. . . Widespread use of 
microelectronics has substantiated our belief that the coinplex physical, chemical, and electronic 
technologies which comprise microelectronics are passing through a critical transitional phase. 
This period of rapid acceleration from laboratory techniques to  reliable hardware in the fleet is 
one in which the closest communications must be maintained between the research community 
and the development community." 

Certainly the requirements of an astronaut in space will be as severe as those of the captain 
of a ship at sea. 
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4. STUDY OF METALLURGICAL PR.OBLEMS RELATED TO MICROELECTRONICS RELIABILITY 

R. P. Beatty and J. E. Cline 
NASA Electronics Research Center 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

A s  part of a long-range effort to  improve aerospace electronic com- 
ponent reliability, a study was undertaken to develop new metallurgical 
techniques for analysis of microelectronic device structures. Thz metal- 
lurgical problems investigated included interconnections, metal-semicon- 
ductor contacts, intermetallic compound formation, and thin-film process 
control. The instrumentation utilized for this study is briefly described. 
An electron probe microanalyzer was used to scan the sample with a 
finely focused beam of electrons and to obtain information from the gen- 
erat.ed characteristic X-ray spectra, back-scattered electrons, secondary 
electrons, o r  specimen current. The gold-molybdenum metallization OB 

integrated circuits was examined to determine chariges in the microstruc- 
ture occurring during vzrious heat treatments. An X-ray spectrometric 
method was developed for measurement of the thickness of aluminum 
films on silicon slices, affording improved control of the metallization 
process. A measurement accuracy of 5 6 angstroms for very thin alumi- 
num layers has been achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

For many years, there has been an increasing recognition of the importance of the application 
of physical, chemical, and ir.etallurgica1 techniques for understanding failure mechanisms in 
microelectronic devices as an interdisciplinary field separate from that of the development of new 
electronic devices. One of the major fcnctions of the Failure Mechanisms Branch of the Qualifica- 
tions and Standards Laboratory of the Electronics Research Centzr is to  carry out a research 
program for improved detection of the microscopic changes in device materials which may lead to 
failure under operatilig conditions in aerospace environments. 

Better understanding of the basic failure mechanisms in microcircuits as a means of im- 
proving reliability has  the following gaals: (1) prediction of operating life based on physical, 
chemical, and metallurgical theory; (2) correction of unsatisfactory processing; (3) improved 
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shown that the growth C.dn continue along the length of the aluminum zonducting stripes, causing 
voids as in Figure 4-l(b). Although replacing the gold leads with aluminum ones eliminates diffi- 
culties due to gold-aluminum interactions, there still remain p r  blemF -elating to the reliability 
of the aluminum-aluminum bond and the currentcarrying capacity of the aluminui 1 metallixation :is 

a function of time, temperature, and ambients. 

A recent report (Reference 3) has incicated that there is a complex relationship between the 
current density iii the aluminum metailiaaiion and the operating lifetime at various temperatures. 
An unexplained difference has been found between the operating lifetime when the conductors ark 
subjected to comparable values of alternating and direct currents. In the case of oxide-passivated 
silicon devices, aluminurn can cause electrical degradation in the form of soft reverse breakdown 
characteristics, high saturation currents, decreased current gain, and even short circr its. 

A number of phenomena have been observed in-house on commerc,xly availakde integrated 
circuits subjected to operating and storage stress testing in contractual work done by Librdscope 
(Reference 3).  These phenomem relate to reliability limitations of aluminum ri-etallization on SiO, 
surfaces of silicon devices and integrated circuits. Failure analysis has revealed open metalliza- 
tion, r q z e d  edgss on aluminum metallization, total disappearance of aluminum from certain re- 
gions, short circuits, changes in aluminum sheet resistivity, and reactions of aluminum ii; contact 
with other metals which result in formation of intermekllic compounds and/or lcss or adhesion 
between aluminum and SiO, . Conditions which could produce ihese phenomena arc a react.im of 
aluminum with SiO, to give silicon plus aluminum oxide; formation of an aluminum-silicon eutecti- 
phase; chemical reactions to form oxides, nitrides, or other aluminum compounds; agglomeration 
(lateral migration) of aluminum on the SiO, surface; diffusion of aluminum through Si@, layers; 
influence of aluminum bonded to aluminum on the properties of the film in the vicinity of the bond; 
and electrolysis occurring as a result of an  electric field crossing the dielectric and anodizing the 
aluminurn metallization at positively biased electrodes. 

Integrated circuits which had been on storage life at 250" C for 2500 hours were opened for 
observation. When one circuit was examined, it was observed that some of the aluminum had dis- 
appeared. After removal of tine remaining aluminum by chemical means, the regions where the 
aluminum metallization had existed were observed in monochromatic light. It is believed that the 
pattern visible after removal of the aluminu n (Figure 4-2) is a result of the interface reaction of 
the Al-SiO, system. It w a s  noted that gross pitting occurred in certain areas of the SiO, . In 
several instances, the pitting was so severe that the device had become electrically shorted. In 
other cases, "hot spots" had r e s u k d ,  causing the resistance of the contact to increase to the point 
where the current density per unit area exceeded the current carrying capacity of the aluminum 
film. Because increased temperature accelerated the failure mode, and because the physical ap- 
pearance of the metallization was changed, it was concluded that these failui e mechanisnis ai*e 

. chemical in nature. It is significant that certain areas of devices subjected to power s t ress  testing 
a re  more susceptible to failure than others. Because increased temperature apparently accelerates 
the failure mechanism, it is likely that the areas prone to failure during s t ress  operation are 
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1. It has greater sensitivity. 
2. 
3. 

It does not require a step view sho~ving both film surface and substrate surface. 
The results appear in digital form compatible with an automated process control. 

The samples, consisting of silicon wafers coated with vacuum-deposited aluminum, N ere  ex- 
posed to the actuating X-ray radiation from the tungsten tube over an area of 0.625-inch diameter 
limited by stainless steel masks. Corrections were made for slight geometrical variatio,is in the 
mask positions in each cell by comparing the counts from identical silicon samples. Calibrations 
wexe carried out by interferometric measurements with a Zeiss Interference Microscope in thal- 
lium light at 0.54 micron. For aluminum thicknesses below 1 micron, it was  considered more 
advdntageous to use the theoretical curve for the X-ray curve, because of the relatively poor 
sensitiklty of optical interference measurement. 

The dependence of the intensity of the characteristic aluminum K-alpha radiation 1, on the 
thickness of aluminum can be expressed by 

I t  

I o  

I :- 1 - e- *It . 

where I, is the radiation from thick (over 40 microns) aluminum, t is the thickness in microns, 
and A is a constant. The constant A can be calcuiat.ed by 

S 
i- 

L 

A = - - ”  
Sin f Sin 

where pp and v -  are the linear absorption coeificients of aluminum for the primary and fluores- 
cence radiation, respectively; $ is the angle of incidence of the primary radiation with the speci- 
men surface; and J is the angle uf emission of the fluorescence radiation. The second term was 
calculated from the data of Cooke and Stewardson (Reference lo), bit the first term was deter- 
mined experimentally. The variation of the ratio I t ~ ~ o  with the thickness t is shown in Figure 
4-3. Based on background fluctuations, the limit of sensitivity for a counting time of 100 seconds 
was estimated to be *6 angstroms of aluminum. 

GOLD-MOLYBDENUM METALLIZATION 

Alternate bimetal systems a r e  now being used in various microelectronic facilities. Gold- 
molybdenum is of particular interest. Gold being a noble metal is noncorrosive and lends itself 
to integrated circuit processing. It is not desirable to have gold in contact with silicon, because 
of migration and lifetime degradation problems. The molybdenurn is used as a barrier layer, and 
can be deposited by electron beam evaporation or the thermal reduction of molybdenum com- 
pounds. The molybdenum is selectively removed by photolithographic techniques, and the gold 
is deposited. 
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It has been claimed that the gold-molybde- 
num system is stable, that there is no inter- 
metallic formation, and that the mutual. solid 
solubility of gold and molybdenum is exceedingly 
small. Devices that were heated to 300" C for 
2400 hours and sectioned indicated no movement 
or  intermetallic formation at the gold-molyb- 
denum interface. It is also important that there 
be no lateral movement of the gold across the 
surface of the molybdenum o r  SiO,. A study is 
presently being made to examine integrated cir- 
cuits with gold over molybdenum interconnec- 
tions for evidence of surface diffusion o r  mi- 
gration. Integratdd circuits are masked and the 
gold selectively removed from certain areas to 
reveal the molybdenum barrier layer below. 
The specific areas running across the gold to 
the gold-molybdenum interface and on across 
the molybdenum a r e  scanned with the electron 
beam probe. The circuits are then subjected to 
heat treatment in an inert atmosphere at tem- 
peratures ranging from 200 to 600" C. The iden- 
tical areas are examined after heat treatment 
to reveal anv changes that have occurred. 

LOWER 
UPPER 

CURVE 
CURVE 

Figure 4-%Intensity of aluminum K-alphaX-ray floures- 
cence as a function of thickness of aluminum on silicon. 

ELECTRON PROBE MICRQANALYSIS 

The electron probe microanalyzer used in this investigation was manufactured by Acton 
Laboratories? under liccfise from the French firm Cameeca. It is of recent design and has many 
features not found in older instruments. The electron optics system focusses a beam of electrons 
to a spot diameter of 0.3 to 1.0 micron, depending on the current density. At the point where the 
electrons strike the specimen, characteristic X-ray spectra of the chemical elements are gen- 
erated to a depth of 1 to 3 microns below the surfsce. If appropriate crystals and detectors are 
used, all the elements from boron through uran4um can be detected in approximately 1 cubic 
micron of material. The sample area can be simultaneously observed and photographed with a 
400X optical viewing system. In addition to X-ray generation, the variation in specimen current 
is an indicator of changes in surface topology and inaterial content, since these factors vary the 
fraction of the electron beam that is backscattered. 

The information obtained by the electron probe microanalyzer can be recorded by: 
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Figure 4-10-Area E of gold-molybdenum merall izat ion Figure 4-1 1-Area E of gold-molybdenum metallizutton 
before heat treatment, 22 x 22 microns. (a) Electron before heat treotment, 22 x 22 miccf-.ts, uftet 6OO0C for 
micrograph. (b) Gold L-alpha X-ray image. 4 hours. (a) Election microgruph. (bt Gold L-alpho 

X-coy image. 

to the present electron prcbe equipment, will be used tu study microscopic strains and strewis 
in monolithic circuits by X-ray rr icrodiffraction techniques. 
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A hot 4 a g t  metallograph, now on order , will 
be used to  study the structure and transforma- 
tions of metals and alloys at elevated tempera- 
tures. The problems that will be investigated 
with this equipment include: grain nucleation 
and growth, phase tmnsformations, corrosion 
and diffusion reactions, sintering phenomena, 
and plastic deformation and fracture. 

A basic investigation of the reliable cur- 
rent-carrying capacity of integrated circuit 
metallization will be carried out on films de- 
posited on oxidized silicon. The metallization 
will  include aluminum, gold-molybdenum, gold- 
chromium, and other combinations being consid- 
ered for practical integrated circuits. The ef- 
fects of silicon oxide thickness, metal thickness, 
temperature, current density, and ambients on 
the metallization stability will be investigated. 
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Figure 4-13-Comparison of positions of gold L-beta 
X-ray peaks. Area A i s  unaffected, area B shows a shift 
of ,002 Angstrom, and area C a shift of ,014 Angstrom. 
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Figure 4-12-Comparison of position of gold L-alpha 
X-ray peaks. Peaks for area B i s  shifted .015 Angstrom 
from standard wavelength, while area A i s  unaffected. 
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5. FABRICATION OF SILICON DEVICES BY ION IMPLANTATION 

C. E. Winkler 
Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsville, Alabama 

Techniques for formhg controlled p-n junctions by implanting impurity 
atoms in silicon have been developed by Ion Physics Corporation for the 
fabrication of not a l ly  solar cells but bipolar and field effect devices as 
well. Not the least of the many inherent advantages is the elimination of 
the photoresist process. This ptocess becomes unnecessary because the 
dopant is not impeded by the oxide coating over the silicon. Th? energy of 
the beam, which determines the implantation depth, can be varied in a man- 
ner to produce any desired j-mcticm profile. The particular work that 
forms the basis for this paper stems from Contract No. NAS8-20184 with 
Ion Physics Corporation (IPC). The effort under this contract h ~ s  been 
directed toward focusing and controlling ion beams to achieve better reso- 
lutions than presently available in photoengraving processes. This is a 
first step toward the automating of ir.&egrated circuit fabricqtioh, 

INTRODUCTION 

Ever since the development of dendritic silicon, o r  silicon web, it has been the desire of 
semiconductor manufacturers to automa:te or computerize the process of fabricating transistore 
and integrated circuits. Silicon web can now be grown in widths of about 2 cm, with sufficient 
flexibility to be wound onto reels 1 to 2 meters in diameter. The web material could be fed through 
the various processing steps to produce the necessary junctions of the right geometry and then 
wound onto a takeup reel. The final step would be to dice the web and package the devices. 

The technology that promises to make this system of integrated circuit fabrication feasLble is 
called ion implantation. The current MSFC contract with IPC, a subsidiary of High Vdtage Engi- 
neering Corporation, Burlington, Massachusetts, provides for preliminary work toward the goal of 
automatic transistor and integrated circuit fabrication using ion Im@mtation. Specifically, the 
contract with IPC involves a Btudy of the use of energy beam in the fabrication of semiconductor 
dwiws, Particular emphasis is placed on techniques to eliminate the several photoengraving 
steps plow prevalent in the conventional planar process, Since beams can be G.wmlled electron- 
icstlly,this system of fabrication should lend itself well to computer prbgramming, Effort was uirec- 
ted toward carryingout a8 many of the operations as possib1.e in the dean  environment of a vacuum. 
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Under a recent &?mion of the contract, the scope of work has been expanded to include a 
demonstration of the. - :.:Mlity of forming very sharp ion beams. The work is progresshg satis- 
factorily and &haul& .:? in ion beam spot siz -q of approxirnakely 0.25 micron. Another intent 
of the recent contract extension is to ildvance tne state-of-the-art of ion beam technology by actu- 
ally producing, by ion implantation, six sample three-&put NOR gates for evaluation. It is hoped 
that superior lateral and vertical geometry control can be achieved through the use of beams, 
rather than conventioilal d w s i o n ,  for implanting the impurities. Mfort will be directed toward 
minimum circuit size and power consumption. The active devices will be approximately 1 micron 
in size with a propagation delay of less than 1 nanosecond. 

ION BEAM DOPING 

There are two distinct classes of direct dopant introduction into semiconductor materials by 
energetic ion beams: implantation and channeling. Implantation uses the known energy range 
relationship of ions i- materials to obtah concentration profiles of any arbitrary form, up to the 
limiting energy of the particles available. Very high dopant conce&ations can also be obtained. 
Concurrent radiation damage can be made an insignificant factor with the right procedares. 

Channeling uses the property of some crystalline structures to allow ion penetration along 
certain preferred directions to 2. n w h  greater depth than classical range/energy relationships 
permit. While this process p . .>its greater doping depth for a given energy, the concentration 
profile is strictly limited, ami iAUL significantly different from, that obtained by diffusion. However, 
channeling cannot penetrate amorphous passivating oxide layers. Furthermore, channeling re- 
quires that the incident ions penetrate in a given direction (to within about f 1/2 degree) to obtain 
significant penetration. 1~ contrast, the implantation method is independent of the angle and un- 
affected by amorphous layers. For these reasons, it seems more attractive to  e-?oloy the im- 
plantation technique rather than the channeling method. 

ION IMPLANTATION 

Figure 5-1 shows the main components of the implantation apparatus currently being used. 
An electrostatic accelerator (50 to 400 kev) accelerate.? boron or  phosphorus ions from an RF ion 
source to the energy level corresponding to the desired junction de@. The beam is then passed 
through an analyzing magnet to remove a11 impurities. This spectroscopically pure beam is 
scanned vertically and horizontally to a uniform cross section larger than the sample area (for 
large area devices). It finally strikes a silicon slice mounted in the target position. The silicon 
slice can be rcitated conthuously from a position normal to  the beam to a positioa parallel to the 
beam. Since the ions have discrete ranges (Figure 5-2: independent of incident angle (no chan- 
neling), the distance! x be,. a the semiconductor surface at which the h n s  come to rest is deter- 
mined by the angle 8: 
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Figure 5- 1-Implantation apparatus. 

where X = penetration depth perpendicular to  the surface, 
RE = range of the incident ions in silicon at incident energy E (2.15, for 1.5 Mev B" ions), 

0 = angle between incident direction and silicon surface. 
and 

By rotating the sample continuously while the beam energy is held constant, a csntinuous im- 
plantation of ions is obtained from the surface to a depth corresponding to the maximum range. 
With constant beam current, the incident flux rate decreases as the angle betwr . the incident di- 
rection and the cell surface decreases. A servo system is used to  control the integrated flux at 
any given depth below the surface by controllinp the speed of sample rotation. A variable program 
controlling the servo system is used to vary junction profiles by varyinq the concentration gra- 
dient. 
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An ideal ion implantation technique for the 
production of transistors and integrated cir- 
cuits should exhibit the following character- 
istics: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Automatic operation; complete all 
process steps without manual handling; 
permit line changes with minimum 
complications; use continuous process 
material, such as silicon web. 

No masking requirement. 

Sufficient ion intensity range for for- 
mation of three-layer devices. 

Accurate line resolution and control of 
junction geometry equaling or exceed- 
ing that provided by masking; control 
of base thickness to  better than one 
micron for high frequency transie'ors. 

i 

: 

f 
I 
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Figure 5-2-Range of boron and phosphorus ions in 
si1 icon. 

Little or no interaction between 6ifferent devices on one substrate. Primarily, this re- 
quires a technique in which the first junctions formed ;re unaffected by formation of later 
junctions. 

Work through a passivating oxide or, conversely, complete all devices and surface- 
passivate them before their removal from the implantation chamber. 

Capability of accelerating a variety of doping atoms for p and n type doping in silicon and 
for doping in ISI and V compounds. The capability to dope both classes of material helps 
to assure that the technique will  not become obsolete with material advances. 

Tho IPC implantation technique has been shown to satisfy criteria concerned with device 
fabrication by its successful use in the production of sola? cells and radiation del ectors. Not yet 
demonstrated are the beam control techniques required for the completely autom Ltic process. The 
limited MSFC contract with IPC has been directed toward a demonstration of beai.1 control, to 
show that ioii imp?mtation may be used to "write" complex devices with a hitfly resolved ioE 
beam. The ultimate goal is resolution weli beyond that possible with masking techniques. 

a -  
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FORMATION OF OXIDE PASSIVATION LAYERS BY SPUTTEWG 

pocvsLD WKW A high vacuum method of applying oxide 
layers is needed to  make the ion beam implanta. 
tion technique complete in itself. This is ac- 

YIRLW complished as shown in Figure 5-3. The system 
consists of a refined duoplasmatron ion source 
and an electrostatic lens system giving a focusec 
accelerated 30 kev argon beam. Oblique inci- 
dence of this beam on an appropriate target in 
the deposition chamber sputters target material 
onto a substrate mounted near and parallel to the 
target. Since the oxide in the implantation 

Figure 5-%Sputtering apparatus. 

process is used only for passivation and not for diffusion masking, thicknesses less than the con- 
ventional 5,000 to 10,000 A may be used. In practice 1,000 A has been found adequate. Implanta- 
tions of boron o r  phosphorus may readily be made through this thickness. 

a 

HIGH RESOLUTION IMPLANTATION TECHNIQUE 

E The technique being developed by IPC for 
generation of a high resolution implantation 
beam is shown in Figure 5-4. Basically, it in- 
volves insertion of a defining aperture before 
the deflection system shown in Figure 5-1. 
Future fabrication of many devices simultane- 
ously on one sample plane will employ several 
apertures to  develop an array of beams. With a 
nondivergent beam striking the aperture per- 
pendicularly, the resulting beam would be, at 
worst, only slightly divergent with approximately 

hPERTURE R M S  

Figure 5-&6asic high resolution implantation technique. 

CYSTI.4 

the same diameter as the aperture. An appropriate lens system focuses this beam on the sample 
plane. The bmm is deflected by a scanning system to the appropriate spot or  spots to be doped in 
the substrate. Penetration depth and concsntration profile may be varied by programing ion 
energy rather than by rotating the sample, as previously described. 

During the past nine months, work has progressed on a lens system and ion optical techniques 
compatible with an existing 400 kev accelerator and capable of resolution in the micron range. The 
basic design concept of the lens has been aimed at future versions capable of economic production 
of devices. The rewired type of lens was determined to be "strong focusing," since reasonabljj 
long focal lenc;hs anno t  be produced in cylindrical lenses without applying voltages comparable to 
the accelerating voltage. The strong focusing lens chosen was a three-element electrostatic 
quadrupole. An eler'.rostatic lens was chosen, rather than an electromagnetic lens, bemuse it 
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permits the use of various dopants without need for readjustment. It also avoids the problem Of 
magnetic pole pieces which can locally saturate, thereby disturbing the field and increasing the 
aberratims nf the lens. A 3-element lens with spaces equal to end electrode length L and center 
electrode length 2L was chosen because it was believed to have the fewest aberrations of those 
lenses for which data are readily available. 

A relatively large maximum aperture was chosen to give the lens reasonable versatility. The 
electrode spacing was set at one inch to permit experiments in which a multiple array of beams 
could be simultaneously deflected to produce multiple identical devices. The one-inch electrode 
spacing provides sufficient beam-electrode separation to prevent perturbation of the beam by 
electrode imperfections. 

AUTOMATED HIGH RESOLUTION IMPLANTATION 

Figure 5-5 shows how these techniques could be automated. The illustrated system is com- 
pletely compatible with f’oxible silicon web, since the web material has the smooth surface re- 
quired for the implantation process. Silicon slices could also be fed through the system on a rigid, 
indexed belt. Either approach allows completely automatic operation. 

As shown in Figure 5-5, the silicon entering from the right is first subjected to argon beam 
sputtering to remove surface oxide and any surface contaminants. Next, the clean surface is pas- 
sivated by application of a sputtered quartz layer. Implantations of boron and phorphorous are 
accomplished serially with one accelerator system by switching beams. Junction depth and 

Figure 5-S-Automatic high resolution implantation technique. 
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geometry are controlled entirely by controlling beam characteristics. After heat treatment to 
anneal radiation damage, holes ai s sputtered through the oxide in appropriate spots for contacting, 
using a beam defining and deflecting technique. The material is then removed and diced. Finally, 
contacts are applied using photoresist masking techniques. A more sophisticated system would 
delay the sputtering of the passivating layer until position A, after the implantations are 
finished. Keeping in mind that the flow of work in Figure 5-5 is from right to left, contact 
material woulu be sputtered on the entire surface at &mition B and sputtered off, except in 
the contact areas, at position C. The final contact hole oxide removal would be performed 
following position A as shown. Thus, with the sole exception of final contacting outside of the 
manufacturing chainber, the entire fabrication process could be carried out in the clean en- 
vironment of the vacuum chamber. 

In conclusion, since the ion beam pr  )cess is electric;. I, it is controllable by electronic and 
computer methods. Thus, automation, which is most difficult with the diffusion-masking method, 
can be readily applied to the ion beam process. The ion beam technique shmki make it possible 
to achieve doping profiles not possible with any other technique. The following advantages a r e  
foreseen for the ion beam process in the production of transistors and integrated circuits: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

High yield and high reliability. Exposure to contamination is reduced to the vanishing 
point by exclusive use of high vacuum ambient. 

Wide choice of materials. The process allows use of many substances which a re  not 
easily employed f j r  current methods of device fabrication, but which have attractive 
properties for devices such as gallium arsenide transistors. 

High productivity. All the steps in the fabrication process can be done in a short time, 
making possible high rates of manufacture. 

Automation. About 90 percent of the process can be accomplished m one computer- 
controlled vacuum chamber. 

More precise control oi doping. Sharply focused beams and reduced diffusion should 
permit finer lateral resolution and base width, with reduced surface concentration varia- 
tions. 

Although the current IPC contract can only scratch the surfme in the development of such an 
automated system, it is felt that the efIorts to achieve high resolution ion beams will be applicable 
to whatever ystem might eventually emerge. 
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6. THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT AT MARSHALL SPACE FLIGET CENTER 

G. D. Adams, S. V. Caruso, L. L. Folsom, R. F. DeHaye, and G. L. Filip 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsville, Alabama 

To meet +he need for smaller electronic circuitry as a means of re- 
ducing weight in space vehicles, a thin-film microcircuit program was 
initiated at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in 1960. A brief history 
of this program and progress on each task to date are discussed, including 
facilities and equipment requirements and cost. The levels of past and 
present technology at MSFC are compaped, Microcircuit capabilities, 
tolerances, and 1imiWions are enumerated; and new ewipment, methads, 
and teohiques are summarized briefly. 

INTRODUCTION 

Vacuum-deposited, --film technology has early origins, dating from 1852 (Iteference 1). 
The two methods of depositing thin solid fUms in a vacuum are evaporation and sputtering. The 
two basic processes for fabricatirg microcircuits using these methods are: the additive process 
whereby the circuit elements are vacuum evaporated onto the substrate in successive layers, o r  
patterns, through a stencil mask which defmes the shape of the element; and the subtractive prooess 
in which the entire surface of the substrate is covered with successive layers of thin films of dif- 
ferent composition by evaporation or sputtering. These layers are selectively removed by photo- 
etching methods to  define the circuit elements. This discussion is limited to the additive process, 
unless stated otherwise; and the term "thin film" as used here applies to  vacuum evaporated thin 
films. It is assumed that the reader is conversant with the technolbgy, Those desiring a more in- 
timate knowledge of the subject are referred to Strong (Reference l), and Holland (References 2 
and 3) and the extensive bibliogmpnies in their works. 

Thin-film technology has wide apglications in research on the properties of materials as well 
as extensive applic9ions in industry, where it is used for decoration and for coating optical ele- 
ments. It is a cromplex field which encompasses almost the entire spectrum of the phyeical sci- 
ences when applied to successful electronic circuitry. The use of thin-film technolog BB a tool in 
other research fields .requi.res Gomplete knowledge of the associated tschnologies to prevent costIy 
errors  of omission, whioh so often lead to false c-onclusians in research involving vacuum-deposited 
thingfilms, The properties of these films are extremely sensitive to the conditions of formation, 
@1 brief, they are sensitive to the chamber pressure and the composition of residual gases; the 
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temperature and the composition of the source; composition, condition, and properties of the 
evaporant material; the cleanliness, structure, composition, and temperature of the substrate; the 
rate of film growth; and the thickness of the film. Failure to observe and record any of these con- 
ditions will, in most cases, lead to films of unknown properties, and hence to false assumptions 
where the resuits of investigations o r  electronic circuit performance hinges on the properties of 
such films. 

Until 1960, most of the interest in microcircuits centered around the activities of the Diamond 
Ordnance Fuse Laboratory and the application of microcircuits to electronic fuses, such as the 
proximity fuse. Much of the industry efiEort in this direction was closely related to this activity 
(Reference 4). The advent of the guided missile and space vehicles enhanced this interest, and the 
technology which was developed in the fuse field was  used extensively in the missile and space 
fields . 

The application of thin-film techmlogy to the production of electronic capacitors and resistors 
dates from the 1930's. Begini ig  around 1940 and during World War  II, intensive effort was directed 
toward the development of thin-iilm nich.. ome resistors. By 1950, thin-film resistors and capaci- 
tors were standard electronic componeds. From 1950 to 1960, intense interest was generated in 
the possibility of making integrated thin-film circuits; by 1959, practically every electronics manu- 
facturer had entered the field and had established a thin-film activity. On the surface, the process 
appeared simple and inexpensive and seemed to offer such huge bonuses in low cost and high pro- 
duction that it created a heavy demarid for vacuum evaporation equipment. Large outlsys were 
made for thin-film facilities and production epipment. In some cases, companies were soliciting 
circuit orders before facilities were complete. h r i n g  this period some circuits of modest quality 
were produced, but they were expensive because of low yields and poor tolerances which required 
manual adjustment. These circuits were, in effect, hand-built circuits produced in a step-by-step 
process. A satisfactory, continuous, single-cycle process that would produce precision circuits 
without subsequent adjustment did not emerge. The overwhelming majority of circuit production 
efforts were wisucces sful. 

By 1963, most thin-film facilities had been abandoned or drastically cut back to small research 
activities. The two major causes for this decline in activity were: the success achieved in deveiop- 
ment of monolithic semiconductor circuitry that promised to be the panacea for all of the problems 
of microcircuitry, and the difficulties encountered in thin-film circuit production. Disillusionment 
with the latter can be traced to  three basic causes: lack of personnel experiewed in the technology, 
underestimaticn of the problems of thin-film circuit production, and adoption of an unrealistic pro- 
duction philosophy. At  the beginning of the interest in thin-film microcircuit technology, probably 
fewer tnan a dozen scientists in this country had adequate theoretical and practical knowledge 
backgrounds in thin films to properly evaluate the! technology and its application in terms of pro- 
duction. When confronted with apparent insurmountable problems, many thin-film activities, 
starting with a sound single-cycle production plan, shifted to a multicycle plan with post-deposition 
adjustment of components in search of a short cut. This led t o  cmt and other problems just as 
difficult as those originally encountered. 
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At present the focus of interest in microcircuit technology has gone the full cycle. Monolithic 
semiconductor circuit technology has suffered from the same disillusionment that beset thin-film 
technology, but to a lesser extent. All microcircuit technologies have theoretical, practical, or 
economic limitations. Monolithic circuit technology is the best process for production of micro- 
circuits, within its limitations. Monolithic microcircuits are limited in the related functional areas 
of voltage, noise, parasitics, power, speed, precision, and temperature stability. Design latitude 
is further limited by the range of component values and types and the lack of isolation between ele- 
ments. Thin-film circuits also have limitations but can exceed monolithic circuit limits in all of 
these areas. Monolithic circuits are cheaper than thin-film circuits, within their functional and 
deslgn limits, in large qur;wties. On the other hand, the thin-film circuits are economical in lots 
of a few thousand or less because of the great difference in the design, tooling, and capital costs, 
Interest is being revived in thin-film tschnology because it can fill requirements that cannot be 
met by the monolithic and other technologies, 

HISTORY OF MSFC THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUIT PROGRAM 

In 1960, a thin-film microcircuit development program was  initiated at MSFC. This program 
was motivated by the need for smaller electronic circuitry to reduce the weight of space vehicles. 
This program began with exploratory investigations to determine the status of the technology and 
the feasibility of producing thin-film circuits that could meet the requirements of space vehicles. 
These investigations were continued through 1961 and determined that precision thin-film circuits 
for prototype use could be produced. The production philosophy adopted at this laboratory is that 
the realization of the full potential of thin-film technology in microcircuit production depends upon 
the development of a continuous single-cycle prccer;s which will produce microcircuits within de- 
sired tolerances without subsequent 0peratio.m. It was further determined that the evaporation 
process was the only process that could meet this reqiiirernent and economically produce high 
quality thin-film circuits in a continuous process. It was realized that the difficulties inherent in 
the process were greater than those encountered in other processes and woukl probably delay 
circuit production a year or more; however, the advantages appeared to outweigh the disadvantages. 

The most significant objection to the evaporation process has been the high cost of masks. 
This objection cannot bc sustained under a thorough cost analysis which reveals that over 90 percent 
~1 the cost of the mask is in the artwork. There is little significant difference in the costs of the 
artwork in any of the microcircuit production methods, including printed wiring, if one considers 
the art cost per circuit function. 

THIN-FILM PROCESS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM OUTLINE 

Thc ,nain objective of this program is the development of an integrated continuous process for 
depositing thin-film eluctronic circuits. Each operation and step in the process will  be continuously 
reviewed to determine its effect on the circuit, especially thot e operations in the evaporation cycle. 
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Evaporation conditions and techniques that influence the properties of the films, such as the 
properties, condition and composition of the evaporation material; evaporatior, temperature; con- 
dition, and cleanliness; and rate of film growth will be continuously monitored. Special investiga- 
tions will  be initiated to determine the best evaporation conditions for each evaporant used. The 
deposition process was analyzed, and specific areas needing further development or improvement 
were defined into the following projects: 

1. Development of Evaporation Sources. There is a need to develop evaporation sources that 
will give longer continuous operation without replacement; 'v, ill emit vapors at a uniform 
rate without explosive discharge of solid particles and loss of charge, and will give better 
directional distribution of the evaporrtnt. This development will lead to greater economy 
in source replacement cost of the evaporant and wil l  reduce damage to  the substrate. 

2. Development of More Suitable Dielectrics. All of the dielectric materials currently used 
in thin-film circuitry have undesirable characteristics either in performance or in circuit 
fabrication. The aim of this task is to examine the many dielectric mazerials and find a 
more suitable material or Combination of materials. 

3. Development of Thin-Film Resistors. The present state-of -the -art allows the deposition 
of low-value resistors of good stability with relative ease; however, higher value resistors 
of comparable stability are difficult to deposit. The purpose of this task is to develop 
higher value resistors with high tolerances and stability. 

4. Development of Conductor Materials. The deposition of thin-film conductors presents no 
difficult problems; however, the adhesion, conductivity, and cost of conductors could be 
improved. 

5. Development of Interconnection Methods for Thin-Fiim Circuits. The objective of this 
task is to simplify and improve present methods of ,intracwnecting and interconnecting 
thin-film circidts. 

6. Development of Masking Techniques. The purpose of this task is to simplify present 
methods of mask making. Mdking precision mksks for resistors will be the primary ob- 
jective. Other masks present no serious p. oblelr- at this time. 

7. Development of Interim Methods for Use in Hybrid Circuits. All suitable methods and 
techniques of circuit fabrication will  be explored while thin-film methods and devices arc 
under development. 

8. Improvement of Cleaning Methods. This task is the simplification and improvement of 
m.ethods for cleaning thin-film elements and materials to assure uniform results, 
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9. Development of Substrate Materials. The purpose of this task is to develop substrate 
materials for thin-film circuitry which are compatible with the thin films and the cir- 
cuitry operating environment. 

10. Development of Suitable Thin-Film Capacitors. This task is t o  develop a process that 
will yield high quality capacitors consistently and accurately. 

11, Develo14.11ent of Thin-Film fix!uction Devices. In the past, the lack of goal induction de- 
vices has imposed severe limitations on the design and performance of thin-film circuits. 
Efforts will be made to develop induction devices of such quality and capacity that Phis 
limitation may be removed. 

12. Develcpment of Methods to Measure Thin-Filr? Thicknws. The quality and the capacity 
of thin-film capacitors is governed by &e ability to deposit dielectric films of precise 
thickness. The purpcise of this task is to improve the accuracy of film thickness meas- 
urements. 

13, Development of Uniform Methods of Testing Thin-Film Adhesion. A method of measur- 
ing film adhesion that can be used to compare the ralative adhesion of various thir. films 
is needed. 

14. Development of Equipment, Controls, Processes, and Monitoring Devices for the Thin- 
Film Process. The purpose of this task is the improvement of thin-film reproducibility 
by development of equipment and process controls that will allow the deposition of thin 
films under standard conditions and the development of monigoring equipment to monitcr 
the p rxess .  

15. Development of a Package for Thin-Film Circuits. One o€ the most troublesome prob- 
lems encountered in thin-film microcircuit fabrication is providing good mechanical 
support for, and a means of connecting, the circuits to the outside. The purpose of th i s  
task is to develop pa .?ages that will alleviate this difficulty. 

EQUIPMENT AND FACILITY RJ3QUIREMENTS 

The requirement for microcircuits as MSFC was surveyed, and it wa8 determined that most 
circuits needs would fall into the category of custom circuits in prototype quamities of leas than 
100 exbepi. for digital applications, which in most cases would be best met by the use of semicon- 
ductor monolithic circuits. It was estimated that specialized production equipment costs, exclud- 
ing instruments for general use, should not exceed $50,000. Facility requirements could “ e  met 
with 600 to 1000 square feet of white room facility. A clean room facility was considered Lsghly 
desirable but not necessary if a reduction in yield could be tolerated. Experience to date sup- 
ports these original estimates of cost arid space since they do fall within the estimated cost. The 
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a PUS of IN substrates. Individual circuit cost is further reduced in cases where multiple cir- 
cuits are &posited on a single substrate, as shown in Figure 6-1. 

Baseu on the current technology the following tentative production capability and tolerance 
standards were established in 1962 as a starting point. 

Component Dimensions, Limitations, and Tolerances 

Conductors: Copper, Gold, or Aluminum 

a. Minimum width - 0.75 mm 
b. Minimum spacing - 0.75 mm 
c .  Current capacity - approximately 75 ma/mm 

Resistors: Nichrome 

a. Sheet Resistivity - 300 ohms/sq 
b. Tolerance - * 10 percent normal 
c. Temperature coefficient - 60 ppm 
d. Power dissipation - 0.5 watts/cm2 of total resistive area 
e. Operating temperature - - 55 to + 200 "C 
f. Minimum width - 0.25 mm 
g. Maximum length - 12.5 mm 
i. Minimum spacing - 0.75 mm 

Capacitors: SiO-Aluminum 

a. Maximum capacitance - 1600 pf/cm2 
b. Tolerance - 1t2Q percent 
e .  PWV - 35v 

In 1963 it was found that the results of studies at this laboratory and the current state-of-the- 
art were in substantial agreement with procedures and design guidelines adopted by the U.S. Naval 
Avionics Facility, Indianapolis, Indiana, in proposed NAFI-TR- 132. These design guidelines were 
adopted at this laboratory with modifications. 

PRESENT STATUS OF THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

Precision thin-film circuits of high reliability can be fabricated and hermetically packaged at 
MSFC. Thin-film circuits (not assembled and packaged) can be produced at a rate of 24 circuits 
per hour at dimensions, tolerances, and limitations shown below and improved as follows: 
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Figure 6-2-Electrical schematic servo amplifier. 

1. All formal dimensions, tolerances, and limitations except those which apply to resistors 
and capacitors have been removed since they are governed by the voltages, currents, and 
power requirements of the individual circuit. Fxperience shows that the capabilities at 
this laboratory can exceed any reasonable requirements of transistor circuits, in gen- 
eral, except power dissipation. The servoamplifier circuit shown in Figures 6-2, 6-3, 
and 6-4 is an example of the power handling capabilities of thin-film circuits produced 
at MSFC. The circuit in Figure 6-2 is shown packaged in two stages in Figures 6-3 and 
6-4. This amplifier has an output of 75 watts operating on 28 volts dc and has a power 
dissipation of about 2 watts at full output. A minor modification of two resistors allows 
the circuit to operate on 56 volts dc with a power output of 250 watts and maximum power 
dissipation of 5 watts. The four power transistors (inset Figure 6-2) are mounted in the 
circuit package for 28-volt operation. For 56-volt operation, the power transistors are 
mounted in a separate I by 1 c.m flatpack on a heat sink. In those cases where power dis- 
sipation becomes a serious problem, it has been found that it is illogical to design for 
microcircuitry in the first place. 

2, Resistor tolerances have beer1 improved as follows : 

Material: Nichrome (80/20) 
I3heet resistance: 600 ohms/sq 
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Tolerance: .f 5 percent standard - 1 percent special * 
TCR: 30 PPM/"C standard - 10 ZPM,, "C special 
Minimum width: 0.1 mrn standard - 0.05 mrn specla1 
Aging change: less than 1 percert 
Other specifications not c'anged. 

3. Capacitor tolerances have been improved as follows: 

Maximum capacitance: 0.16 rnf/cm (minimum voltage 10 volts) 
PWV maximum: 56 volts 
Other specifications nat chknged. 

*fhe:: specmi tolcmacts are required, tbac i s  Y rorrc3pmding reduttioo ia the paoCiUcl10n yield d p d  circuits. 

'* I 

Figure 6-3-Amp1 ;fier stage, servo amplifier. 
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Figure 6-5-Thin-fi Im connection. 

2. 

3. 

Development of More Suitable Dielectrics, 
Some progress has been made under Con- 
tract NAS 8-20061, "A Study of the Proper- 
ties of Dielectrics," at Auburn University. 
Work has been done in-house on a number 
of dielectrics; the more significant, in addi- 
tion to silicon monoxide, are cerium oxide, 
magnesium flouride, titanium dioxide, and 
tantalum pentoxide. Each of these materials 
has shown distinct promise as a dielectric 
material; however, the materials have not 
been used in the production of circuits be- 
cause enough work has not been done on 
some of them to establish the best deposi- 
tion methods. On others, the difficulty of 
depositing them properly is not compatible 
with production methods. 

Development of Thin-Film Resistor.:. This 
task is less important as a result a re- 
duction of resistor width to 0.1 mm standard 
and the capability of reducing it to 0.5 mm 
in special cases. In addition, in-house im- 
provement of nichrome sheet resistance t 3  

500 ohms/sq has enabled u s  to meet more 
than 90 percent of all resistor requirements with nichrome. In-house improvement of 
resistor characteristics is presented in Reference 9. In addition, work is being performed 
under contract NAS 8-20072, "A Study to Improve Thin Film Resistors," at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology. Some progress has been reported on this contract. 

4. Development of Conductor Materials. Conductor lines and connection pads are being 
predeposited onto the substrate by the silk-screen process and subsequently fired in. 
This is an economical and accurate method of depositing conductors. This method is 
used where an accuracy of * 0.05 mm is sufficient. Where greater accuracies a r e  re- 
quired, the conductors are vacuum deposited. The silk-screened conductors are used 
where high current conduction and adhesion is needed. An in-house investigation is being 
conducted to develop a method of diffusing thin films into the substrate to enhance adhe- 
sion. Good results have been achieved, but the iilethods used are not presently compatible 
with the production process. 

5. Development of Interconnection Methods for Thin-Film Circuits. Intra-circuit connection 
of thin-film components and elements has been solved satisfactorily by the method shown 
in Figure 6-5. (A indicates the weak point at thin-film connections; R shows alleviation 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

of this condition by the shadowing technique; and C shows the method developed to elimi- 
nate the above condition and the difficulty in making connections to fired silver pads) 
(Reference 5). This connection is made by first selecting and adjusting the viscosity of 
the silver ink so that the silver will flow to a feather edge when fired and, second, vacuum 
depositing the high conductivity film over the connection joint. The fired silver pads are 
used as weld pads at all points where wire connections are needed in the circuit. This 
ink must be selected for its welding cpalities. 

Microbond welding has been developed for connecting to thin-film circuits. This 
process is described in Reference 10. Ultrasonic bonding has also been successmlly 
tested and material combinations are being developed for applications in thin-film circuits. 
The active metal and the molymanganese methods of ceramic metallizing show great 
promise of replacing orgar,ic firing inks, which create problems in substrate cleaning. 

Development of Masking Techniques. Mask development has been successfully completed 
under contract and ultra-high precision masks may be purchased at a reasonable cost. 

Development of Interim Methods for Use in Hybrid Circuits. Development work under 
this task has led to the development of the planar gap welded circuit described in Refer- 
ence 10. In addition, the in-house capability for fabricating silk-screened circuits has 
been established. 

Improvement of Cleaning Methods. An excellent cleaning process has been developed as 
outlined in Appendix 1. 

Development of Substrate Materials. Suitable substrates in the form d glazed ceramic 
and fine surfaced glass have been developed. commercially. There is room for improve- 
ment, and this task is continuing. 

Development of Improved Thin-Film Capacitors. Intensive efforts have been directed 
toward this task in-house and out-of-house. Capacitors have been greatly improved in- 
house by refinement of techniques and processes as indicated in capabiiities above. In 
addition, progress has been made toward a better undersbdlng of the breakdown mecha- 
nism in thin-film capacitors, Some significant in-house findings are being prepared for 
publication, Valuable information has been gained as a result of Contract NAS 8-11279 at 
Auburn University "A Study of the Failure Mechanism in Thin Film Capacitorst'; this 
final report is in preparation. Contract NAS 8-20061 previously menticied at Auburn 
University is also providing valuable information. 

If. Development of Thin-Film hduction Devices. A major breakthrough has been made in 
this area by the development of an apparatus (Figure 6-6) which will deposit induction de- 
vices to several millihenries. The apparatus can be used to deposit tapped transformers 
and complete LC circuits in a single device. This apparatus is described in Reference 11, 
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Figure 6-6-Thin-film inductor deposition apparatus, 

12. Development of Methods to Measure Thin-Film Thicknesses. Little progress has been 
made on this task except by refinements of techniques. Static measurements are cur- 
rently being made with a crystal oscillator with a capability of measuring to an accuracy 
of i 2 atomic layers of gold equivalent, or by use of the Tolansky method with an accuracy 
of i 35 angstroms. Dynamic measurements during deposition are accurate to about i 10 
atomic layers of gold equivalent. 

13. Development of a Uniform Method of Testing Thin-Film Adhesion. No progress has been 
made on this difficult task. 

14. Development of Equipment, Processes, Controls, and Monitoring Devices for the Thin- 
Film Process. A precision resistance monitoring bridge was built to monitor resistance 
during deposition. This device has an accuracy of * 1 percent and could be preset to auto- 
matically monitor resistance and close the shutter at the proper value. This device was 
abandoned in favor of a digital ohmmeter with a preset function which is simpler to operate 
and has an accuracy of * 0.01 percent (Figure 6e7 left). Thickness and rate monitoring 
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three companies ranged from $40 to $70 per circuit, at a tolerance of * 20 percent. This same 
circuit was produced at MSFC at a direct cost of $5 and with a tolerance of f 5 percent. The capi- 
tal imestment in production equipment compares at about the same or  greater ratio since the 
whole M S X  operation is performed in an 18-inch bell jar vacuum system (Figure 6-7) supported 
with a small cleaning operation. The major difference in cost can be attributed to the difference 
in production philosophy. This laboratory has maintained the phiiosophy that successful thin-film 
circuit production could only be achieved in a single precision operation withou' post-deposition 
adjustments. Therefore, we have concentrated on precision deposition. Most other operations 
have used approximate depositions and depended on post-deposition adjustments which require ex- 
pensive labor and jn most cases expensive equipment. Some operations use the subtractive process 
or blanket deposition aid  selective etching. It is apparent that this operaticn is acrxpensive because 
of the number of operations involved and the labor and equipment needed in addition to  the deposi- 
tion system. At NZSFC the production labor is so small that it is not counted as a part of cost be- 
cause there are oidy from 3 to 15 minutes of labor per circuit. A flat cost of 50 cents per passive 
circuit is used in estimating labor cost. 

Present productim capacity of the MSFC facility is from 4 to 20 thin-film circuits per hour 
with a yield of better than 80 percent which is more than adequate for prototype requirements;, 
seldom exceeding 25 circuits. If all tolerances are held standard, the capacity, if needed, coula be 
raised 6 to 36 circuits per hour, with minor modifications. This capacity could be raised to 200 
circuits per hour with a modified deposifion unit and added ancillary support at an approximate 
cost of $35,000. Assembly and packaging capacit 1s limited and is adjusted from time to time to 
meet actual needs. 

FUTURE OF THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUITS 

The potential of semiconductor monolithic circuits to  meet all microcircuit requirements has 
not been realized. There is a trend toward custom microcircuitry, except in digital applications, 
particularly in space applications. The deraand for these circuits is in lots of less than 10,000 and 
most fall in the area of 1000 circuits. This quantity is below the economical break-point of semi- 
conductor mofiolithic technology which seems to be around 2500 to 5000 circuits. Thin-film circuits 
can be produced economically in lots of 100 to 500 circuits, depending upon the complexity of the 
circuit. From this, w e  can see that thin-film circuitry will  have a definite place in space elec- 
tronics. 

Recent fundamental work in the field of amorphous semiconductors and on the various thin- 
film transistors has indicated the possibility of a major breakthrough in+thin-film transistors and 
diodes. Grant NGR 0 1-003-012, Investigation of Electrical Conductivity in Arnorphous Semicon- 
ductors, being conducted by Dr. A. T. Fromhold, Jr., at Auburn University was awarded to  extend 
recent findings in this field. In-house investigations are being directed toward the geometrical 
problems associated with thh-film active devices. These investigations were initiated because of 
the unique in-house capabilities in micro-fabricption and manipulation which is one of the major 
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problems associated with some of the thin-film transistors. Another indication of the state-of- 
the-art in this field is the recent introduction of ultra-fast thin-film transistor switches and diodes 
to the commercial market. The development of a successful process for fabricating thin-film 
microcircuits with integrated active devices would lead to a greater electronics revolution than 
the development of the transistor. Such a development would put microcircuit production capabili- 
ties in the hands of the smallest circuit manufacturer. 

APPENDIX - SUBSTRATE CLEANJG PROCEDURE 

1. Degrease in carbon tetrachloride. 

2. Degrease in isopropyl alcohol. 

3. Wash 15 minutes in warm detergent bath in ultrasonic cleaner. 

4. Rinse in warm tap water. 

5. Rinse 10 minutes in distilled water (ultrasonic). 

6. Rerinse 10 minutes in distilled water (ultrasonic). 

7. Vapor degrease in isopropyl alcohol. 

8. Cycle through soxhlet extractor (2 cycles). 

9. Leave stored in spectro grade isopropyl ?lcohol in extractor until used. 

10. Just prior to  use, slides are thermally etched in vacuum at 600" F for 15 minutes. 
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7. A NEW THIN-FILM APPARATUS FOR DEPOSITING INDUCTION 
DEVICES AND LC CIRCUITS 

G. D. Adams 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsville, Alabama 

A new apparatus has been designed and built to provide a method for 
depositing thin-film inductors, transformers, and LC circuits. This cle- 
vice and its application show promise of providing inductance in the range 
of several millihenries per square cm. A means is provided for making 
transformers with center taps. This paper describes a method cf deposit- 
ing distributive parameter LC circuits as a single device and explains 
construction and operation of the mechanism along with a number af pos- 
sible modifications. Also discussed is a method of using the apparatus to 
deposit high-value capacitors. 

INTRODUCTION 

The thin-film apparatus relates in general to methods and devices for fabricating thin-film 
electrical components and other microcircuitry. More specifically, it is an apparatus used to 
fabricate, quickly and simply, thin-film inductive windings, transformers, integrated inductor- 
capacitor circuits, and large-area capacitors having improved characteristics Li 8 continuous 
process utilizing vacuum deposition. 

Thin-film electrical components and related microcircuitry are of vitai importance to the 
space program in reducing the size and weight of manned and unmanned payloads. For example, 
an electronic device formerly occupying a 15-cc package fabricated with conventional components 
and high-density packaging techniques can now be fabricated on a thin piece of substrate material 
approximately one square centimeter. Thus, complex electronic circuits incorporated in on-board 
space vehicle equipment can be reduced in size and weight, bringing about a corresponding re- 
duction in size and weight of the on-board equipment. Two of the most difficult problems en- 
countered in the fabrication of vacuum-deposited, thin-film circuits a r e  those of depositing in- 
ductors and capacitors of sufficient values for general application. The present apparatus greatly 
facilitates fabrication of these components, as well as many other electrical components, such as 
multiple-tapped transformers of both air and metal core types. The use of this method can in- 
crease the power-handling capacity of thin-film components and related circuits to a considerable 
exteni: . 
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Previous methods and apparatus used for the dedosition of thin-film capacitors have not been 
entirely sztisfactory because numeroue layers must be deposited to achieve greater capacitance 
values. This involves a substantial number of separate operations and recycling of an apparatus 
to obtain the needed plate area, since the layers are noL deposited continuously; :hat is, they are 
not formed in a continuous ribbon. The apparatus under discussion avoids the disadvantages pre- 
viously mentioned and provides an accurate method for quickly depositing thin-film electrical 
components, including inductors, .in a continuous ritbon-like fashion, The apparatus can also be 
employed in industries other than the space industry wherein microcircuitry incorporating thin- 
film components can solve problems of size and wiight. For example, hearing aids and other 
bio-electronic devices are readily suited to the use rf microcircuitry. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS 

Vacuum deposition using this apparatus is the basis of the following procedure for fabricating 
electronic circuitry and components. A substrate upon which the circuit o r  component is to be 
formed is rotated above a mask having openings which are controlled by an aperture control. The 
entire assembly is placed in a vacuum chamber above a source of conductor vapor and a source 
of insulator vapor. These sources are disposed in separate chambers below the mask so that 
portions of the substrate are exposed to the vapors as the substrate rotates. When these sources 
are heated, alternate and continuous layers of conductor and insulation are deposited on the 
rotating substrate. 

This method has the following advantages: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Continuous helical layers of conductor and insulator material are deposited to form 
supcrirnposed windings on the same radius o r  concentric windings. 

Inductive windings are deposited to form inductors valued in the henry range, whereas 
previous methods limited inductors to the microhenry range. 

Windings which may be tapped at desired points produce transformers of various forms 
and uses. 

Distributive parameter-integrated LC circuits and large area capacitors are deposited 
in a continuous operation. 

Other objects and attendant advantages of the present method bill become more apparent 
when considering the following detailed description in conjunction with Figures 7-1 through 7-9. 
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Figure 7- 1-Apparatus for depositing thin-film induc5on 
devices and capacitors, sectioned elevation. 

Figure 7-2-Apparatus for depositing thin-film induction 
devices and capacitors, side elevation. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show an apparatus (10) for depositing thin-film electrical components by 
a continuous process. It includes a circular-chamber base plate (11) that supports a transparent 
bell jar (13), defining a chamber (15) which is adapted for evacuation through a port (14) in the 
base plate by conventional means (not shown). Elongated supports (17 and 19) rest upright upon 
base plate and support sources (21 and 23) which contain materials to be vaporized and deposited. 
For example, source (23) contains insulator material, These sources can be any conventional 
tYPC 

Three vertical supports (29, 31, and 33) extend upward to support a circular support plate 
(35) upon which the greater part of the apparatus rests. The base plate ell) supports a motor (37) 
exterior to the chamber (15). The shaft (39) is connected to the motor which rotates the shaft and 
the sprocket (41) attached to the shaft, The support plate (35) has rectangular opefiings (43 and 
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45) extending through the material; the openings 
direct the rising source vapors. Attached to the 
support plate is a rectangular plate (E), also 
shown in Figure 7-3, having rectangular cavities 
(49 and 51) formed therein that are located sym- 
metrically with, and on opposite sides of, 8 par- 
tition (55) that divides the rectangdlar plate into 
halves, as measured along its longest dimen- 
sion. The rectangular plate (47) has openings 
(61 and 63) formed therein that extend downward 
from bottom surfaces (57 and 59) of recessed 
cavities (49 and 51) to the bottom (60) of plate 
(47). Openings (61 and 63) are aligned with open- 
ings (43 and 45) in plate (35), respectively, so 
that vapors from sources (21 and 23) may rise 
through them. 

li, 
\ 
71 

Figure 7-3-Source shutters. 

-67 
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Referring to Figures 7-1 and 7-3, bottoms (57 and 59) of cavities (49 and 51), respectively, 
serve as pivot planes upon which source shutters (65 and 6.7) are attached and pivoted. Shutters 
(65 and 67) fit flush with bottoms (5'7 and 59) of cavities (49 and 51), respectively, and may be ro- 
tated about pivot points (69 and 71) by electricalljr-operated rotating switches (73 and 75) to close 
openings (61 and 63) and thus prevent the source vapors from rising further. Bottoms (57 and 59) 
of cavities (49 and 51) form areas sufficient for the rotation of source shutters (65 and 67) in the 
opened and closed positions. 

A rectangular block (77) is attached to, and rests upon, top surface (53) of plate (47). Block 
(77) includes a truncated conical chamber (79) which is symmetrical about a central axis of rota- 
tion (81) normal to plate (35). Sides (83 and 85) of chamber (79) slope inwardly so that upper end 
(87) of chamber (79) is smaller than bottom opening (91) in block (77). Chamber (79) is shown 
divided into two equal chambers by a wall or partition (93). Chamber (79) can be divided into four 
equal chambers when necessary for certain depositing operations. A type of flue arrangement 
(not shown) may be incorporated so that only two eources, one of conductor and one of insulator 
material, are employed to supply four chambers with vapors. 

A mask carrier (Figure 7-1) is attached to, and rests upon, top surface (89) of block (77). 
Mmk carrier (95), shown in detail in Figures 7-4 and 7-5, is svmmetrical about central axis (81) 
and is a disc having two arc openings (97 and 99) located equal radial distances from central axis 
(81) and diametrically opposite one another. Mask carrier (95) is also provided with horizontal. 
slots (101 and 103) in which slide aperture controls (105 and 107) are actuated by solenoids (111 
and 109). Mask (113) is attached to, and rests upon, the mask carrier (95). The mask is circular 
in shape and approximately 0.7 mm thick with slotted exit apertures (115 and 117) located therein 
in a circular pattern about the axis (81). 
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pivot platform (157) so that when pivot platform (137) is 
rotated in a vertical plane, bearing (143), together with 
shaft (145), remains parallel with axis (81), and thereby 
with the plane of mask (113), when the height of the sub- 
strate above the mask is adjusted by a mechanism dis- 
cussed later. 

Pivot platform (137) is a flat plate which is pivotally 
connected by pin (153) to pedestal (135) of the pivot table; 
the other end of platform (137) is in contact with an ad- 
justment pcst (155). Adjustment post (155) is vertical and 
can be raised or  lowered to pivot platform (137); thus, be- 
cause of the pivot connection between platform (137) and 
bearing (143), the substrate and mask remain parallel with 
respect to each other when platform (137) is pivoted. Post 
(155) is held secure by a cylindrical bracket (157) which 
has a lateral dimension. Slot (159) provides an access 

Figure 7-6-Substrate w;th deposited windings 
connected to connection lands. 

opening through which a gear (161) operates, Gear (161) is shaft-connected to adjustment nut (169). 
Bracket (157) is attached to, and supported by, a vertical member (165) which is attached to, and 
supported ai, its lower end by support plate (35). Post (155) has teeth (158) formed thereon which 
are engaged by gear (161), so that rotation of gear (161) will raise or  lower post (155). 

OPERATION 

The apparatus is prepared for depositing a single insulated winding on a substrate in the fol- 
lowing manner: Substrate (148) is prepared to receive the winding by predepositing metallic 
starting and ending connection lands thereon before the winding is started. The mask (113) used 
is shown in Figure 7-4. Substrate (148) is then attached to substrate holder (147) and aligned with 
starting connection land (167) (Figure 7-6) located above conductor aperture (115) (Figure 7-4). 
The thickness of depsi ted films is determined by the evaporation rate of sources (21 and 23, 
which may be referred to as a source unit), the a rc  length of exit apertures (115 and 117), and the 
speed of rotation of substrate (148). Adjustment post (155) is adjusted to bring substrate (148) 
within the proper distance above mrask (113). Vacuum chamber (15) is evacuated to the proper 
point for evaporating the materials used (normally 5 x lo-’ Torr). 

Source shutters (65 and 67), mounted between sources (21 and 23) and mask (113) to allow 
opening and closing the vapor ,path to substrate (148), are  now closed, and sources (21 and 23) are 
brought to a proper temperature for a desired evaporation rate. Aperture controls (107) are ad- 
justed by solenoid (109) to expose connection aperture (119) by means of aperture (129) and close 
exit aperture (115). Aperture control (105) is adjusted by solenoid (111) for the desired insulator 
deposition. Shutter (65) is opened by the rotating switch (73); the connection to connection 
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Figure 7-d-Mask carrier, top sectioned view. Figure 7-5-Musk carrier, sectioned elevation. 

Exit apertures (115 and 117), being narrower than exit aperture (117), through which insula- 
tion material is deposited, form arcs znd are located above their respective sources with exit 
aperture (115), through which conductor material is deposited. Exit a p d u r e  (117) is wider than 
exit aperture (115) to ensure propey insulation of the conductor film as it is deposited in a con- 
tinuous process. A connecting aperture (119) is also located in the mask (113). It is rectangular 
and located at the end of conductor arc (115). Its function is to deposit connections from the wlnd- 
ings to the connecting lands so that the elements may be connected in thin-film circuits or micro- 
circuits. 

Aperture controls (105 and 107) are rectangular tabs with pie-shaped openings (123 and 12tt) 
centrally located therein so that the arc length of exit apertures (117 and 115) may be shortened 
or lengthened, respectively, as controls (105 and 107) are pulled oat of, o r  pushed into, slots (103 
and 101) provided in the mask carrier (95). Connection land opening (129) is provided in aperture 
cnntrol (107) and exposes connection lmd opening (119) in the mask to permit the passage of 
vapors only when exit aperture (115) is completely closed off by pulling control (107) out a proper 
distance by operation of solenoid (109). This allows connections to be made from conductor to 
connection lands, and there is no hterference with the deposition of the conductor or insuhtion 
since that phase of the method is stopped. 

Figure 7-1 shows a pivot table comprising a horizontal plate member (131) from wh'. ' two 
t . ~ ,  vertical supports (132 and 134) extend downward at right angles to the horizontal plate c ' j  

with vertical support (1 34) being pivotally attached to block (77) by pivot connection (133) *ec- 
tangular pedestal (135), integral with the pivot table, provides a means for mounting pivot platform 
(137). The pivot table in-ludes a raised annular shoulder (139) located symmetrically about cen- 
tral axis (81). Shoulder (139) has a circular opening (141) extending through plate member (131) 
to allow a ehaft bearing (143) mounted therein to move along axis (81) with some degree of freedom, 

Bearing (143) encloses a drive shaft (145), connected at its lower end to a substrate holder 
(147). The substrate holder is rotated by drive shaft (145) having sprocket (149) mounted thereon. 
Sprocket (149) is rotated by chain (150), which is driven by electric motor (37), shaft (391, and 
sprocket (41). Sprocket (149) rides on surface (151) of bearing (143). Substrate holder (147) is a 
flat disc to which substrate (148) is attacked. Bearing (143) is pivotally connected by pin (144) to 
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land (167) (Figure 7-6) is deposited, and shutter (65) is closed. Aperture control (107) is adjusted 
by solenoid (109) t u  expose exit aperture (115) through which the conductor is deposited. Skitters 
(65 and 67) are opened, and substrate (146) is immediately placed in controlled rotation by a? 
electric motor (37) which drives sprockets (41 and 149) through shaft (39) and chain (150). A s  the 
apparatus operates, each vapor source (21 and 23) deposits a thin-film helix on substrate (148). 
The radius of the helix deposited is determined by the radial distance of exit apertures (115 and 
117) from ax iF  (81). With apertures (115 and 117) at equal radial distances from axis (81), multi- 
turn helices of conductor and insulator are deposited one upon the other, with each succeeding 
source (either 21 or 23), in the direction of rotation, depositing a layer upon the preceding layer. 
The operation is continued until the desired number of turns are deposited. Each revolution of 
substrate (148) deposits one turn. It is then stopped in line with ending connection land (169) 
(Figure 7-6), and shutters (65 and 67) are closed. Connecting the end of the winding to connection 
land (169) may be done by a separate operation after removing substrate (148) from the vacuuin 
chamber, 01 it may be carried out by operating solenoid (109) to move aperture control (107) to a 
position wherein aperture (129) is aligned with connection aperture (119) in mask (113). Shutter 
(65) is opened and conductor vapor rises through exposed openings (43,61, 79, and 97) and is de- 
posited upon substrate (148) through apertsre (119). 

Figures 7-7 through 7-9 show masks with aperture configurations for depositing other com- 
pnents. Certain modifications (not shown) of the appa.r?,tus shown in Figure 7 . 1  may be made to 
cgerate the apparatus using masks shown in Figures 7-7 through 7-9. The masks may be used 
without aperture controls, or aperture controls may be incorporated. A flue arrangement (not 
shown) may be incorporated when four separate chamh. '3, that is two source units, are required. 

Multiple insulated windings on the same radius are deposited wit < I  the mask shown in Figure 
7-7 which requires a source unit and a pair of connection lands for each winding. Exit apertures 

Figure 7-8-Mask, aperture configuration for depositing 
multiple windings on same radius. 

Figure 7-7-Mask, aperture configuration for depositing 
multiple winding on same radiums. 
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(171, 173, 175,and 117) are placed on the same radius and 
are alternated, each conductor aperture (171 and 173) fol- 
lowed by an insulator aperture (175 and 177, respectively), 
in the direction of rotation. Connect; . lands are so lo- 
cated an the substrate that alignment of the starting land 
for the first winding with the conductor aperture will align 
each succeeding conductor aperture with the appropri-.te 
starting land. The same applies to the ending connectton 
lands. Connection apertures (179 and 181) are provided in 
the mask and may be used if aperture controls are used to 
expose the apertures at the necessary times. 

Concentric windings on different radii are deposited, 
using the mask shown inFigure7-8 by the sameprocedure 
as described previously, except that the apertures (183 
and 185) form one of the concentric windings, and aper- 

Figure 7-9--Mask, aperture configuration 
for depositing helical capacitors. 

tures (187 and 189) form another of the concentric windings. Only one source unit is required. 
Each pair of apertures (183 and 185) are located on the same radius but on a different radius than 
the other pair f: 87 and 189). 

Capacitors are deposited by the same procedure except that a different mask, shown in Fig- 
ure 7-9, is used. Exit aperimes (191, 193, 195, and 197) are wider to provide a greater area per 
turn, and only starting connection lands are required. Connection apertures (199 and 201) are 
provided therein. 

Integrated LC circuits are easily deposited by the use of the procedure described for single 
insulated windings. The desired inductance and capacitance being known, the winding area and 
number of turns to achi we the desired iiductance -are determined. The capacitance is adjusted 
to the (.,sired value using the area-per-turn from the inductance calculations, the dielectric con- 
stant, and the thickness of the insulator. The width of the conductor is then adjusted to give the 
desired distributive capacitance between any two turns. 

CONCLUSION 

This apparatus provides a continuous and simple method utilizing vacuum deposition for fabri- 
cating thin-film electrical circuit components and microcircuitry. Numerous modifications and 
variations of the present method are possible. 
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8. AN IMPROVED SPATTERPROOF VACUUM EVAPORATION SOURCE 

G. D. Adams 
George C. Marshall Space Flight C a t e r  

Huntsville, Alabama 

This report presents a new design concept for an improved spatter- 
proof vacuum evaporation source for use in depositing thin solid films on 
a substrate. Construction details designed to prevent emission of high- 
velocity solid particles that would damage the deposited film a re  described 
and illustrated. Simplicity and economy of construction and modest oper- 
ating power requirements, as compared with presently available sources, 
are also discussed. This design has been proven in production use. 

INTRODUCTION 

;;pattering of evaporation source materiai, -aith the resultant damage to films being deposited, 
has long been a problem for workers engaged in vacuum deposition of thin solid films (References 
1 through 6). Film damage is caused by large solid particles that leave the source at high veloc- 
ity and strike the film. This type of damage is particularly detrimental to the formation of di- 
electric films in thin-film capacitors. Several sources have been developed in an attempt to 
eliminate this problem, but they are complicated to fabricate and require an excessive amount of 
operating power. The source described here consists of a thin-gauge evaporant cartridge with a 
dimpled top on which a series of small vapor-vent holes circle the outer edge of the dimple 
(Figures 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3). A baffle strip with an exit port is welded over the perforated dimple 
in sich a manner that the vapor stream from the vent holes is deflected to preclude direct-line 
emission of solid particles from the exit port in the baffle. 

This source is easily fabricated, gives excellent thermal transfer, requires modest operating 
power, and results in excellent spatter suppression. 

DE SC RUPTION 

The source is made from two strips of refractory metal foil. Tantalum is chosen as the 
material for most applications because it is easily worked with conventional forming tools and, 
in many cases, the thin foils may De worked by hand. One strip is formed into a rectangular 
cartridge (Figure 8-1). The second strip is welded over the perforated dimple to act as a baffle. 
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"he formed sleeve is filled with the evagorant 
iateria1,crimped at each end, and the ends are 
clamped with the electrode clamps. When thc 
source reaches the operating temperature for 
the material being evaporated, vapors f i l l  the 
cartridge and emape through the exit holes into 
the dimple cavity. There they are reevaporated 
or reflected through the baffleport. Most of the 
large particles ejected from the bulk evaporant 
are trapped in thecartridge. The few that man- 
age to pass through the exit holes are trapped in 
the dimple cavity. Occasional particles may es- 
cape by passing in a line through the exit holes 
and baffle port. Their I.ow trajectory, however, 
v?!. iiot permit them to strike the substrate 
overhead. This construction has been found to 
be satisfactory for most applications. 

' 

In those cases where complete trapping is 
necessary, the dimple and baffle constructi.on 
shown in Figure 8-2 may be used. It may be 
noted from the r'igure that particles passing 
from the exit holes cannot pass directly through 
the baffle port. It should be further noted that 
the contour of the dimple does not affect the 
angular distribution of the vapor particles. It 
was found by Knudsen (Reference 7) that the 
reflection or reevaporation of v&.por particles is random and has no relationship to the angle of 
incidence. 

Figure 8- I-Spatterproof evaporation source. 

CONSTRUCTION 

The source is constructed by spot welding two strips of refractory metal (Figure 8-1). One 
strip is folded to make the main body, or sleeve, while the other strip forms the baffle. Source 
dimensions a re  determined by the dietanee between the clampkc electrodes , the power limitations, 
and the desired evaporant capacity. The size of the dimple is governed by the required evapora- 
tion rate and source size. The dimple may extend over the greater part of the sleeve length if an 
extende-d source is desired, o r  it may be reduced to an approximate point-source, which will limit 
the evaporation rate. The exit holes surrounding the dimple should be kept as small as practic- 
able to limit the size of the particles that may escape into the dimple cavity. The exit holes are 
placed so that they are around the rim and just inside the dimple. 
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END VIEW 

, YAPOR STREAM 

VAPORPATHS 

SIDE VIEW 

Figure 8-2-Cartridge construction. 

The baffle strip is made the same length 
and width as the sleeve to insure uniform re- 
sistance over the length of the source. The 
baffle opening is made smaller than the dimple 
to provide a covering over the exit holes, thus 
preventing particles from escaping in a vertical 
direction and striking the film being deposited 
on the substrate. Low-angle trajectories are 
possible with the dimple construction shown in 
Figure 8-3, but particles cannot reach the sub- 
strate in a direct path. 

' 

In those applications where complete par- 
ticle trapping is desired, the dimple construc- 
tion shown in Figure 8-3 is recommended. It 
should be noted that there is no line-of-sight 
in this construction from the dimple cavity 
through the baffle port. A sleeve constructed 
from straight strips will heat uniformly over 
the full length when a current is passed through 
it. The necking cuts (Figure 8-1) are made to 
reduce the cross section of the source in the 
dimple area. This creates a hot spot in the 
dimple area which is required to prevent 

clogging of the exit holes during operation. The bottom dimple reduces the amount of evLporant 
in the vicinity. The completed source is crimped together at one end and welded. The crimp is 
made along the line of the side welding flange to present a uniform cross section the clamping 
electrode. The source is then filled with the evaporant material from the open end, which is then 
crimped. This end is not welded, to provide a means of refilling the source by spreading open 
the crimped end. 

OPERATION 

The source is filled vith the evaporant material through the unwelded end, which is then 
crimped closed, and the source is inserted between the clamping electrodes. The evaporant ma- 
terial may be of any suitable grain or particle size, since the thermal transfer is wiform through- 
out. The heating current is passed through the source to bring it to the proper operating tempera- 
ture. Those evaporants that require a bake-otit before evaporation may be baked out in the source, 
thus eliminating the separate bake-out operation. When the source is brought to the proper oper- 
ating temperature, the vapors pass through the exit ports in the dimple cavity aiid are reflected or 
re-evaporated upward to the substrate. Gross particles explosively ejected are trapped in the 
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dimple cavity by the baffle strip. There is little 
probability that the few that escape at low tra- 
jectories will  reach the substrate and damage 
the film being deposited. 

END VIEW In thedimple designshown in Figure 8-3, it 
can be seen that particles cannot escape from 
the dimple cavity without at least two rebounds, 
resulting in the loss of much of their kinetic 
energy. This design is recommended for complete trapping of gross pzrticles. 

Figt, B 8-3-Dimple detail for small angle distribution. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The evaporation source described in this report is a satisfactory method for controlling 
particle spatter encountered in the vapor process for deposting thin films. Variation of the dimple 
contour permits versatility of design applications to cover a broad range of particle trapping 
requirements. Because of simplicity of fabrication, operating power economy, and reusability 
of the cartridge, this source is preferred to other available systems. 
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9. A NEW THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUIT DEPOSITION MECHANISM 

G. D. Adams and G. L. Fiiip 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsville, Alabama 

A ne\-/ thin-film circuit deposition mechanism was designed and built. 
The mechanism handles six 5 by 5-cm substrates, six masks, and 12 va- 
por sources. The substrate and mask selection mechanism has only one 
moving part. The mechanism will fit into a 45-cm glass bell jar and fea- 
tures six automatic resistance and thickness monitoring strips, water cool- 
ing, individual substrate heating at each station, and a registration accuracy 
of 0.0125 mm. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the basic requirements of a microcircuit deposition process is B mechanism which 
can operate with any combination of substrates, masks, and evaporation sources. The mech- 
anism must be extremely precise in locating the mask over the substrate. It must provide 
electrical power, instrumentation, and water coolilg for components where required. The mech- 
anism must be able to function at high temperatures in a vacuum without malfunctioning. The 
mechanism should be simp1.e tu operate and be eary to clean and maintain. The thin-film micro- 
circuit devehgment program at MSFC created R demand for such a device. 

Examination of commercially available, and number of custom-built, thin-film circuit dep- 
osition units revealed that all of the units a:lffered frnm deficiencies that would impair thin-film 
circuit development. One of the more prom!aiii(. -nltta . i a ~  purchased and tested. After extensive 
modifications, this unit was made to operate mtitd.,ctorily until a suitable unit r: :uld be designed 
and built. Most of the units examined suffered 1wm the same deficiencies. The most common 
deficiencies encountered were the following. 

1. The elaborate mechanical arrangements require frequent repairs and adjustments. This 
situation makes the machines difficult to maintain and makes cleaning a formidable task. 

2. Unidirectional indexing deprives the operator of the flexibility of repeating operations 
without going through the full deposition cycle, which includes a larger number of opera- 
t ions. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Most source-to-substrate distances are too short for good line definition without excess 
shadowing. 

Most source holders are too small and require breaking the vacuum in midcycle to re- 
charge the small sources. 

Registration accuracies are generally poor. One machine was advertised as having an 
accuracy of h0.0025 mm registration in one plane; however, the accuracy was no better 
than 0.0% mm in the other two planes. This situation was further aggravated by poor 
substrate positioning in its holder. This e r n r  must be added to the sQstrat ion e r ror ,  

Some of the machines are difficult to load and unload because the substrate holding fix- 
ture could not be released, and the substrate carrier could not be disengaged from the 
drive mechanism to allow rapid loading. 

Substrate and mask carriers cannot be separated sufficiently to allow easy masks 
changing. 

Machines using a multiple source carrier suffer from sliding contact problems at high 
currents. These problems lead to arcing and galling between the contact shoes and the 
slip ring. 

Machines using resistance monitors generally have contact problems because d poor 
design o r  contamination from the sources, 

Machines are not properly shielded for cross-contamination of source material. 

Most of the machines have minor deficiencies that require modification before satis- 
factory operation could be expected. 

The experience gained from this study and subsequent operations was utilized to design and 
build a new thin-film circuit deposition unit (Figures 9-1 through 9-6) which eliminated o r  min- 
imized tile difficulties encountered, This machine, a completely integrated carrousel-type unit; 
requires no attachment to the vacuum system other than four clamps which seal an "0" ring 
around the base after the unit has been inserted into the vacuum chamber. The unit cm be in- 
serted into any suitable overhanging vacuum chamber (Figure 9-5) within a few moments without 
major modification to the system. This arrangement allows maximum access from top, bottom, 
and three sides, which greatly facilitates cleaning, adjustments, modifications, and repairs. Any 
conventional vacuum system can be eslapted to this unit by removing the bell jar and installing an 
overhanging metal chamber as shown in Figires 9-5 and 9-7. 

The machine is designed to handle six 5 by 5-cm substrates, six masks, and 12 sources. It 
is divided into six isolated evaporation chambers effectively baffled to prevent cross-contamina- 
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A- A 

Figure 9- 1-Thin-film microcircuit deposition unit assembly drawing, sheet 1 of 2, 
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Figure 9-2-Thin-film microcircuit deposition unit assembly drawing, sheet 2 of 2. 

tion between chambers; however, the baffling is designed so that il does not interfere with the €low 
of gases to the pump since each chamber opens directly into the vacuum chamber from the bottom. 
This arrangement has the effect of providing six independent vacuum evaporation chambers. Each 
chamber is individually equipped with a mask, an electrically controlled shutter, two evaporation 
sources, and a water-cooled crystal monitor (Figures 9-5 and 9-6). Each of the six substrate 
positions is individually cquipped with a resistance monitor assembly, a heater, and a thermo- 
couple. Mechanical feedthrough provides for vertical and rotational motion as well as electrical 
power and instrumentation wiring for the resistance monitors, heaters, and thermocouples. 
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Figure 9-3-Substrate carrier plate (top plate) drawing. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Construction details are shown in Figures 9-1 and 9-2, the i d e x  numbers for which are given 
in the following list. 
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The weight of the heater forces the monitor 
strip down against the contact points and bot- 
tom stops (not shown). This arrangement com- 
presses the spring contacts and establishes a 
firm contact between the spring contact and the 
silver contact tabs. The substrate is held in 
position against the bottom stops by the weight 
of the heater. It is held in horizontal position 
by the action of the quick-release spring mech- 
anism (16 and 56), which forces the substrate 
against three alignment bosses on the sides of 
the substrate rccess (detail A, Figure 9-3). 

3 1 F MICRO CIRCUIT / 

PORT 

f0 VACUUM PUMP 

Figure 9-7-Overhanging vacuum chamber adapter. 

Twelve indexing rloles (“A” holes, Figure 9-4) are aligned with indexing pins (not shown) in the 
mask carrier plate (27). These holes and pins are located within a tolerance of *0.0125 mm. 
These pins also serve as the mask alignment pins. 

The mask carrier plate carries the masks, which are aligned by alignment pins, shutter 
mechanisms, and the water-cooled crystal monitor heads. The shutter (50) is operated by a 
solenoid as shown in Figure 9-4. The shutter has a cutout at the pivot edge to allow the crystal 
monitor to be exposed to the vapor stream when the shutter is in the opened or closed position. 
This arrangement allows the operator to establish the evaporation rate before the shutter is 
opened. The source heaters are installed between the terminals (59) and the common ring termin- 
al (30). Provision is made for two source heaters in each compartment. Four feedthrough parts 
(not shown) are provided for electron beam and induction-heated sources. 

Electrical wiring for power and instrumentation is terminated in a control console (not shown) 
which houses the power supplies and instruments. Resistance monitoring is performed either 
automatically or manually by a digital ohmmeter. Signals from the crystal monitor head are sent 
to a crystal oscillator control which automztically regulates, deposition rates and thickness. The 
instruments shown on the left in Figure 9-5 are the instrument breadboard which will be replaced 
by a console. In addition to housing the instrumentation, the console will also support the end of 
the vacuuin chamber. This arrangement will allow the removal of the existing supports and will 
greatly improve the accessibility of the entire system. 

OPERATION 

The unit is placed in operation by first loading it with the appropriate sources, masks, sub- 
strates, and monitor strips, To load the masks, raise the substrate carrier plate (28) by un- 
latching and pressing down on the lifting lever (12). After the masks are loaded, the substrate 
carrier is lowered back into place, The sources are loaded by clamping them between terminals 
(23 and 30) with clamp (8). The substrates and resistance monitor strips are loaded by removing 
the heaters from their recess and p1acin.g the substrates and monitor strips in their respective 
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recesses, making sure that the silver contacts on the monitor strip are facing down. The heaters 
are then replaced, the bell jar is lowered into place, and the vacuum cycle is initiated, Since the 
sources are fixed along with the appropriate mask, subsequent operations only involve moving the 
appropriate substrate over the proper mask in the predetermined sequence. This is accomplished 
by raising the substrate carrier over the indexing pins as previously explained and rotating it to 
the desired position by use of the locator wheel (65). 

CONCLUSION 

The moving parts of the indexing mechanism have been reduced to a single, jam-proof moving 
part. Moving electrical and mechanical motion feedthroughs have been effectively reduced to a 
single mechanical feedthrough. Precision indexing has been established in three planes. The unit 
is simple in construction and easy to adjust and clean. Effective baffling is provided to minimize 
cross-contamination of source m a t e r k k  Rotational motiofi is provided in either direction and 
any substrate, mask, or source combination can be obtained in a single motion. Source-to-sub- 
strate distance is long and can be easily shortened, if desired, by extending the source terminals. 
Provision is made for two large sources in each chamber. Loading and unloading the unit is made 
easy by use of a quick-release substrate holder and by the provision of adequate space between 
the substrate carrier plate and the mask holding piate. High current sliding contacts have been 
eliminated. Positive resistance monitor contacts which are free from contamination are provided. 
The unit is completely integrated and may be used in any vacuum system without modification by 
use of an overhanging vacuum Chdmber, as shown in Figures 9-5 and 9-7. The unit has been 
proven .in production. 
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10. GAP WELDINQ PROCESSES AND APPLICATIONS 

G. D. A d a m  
George C. Marshall Space Blight Center 

Huntsville, Alabama 

The gap welding process has .been studied, and procedures ‘have been 
established to achieve maximum results. The process is shown to be de- 
pendent upon the control of materials and geometry, The a;-gication of 
gap welding to a wide rango of electronic interconnection problems is de- 
scribed, The technique used in welding wires and ribbons ranging frolr 
0.026 to 0.5 mm in size with a single welder is also described as is weld- 
ing thin films, thick films, and printed wiring boards. A sample circuit 
utiliaing a new design concept, planar gap welding, for component assem- 
bled- circuits is shown, beginning with the electrical schematic to the 
finished circuit, 

ATH OF WELDING CURRENT 

INTRODUCTZON ELECTRODES 

Because of its simplicity, ease of produc- 
tion, high strength, and because it can be visu- 
ally inspected, gap welding is proving to be the 
greal est advance in electronic interconnections 
during the past 50 years. The technique is a 

WORK 
WELD ZONES 

I I 

SERIES WELDINQ 

\PATH OF WELOING CURRENT 
\ 

GAP WELDlMd 

WELD ZONE- 

CTOR 

GAP WELDlMd 

Figure lbl-Comparison of series welding and 
gap welding. 

modification of the 3-electrode, series resist- 
ance weld (see Reference 1). The similarity of 
the two types of welds is illustrated in Figure 
10-1. The split electrode used in gap welding 
is shown in Figure 10-2, and a weld head for 
gap welding is shown in Figure 18-3. Bywaters 
(Reference 2) first suggested the gap welding 
technique as a means of interconnecting flat 
integrated circuit packages. As a result of the 
Bywaters paper, the Microelectronics Unit at 
MSFC began a study of the technique in 1962 for 
the purpose of developing the technique for gen- 
eral application to microcircuit interconnections. 
The preliminary study revealed that it was pos- 
sible to develop the method into a nearly ideal 
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Gap welding is not limited to the welding of integrated circuits. It has a wide range of appli- 
cation. Using this technique, we have consistently made good welds on a wide range of materials 
varying from 1.75 mm by 5-mm material down to 0.025-mm wire. A s  indicated earlier, gap 
welding is a geometric process related to the geometry of the weld materials and the welding tips, 
A study of the geometry of the system has led to the establishment of the following dimensions 
(Figure 10-10). 

Thickness of lead.. ......................... t, = x 
Width of lead.. ............................. w L  
Thickness of lower conductor ................ 
Width of lower conductor .................... w, 

= (3 * 0.4) x 
tc = (.7 f 0.1) x 

= wc + (0.075 to 0.175 mm) 
Thickness A zlectrode tip ................... t, > 1 . 7 ~  
Width of .. L. ade tip ....................... we ' 3.5 x 
Width of electrode gap ...................... wg = (4.5 * 0.5) x 

MSFC-SPEC-270 establishes lead sizes a id  tolerances. With reasonable quality control over the 
weld materials, all of the variables uf welding can be brought within a range that is easily con- 
trolled. Tests indicate that a tolerance of * 10 percent in any of the variables in the process will 
not affect weld quality. ConsequeKtly MSFC Procedure 429 has been adopted to establish gap 
welding as the standard technique for welding materials to weldable P W  boards. 

GAP WELDING APPLICATIONS 

Mic robonding 

The gap welding process has been extended 
to microbonding round wires from 0.02 to 0.2 
mm in diameter to small structural welding up 
to 0.5 cm thick with equal success. Microbond- 

--%I-- LEAD 

1 '  I 

{+ r \ J  c ,  te 

\ 
\ 

WELD ZONE SUBSTRATE 

SIDE VIEW 

L E A D  ELECTRODES 

f i  ,CONDUCTOR 

I 

WELD ZONE 
I 

TOP VIEW 

Figure 10- 1 &Gap welding arrangement and dimensions. 

ing by the gap welding process can be best de- 
scribed as a resistance-heated thermocom- 
pression bond and is restricted to those 
materials which readily diffuse. A s  in thermo- 
compression bonding, the best material for the 
process is gold. The dynamics of the process 
are closely related to the ribbon weld previ- 
ously described. The major difference is that 
the contact area does not remain constant when 
welding the round wire as it does in the ribbon 
weld; thus a finer balance between the pressure 
and energy adjustments must be maintained. 
Fortunately, a s  in  ribbon welding, the process 
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is somewhat self-regulating. Another difference in the two welds is that of the temperature re- 
quired to make the bond. Ribbon welds a re  fusion welds in the sense that the weld is made at the 
plastic temperature of the work, whereas the microbond, being a diffusion bond, @an be made 
below the plastic temperature. In fact, care must be taken in microbonding to avoid melting the 
work and causing it to separate and ball up at each end through the action of surface tension. 
Furthermore, the microbond requires more time for diffusion across the interface. The time for 
bond formation in the ribbon weld is between 5 and 9 milliseconds, whereas the time required for 
the microbond is between 100 milliseconds and 1 second, dependent upon the temperature in the 
hot zone. This situation is in agreement with the Jost diffusion equations for liquids and solids 
(Reference 5). In practice, we operate very near the liquidus temperature, and the best setting 
for microbonding has been found to be 200 milliseconds. 

Microbonding is best accomplished with a constant-voltage welder as will be shown later. 
The weld pressure is set by observation since the delicate pressures are very difficult to measure 
accurately. The method used by the author is to start the pressure setting at zero and to alter- 
nately increase the pressure and bring the tips down on the wire until the wire is deformed suf- 
ficiently to present a flat surface about 1/3 the diameter of the wire. Then set the weld timer at 
200 milliseconds, and the weld energy at zero. Press the tips onto the wire and alternately fire 
the welder while increasing the weld energy in small increments until the wire begins to collapse. 
The weld energy is increased in small mcrements until the wire has collapsed to approximately 
50 percent of its original diameter. Move to a new weld point on the wire and make finer adjust- 
ments until the desired collapse is achieved. The pressure setting is then recorded. Gold wire 
on thin films gives the highest strength when collapsed to approximately 40 percent of the original 
diameter. This practice provides a larger contact area and thus results in a higher joint strength 
since film adhesion is the weak point in the structure. However, these benefits are achieved at 
the expense of the wire strength in the pinch at the edge of the weld zone; therefore, a balance 
must be established between the strength of the film and the strength of the wire at the pinch by 
pull test. 

From the preceding arrangement, it can be seen that if the electrodes are pressed to the wwk 
and the welder is fired, the approximate current density will be as shown in Figure 10-11. 
Comparing this with Figure 10-6 shows that the 
current is shifted upward andpasses anarrower ELECTRODES 

I x gap with the major part of the current confined 
to the upper work piece; thus the heating is con- 
fined to the upper work piece, which is the da- 
sired condition. At the start of the weld pulse, 
the major part of the heating is under the elec- 
trode tips as in resistance welding because of 
the reduced contact area at that point. A s  this 
contact heating progresses, the work begins to 
Collapse at the Contacts, and the heating rate is 
damped to stability by the increasing area of the 

Figure 1bl I-current density in gap welding a 
round wire. 
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contacts. E the weld pulse is a constant-voltage pulse and the pressure-voltage adjustment is 
correct, heating will stabilize to a fixed rate at a temperature just below the plastic range of the 
work, and the collapse of the round wire will cease. This stable heating will continue until the end 
of the weld pulse. This time should be long enough to allow good diffusion across the weld inter- 
face. This takes place above 100 milliseconds and is characteristic of the diffusion properties of 
the work (Reference 5). Capacitor discharge welders do not have sufficient pulse width for making 
diffusion bonds. 

Lap Welding of Heavy Sections 

Another application of gap welding is lap welding of materials of structural size by the substi- 
tution of a high-strength ceramic support such as carborundum for the circuit board shown in 
Figure 10-1. Figure 10-12 shows a small lap weld being made on carborundum support. This 
technique may be extended to materials up to, and possibly above, 0.5 cm in size. 

Plana;. Gap Welding 

As  suggested previously (Reference 6), the gap welding process has been extended into a new 
design and production technique, termed "planar gap welding" to distinguieh it from the well known 
"swiss cheese" and ''dot" concepts. They differ only in the method of interconnecting and in the 
design technique. The latter two concepts use conventional PW board design techniques and solder 
for interconnections. However, the planar gap welding technique uses gap welding for intercon- 
nections (Figures 10-13 through 10-16) and a straight line, point-to-point layout of the conductors. 
This concept was adopted with an eye toward computer-controlled design and assembly, which 
would require only two-dimensional control. 
Figures 10-17 through 10-22; this circuit was designed in the following steps: 

Refer to the flight control computer circuit in 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The electrical schematic is first drawn to scale; actual component outlines are used with 
the component symbol drawn inside the outline, and all crossovers a re  disregarded. 

All crossovers are diverted beneath insulated components or under flying leads of un- 
insulated components (Figure 10-13) by the most direct path, using straight horizontal 
and vertical lines. Crossovers that cannot be made this way can be made by using insu- 
lated jumpers over a conductor, o r  through the board and back. 

The conductor pattern is then defined in heavy lines; this is the preliminary PW board 
pattern. 

The dimensions and components a re  refined, and lead sizes and weld pads a re  defined. 

The design is simplified wherever possible. 
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Table 11-3 

Accelerated Aging Characteristics of 100-ohms-per-square Nichrome Resistors 
on Glazed Ceramic Substrates 

Aging temperature, "C 

Protective coating 
Number resistors tested 
Total aging time, 

T-hours 
Average percent change 

,?fer T-hours 
Stanciard deviation of 

percent change 
Reference number: 

Substrate 
Figure 

page 

RT 
none 
10 

3,.. 

2.44 

0.30 

4,596 
5 
27 

RT 
si0 
11 

3672 

0.14 

0.06 

4,576 
5 
27 -- 

O,l3 

0.06 

1,2,3 
4 
26 

50 

none 
11 

137 

0.34 

0.05 

8 
7 

29 - 

0.79 

0.13 

16 
15 
37 

50 
si0 
11 

137 

0.04 

0.10 

8 
7 

29 - 

90 
none 
11 

137 

0.84 

0.19 

10 
9 
31 - 

- 
90 
si0 
11 

137 

-0.03 

0.30 

10 
9 
31 - 

125 
none 
11 

280 

0.0 

0.15 

12 
11 

33 - 

125 
si0 
11 

280 

0.03 

0.06 

12 
11 
33 - 

152 
none 
11 

115 

1.75 

0.26 

14 
13 
35 - 

- 
152 
si0 
11 

115 

0.19 

0.09 

14 
13 
35 - 

Notes: 1. RT: Control resistors stored at ambient room temperature of approximately 25°C. 
0 

2. Approximate thickness of 100-ohms-per-square film 150 A. 

no sample 

Table 11-4 

Accelerated Aging Characteristics of 200-ohms-per-square Nfchrome Resistors 
on Glass Substrates 

Aging temperatyre, 'C 
Protective coating 
Number resistors tested 
Total aging time, 

T-hours 
Avorage percent change 

after T-hours 
Standard deviation of 

percent change 
Referance number: 

Substrate 
Figure 

page 
.- - 

- 
RT 
none 
10 

4008 

3.00 

0.37 

192 93 
4 
26 
I_ 

- 
RT 

Si0 
11 

4008 

- 
50 
none 
8 

137 

- 
50 

si0 
11 

137 

0.04 

0.05 

16 
15 
37 

- 
90 
none 
9 

137 

1.49 

0.12 

18 
17 
39 

- 
90 
Si0 
10 

137 

0.27 

0.48 

18 
17 
39 - 

- 
125 
none 
9 

280 

4.60 

0.62 

20 
19 
41 - 

- 
125 
si0 
11 

280 

0.78 

0.31 

20 
39 
41 

- 
152 
none 

6 

115 

5.50 

0.83 

22 
21 
43 

-- 
152 
si0 

11 

115 

9.29 

0.23 

22 
21 
43 

- 
198 
none 

6 

139.5 

18.70 

8.70 

24 
23 
45 

Notes: 1. RT: Controi resistors stored at ambient room temperature of approximately 26°C. 
2. Approximate thickness of 2OO-ohms-per-square film 75 A. 

0 

198 
Si0 

10 

139.5 

0.89 

1.60 

24 
23 
45 --- * 



Table 11-5 

Accelerated Aging Characteristics of 200-ohms-per-square Nichrome Resistors 
on Glazed Ceramic Substrates 

50 
Si0 
I1 

137 

0.04 

0.07 

17 
16 
38 

Aging temperature, "C 
Protective coating 
Number resistors tested 
Total aging time, 

'r-hours 
Average percent change 

after T-hours 
Standard deviation of 

percent change 
Reference number: 

Substrate 
Figure 

page 

90 
none 
11 

137 

0.23 

0.23 

19 
l d  

40 

-- 
RT 
none 

-~ 
1L5 
none 
7 

280 

10.10 

0.74 

29 
28 
50 

3768 

-~ 
125 
Si0 
10 

280 

0.09 

0.14 

29 
28 
50 

2.90 

137 

0.34 

no sample 

4.596 
5 
27 
- 

0.18 

31 
30 

- 
RT 
si0 

10.0 

33 
32 

3768 

0.17 

0.08 

495.6 
5 
27 
- 

- 
50 
none 
11 

137 

0.47 

0.05 

17 
16 
38 
- 

- 
90 
Si0 
11 

137 

-0.0: 

0.21 

19 
18 
40 
- 

- 
125 
none 
11 

280 

3.80 

0.20 

21 
20 
42 
- 

- 
125 
Si0 
11 

280 

0.08 

0.07 

21  
20 
42 
- 

- 
152 
none 
10 

115 

4.10 

0.53 

23 

22 
44 
- 

- 
152 
si0 
10 

115 

0.17 

0.10 

23 

22 
44 
- 

Notes: 1. RT: Control resistors stored at ambient room temperature of approximately 25°C. 
0 

2. Approximate thickness of 200-ohms-per-square film 75 A. 

- 
198 
none 
10 

139.5 

15.5 

4.20 

25 
24 
46 
- 

198 
Si0 
11 

139.5 

0.57 

3.36 

25 
24 
46 

Table 11-6 

Accelerated Aging Characteristics of 500--oluns-per-square Nichrome Resistors 
on Glass Substrates 

Aging temperature, "C 
Protective coating 
Number resistors tested 
Total aging time, 

T-hours 
A wrage percent change 

&f'.. . T-hams 
Standai sviation of 

percent change 
Reference number: 

Substrate 
Figure 

Page 

- 
RT 
none 
11 

3860 

5.50 

C.26 

~ 2 , 3  
4 
26 

- 
RT 
si0 
10 

3860 

0.47 

0.16 

12,3 
4 
26 

50 
none 
8 

137 

2.40 

0.12 

26 
25 
47 --- 

11 F -.-.  
90 

Si0 
--- 

0.02 

0.Ol 

26 
25 

47 I 

152 
none 
8 

115 

9.10 

0.70 

31 
30 
52 - 

198 
S i 0  

139.5 

-0.06 

0.28 

3:: 

32 
54 - 

N o t w  1. RT: Control resistors stored at  ambient room temperature of approximately 25°C. 
2. Approximate thiclmess of 600-ohms-p~-sc~uare film 30 A, 

0 

--- 
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Table 11-7 

Accelerated Aging Characteristics of 500-ohms-per- nquare Nichrome Resistors 
on Glazed Ceramic Substrates 

RT 
none 

3744 

10.8 

0.87 

4,5,6 
5 

Aging tempurature, OC 
Protective coating 
N u m h  i- resistors tested 
Total aging time, 

T-hours 
Average percent change 

after T-hours 
Stmcixd deviation of 

percent change 
Reference number 

Substrate 
Figure 

Page 

RT 
Si0 

3744 

0.14 

0.24 

4,F,Q 

none 
11 

115 

- 
50 
none 
11 

137 

1.30 

b.17 

27 

26 

48 

Si0 
11 

115 

- 
50 
si0 
11 

137 

0.01 

0.03 

27 

26 

48 
- 

- 
90 

none 
9 

137 

8.00 

2.00 

28 

27 

49 
-- 

90 

si0 
10 

137 

0.15 

0.2 8 

28 

27 

49 

125 

none 
11 

280 

9.10 

0.10 

30 

29 

51 
-- 

-_- 
1 z!; 
sic1 
9 

280 

0.26 

0.24 

33 

;> 9 

51 
-- 

- 
198 

none 
10 

139.1 

3823 

9.20 

34 

33 

55 
- 

198 

si0 
10 

139.5 

-4.50 

2.60 

34 

33 

55 
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Figure 1 1-23-Substrate 24-Average change in resistance of 200-ohms-per-square resistors 
deposfted on glass and aged at 198OC. 
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Figure 1 1-25-Substrate 26-Average change in resistance of 500-ohms-per-square resistors 
deposited an glass and aged at 5OOC. 
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Figure 1 I-27-Substrate 28-Average change in resistance of 500-ohms-per-square resistors 
deposited on glazed ceramic and aged at 9OOC. 
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Figure 1 1-28-Substrate 29-Average change in resistance of 500-ohms-per-square r' ors 
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Figure 1 1-29-Substrate 30-Average change in resistance of 500-ohms-per-square resistors 
deposited on glazed ceramic and aged at 125OC. 
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Figure 11-31-Substrate 32-Average change in resistance of 500-ohms-per-square resistors 
deposited on glazed ceramic and aged at 152OC. 
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Figure 1 1-33-Substrate %-Average change in resistance of 50O-~hms-per-square resistors 
deposited on glazed ceramic and aged at 198°C. 

3. 100-Ohms-Per -Square Films. The 100 -ohms-per -square films were more stable than 
the thinner 200 and 500 0hm.s-per-square films. However, the 100-ohms-per-square film 
exhibited properties similar to  bulk metal; that is, elevated temperature caused these 
films to anneal and hence decrease in resistance in some cases. The silicon-monoxide- 
protected, 100-ohms-pa-square films are more evidence of this effect because a sig- 
nificant permanent change was not superimposed with the annealing factcr . 

4. 200-and 500-Ohms-Per-Square Films. The 200-and 500-ohms-per-square resistors be- 
haved characteristically as would be expected of thin films. These 200- and 500-ohms- 
per-square films did not anneal or tend to  crystallize noticeably as did the 100-ohms-per- 
square film. A comparison of the loo-, 200-, and 500-ohms-per-square film resistors 
at 150" C, both protected and unprotected, is illustrated in Figure 11-34. 

IV. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF FiESISTANCE 

General 

The temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) was determined for nichrome resistors at 
film resistivities of 100, 200, and 500 ohms per square. The resistors were vacuum-deposited, as 
described previously, on both glazed ceramic and glass substrates. 
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Figure 11-34-Substrates 14, 23, and 32-Average change in resistance of 100, 200, and 
50&ohms-per-squore resistors deposited on glazed ceramic and aged at 152OC. 

Test Procedure 

The TCR was determined on both unprotected and silicon-monoxide-protected nichrome thin- 
film resistors. The measurements were made at several temperatures over a range of approxi- 
mately -197" C (liquid nitrogen) t o  +150° C. At +25" C above, the unprotected resistors were 
heated, and resistance measurements were taken while the substrates were in a vacuum chamber 
at a pressure range of l(r4 N/m2. This procedure prevented oxidation of the metal, which causes 
permanent changes in resistance. Silicon-monoxide-protected resistor tests were conducted in 
normal atmosphere, 

Resistance measurements were made as a function of temperature, and the resultant data were 
plotted. The TCR was calculated from the R versus T curves by the standard formula 

x lo6 = parts per million per degree centigrade, 
R2 - R l  

R , V ,  - TI)  
TCR = 

where R ,  = resistance at reference temperature in ohms, 

R, = resistance at test temperature in ohms, 

T, = reference temperature in "C, and 

T, = test temperature in "C. 
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Electrical Measurements 

Resistance measurements were taken with a precision impedance bridge. Bridge accuracy is 
0.05 percent with a precision of 0.01 percent. A type J thermocouple was placed hL surface contact 
with the substrates for temperature measurezents. The holding fixrture described previously was 
used to retain the substrate during electrical measurement of each resistor. In the vacuum ex- 
periments, wire leads were soldered to individual resistor termination pads. A standard vacuum 
seal feed-through was  used for the leads from the system. 

Eow-Temperature Measurements 

Low-temperature measurements were made with ic type J thermocouple and a millivolt poten- 
tiometer using liquic' nitrogen as the coolant. The thermocouple reference junction was measured 
with a thermomete? We substrate and holding fixture (Figure 11-2) were placed on a platform 
above the liquid lev€ *aside a Dewar flask containing liquid nitrogen. The liquid nitrogen level 
was adjusted to  provide the desired temperature. The resistors were measured when the substrate 
temperature became constant. The -197°C tests were made with the entire holding fixture and 
Substrate immersed in the liquid nitrogen. 

Test Results 

The percent change versus temperature data were plotted for each substrate and are shown in 
Figures 11-35 through 11-46. The complete TCR data are compiled in Table 11-8. The curves 
stown in the figures represent an average of the individual resistor values on a single substrate. 
The TCR values given in Table 11-8 were calculated from the plotted curves in the temperature 
range of -55" to +125" C. This temperature range represents the operating range normally speci- 
fied for electronic circuits. 

The 100- and 200-ohms-per-square film resistors had negative TCR values of 37 or  less. 
One exception was found in the silicon monoxide protected films on glazed ceramic substrate 
number 39. The resistor deposited on this particular substrate gave positive TCR data which were 
inconsistent with the other resistor films tested. In addition t o  the positive TCR values shown in 
Figure 13.-39, the aging characteristics at +125" C shown in Figure 11-11 did not follow the pattern 
exhibited by the other nichrome films. Therefore, continual ihermal anneal of the 100-ohms-per- 
square film affected the properties of this film in contrast to the thimer 200- to 500-ohms-per- 
square films. However, the usefulness of the thicker film (100 ohms per square) for electrical 
passive devices would not be hampered. 

Generally, TCR data (Reference 2) have been reported for nichrome in both positive and nega- 
tive values. It has been postulated that the thickness of the film and the solidarity of the aggregate 
growth determine the direction in which the resistance changes with change in temperature 
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Figure 1 1-39-Substrate 39-Average change in resistance of 1 00-ohms-per-square resistors 
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Figure 1 I-40-Substrate 40-Average change in resistanee of 100-ohms-per-square resistors 
deposited on glazed ceramic. 
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Figure 1 I-41-Substrate 41-Average change in resistance of 200-ohms-per-square resistors 
depnsited on glazed ceramic. 
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Table 11-8 

Temperature Coefficient of Resistance of Nichrome Resistors on 
Glass and Glazed Ceramic Substrates 

Parameter 

Film resistivity, ohms/sq 
Protective coat 
Number resistors tested 
Test range, "C 

Resistance change: 
Total, percent 
-55 to +125"C, percent 

Average TCR, PPM/"C 
-55 to +125"C 
-55 to +25"C 
+25 to +125"C 

Reference number: 
Substrate 
Figure 
Page 

- 
200 
Si0 
7 
-197 

to 
+149 

1.83 
G.67 

-37 
-43 
-33 

35 
35 
57 
- 

Glass 
- 
200 
none 
5 
-197 
to 
+152 

1.00 
0.31 

-18 
-24 
-8 

36 
36 
58 
- 

- 
200 

none 
5 
-197 
to 
+113 

1.31 
0.34 

-20 
-3 1 
-12 

37 
37 
59 
- 

- 
500 
Si0 
7 
-197 
to 
+159 

2.80 
0.90 

-51 
-70 
-37 

38 
38 
60 
- 

- 
100 
Si0 
7 
-197 
to 
+147 

0.6 
0.39 

+22 
+19 
+25 

39 

- 
100 
Si0 
3 
-197 
to 
+167 

2.2 
0.33 

-19 
-27 
-13 

40 

- 
200 

Si0 
7 

-197 
to 
+150 

1.67 
0.48 

-24 
-32 
-19 

41 
41 
63 
- 

Ceramic 

200 
Si0 
7 
-197 
to 
+149 

1.37 
0.51 

-25 
-41 
-16 

42 
42 
64 
- 

200 

none 
5 

-197 
to 
+137 

1.64 
0.51 

-29 
-43 
-1 9 

43 
43 
65 
- 

200 
none 
5 
-197 
to 
+135 

1.20 
0.29 

-17 
-25 
-5 

44 
44 
66 
- 

~ 

500 
Si0 
6 

-197 
to 
+159 

3.15 
1.08 

-62 
-80 
-48 

45 
45 
67 
I_ 

500 
Si0 
7 
-197 
to 
+150 

3.84 
1.42 

-73 
-87 
-64 

46 
46 
68 
- 

(Reference 3). Ultrathin films, where small islands formed around nuclei growth patterns, exhibit 
high resistivity and negative TCR. Thin films, in contrast t o  ultrathin films, show positive TCR 
characteristics. The resistivity values have not been clearly defined as to  thin and ultrathin i'ilms. 
The data derived from the resistor experiments described in this report would tend to  classlfy the 
films in the ultrathin category. Additional studies are currently being made to determine the 
exact mechanism causing these thin-film resistors generally to  have negative TCR values. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Advantages of Nichrome 

The nickel-chromium thin-film resistors tested ii.i the laboratory showed properties consistent 
with published reports using similar material and procedures. Most known metals, both pure and 
alloy, have been investigated as possible resistor material for microelectronic passive elements. 
l'he major drawback of nichrome alloy in thin-film form is the limited ohms-per-square range from 
50 to 500. Materials such as chromium, nickel, tantalum, chromsilicon, titanium, rhenium, and 
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others hz ve been deposited successfully in planar array but have shortcomings more undesirable 
than nichrome. Most metals and alloys cannot be evaporated from a simple resistance-heated 
filament and therefore require DC sputtering, electron bombardment, flash evaporation, o r  chemi- 
cal vapor deposition. Stability in most cases is improved but results in much higher TCR values. 

Significant Conclusions From Nichrome Data 

The nichrome data presented in the figures and tables show several significant conclusions: 

Film Protection. Films must be protected with a passive layer, such as vapor-deposited 
silicon monoxide, to  prevent atmospheric oxidation that results in permanent resistance 
change. 

500-Ohms-Per-Square Films. Nichrome films are usable to  500 ohms per square when 
passivated (Figures 11-25 through 11-32). 

Thermal Anneal. Film thicknesses of 100 ohms per square are thermally stable, but they 
anneal and change properties when heated. The 200- to 500-ohms-per-square films kp- 
pear not to  change because of further thermal anneal. All the films produced for these 
"ests were annealed initially at 225" C in a vacuum. 

TCR Variame. The average temperature coefficient of resistance varied from +22 to  
approximately -87 ppm/" C. One substrate yielded resistors with a TCR averaging +22 
ppm/" C (Figure 11-39). This inconsistency was  probably caused by the thickness of the 
100 -ohms-per-square film, which continued to  anneal during aging tests. 

- Substrate for Thin-Film Ccmponents. Glass or  glazed ceramic makes a suitable base for 
thin-film components. No significant difference was found in resistor properties deposited 
on either type of substrate. 

Practical Aspects 

In performing tests as discussed in this report, foremost consideration Is given t o  the practi- 
cal aspects of producing electrical circuits in the form of microelectror.ics. "he laboratory has 
been successful in producing numerous working circuits using nichrome metal. The method used 
(Reference 4) for optimum efficiency requires that all the thin-film passive elements and inter- 
connection network be deposited on a substrate in a single vacuum cycle. Although other material 
wil l  work as thin-film resistors, nichrome is the most convenient and reliable to  use in a simple 
resistance-heating source. 

The nichrome resistors produced on hybrid microelectronic circuits in this laboratory have 
been deposited through precision metal masks with a routine tolerance of f 5 percent. Circuits 
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containing resistors with + 3 percent or better tolerances a re  possible by selection. Matching 
between resistors on a single substrate is normally f 3 percent or better. Yield of usable circuits 
with thin-film nichrome resistors on a production basis is greater than 75 percent. Statistical 
data for microcircuit pmduc:ion are  being prepared in a separate report. 
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12 NIICROCIRCUIT MASKING TECHNIQUES 

S, Gaudiano 
Manned Spacecraft Center 

Houston, Texas 

This paper discusses microciret.tit%asking, from the artwork prepa- 
ration stage to the final circuit pattern. Emphasis is given to the impor- 
tance of edge resolution and the physical limitations inherent in the various 
masking techniques. Fabrication methods of each type are discussed, and 
detailed process data is included in the appendix for some of the types. 
Special masking techniques such as those used in thin-film transistor 
fabrication are also included. 

INTRODUCTION 

Microcircuit masks are generally associated with vacuum-deposited thin-films and are 
assumed to be a thin foil having apertures corresponding to some desired circuit pattern. To a 
great-extent, this assumption is true, but it is not complete since it describes only one type of 
mask. Microcircuit masking techniques are many and varied, but they a re  all based on a photo- 
graphic and etching process known as photoengraving.’ 

In photoengraving, a photographic image and a light-sensitive, etch resistant medium known 
as photoresist is used to produce a circuit pattern on some desired material. This pattern is 
transferred permanently onto the material with an etchant. In some cases the etched material 
may become an integral part of a circuit itself, but more commonly it becomes a mask for addi- 
tional processing operations. 

This paper will describe the types of masks used ill microcircuitry, the methods used to fabri- 
cate them, and their advantages and disadvantages. Particular attention is given to the importance 
of edge resolution since it is the factor which governs tolerance as circuit geometries become 
smaller. Processing details for some of the masking techniques a r e  given in the appendix. 

-- 
‘This technology is often referred to as “photolithography” however, since etching i s  involved rather than lithography, “photo- 
engraving” or more generally, “photomasking” is preferred. 
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE 

The photographic image used in photoengsaving is itself a mask, a photomask, and it must be 
perfect in every detail since any defects in it will be transferred to  all subsequent processing 
steps. The photomask should be dimensionally stable, capable of high resolution, and possess a 
high contrast ratio. All of these requirements are satisfier, by high-resolution glass photographic 
plates? The plates are preferred not only for their resolution capabilities, which are consider- 
able, but for their flatness and ease of mounting. The theoretical resiilutiw obtainable from the 
emulsions on these plates is 2000 lines-per-millimeter, and this far exweds that obtainable from 
any available lens system (see Reference 1). 

THE ART WORK MASTER 

The quality of the photographic image can be no better than the artwork and camera which 
produced it. Since the artwork is many times larger than the photographic image, e r rors  in it are 
reduced in proportion to  the amount of reduction. The artwork masters are most often prepared 
on a precision x-y ~oordinatograph~ using "cut In' s t r ipff4 laminated drafting films. When the 
opaque upper layer is cut and peeled away from the supporting transparent mylar base, the film is 
capable of contrast ratios of 1OOO:l with rear illumination. The best ratio obtainable with front 
illuminated ink drawings is 50:l (see Reference 2). The most important feature of the laminated 
drafting films is that a clean edge is obtained when the films are cut; this minimizes light scattering 
and produces an improved image edge on the photographic plate. 

THE MICROCIRCUIT CAMERA 

The camera system used in microcircuit mask making can be very simple if fixed i-eductions 
are used with fixed artwork sizes (see Reference 1). This will save time in both the photographic 
and artwork preparation stages, although it will limit the flexibility of the installation. The lens 
is the most important part of the camera system, and special microcircuit reduction types are 
a ~ a i l a b l e . ~ ~ ~  They are usually selected to be free from spherical aberrations rather than chro- 
matic aberrations. For this reason, rear  -illuminated copy boards should produce a monochro- 
matic light, especially in a band that has a peaked response in the color spectra of the high resolu- 
tion emulsion (see Reference 3). This is about 540 mp (blue-green) (Figure 12-1). 

2Eastman Kodak Co., Apparatus and Optical Division, 400 Plymouth Avenue N, Rochester, N. Y .  14605. 

'Aero Service Corp., 2 ; O  Easr.Courtland St., Philadelphia, Penn. 19120. 

4keuIfel & Esser Cu., New York, 300 Adams Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030. 

5C. P. Goerz American Optical Co., 461 Doughty Blvd., Inwood, Long Island, N. Y. 11696. 

'Eastman Kodak Co., Special Prod. Sales Dept., Apparatus and Optical Div., Rochester, New York 14650. 

, 
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Figure 12-1-Artwork preparation on t he  X-Y coordinate. 

A sharp image can only be obtained when the lens arid all other lighted surfaces, especially th; 
plate holder, are perfectly parnllel to each other. The depth of focus is limited to about 2 mils, 
consequently very Little out-of-plane e r ror  can be tolerated; otherwise a fuzzy image edge will  he 
formed. A fuzzy edge can also be produced by vibration either through the floor or from a Situtter 
on tf:e lens mount. To avoid the latter problem, the copy board lights a r e  csually switched on and 
off to make an expos?w. Floor vibration coupled with long exposure times can cause distorted 
images and cause dimensions to increase or create soft image edges. 

Precise focusing of the reduced image is best accomplished with a microscope mounted behind 
the plate holder and through the use of a slightly fogged plate. Ground glads image ,kites ;ire not 
useful because the coarseness of the surface prevents precise examination of the image edges. , f  

the microscope is P traveling type (i.e,, traverses across the entire image) dimensional checks to 
within 0.1 mil are possible (Figure 12-2). 

PHOTORESISTS 

Although seemingly a simple process, the application and processing of photorcsists i s  subject 
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I 
IMAGE 

It is clear from the foregoing discussion 
that the resist industry, on which micromiiiia- 
turization is based, has not kept pace with the 
developments in microcircuits. To satisfy the 
need for ultrasmall device geometries, new 
and better resists a r e  required; and NASA 
should sponsor research in this area since it 
would benefit their programs as well as the 
entire semi c o ~ d u  ct or fie Id, 

N E G A T I V E  ACTING P F S I S T  

-/ / / / ."// / / / / / I  
(e )  MASKING TECHNIQUES ON SILICON WAFERS 

Enough has been written concerning the 
fabrication of monolithic circuits to make most 
workers aware of the need to generate an oxide 
on the surface of a silicon wafer as a necessary 
step in the development of a circuit (see Refer- 

pattern is used as a mask to delineate emitter, 
base, and collector regions as well  as those of 
resistors, capacitors, and diodes. The mask, 

ci VIIIG 

/////// // / /// / 1 / 
N E G A T I V E  ACTTNC E L S T  \<//, //, / // / / //////' (Q) 

DEYEIDPD RESIST 

MINIMH S P A C I N G  

NE('ATIyE ACTING RESIST 
(E) -' // / / / / /  / / / / /  / ' '/////'////I' ence 6) .  This oxide when etched to a desired 

DEYEUJDED RESIST 

Figure 12-4-Coving effect in resists, 

r---- 
A P  or series of them, becomes part of the finished ~ ~ ) & { ~ ~  ( D )  M E  RmIOH RWXUUED ' 

circuit and, because of the elevated processing 
temperatures do a job that cannot be done 
easily, by any other means (Fir ire 12-5). 

\ I 
X P  

CONTACT OR SUBSTRACTIVE MASKING 
(See Reference 7) (C) "P" TYPE W E  DIFFWIOI (F) OXIDE RULOWU ffill BASE MkTALLMTION 

The metallization of silicon wafers by vac- 
uum deposition and the subsequent etching to 
form a conductor pattern is also well known. 
However, less familiar is the use of this metal- 
lization as a deposition mask that is discarded 
after use. Diffused silicon resistors are lim- 
ited in application by their high-temperature 
coefficient of resistance; but in their place, 
high-stability nickel-chrome resistors can be 
deposited byusing the etched metallized film as Figure 12-5-Silicon oxide masking technique. 
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a mask. After deposition, the metallized film 
is removed with an etch which does not attack 
the resistance film nor the silicon wafer. The 
wafer is then remetallized and a conductor pat- 

c \ \\ ..\\ 
\ -\ 

tern is etched to complete the circuit (Figure 
12-6).9 The in-situ mask technique is particu- (A)  AESISTOR PA"TF8N ETCHED IN THIN METAL FIIM 

larly useful for producing precision resistors, 
especially those less than one mil wide. At this 
narrow width the edge resolution exerts a n  
ever-increasing influence on the resistor toler- 
ance and photomasking is the only way this 
tolerance can. be maintained. 

(B) NlCHROME DEPOSITED TU DEslFEDn/SQ. 

The in-situ masking technique and varia- 
tions of it are useful in optical and thin-film 
work as well. For example, a photomask which 
is durable and scratch rcsistant can be fabri- 
cated in this manner." The same method is 
useEil in producing reticles and other patterns 

{C) MASXINO FILFl REMOVED LEAVING PRECISION RESISTOR READY FOR 
iUBUWALIZATION AND THE CONDUCTOR PATTERN on optical flats." Its greatest use, however, is 

in thin-film circuits where .it serves to elimi- 
nate the need for mechanical masks when only 
a small number of a circuit type are desired. 
The same artwork can always be used to make 
a set of mechanical masks if it is required. A variation of this technique permits the two deposition 
steps to be combined in one pumpdown. The resistance material is first deposited to the desired 
resistance and is immediately followed with the conductor material (copper or aluminum). A resist 
circuit pattern of conductors and resistors is applied, and an appropriate etch is used to remove all 
excess material. A new resist pattern consisting of only the conductor patterns is now applied, and 
the circuit is subjected to a selective etch which attacks the unprotected conductor metal above the 
resistors but nothing else (Figure 12-7). Thus, a circuit can be produced with prepared substrates 
using only the photo:wsk to determine its design (see Reference 7). 

Figure 12-6-Precision Nichrome resistors on silicon 
wafers. 

Another variation of the in-situ mask technique is to anodize the undesired circuit areas into 
a nonconducting oxide rather than etch it away. As before, photomasking is used to delineate the 
circuit pattern (see Reference 8). If a resistant material such as tantalum is used, the anodization 
can be used to trim a resistor pattern to close tolerances. Capacitors are also possible when the 
oxide is limited to some portion of the thickness, and a vacuum-deposited upper p h t e  is added 

'The process details of this technique are included in the appendix. 

'OVishay Instruments, Inc., 63 Lincoln Highway, Malvern, Pennsylvania 19351. 

Buckbee Meers Co., 245 E. Sixth St., St. Paul, hlinn. 
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Figure 12-7-Resistor-conductor contact masks. 

rectangular form with a constant thickness and 
vertical sides. Several things combine to  pre- 
vent this from occurring with mechanical 
masks, and the geometrical form actually ap- 
proximates a trapezoid. Hot molecules evapo- 
rated from a source arrive at the substrate and 
release some of their thermal energy. When 
enough energy is released, the molecules change 
from a vapor to a solid and serve as a nuciea- 
tion site for later arriving molecules of the 
same material (see Reference 9). When enough 
of such sites are present and interconnected, 
the film is continuous and opaque. Since not all 
of the molecules condense when they first strike 
the substrate, their movement tends to feather 
the edge of a deposit, especially if the mask is 
not in good coritac: with the substrate (Figure 
12-10). Also, atoms arriving at the substrate 
are not all arriving in straight lines from the 

(Figure 12-8). The capacitors will  be polarized 
unless they are connected in series. However, 
owing to the higher dielectric constant of tanta- 
lum oxide, the net, capacity .-per -unit -of -area 
wil l  not be reduced. The primary advantahe of 
in-situ masking is its excellent resolution-ap- 
proaching an  ideal mask, Its greatest disadvan- 
tages are its near liiiiitation to resistive circuit 
elements only and the requirement for multiple 
wet "chemical operations. 

DEPOSITION EFFECTS OF MASKS 

A perfect mask is one which has intimate 
contact with the subdrate and whose thickness 
approximates the desired deposit thi chess 
(Figure 12-9). If the deposit is applied in an 
even manner, the resulting film can approach a 

CRo88 

VACUUM DEPOS 

+Hk- ELECTRICAL C I R W I T  

Figure 12-8-Anodized film capacitor. 
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source. Midway collisions with residual gas 
atoms or  with each other cause this phenome- 
non. Rotating the substrate has been the best 
method used to even out the deposit, but this is 
difficult to do with a sequential masking opera- 
tion. 

MEC€YXCAL MASKS 

I 1 

/ A / / / / /  /.////////////////////- 
suBsTRI\TIi ( A I  I= IWX 

Mechanical masks a r e  separate assemblies 
that mu-t be positioned against the substrate 
for good resolution. A different one is required 
for each circuit pattern, but when loaded into a 
sequential deposition jig, they enable an entire 
circuit (resistors, capacitcs, transistors, and 
diodes) to be fabricated in vacuum and inone 
pumpdown (Figure 12-11). The admntages of 

Figure 12-9-The ideal mask. 

this technique are obvious in that the time lost through various resisting operations is elimiisted. 
Extm time is rc-:quired to produce the masks, but they can be made almost simultaneously and are 
durable and long lasting. 

Mechanical masks are divided into two types: those which are etched, and those which a r e  elec- 
troformed. Etched masks are simply thin foils which are masked with resist and subjected to an 
appropriate acid. The foil materials are varied from easily etched metab like beryllium copper 
to alloys such a s  stainless steel and hvar (see 
Reference 10) to refractory metals such as mo- 
lybdenum. Pure copper is too soft to be of prac- 
tical value as a mask, but an alloy of copper and 
beryllium produce a stiff material which is very 
suitable. The advantage of this material is that 
it is easily etched,and masks can be made very 
quickly and inexpensively. If a spray etcher is 
used with ferric chloride, the center etched edge 
is all but eliminated. The action of the spray 
continually removed the material at  an even 
rate and produces an aperture with nearly ver- 
tical walls. Alloys of stainless steel are also 
popular although etches for this group teiid to 
be preferential according to the alloys and pro- 
duce a j?gged edge (see Reference 11). 

1 2  

Figure 12-10-Mechanical masking problems. 

12The process details for this technique are included in the appendix. 
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Figure 12-1 1-The >equential vocuurn deposition iig. 

The latest group of metals  which have been used as masks ale the refractories such a s  tnofyb- 
denum. Molybdenum has the advantage of stiffness even a s  a thin foil (e.&, 2 mils) arid a 10%' tem- 
perature coefficient of expansion. therefore it i s  best for high-temperature wurk. Its priniary 
disadvantage is high cost and the violent etches required to make the  xasks. The resulting reso- 
lution, caused by the acid attack on the metal and tile resist, is poor. Masks, when etched in a 
beaker, tend to produce a feather edge in the middle of an aperturei3 (FibQI'e 12-12). This presents 
a iaggedzess which diffuses the edge of the pattern. The problem can be reduced soniewhat by 
sprayuig thE etch and by etching one side separately from the 'Ither. With spray etching, the metal 

I - -_____ 
uThe  prttccsh 3 r ~ l i l \  for t h r c .  technique arc included n the .ipp;nJrx 
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is attacked vertically mare so thaii karizontally, L r 

and the jaggedness is not as prevalent. With \ 2 - 5 mL m L m m  

violent etches, however, spraying is not practi- 
cal for safety reasons. Commercial mask sup- 

(A) RFSIST COAW IUSI[ d m  
t 

pliers" have proprietary techniques which ap- 
parently denum mabss. overcome the edge problem in molyb- - - - Y m c =  2 - 5 mt, M O L Y B D E I ~  

( 8 )  SMJLtiSWS FlCILLNC RlCM BMH SIDB 

Electroetching has been used to  assist in 
etching refractory metals, although this tech- 
nique is not widely used and is thought to cause 
deterioration of the resist edge (see Refer- 
ence 11). 

+-k 2 - 5 I(IL WLYBmm 

(c) pmwnY mHBD m,,H 

Figure 12- 12-Aperture edges of molybdenum masks. 

The thickness of a mask determines its 
resolution. To improve resolution,a thinner foil is required,but as foils become thinner they are 
no longer self-supporting and will  not position tightly against a substrate. The use of foils with 
harder compositions is the solution, but they are more difficult to etch and are more costly. One 
answer to supporting the thin foils is to  use a separate mask support of a thicker metal with en- 
larged apertures corresponding to those in  a mask. This is at best a compromise since it involves 
far more expense and time. The mask support, however, does guarantee intimate contact with the 
substrate, especially if the substrate is weighted. Maintaining intimate contact with a substrate is 
possible if the masks have a slight bow in the direction of the substrate. 

The composite mask overcomes the disadvantage of support problems with thin etched foils, 
but it retains the inherent imfirovement in resolution. A thin foil still defines the pattern, but it is 
now supported with a heavier backing material which is an  integral part of the mask. Also, the 
foil edge is plated-rather than etched-which produces a smoother finish. The masks are made 
by preparing a piece of beryllium copper 0.005 to 0.010 inch thick and plating 0.0005 to 0.001 inch 
of nickel on one side. Photoresist is used to define the desired aperture pattern and, being non- 
conductive, prevents nickel from adhering where it is present (Figure 12-13). The masks are 
usually made two at a time and taped back-to-back, to prevent nickel from being plated on the back 
sides. The process details for this technique are included in the Appendix. Upon completion of 
the plating phase, the masks a1.e resisted on the opposite side in all areas except behind the aper- 
ture enclosed by the nickel-plating on the front side. Accurate registration is required as well as 
a complementary set of negatives (light and dark field). When etched, the copper will be removed 
from the aperture and because of undercutting, will relieve the nickel foil evenly around the edge 
(Figure 12-14). 

An electroformed mask requires more time to  prepare, but it overcomes the disadvantages of 
very thin etched foils. The coefficient of expansion of the nickel is close to that of the beryllium 

14Buckbee hlears Co., 245 E. Sixth St., St. Paul, Minn. 
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Figure 12- 13-Electroformed nickel mask fabrication. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Precision microcircuit masking will con- 
tinue to  be one of the most important factors 
in microcircuit development. Sophisticated 

copper, and minimum buckling occurs. The 
masks have been used successfully in tempera- 
tures up to 250" C with good results. 

SHADOW MASKING 

Shadow masking is a technique which has 
come into much use lately with the development 
of thin-field effect transistors. It is a variation 
of mechanical masking in that it uses an aper- 
ture to define a general pattern and a fine ob- 
struction, usually a wire, for a mask. The pat- 
tern most commonly made with this mas!; is the 
spacing between the source anu drain electrodes. 
The wires are useful for making other elements, 
however; and as many as 1080 components have 
been fabricated with a complex mask (see Refer- 
ence 12). Figure 12-15 shows this mask conce9t 
and a typical deposition performed through it. 

MASK 

Figure 12- 14-Cross-section of an electroformed mask, Figure 12-15-Shadow masking. 
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techniques involving the use of programmed electron beams to expose resist patterns too small 
for conventional optics are already being considered by designers. Contact and mechanical masks 
will not be made obsolete by this advance but will instead be enhanced by it as thin-film substrates 
become interconnect boards for  silicon chips. 

It is hoped this paper has been of interest to those familiar with masking and of value to those 
not familiar but interested in duplicating the techniques. 
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APPENDIX Microcircuit Fabrication Laboratory Procedure Process 

Contact Masks 

1. Vacuum deposit 300 of beryllium copper on a cleaned substrate at room temperature. 

2. Irimediately, upon removal fro= the vacuum evaporator, mount the coated substrate on the 
high-speed whirl coater. Apply 9.5 drops of refined photoresist and whirl the substrate at 
3110 rpm for 15 seconds until the interference colors stop changing. 

3. Dry for 2 minutes in a dust-free oven at 100°C. 

4. Expose for 2 minutes in a vacuum frame through a photcmaster. 

5. Develop with a spray until all unexposed resist has been removed. 

6. Rinse well with filtered methanol and bake at 100°C for 5 to IO minutes. 

'7. Etch over a light table holding the substrate flat with tweezers in the following solution: 

60 percent by wt. ethyl alcohol 

30 percent by wt. ethylene glycol 

10 percent by wt. ferric chloride (42" BE) 

13. Rinse with methanol and blow dry with filtered gaseous nitrogen. 

14. Soak in "strippez 99" (see Reference 1) for 2 minutes, and then swab gently to  remove all 
exposed resist. 

15. Rinse with filtered acetone with running deionized water. 

164 Dry for 5 minutes at 100°C in a dust-free oven. 

17. Deposit nichrome to the desired resistance with substrate temperature of 200°C. 

18. Dip in concentrated nitric acid solution until the copper disappears. 

19. Rinse in deionized water and blow dry with filtered gaseous nitrogen. 

(NOTE: Aluminum may be used, in which case the etch would be a weak solution of sodiwn 
hydroxide .) 
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Reference : 

1. Formula "99" Stripper "IS', Arnold Laboratories 
7103 Laurel Canyon Blvd. 
North Hollywood, Calif. 

Beryllium Copper Masks 

1. With DiAcro shear, cut beryllium copper foil (0.005 inch) to  roughly one-fourth inch larger 
' than finished mask. (Do not use scissors because they leave a rough edge.) 

2. Wash with acetone to remove mill lubricant. 

3. Clean both sides with "scrub cleaner 70" (see Reference 1) until the surfaces are wet all over. 
Use gloves and a sponge to  avoid contamination with finger oils. 

4. Wash in filtered deionized running water, making sure  all abrasive powder is removed. 

5. Blow dry with filtered gaseous nitrogen. 

6. Vapor degrease with trichloroethylene and dry in a dust-proof area at room tem2erature. 

7. Coat both sides with metal etch resist (see Reference 2) applied through a 10-micron filter 
and whirl at 75 rpm for 30 minutes. 

8. Remove sample from the whirl coater and bake in a dust-free oven at 100°C for 4 minutes to  
dry the resist. 

9. Expose the sample through the required photomasters for 3 y inutes  using the vacuum contact 
printer. 

10. Repeat the print operation, maintaining registration, to expose the opposite side. 

11. Develop the image for 2 minutes at room temperature in metal etch resist developer (see 
Reference 3). Complete development with a gentle spray of fresh developer solution. All 
visible unexposed resist  must be removed. 

12. Bake processed image at 100°C for 20 minutes. 

13. Spray etch with 42"Baume ferric chloride solution or "high speed etch" (see Reference 4) 
until the pattern is just cut through. 

14. Wash with filtered deionized running water and dry. 
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15. Remove resist with "strippe? 22" (see Reference 5) >y soaking for 30 minutes, and brushing 
gently .with a cotton swab at the end of this time. 

16. Wash with acetone and then deionized water until the sample is clean. 

17. Cut sample to  size with DiAcro shear. 

18. Dry sample and immerse for 5 to  10 minutes in "cuposit EL-221" (see Reference 6) sold- 
plating solution. 

References : 

1. 

6. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

13. 

Scrub cleaner 70 

Cuposit EL-22 1 

Metal etch resist 

Metal etch resistor developer 

High-speed etch solution 

Formula "99" Stripper "Ktt 

Shipley Company, Inc. 
2300 Washington Street 
Newton, Massachusetts 02 162 

Eastman Kodak Co. 
Apparatus and Optical Division 
400 Plymouth Avenue N. 
Rochester, New York 14605 

Philip A. Hunt Chemical Co. 
Palisades Park, New Jersey 

Arnold Laboratories 
7103 Laurel Canyon Blvd. 
North Hollywood, California 

Molybdenum Masks 

With DiAcro shear, cut sheet molybdenum foil 0.002 to 0.005 inch to roughly one-fourth inch 
larger than finished mask. (Do not use scissors because they leave a rough edge.) 

through 12. Repeat these steps as they were performed in the beryllium copper mask procedure. 

Etch mask in the following solution: 

3 parts water, deionized. 

1 part sulfuric acid. 

1 part nitric acid. 

(NOTE: A reaction occurs upon complete mixing of this solution and reaches 180°F. Use a face 
mask, rubber gloves, and a rubber apron for safety. Always mix the solution in large openniouth 
beakers under a vented fume hood. Allow the solution to cool to 100°F before etching.) 
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14. Use  plastic or  rubber-protected tongs to hold the mask in the etch solution. The etching is 
violent and rapid; therefore, caution should be exercised to avoid over-etching. Rinse with 
running deionized water. 

15. Remove resist with "stripper 99" (see Reference 1) by soaking for  30 minutes; at the end of 
this time, brush gently with a cotton swab. 

16. Wash with acetone and deionized water until clean. 

17. Cut to size with DiAcro shear. 

Reference: 

1. 

1. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Formula "99" Stripper "K" Arnold Laboratories 
7103 Laurel Canyon Elvd. 
North N d l p o c d ,  Crr,iffori:ia 

Electroformed Masks 

through 6. Repeat the first 6 steps of the beryllium copper mask procedure for the electro- 
formed masks. 

Clean plate in electrocleaner solution (see Reference 1) for 60 seconds with the stainless steel 
tank as the anode at 4 to 5 volts dc. Solution temperature should be 70°C. Rinse thoroughly 
with deionized water. 

Dip plate deoxidizer for 10 to 15 seconds, rinse with running deionized water, and blow dry 
with filtered gaseous nitrogen. 

Bake at 50°C for 5 minutes. 

through 16. Repeat steps 7 through i2 of the beryllium copper mask procedure, 

Tape two plates back-to-back around the edges being careful to avoid scratching the inner 
resist  coating. The plating solution must not penetrate the space between the two masks nor 
should finger oils contaminate the surface to be plated. 

Dip in deoxidizer solution for 5 to 10 seconds, rinse with running deionized water, and transfer 
to  the electroforming solution (see Reference 2). 

Adjust plating current to  10 arnperes per square foot and plate for 2 hours (1 mil nickel). The 
plating solution must be stirred constantly and maintained at 45°C. 
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20. Remove masks, rinse thoroughly, blow dry, and inspect for plating nodules. Pick off any with 
a sharp instrument using care to avoid scratching the electroformed areas. 

21. Using rubber-coated tongs, immerse the masks in Ethone #36 (see Reference 3) etch until the 
apertures appear, and then rinse instantly in running deionized water. 

22. Inspect mask to determine if the etching is complete. Approximately 5 mils of relief in the 
copper should appear around each aperture. 

23. Repeat step 22, if required. 

24. through 29. Repeat steps 14 through 18 of the beryllium  cop,^- mask procedure. 

References : 

1. 

3. 

2. 

Ethone #160 
(37-1/2 to 52-1/2 G/L) 

Ethone #36 
(340 to 380 G/L) 

Sulfamate Nickel Sol. 
(459 to 517 G/L nickel sulfamate +30 G/L boric acid 
+38 G/L min. NaLauryl sulfonate) 
Ph 3.5 to 4.5 

Udylite Corp. 
3628 E. Olympic Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90023 

Udylite Corp. 
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13. SURFACE EFFECTS % SEMICONDUCTORS DUE TO EV.APORATA’)M TECXIMQUES 

d. C. Lyons and D. R. Dargo 
Gc.&iard Space Flight Center 

Greenbelt, Maryland 

Jn the course of semiconductor device fabrication a number of phenomena have been encoun- 
tered and observed which have a direct bearing on the operating characteristics of the device 
being fabricated. 

Two of these phenomena are: 

( l j  Gain increase in a planar transistor after the silicon dioxide passivated surface has been 
cwted with lead oxide and annealed and 

(2) Differences in gain and stability of transisiors which have had aluminum jnterconne biom 
evaporated from an electron beam and from a tilngsten filament. 

Among the problems encountered in the fabrication of silicon planar transistors, the forma- 
tion of inversion layers in the P base of an NPN device is one of the most troublesome. This 
channeling effect, which creates leakage between the emitter and the col.lector, resalts in relatively 
low transistor gain. It is usually caused by one of several sources: 

(1) Inherent contamination in the silicon dioxide over the base region may cause charges tcr 
be present in the oxide which criate an artificial N channel between the emitter and the 
collector. 

(2) Aluminum interconnections which run on the oxide across a lightly doped region may in- 
duce channels in the same way :hat MOS devices have induced channels. 

(3) When oxidizing a P-type silicon surface, an oxide system containing silicon dioxide and 
silicon monoxide is formed which 1.6 believed to have a deficiency of oxygen vacancies 
producing positive charges in the oxide. These charges in turn attract to the surface any 
free electrons which might be in the P material, causing a shallow N-inversion layer. 

To eliminate the positive charge phenomena, oxygen must be added to the system. Ona method 
of doing this is by means of evaporating approximately 1,000 angstroms of lead oxide onto the sili- 
con dioxide surface and amlealing the wafer at 6OOOC. This process is performed immediately 
after the contact windows have been photoengraved and before aluminum has been deposj.ted on the 



wafer. The contact windows must be reopened after annealing by removing the lead oxide which 
has been evaporated onto them. The normal aluminum evaporation can #en be performed. It has 
been found that this process has increased the gains of low-signal transistors tenfold, from 20 to 
200, with a base current of one microampere. Several transistors with narrow base regions have 
been fabricated with gabs in excess of 1000 at that current level, with the emitter-to-collector 
leakage in the order of 1 nano-ampere. 

In published literahre on the fabrication of more stable MOSFET devices, it has been stated 
that aluminum interconnections should be made by means of an electron beam evaporation rather 
thzn a filament evaporation. The reason for this is that a filament, when heated, deposits some 
sodium along with the aluminum onto the silicon dioxide surface. During the subsequent alloying 
process, this sodium migrates into the oxide and causes a positive charge, tending to make the 
surface more N-type. 

Several months ago when working on a group of MOSFET devices along with some bipolar 
transistors, aluminum was evaporated onto some bipolar units by means of an electron beam. 
These units we:*e compared with another group of bipolars which had been annealed by lead oxide 
processes anfl which contained filament-evaporated aluminum. The latter units behaved as antici- 
pated, displaying high gains and low leakages. The electron beam-treated units showed moderately 
high gains and corresponding low leakages. When the two groups were packaged, however, the 
lead oxide, filanent-treated unity wcre found to decrease about 20 percent in gain during each 
high-temperature operation, (die bonding, ballbonding, etc.) 1. 'lile the electron beam-evaporated 
units increased in @in duriiig each similar subsequent high-temperature operation. After sevcral 
temperature cycles, the latter uqiis stabilized at a higher gain than the filament units. These re- 
sults indicate that electron beam-evaporation simplifies the fabrication of bipolar integrated cir-  
cuits, while high-gain and low-leakage characteristics are retained. 
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14. THE PROCESSING OF SCREENEC RESISTORS ON CERAMIC SUBSTRATES 

R. L. Stermer, Jr. 
Langley Research Center 

Langley Station, Hampton, Virginia 

Experimentation with a small pilot process for the fabrication of 
screened circuits on alumina substrate revealed that deposition blooming 
was nearly independent of deposition area from 0.030-inch to 0.050-inch 
line width. It further showed that minimum resistance cliange under elec- 
trical power load at atmospheric and vacuum pressures could be achieved 
with circuits fired at 1400°F on a belt moving through the curing oven at a 
rate of 1 inch per second. Thermal and mechanical shock testing showed 
that conservative applications of solder on contact points physically dis- 
tributed on the substrate provided satisfactory physical integrity with no 
measurable resistance change during testing. These results indicate that 
a pilot process has been established with the capability of producing 
screened circuits having excellent reproducible characteristics within 
acceptable limits. 

INTRODUCTION 

Screen deposition is a process in which thick films of inks or cermets are deposited and fired 
on a substrate to form a compatible all-ceramic passive network. &I hybrid screened‘circuit is 
made by bonding discrete active components into the network. A typical screened circuit is shown 
in Figure 14-1. As can be seen, al l  passive components are deposited films, and the active de- 
vices are soldered onto the substrate. 

One of the principal problems in developing a technology to fabricate screened circuits is the 
design of a process to produce screened resistors within the desired mechanical and electrical 
specifications. The objective of this paper is to consider this problem for the case of a small pilot 
operation. The problem can be broken into two areas: First, resistor geometry control, and 
second, the control of the curing or firing environment. 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

A resistor is fabricated by means of the controlled deposition and firing of electrode and re- 
sistor compositions on a substrate. These compositions are pastes made by the suspension of 
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metals, metal oxides, and glass in an organic 
binder. The specific compositions used in this 
work were the silver -palladium (see Reference 
1) resistor and gold-platinum (see Reference 2) 
electroding compositions. The substrate ma- 
terial is 96 percent alumina. 

The resistor geometry is deposited on the 
substrate by forcing the compositions through a 
stainless-steel screen masked with a photo- 
emulsion. The material passing thrmgh the 
screen is printed on the substrate. The de- 
posited geometry is cured in a high-tempera- 
ture firing process to obtain the desired prop- 
erties. Figwe 14-2 is a block diagram of this 
process. 

The first step is the preparation of the 
screen stencil. A screen is stret.,hed taut over 
a steel frame and coated with a photosensitive 
emulsion. The photoemulsion is exposed to  

I 

Figure 14-1-Typical screened circuit. 

ultraviolet rays passing through a glass slide positive of the desired geometry. The exposed areas 
harden, while the unexposed areas  wash out quite readily wittl hot water. 

Figure 14-3 is a photograph of the screen press.  The screen stencil is mounted in the press.  
Parallelism and screen height are adjusted by inicrometers located on the press. A 0.002-inch 
compression of the squeegee is set by using a 0.001-inch mylar film as a feeler gage between the 
substrate and the screen. After this dimension has been determined, the squeegee is moved down 
another 0.003 inch. The resistor composition is then fired in a tunnel kiln at a peak temperature 
of 1400" F for a duration of 40 minutes. The conductor is fired in a periodic :An since its firing 
temperature is less critical than that of the resistor films. 

DIM EN SION COMPENSATION 

A s  the resisio; is processed, errcrs are 
introduced into its dimensions. As can be seen 
in Figure 14-4, the resistor and conductor ma- 
terials have a tendency to bloom or  spread as 
the network is processed. Analysis of varia- 
tions in width and length indicates that from 
0.030- to 0.050-inch line width, the blooming is 
nearly independent of deposition area.  Looking Figure 14-2-Screen circuit process block diagram. 
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The corrected sheet resistivity 
solving for d:  

can be obtained by substituting Equation 4 into Equation 2 and 

-20[ -/r 24% 1 I 

TRIM , 
- 2 5 l . u -  I I  

Recalling Equation 1, arrived at from ’he data, 

Now the corrected resistor design equation mi ::e formed: 

L 1 !\l f R = *‘- = 
(L‘ 

Using this equation, a table of r e s i sh i ce  values for given dimensions was  computed. At the gresent 
time, over 1000 resistors have been designed and processed using this equation. The resulting re- 
sistance distribution is shown in Figure 14-5. As the figure indicates, 60 percent of all resistors 
processed all within &lo percent of design value. Another 20 percent of the processed resistors 
fall in the range between -20 percent and -10 percent. These can be trimmed within tolerance. As 
can be seen in the figure, the design nominal is biased at a -5 percent to weigh the distribution on 
the low side to increasa trimmable resistor yield. 

FIRING ENVIRONMENT 

Figure 14-6 shows a tunnel kiln fabricated 
to fire the resistor compositions. This kiln has 
a 40-inch tunnel with a thermocouple located in 
the certer approximately one-half inch above 
the belt. The temperature at the thermocouple 
was controlled using silicon-control rectifiers 
with proportional control. The zones on either 
side of the center were connected electrically 
so that aboul one-half center zone power was 
divided between the side zones. The resulting 
temperature profile is shown in Figure 14-6. 
This profile was taken with a belt speed of 1/4 
inch per minute to minimize loading effects due 
to injection of a cold belt. 

/ 
+ I O [  

5 %  OFFSET 
2 - 5  
Q 

w -15 60% YIELD WITH- 
L “‘“I /c ? 10% TOLERANCE 

/ 

Figure 14-5-Distribution of resistance values. 
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Figure 14-10-Resistance deviation clue to power level 
for resistors fired at 1400CF. 

pressures which may exist within the resistor 
and the possibility of chemical change which 
could be excited by elevated temperatures due 
t o  I ~ R  ASS. Figure 14-10 shows the percent 
change of resistance as a function of power level 
for atmospheric and vacuum environments. In 
this test, 40 resistors were fired at 1400" F. 
Fifteen of these were placed in a vacuu~n of 
1 X lo-* millimeters of mercury for 168 hours 
with dissipations of 1.1 to 21.0 watts per  square 
inch. The remainder were exposed to 1 atmos- 
phere for 192 and 352 hours with dissipations of 
9.3 to 166 watts per square inch. 

Figures 14-7 through 14-10 all have one 
.Img in common. Thsy indicate that for  a belt speed of 1 inch per minute, the optimum peak firing 

temperature is at or near 1400" F. The peak firing temperature was then specified at that value. 
To optimize belt speed, sample resistors were fired at 1/4, 1/2, 2, and 3 inches per minute. The 
previous data were used to obtain a point at 1 inch per minute. Figure 14-11 shows the variations 
in resistivity and temperature coefficient as a function of belt speed. With these data the optimum 
belt speed was determined t o  be 1 inch per minute. 

It is felt that with the near optimization of peak firing temperature and belt speed, plus the 
design correction of the resistor blooming, a basic well-controlled screen circuit process had been 
established. 

MECHANICAL STRESSKNG 

A series of mechanical s t resses  were placed on the resistor-substrate system to test its 
mechanical integrity. These stresses were designed to evaluate the match in temperature coeffi- 
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5t 
IOC 

I 
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0. I 1.0 10 
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Figure 14-1 l--EvaIuation of physical properfies as a 
function of belt speed, 

cient of expansion of the resistor and substrate, 
the c a p c i t y  to take mechanical shock, and im- 
munity to  vibration, In this test ,  12 substrates 
with the standard 5 -resistor test pattern were 
fired at 1400" F. These resistors were divided 
into groups of 25, 15, and 20 resis tors  for 
thermal. shockj zechanical shock, and vibration 
tests, respectively. 

Thermal shock was achieved by soaking the 
resis tors  foi, 25 minutes in an oven set at 200" F 
and then dropping them into liquid nitrogen. 
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Af'ier soaking the resis tors  in nitrogen for 20 
minutes, they were placed on a 200" F hot plate 
to dry the condensate. No deviation in resist- 
ance greater than instrumentation e r r o r  (0.05 
percent) was noticed. After 10 days, cracks 
were noticed in the substrate. Figure 14-12 is 
a photograph of these cracked substrates. Two 
very interesting facts can b e  seen in the photo - 
graph. First, the crack propagated through the 
points where the leads were connected to  the 
substrate. Secondly, these points a r e  on a 
straight line through points of maximum metal- 
lic mass and temperature coefficient mismatch. 

-. 
Figure 14- 12-Substrate damage due to thermal shock. 

Because of this failure, a new layout was made distributing the contact points. In addition, a 
more conservative application of solder was used. The test  was then repeated in the hot-to-cold 
direction and vice versa without any failures. 

Resistor substrates were mounted on three supporting points in a vibration test jig. All sub- 
strates were vibrated in the sinus .idal mode from 20 to 2000 cycles per second at a scan -ate of 
2 octaves per minute. Initial stress level was log along worst-case vibration axis. Resistance 
was recorded before and after each stress for nominal log step stressing up to 57g. No deviation 
in resistance greater than instrumentation e r r o r  was noticed. 

Three substrates with five resis tors  on each were shock tested t o  destruction. Resistance 
was measured before and after stress at 1.0, 2.1, 3.0, 4.4, 5.4, and 8.0 thousand g levels. Three 
substrates fractured, one each at the 2.1, 3.0, and 8.0 thousand g levels. All substrates fractured 
because of the 3 -point support constcuction of the j ig before any measurable resistance change 
occurred. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is reasonable to conclude that a screen deposition process has been established. since, by 
definition, 2 fabrication process is established when the devices produced by the process have pre-  
dictible parameters, In addition, the resistance value distribution indicates that the devices are 
reproducible within acceptable limits. It can be hwther concluded that the resis tors  fabricated 
have excellent environmental characteristics. Temperature coefficients of rtl00 parts per million 
have been established. In addition, drifts ~f !ess than 0.25 percent have been indicated over 
vacuum, temperature, power dissipatiom, humidity, and mechanical forcing functions. 

Dimensional control is the most critical problem in the screen circuit process. T h f r e  are 
two principal sources of e r ror .  First, e r r o r  is introduced in the transfer of the stencil geometry 
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from the gla,;s mask Lo the coated screen. Improvement in screeli fabrication will be required 
before this source of e r r o r  can be reduced. The second princilial souwe of error is introduced 
by uncontrolled variables in the screen deposition process. These variables include squeegez 
speed, materlal quantity, viscosity, and squeegee wear, To improve deposition control, inecllar..;- 
zation of the process will be required, 
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15. A THICK-FILM, INSULATED GATE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

R. L. Stermer, Jr. 
Langley Research Center 

Langley Station, Hampton, Virginia 

The principal problem in film technology is the lack of sctive devices. 
A s  a result, the technology has relied on either discrebe active compo- 
nents or relatively crude thin-film devices. A thick-film, insulated gate 
field effect transistor is being developed to utilize the simple processing 
technology of thick-film circuits. At the present state of development, sjg- 
nificant characteristics have been obtained ir, thick-film transistors. Data 
shewing high transconductance, high output impedance, and excellent sta- 
bility Characteristics a re  presented and processing technology discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Abut  4 years ago, the microelectronic group at Langley Research Center decided that 
screened circuit technology could serve a s  an interim packaging process. The pyocess, including 
the controlled fabrication of the complete passive network, is essentially complete; but at present 
fabrication of large vaiue inductors is not practical. Figwe 15-1 is a typical circuit using this 
technology. The circuit is an integrated device except that the active components (tranjistors) 
are  bonded into the circuit. Screened circuit technolcjgy is, in this form, a hybrid system and has 
limitations when ultimate rtliability is compared with that of a totally integrated system. 

Langley Research Center, in an attempt to obtain the full potefitial of an integrated screened 
circuit technology, has initizted a preliminary effort to determine the feasibility of fabricating a 
thick-film active device. Portions of this work are  being done on contract by RCA in conjunction 
with the continued screened circuit effort at Langley. This p v r  describes the results oi initial 
experiments, indicates tentative cowlusions based on these results, and outlines the current 
direction of this effort. 

PROBLEhI DEFINITION 

Materials deposited by screened circuit processing techniques a re  either fine grain or glassy 
structures. Therefore, consideration of minority carrier-type devices is eliminated bemuse of 
the short carrier lifetimes in the SCreeAed materia!. For this reason, studies were initiated on 
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16. COMPATIBLE THIN-FILM 

Frank Baiamonte 

TRANSISTORr, 

Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 

Several approaches have been attempted to obtain thin-film transistors 
which are compatible with passive components. Results of recent efforts 
in developing the thin-film, field effect triode are described. Device geom- 
etry, as pertains to both performance and process limitations, is discussed 
from practical and theoretical standpoints. 

INTRODUCTION 

Presently, satisfactory thin-film passive elements can be evaporated onto a substrate, but 
active elements are not entirely satisfactory. Many different approaches have been attempted to- 
ward fabricating a thin-film transistor. Figure 16-1 shows a thin-film, space charge limited 
triode which is similar to a vacuum tube. This type of thin-film triode has met with very 1if.tle 
success. One of the principal difficulties is that the grid spacing must be l e s s  than a micron. 
Another configuration (Figure 16-2) is the tunnel emission triode, which is similar to the metal 
base transistor configuration which uses a semiconductor instead of a dielectric. This device has 

SEMI-INSULATOR 

-CATHODE 

INSULATING 
SUBSTRATE 

Figure 16-1-Space charge limited triode. 

-METAL (COL1EC:OR CONTACT) 

A /-N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR 
ICOllECTOR 1 
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-N.TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR 
IEMITTER) 

METAL (EMITTER CONTACT1 

Figure 16-2-Structure of the metal base transistor. 

difficulties because of pinholes and lack of film 
thickness. 

There has been some success in the de- 
velopment of the metal base transistor.  The 
current problems with the metal base tran- 
sistor are that the metal base must be suf - 
ficiently thin and of the correct  thickness to 
transmit electrons efficjently. Moreover: the 
semiconductor-to-metal barriers must be of 
the proper height o r  else inefficient transmis- 
sion of current occurs, The insulltdd gate, 
thin-film, field effect transistor ‘FT) has been 
much more successful. This dc-vice is easier  
tc construct and has been used to form success- 
ful devices (see Figues 16-3 thiough 16-5). 
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Figure 16-3-Insulated gate, thin-film, field effect 
t runs i s  tor (T FT) structure, staggered configuration. 

Figure 16-4-Insulated gate, thin-film, field effect 
transistor (TFT) structure, coplanar configuration, 

FABRICATION 

rGATE 
Of the three configirations for insulated DIELECTRIC- I -SEMICONDUCTOR 

7 gate, field effect transistors, the staggered con- S 0 U RCE (METAL 17 \+L, D R A 1 N (ME TA 1 I 

r- figuration (Figure 6-3) lends itsclf most easily 
to form a thin-film transistor (TFT) (Reference i I LL I 
1). Hence, this paper will be primarily con- 
cerned with this configuration. The difficulties 
with the staggered configuration a r e  (1) making 

a gate the width of the source-drain spacing transistor, planar configuration, 

over the source-drain spacing, and (3) oxidation 
of the electrodes wher. the substrate o r  semiconductor is heat-treated. The gate should be as 
narrow as the source-drain spacing to avoid extra capscitance introduced by the gate overlapping 
the source or drain electrode, which reduces the frequency response, The coplanar configuration 
(Figure 16-4) has the advantage of having the serniconductor already on the substrate before the 
electrodes are deposited. In this manner, the semiconductor can be heat-treated without oxidation 
of the electrodes. The planar configuration (Figure 16-5) allows the electrodes to be formed by 
photographic etching techniques if the dimensions are not too small. The source, drain, and gate 
are the parts with critical dimensions and can be formed accurately by photographic etching. 

a very narrow source-drain 'Pacing, (2) Placing Figure 16-5-lnsulated gate, thin film, field effect 

These devices a r e  produced by evaporating the compone*lts onto glass substrates (Figup2 
16-6; see also Reference 2). Various glass substrate materials have been used, such as Corning 
microscope slides and Corning 0211, 7059, and 7052 glass substrates. While a high quality glass 
should be used, no particular glsss gives significantly better results. Likewise, many compli- 
cated substrate cleaning methods have been used, but it has not been definitely shown that they 
give superior results. To be sure ,  the substrate must be cleaned well and protected from dust 
before it is used. One sample process consists of washing the sub~trate with water and an 
abrasive such a s  MgO. Then the substrate is rinsed with cieiorlized (DI) water and then with 
acetone, This rinse is followed by washing in DI water and rubbing the substrate with ''Joy" 
detergent. The substrate is again rinsed with DI water and placed in a detergent at 140" F. in 
~i ultrasonic cleaner for  10 minutes. The substrate is r e m y r e d  and rinsed with DI water and 
then dried with dry nitrogen gas. The substrate is then placet I in a petri  dish or used immediateiy. 
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Figure 16-6-Enclosure and system setup for Te 
evaporations. 

The substrate is generally outgassed in :I 

vacuum by heating the substrate ai 400" C .  for 
5 minutes before depositing the source-drain 
electrodes. When the substrate cools l o  iip- 
proximately 200" C., the source-drain clcctrodw 
of nichrome a r e  deposited. The source-drain 
electrodes a r e  generally nichrome sincc ni- 
chrome is more resistant to oxidizing and 
scratching than aluminum. The disadvantage of 
nichrome is that the substrate temperature must 
be approximately 200" C. to prevent peeling off  
the substrate. 

The semiconductors used are CdS, CdSe, 
CdTe, and Te of very high purity (99.999 to 
99.9999 percent). The semicondcctor is evapo- 

rated from a container called a boat. Ca re  must be exercised in selecting the boat material to 
avoid contaminating the semiconductor. For CdS, CdSe, and CdTe, SiO, crucibles and molybdenum 
boats have been used successfully. Graphite and platinum boats have given poor results with Te, 
but mo1ybdei:um boats are satisfactory. The boat is electrically 9eated to 750" C.. to 850n C. for 
CdS. When 2 semiconductor or dielectric evaporates, there is a tendency for particles to  bc 
splattered onto the substrate. 'Io prevent this, quartz fiber o r  quartz paper is placed over the 
evaporating substance. Evaporation rates  will  vary from 10 to lSOL/sec, and thickness will vary 
from 1000 to 10,000A. The boat and substrate must be at the correct temperhtures for. the film 
to form satisfactorily on the substrate. 

The boat must be hot enough to evaporate the material at a satisfactory rate,  but nut hot 
enough to cause it to dissociate. To increase the evaporation rate, boats a r e  made larger.  The 
heat from the boat can cause the substrate temperature to rise, Therefore, the substrate must 
be kept at a proper temperature so that the material will  adhere to the substrate, If dissociation 
takes place, it will affect the stoichionietry and the condensation rate of the semiconductor, Fol- 
lowing the deposition of the semiconductor, the semiconductor is annealed. That is, the tempera- 
ture of the substrate is raised for about two minutes, and then the substrate is allowed to cool, 
There a r e  severai approaches that can be used in annealing the substrate: (1) after annealjng, the 
dielectric can be doposited, (2) the semiconductor can be exposed to air after cooling, and (3) the 
semiconuuctor can be re-annealed in air before depositing the dielectric. The annealing operation 
is essmtial  to producing good devices. The exact process o r  change produced in the semicon- 
ductor or semict ndun,tor dielectric interface has riot been determined. 

Aftel the ani>ealing step, a dielectric is deposited on the semicmductor. Dielectrics which 
a r e  o.-icies are kr lieirpd to give the best results. The dielectrjc most frequently used is SiO. The 
oxygen atoms of Si0 are assumed to absorb oxygen on the surface Df the semiconductor. For the 
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final p i m e s s ,  an aluminum gate is deposited 
over the source-drain spacing. Aluminum is MASK USED IN 

SOURCE .DRAIN used instead of nichrome because aluminum can ELECTRODES 

be deposited on a substrate at roo r ,  temperature. 

The source-drain resistance is a critical 
property of the TFT during fabrication. When 
source-drain spacings less  than 1 mil are ACTUAL PORT, 

DIFFUSED 
CONTACT 

IHANNEL WHICH MAY B E  formed, the problem of deyositing electrodes E F F E C T I V E L Y  MODULATED --- - - ~  
-CHANNEL RESISTANCE AFTER - 

a r i se s  (Figure 16-7). While the material may ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ' ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? +  ,- SEMlCONDUClOR DEPOSIT 

be transparent under a microscope or  Nikkon 
Shadow graph, the resistance across  the source- Figure 16-7-Electrode deposition in TFT forrnaticn. 

drain ?pacing can be v e r y  low (e.g., 100 ohms), whereas it sJio~1.d be above 100 megohms. After 
tLe semiconductor is deposited, the resistance should be high (e.g., 1 megohm). After depositing 
the dielectric, the resistance should drop from one to three orders  of magnitude, 3 this resist- 
ance drop does not occur, poor devices a r e  almost certain to result. 

In order to achieve high frequency response, the source-drain space is made a s  narrow as 
possible, For a gain-bandwidth product of 300 mc, !he zpacing should be 0.1 mil for a seniicon- 
ductor such as CdSe, This spacing is based on the theory oi Weirner and Borkan. From this 
theory, the frequency response is proportional to the ca r r i e r  mobility and inversely proportional 
to the square of the source-drain spacing. There a r e  several  difficulties in forming such a. narrow 
spacing. When photographic and etching techniqhes are used, the source-drain spacing has ragged 
edges. Chemically etching 0, l -mil  widths in metal foil masks was  not successful because of metal 
grain boundaries. All;o, electroforming of nickel masks results in difficulties with irregularit ies 
in base metals. The electrodes of these masks also have ragged edges. The solution to this prob- 
lem is to use a fine tungsten wire (see Reference 3). The w i r e  L ~ K I  is 0.1-mil tungsten wire. 
Tungsten wire is stretched on a mo!ybdenum mask (Figure 16 .?)*  The tungsten wire is very elas- 
t ic and has a 1ov:er coefficient of expansion than molybdecuin. Hence, heating the mask before 
depositing nichrome causes addifi~xial tension in the wire. The gate theoretically must be the 
same width a s  the source-drain spacing and must be precisely above the spacing. Overlapping of 
the gate m d  source-drain electrodes increases capacitance a.nd lowers the frequency response. 
To fornl very narrow gates, two 1-xi1 wires S' IURCE-DRAIN 
were used spaced 0 , l  mil ay?rt (Figure \ 7 TUNGSTEN WIRE 

16-9). 

Thin-film field effect transistors have been 
formed from many different semiconductors, A 
partial list includt s CdSe, Te, CdS, CdTe, PbTe, 
Ag,Te,, AgTe. Bi,Se,, MnTe, and SnS. With 
the L\,,eptioii of the first three, the foregoing 

satisfactory TFT devices have been coi~structed. 

\-BAS,, MASK 

\ 
\L 3 

comijoun\ display a w s a k  field effect, and un- -WIRE ANCHOR 

Figure 16-8-Basic source-drain mask. 
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----1_ 

WIRE ANCHOR 

WIRE SEPARATION (OPENING) 

Figure 16-9-Gate electrode masLing method. 

The best semiconductors are CdSe, Te, and CdS, which can be made to  aisplay pantode-like char- 
acteristics, CdSe is probably superior to the other Cd compounds because it is less likely to 
dissociate during evaporation, and, of course, Te does not dissociate, 

Contract NAS 9-3924 with Melpar, Incorporated resulted in '?FT's which had B gxin-bandwidth 
product 0' 23  mc for  Te and CdSe devicss. Theoretically, the response should have been greater 
than 80 mc. These devices had a gate widtn of 0.2 nril and an input capacjtance of 10 pf, The 
yield reached 95 percent. 

CURRENT PROBLEMS WITH FET'S 

One of the current problems with FET's is that of' reproducing their  chsracterist .cs,  Although 
investigators agree that good characteristics C P : ~  be obtained fo r  a specific device, there is little 
discussion concerning variation of characteristics of different devices on a substrate and variation 
from deposition to deposition, Also, while some devices have functioiled for prolonged periods of 
time, the longevity of the devices is not very well established at present. Furtherrncre, there arc 
G 'ier problems to be solved before completely satisfactory devices a r e  developed. For example, 
devjces often exhibit hysteresis Poops (Figure 16-10). These hjs teresis  loops may disappear upon 
placing the devices in a vacuum, although good devices do not display _these character'stizs, There 
have been many reason2 hypothesized for the hysteresis curves. These include (1) inL mal h e d n g ,  
(2) stray capacitance, (3) humidity, and (4) the existence of a nonhomcgeneous, stsatxied insulator 
layer. No experimental evidence has explained the mechanism causing the hysteresis loops. 



Another characteristic is a slow drift of 
characteristic curves with applied voltage and 
time (see Reference 4). Changing the applied 
grid voltage causes the characte-istic curves to 
slowly drift. The devices a re  also semitive to 
light although this effect can be remedied by 
encapsulation. These cievices are affected by 
temperature changes; for example, the drain 
current often increases with. teinperature. One 
demonstration has shown that the devices which 
have hysteresis loops lose them with increasing 
temperature, and then regain them. 

STATE OF THE ART IN TFT DEVICES 

Weimer's group at RCA has constructed 
several devices which employ closely spaced 
TFT's. This group has recently fabricated a 
180-stage Integrated Thin-Film Scan Generator 
(see Reference 5) composed of 180 field effect 

sMAj 

V g = 2 V / S T E P  
R L = l K  OHM 
81AS= - 1.6V 
n - T Y P E  MODULATION 

2 . 5 M A  

0 t1ov 

Figure 16-10-Output characteristics of CdTedoped with 
indium TFT. 

diodes, 360 thin-film transistors, 360 resistors, and 180 capacitors on a glass substrate. All  the 
components must function in order for the device to operate, and RCA claims that the device can 
be reproduced under laboratory conditions. The device functions from 12 kc to 2 mc, and some 
devices have operated at 85" C. for 5000 haure. This device was fabricated using a wire  grill with 
480 wires per inch (Figures 16-11 and 16-12). The individual stages are spaced 2.08 mils apart. 
The device is fabricated during one pump-down of the vacuum systev,, during which time 20 to 30 
individual evaporations a re  car-ried out. 

CONCLUSWN 

Satisfactory thin-film, passive devices have been fabricated with reliable and predictable 
characteristics; however, field effect thin-film transistors (FETFT) a re  still in the laboratory 
stage of development. For frequencies below 2 mc, devices have been fabricated with field effect 
thin-film transistors which are compatible with passive' components. For frequencies above 
2 mc, the gain-bandwidth prodact has been extended to 33 mc with transconductances of more than 
25,000 mhos. The source-drain spacing is probably made as small as possible with the wire-mask 
technique. Further reduction in the source-drain spacing may be accomplished with improved 
photographic and etching techniques. Further improvement in the performance and reproducibil.ity 
of FFTFT characteristics wil! probably require a better understanding of the interaction of the 
dielectric -semiconductor intr rface and the conduction mechanism Sn the semiconductor, 
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/ I t  
Figure 16-114 - e  of single and double masks to . a m  
evaporated patterns having spacings much less than the 

wire diameter. 
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APPENDIX 

The following derivation follows that given 
by Borkan and Weimer (References 1 and 6). 
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The geometry of the TFT is given by Figure 16-13. The following assuniptions are made, 

1. The mobility af the carr iers  is independent of gate voltage. 

2. The gate capacitance is constsnt and independent of gate voltage. The gate voltage 
induces a charge per unit area of 

- c g  
clAN(x) - a [vg - V W ] ,  

where 
q = electronic charge, 

A N  ( X)  = induced number of electrons, 

c g  = capacitance across insulator, 

L = source-drain spacing, 
2 = width of source-drain spacing, 
a = thickness of semiconductor, 

vP 7 gde potential, 
v ( X) = potential in semiconductor at point x, 

and 
I ,  = drain current. 

The drain current is given by 

pd = drift mobility (c.m /volt-sec), 

Ex = electric field from source to drain (volt/cm), 

N O  = total number of charges originally in gap region. 
and 

Substituting Equation 1 into Equation 2,  

Since Ex =- d:',"' , integrating Equation 3 over (x), 
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Let v, = - :Ngo, then 

Equation 6 is valid over the range 0 5 v, 5 vg - vo or to the knee of the 1, vs. v d  curve, where 

- -  - 0. From ShocMey*s unipolar field effect transistor, the curve is assumed to be constant a I d  

a 'd 
'--.yond the knee of the curve. 

The transcondtlctance below the knee is given by 
' Id  WdCeVd - - -  
d vP L2 

gnl - 

The gain-bandwidth product is given by 

Using Equation 8,  

At the knee of the curve, V, = Vg - V, , 

and 

Hence 

(7) 

at o r  above the knee. 

The following derivation of the thin-film 
triode in the depletion mode followsthat of Wil- 
son and Gutierrez (Reference 7). This deriva- 
tion assumes that (1) the mobility remains con- 
stant with field, (2) charge distribution is uni- 
form, (3) the capacitance and voltage across the 
dielectric are given by c ,  and V,, respectively, 
and (4) the capacitance and voltage across the 
semiconductor are given by C, and V2 respec- 
tively. The impurities in the semiconductor are 

the depletion layer is calculated from Poisson's 
equation 

I , --..I/,;!) .! I 
I I assumed to be ionized, and, the potential across -1 

x = o  x -  1 

Figure 16-13-Geometrical Model of Operating TFT. 
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qN h2 
2 k ~ ,  ' v, = - 

where 
N = impurity density, 

q = electronic charge, 

k = dielectric constant, 

E, = permittivity of free space. 
and 

Hence the relationship between the potential in the depletion layer in the semiconductor and the 
channel voltage is calculated. The potefitial in the channel i s  given by 

V(x) = v, + v,, (15) 

where V, is the potential dcross the dielectric. 

The dielectric and depletion layers are considered as capacitors in series. The voltage V, may 
be written as 

where 

and 

then 

L k , E o Z  L 
d x  = k l E o Z d  , C l  = I, - 

k, E o  ZL 
dx = --. 

h '  

Using Equations 19 and 14, 

qN k , h 2  + d h k . . ' .  1 

-J V(x) = 2 k , k , ~ ~  [ 
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Let 

Rearrange Equatim 7 so that 

Then 

k2d 
Ii2 +(F)h f (?) V ( x )  = 0 ,  

1A - b +[b2 + 4CV(x)] 
2 h =  

where the negative root is not a desired solution, 

When the depletion layer extends across the channel, pinch-off is said to occur. The pinch-orf 
voltage occurs at 

a ( a  + b) 
"P = c -  

From Ohm's Law, 

d V  
J(x )  = a E ( x )  'z cr- d x  * 

In terms gf the depletion layer thickness, 

I 
J ( x )  = z ( a  - h) 

Inserting Equation 15 into Equation 14 gives 

d V  - I - _  
d x  a ( a  - h ) Z '  

Substituting Equations 25 and 2G into Equation 29 gives 
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1 2 C I X  
b C V ( x ) ( b 2  + 4CV,)!' -[b2 t ~ C V ( X ) ] ~ ; ~  = - u z  - b3. 

Putting Equation 31 in terms of the voltage acrobs the drain gives 
H 

u Z ( 2 a  + b) b3  - [ b2 + 4 C V  J ' (b2  + 4CV)). 12 C L  {'" ' ( 2 a  ' b)  b2 t 4CV, 
I '  

Pinch-off current I~ is given by 

IP = 12CL 
u Z ( 2 a  + b) 

2pv, + ( 2 a  b3 f b) - b3} . 

The preceding derivation gives a good correlation with experiment. 

An alternate theory has been proposed by Abraham and Poehler to account for the conduction 
mechanism in thin-film transistors (Reierences 8 and 9). This theory proposes that Ihe electrons 
are field-excited from shallow levels lying below the conduction band. The transition probability 
for these electrocs and the associated drain current correlates very well with the gate voltage 
(Figure 16-14). An expression is stated for drain current as 

where 
n 1  = density of states at 1st level below conduction band, 

no = local density of free majority carriers, 

V, = ionization potential of 1st level, 

f (V,) = V, if I, does not saturate, 

vg = K E ,  
and 

E = excitation field, 
DRAIN 
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Figure 16- 14-Drain-current-gate-vol tage characteristic 
and the probability of field excitation of carriers. 
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17. OPTICAL MEMORY WITH FERRIMAGNETIC STORAGE ELEMENTS 

G .  A. Bailey 
Masshali Space Flight Center 

Huntsville , Alabama 

This report summarizes a 15-montn effort to fabricate a magnetooptic 
memory, The scope of work included efforts to produce a material that 
would operate without compensation at room temperature. The material 
was evaluated to determine its magnetic, optical, and thermal properties 
such that the design of the memory might be optiwized. To demonstrate 
the results of the experimentation a feasibility model was designed and 
fabricated. The storage element chosen was gadolinium iron garnet doped 
with aluminum. Information is written into the memory by simultaneously 
applying heat and a magnetic field to a spot. Since the coercivity of the 
material is temperature dependent, only the heated portic-i of the garnet 
is affected by the field. The readout signal is derived from the Faraday 
rotation of a polarized beam of light bythe element. The state of magneti- 
zation of a region is determined by observing the direction of Faraday 
rotation. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally recognized that for large random-access systems (greater than lo6 words) 
the most debilitating influence on the system comes not from the memory element, but from the 
peripheral interconnections and equipment. In these large systems, one is confronted with the 
reliability numbers game. One technique to elimin?.te the large numbers of axess ion  intercon- 
nections is the use of optics. With proper techniques, 8 beam of light may be steered randomly 
to any point within a memwy matrix. This eliminates the large logic decoding trees and the 
attendant drive lines. Optical accession memories using the Kerr effect have been devised, but 
the writing functions must still be line driven. Memories utilizing holographic and photochromic 
devices have been proposed; however, they have not progressed much beyond the conceptual skge 
of development. On the other hand, the ferrimagnetic memory is both written and read optically; 
thus, it has greater potential for mass memory application. 
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COMPENSATION POINT MFMORY 

k l W  ENERGY 
C O L ! I f l A l E D  LIFH; 

The storage element used is a gadolinium iron garn&, which exhibits the necessary ferrimag- 
netic properties; that is, the magnetic moments of gadolinium and iron align in opposition, and the 
magnitude of the moments is temperature-dependent. The resulting magnetic moment of the ele- 
mefit is the difference between these two sublattice moments. At a particular bdmperature the 
magnetic moments of gadolinium and iron are equal and opposite, thereby canceling each other. 
This temperature is. called the compensation temgerature o r  compensation point. At the compen- 
sation point there is no net magnetic moment; therefore, the element is unaffected by external 
magnetic fields. Since the magnetic moments of kadolinium and iron cancel exactly, no fwther 
reduction in energy would be accomplished by the application of a field. This point is illustrated 
by Figure 1'7-1. mhe memory described here operates arounfl tais compehsation point. 

- 
b - b  
f- * 
4 - 
4-- 

.- 

The construction of the compensation-point inemory is shown in Figure 17-2. The memory 
element is a thin slab of ferrimagnetic material which is held at its compensation temperature. 

W C N E i l C  fl!'MENT .7F - SA001 IU13M ATOH GARNK 

H A G N E f l C  M O k i t V  OF 
IRON ATCM 

TRANSPARENT SUBSTRATE 

GAOGLIN!~JM A T O I  GARNET 

LOU ENERGY 

SOURCF 
I IWl POLAR1 ZER 

LOU ENERGY + 
4 - 4  

i -z :I t'-i POLAR1 ZER 
: ' J I R t E  
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e 

ANALYZER -)"I" DETECTOR -- 
* 

CYCLE 

Figure 17-1-Read and write cycles, block diagram. 
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\ 
D E W T O R  The magnetic easy axis is normal to  the slab. 

Writing is accomplished by heating a local area 
to reduce the coercivity and then applying a 
magnetic write field to set the memory. The 
write field i s  applied by a single Helmholtz 
coil. The magnitude of the field is much lower 
than the coercivity at the compensation tem- 
perature, but is greater than the coercivity In 
the heated area. Consequently, only the niag- 
netic moment in the heated area is oriented in 
the direction of the applied field. ReadiRg is 
accomplished by applying a beam of polarized 
light to  the spot to  be read. The transmitted 

Figure 17-2-compensation-point memory COnStrUCtiOn. light is passed through an analyzer and detect& 
by a phototube. Because of the Faraday effect, 

the plane of polarization of the incident light is rotated as it passes through the magcetic medium. 
The rotation of the plane of polarization is clockwise or  counterclockwise, dependinp upon whether 
the magnetization is parallel o r  non-parallel to the beam of light. One direction is defined as 
binary one, the other as binary zero. Consequently, a stored 1 can be distinguished from a stored 
zero by observing the amplitude of the transmitted light. The readout is obviously nondestructive. 

The write-cycle time depends on the thermal relaxation time of the memory element, the tem- 
perature change required to '7.ke the element from a non-disturb to write state, and the magnitude 
of the write field. The variation of coercivity with temperature about a compensation point is 
shown in Figure 17-3. To write into the memory, the temperature of the selected bit must be 
raised to at least T, , such that a write field of H, may operate on the spot, and then reduced to 
T, + T, before the write field can be removed. Thus, the write cycle consists of selecting a 
spot, raising, and then lowering its temperature in the presence of a field. The cycle time de- 
pends upon how fast these operations can be performed. The writing time can be reduced by in- 
creasing the power of the heating pulse. The time required to lower the temperature will  depend 
:pon the thermal relaxation time constant of the material. 

The material required for a fast-write- 
cycle memory should have an H, versus T 
relatiomhip with the general shape of that shown 
in Figure 17-3. The effective sheet coercivity, 
Hs, should be as high as possible for the speci- 
fied variation in ambient temperature, T,, and 
the slope of the curve should be as steep as 

T, T r  possible. The material should have a large 
thermal conductio? coefficient; or,  preferably, 
it should be prepared on a transparent substrate 

H, 

"w . 
- 7 71- 

RELATIONSHIP 

' I L=- T ------ 

Figure 17-3-Idealized plot of coercivity versus 
temperature variation. 
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with a large thermal conduction and large specific heat. Since the element is heated by a beam of 
light, the storage element should be sufficiently opaque to absorb energy and sufficiently trans- 
parent to be heated internally. 

The read operation is based on the use of polarized light and the Faraday effect. A large ro- 
tation of the plane of polarization of the read light beam is desired because this improves the dis- 
crimination between 1 and 0 outputs and relieves the requirements on the analyzer. Since the 
magnitude of the rotation is proportional to the thickness of the elements, thick elements a r e  
seemingly preferable. However, absorption of the light implies that thin samples are desirable. 
A figure of merit is the ratio of the rotation pcwer to the absorption coefficient, Thickness con- 
siderations impose practical limitations on the choices for light sources and detectors. The read- 
cycle time is determined primarily by the indexing time and the detector speed. Since no switch- 
ing is involved in the read operation, the time delay in the storage medium is negligible. 

ELEMENT PREPARATION 

Three primary methods of preparing the gadolinium iron garnet were investigated: thin films, 
polycrystalline samples, and single crystals. The results of the thin films were disappointing. 
Polycrystalline materials were obtained and found to be quite comparable in optical absorption 
and Faraday rotation to the single-crystal material. However, polycrystalline samples could not 
be made as thin as the single-crystal material, and the polycrystalline material did not exhibit 
magnetic anisotropy. Therefore, the direction perpendicular to the plane of the element could not 
be made into an easy direction. Single-crystal material was  prepared by the molten-flux method. 

TEMPE. ATURE COMPENSATION 

In the gadolinium iron garnet, Gd,Fe, O,, , the iron ions occupy two different sites. Three of 
the atoms in the unit cell occupy tetrahedral sites, and the other two occupy octahedral sites. The 
iron atoms in the octahedral and tetrahedral sites are coupled antiferromagnetically. The resul- 
tant magnetization of the iron atoms is coincident with the iron atoms in the tetrahedral sites. 

The gadolinium ions are coupled antiferromagnetically to the net moment of the iron ions. 
The cwpling of the gadolinium ions is much weaker than that between the iron ions. A s  a conse- 
quence, the magnetization of the gadolinium ions drops very quickly with increasing temperature, 
approximately as 1/T. Therefore, at temperatures near the Curie point, the magnetization of the 
iron ions is dominant. However, since the gadolinium has a saturation moment larger than the 
resultant magnetization of the iron ions, the moment of the gadolinium ions is predominant zt low 
tnmperatures. The temperature at which the gadolinium and iron magnetic moments a r e  equal is 
called the compensation point. 
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TEMPERATURE (OK) 

Figure 17-4 shows a plot of the magnetiza- 
tion of the iron ions and the gadolinium ions as 
a function of temperature. The total magnetiza- 
tion is also shown. At the temperature marked, 
T, , the magnetization of the gadolinium and 
iron ions cancels. The compensation tempera- 
ture of gadolinium iron garnet is 15°C. The 
substitution of aluminum for the iron reduces 
the moment of the iron laticice. The aluminum 
preferentially occupies the tetrahedral sites 
because the aluminum atom is smaller than the 
iron atom, and the tetrahedral sites a r e  smaller 
than the octahedral sites. A reduction in the 
net magnetization of the iron lattice raises the 
temperature at which the iron lattice is com- 
pensated by tne gadolinium lattice. This pro- 
gram dictated a memory which could operate 
at room temperature without compensation. It 
was  found that 4 percent by volume cif aluixinum 
substituted for the iron resulted in crystals 
with a Compensation temperature very close to 
room temperature. 

Figure 17-4-Magnetization of a typical rare earth 
(garnet). 

BASIC MEASUREMENTS 

To design a memory based on gadolinium aluminutl iyon garnet, measurements of certain 
magnetic and optical properties of the material are essential. Both the compensation temperature 
and the coercivity were determined with the aid of a vibrating sample magnetometer, wherein a 
sample is vibrated in a dc magnetic field, and the magnetization is sensed with a pickup coil. 
Figure 17-5 illustrates plots of magnetization-versus-temperature of three different samples. 
The temperature at which the magnetization is minirmum is: the compensation point. Reversing 
the dc field and noting the reversal of magnetization (;:rives the value of the coercivc iorce. A 
typical plot is shown in Figure 17-6. 

These results indicate the temperature stability of the memory. For example, if one planned 
to write by heating a bit 6°C above the compensation te:rnperature, a field of 7843 A/m (100 oer- 
steds) would be needed to switch the heated area. This field would not affect the unheated portion 
of the platelet P -  iung as the temperature is maintained within 6°C of the compensation tempera- 
ture. The sharper the peak, the easier the writing; howwer, a sharp peak requires better tem- 
peratu, stability. 
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The optical absorption measurements were 
obtained with a spectrophotometer. A typical 
run is shown in Figure 17-7. The optimum 
wavelength is one which has the largest rota- 
tion of polarization-per-loss by absorption. 
These results indicate that if the Faraday rota- 
tion is not significantly reduced, the longer 
wavelengths are more desirable. Faraday rota- 
tion measurements were obtained with the aid 
of the arrangement shown in Figure 17-8. The 
laser beam was modulated at 90 Hz, pass'ed 
throughapolarizer, the sample, andan analyzer, 
and then detected by a photomultiplier. The 
laser beam was also detected by a phototran- 
sistor and this signal in the differential ampli- 
fier. The results of a typical set of measure- 
ments are shown in Figure 17-9. From these 
curves it is evident that the temperature sta- 
bility depends upon the magnetic field used for 
writing. With a field of 784 A/m (10 oersteds), 
no rotation occurs over a range of about 6°C. 
For a 1500 A/m (20 oersted) field, the temper- 
ature range over which no rotation occurred 
was reduced to about 3°C. 

a t 
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Figure 17-5-Magnetization versus temperature of three 
gadolinium iron garnet samples with different aluminum 

doping. 
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Figure 17-6-Coercive force of gadolinium iron garnet. 
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Figure 17-7-Optical absorption of gadolinium iron 
garnet. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the experimental information, a 
feasibility model of the concept has been de- 
signed and fabricated. A block diagram of the 
system is illustrated inFigure 17-10. The mem- 
ory elements are on 25-micron (1-mil) centers, 
and it is proposed to reduce this to 2.5-micron 
(0.1-mil) centers. With an  argon laser, Faraday 
ratations of 9 degrees are obtained, such that 
detection i s  no problem, The small memory 
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Figure 17-8-Faraday rotation measurement equipment. 
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elements have greatly enhanced the cycle times 
of the memory. Since the beam from the laser 
could not be reduced to this micron range, 
special diffraction-limited focusing lens had to 
be used. The present major difficulty is secur- 
ing some type of nonmechanical laser-scanning 
apparatus. Various techniques have been pro- 
posed, such as modulating the index of refrac- 
tion of crystals, employing standing waves in 
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7-10-Block diagram of proposed system. 

Figure 17-9-Faraday rotation versus temperature for two drive fields. 

crystals, and revolving mirrors on the end of a dentist's turbine drill. All  of these are basically 
mechanical operations and are, therefore, limited in speed. The technique offering the most 
promise is the combination potassium dihydrogen phosphate and calcite arrangement which can 
be driven by digital signals. Overall, this system promises a 10' -bit memory on a 6.5-cm2 (one 
square inch) substrate, which can be randomly accessed without hard-line interconnections. 
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.a 18. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THIN-FILM CAPACITORS 

W. J.  McGrady 
Manned Spacecraft Center 

Houston, Texas 

There exist certain classes of materials which, due to complicated 
polarization mechanisms exhibit very highdielectric constants. Thin films 
of these materials a r e  needed for capacitor dielectrics in order to satisfy 
the demand for large-value capacitors. The basic difficulty involved in the 
deposition of these materials is one of stoichiometry. Flash and nmlti- 
source evaporation appear to be the most promising deposition methods. 
Although barium titanate and lead titanate have received exhaustive study, 
there are several other materials, namely Sarium-lead zirconate, sdium 
niobate, and potassium niobate, which appear to have much to offer. Com- 
patibility with silicon integrated-circuit processes is considered a prime 
requirement and, unless compatible deposition processes can be found, 
there is little likelihood that specific capacitances greater than l&in2 will  
ever be widely used. 

j;Y TRODUC TION 

At the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), as well as elsewhere, there is a recognized need for 
high-value thin-film capacitors that can withstand high temperatures, occupy very small areas, 
and function reliably. It is the purpose of this paper, after a brief review of dielectric theory, to 
review the state-of-the-art of thin-film capacitors and to indicate areas in which research is being 
done, or needs to be done. Hardware applications will be described which require elements with 
high specific capacitances, i.e., high capacitance-to-area ratios. 

BACKGROUND 

From electromagnetic theory it can be shown (Reference 1) that the capacitance between plane- 
parallel plates of area A and separation t is given by 

% A  c, = - 
1 : '  
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where c 0  is the permittivity of free space and has th+ value of 8.85 X faraddmeter in the 
rationalized MKS system of units. Of interest here arc materials whose dielectric constants are 
higher than that of free space. Therefore, a relative dielectric constant K may be defined as 
follows : 

A 
C = K E ~ T .  

Substituting in Equation 1, 

C = KC,. (3) 

If the area is expressed in square centimeters and t is in centimeters, then the capacitance 
expressed in micromicrofarads is 

(4) 
A 

C = 0.0885 K t . 
0 

In thin-film applications, t is usually expressed in angstrom units (A), so one may go a step 
further and express the capacitance in micromicrofarads and the area in square centimeters as 
before, but now expressing t in angstroms (i = IO-'' meter). 

The formula is thus in a final, workable form: 

(5) 
A 

C = 0.885 x lo8 x K x - t .  

Since this formula neglects fringing, it is apparent that its accuracy depends upon the ratio of the 
area A to the thickness t . Corrections have been derived for fringing and may be found in the 
literature (Reference 2). 

From the standpoint of materials, the key parameter in Equation 5 is, of course, the dielectric 
constant K.  Dielectric constants much greater than that of free space a r e  found in materials be- 
cause of the existence of induced electric dipole moments in the individual molecules or atoms 
(References 3 and 4). These dipole moments give rise to a macroscopic polarization P which is 
defined as follows: 

where 

- 
D = electric-flux density, 
E = electric-field intensity, 

eo  = 8.85 x faraddmeter.  

- 

For materials other than ferroelectrics, which exhibit hysteresis effects, P is directly propor- 
tional to the applied electric field 2. Thus, 
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where k is a coiistant. Substituting Equation 7 in (6), 

From Equations 7 and 8 it can be seen that the dielectric constant of a materia'! is related to 
the degree of polarization present in the dielectric mater.. :. There are several mechanisms which 
may contribute to the total polarization P. They are (1) the electronic polarizability, due t o  a dis- 
placement of the negatively charged atomic electrons in a direction opposite to the applied electric 
field; (2) the atomic polarizability, due to a distortion of the normal charge distribution in a mole- 
cule; (3) the dipole polarizability, due to  the existence of a permanent dipole moment; (4) an inter&- 
facial polarizability, due to migration of charge carriers and entrapment by crystal defects. 

The total polarizability is obtained by summing all the separate polarizabilities due to the 
previously-mentioned mechanisms. The total polarization P can be found from the formula 

where 
", = sum of all polarizabilities, 
n = number of molecular dipoles, and 
E' = local electric field intensity. 

The loch1 electric-field intensity is proportional to the applied field, and is given approxi- 
mately by the Mosotti relation for materials with no permanent electric dipole moment- 

Therefore, when an electric field is applied to a polar or paraelectric material (one which 
possesses permanent dipole moments), the electric dipoles tend to  align themselves with the elec- 
tric field and the polarization-vs. -field-strength curve is approximately linear. 

It requires a finite length of time, however, for the different polarizabilities to respond to the 
applied field. When the applied frequency becomes of the order of +, where 7 is the response time, 
then there is a decrease in the polarizabilities and hence a decrease in K. PA most dielectrics, 
however, 7 is very small, and the dielectric constant remains relatively constant over the whole 
radio-frequency spectrum. 
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In order to analyze the in-phase or resistive component of current in a lossy capacitor, a 
complex dielectric constant must be introduced: 

where K is the real dielectric canstant and K' is called the dielectric loss factor, which is zero 
for a lossless material. K' is related to the loss angle of a capacitor as will  now be shown. Let 

I j W c V O e J d t ,  

-. 
where I is the total current through the capacitor and V, e ' ,  is the applied voltage. 

If c = K*Co is substituted, where C, is the capacitance with free space as a dielectric, then 

Substituting Equation 11 : 

I = j w C O V O e J W t  ( K  - j K ' ) ,  

I I I I  e * 

K 
The phase angle, 8 = tan- '  - g, ' 

Thd loss angle S is defined as that angle by which the current fails to lead by go", or 

6 90" - 0,  

K' 
t a n 8  = -  K '  

There is another group of materials which have dielectric constants much higher than those 
found in normal or paraelectric materials. These materials, called "ferroelectrics" may exhibit 
a spontaneous net polarization, that is net polarization with no electric field applied. Within certain 
temperature limits, dipole moments exist which a r e  initially randomly oriented. Hence there is no 
initial net polarization in the crystal. With the application of a small electric field, the dipole 
moments begin to align themselves until there is a net polarization induced in the material (see 
Figure 18-1). Further increase of the field strength causes more and more dipoles to align them- 
selves until a saturation point is reached whew the degree of polarization is linearly dependent on 
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field strength. If the field strength is  then de- 
creased, some of the dipoles will return to iheir 
initial position, although lriany wil l  remain aligned 
with the electric field, If the field is reduced to 
zero, there will. still be some dipoles aligned 
producing whzt is  called "remanant polariza - 
tion." It thus requires the application of a re- 
versed electric field to reduce the polarization 
to zero. The field required to do this is called 
the "coercive field strength." Further increase 
of this reversed field will  complete the polari- 
zation in the negative direction, and another re- 
versal of the field strength wi l l  complete the 
hysteresis loop. 

Figure 18-l-Ferroelectric hysteresis loop. 
A curious property of ferroelectric materials 

is the existence of 8 temperature below which 
they behave ab ferroelectrics and above which 

they behave as normal paraelectrics. A change in crista1 structure also occurs at th i s  temperdture 
and is known as the Curie temperature. Above this temperature, thermal agitation destroys niuch 
oi !he dipole ordering and gives rise to spontaneous polarization; the dielectric. constant is given by 

the Curie-Weiss law (References 5 and 6), 
P 

I I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 

I 
erroelecqic 

I 

C _- 
T - *rc 9 

where 
K = dielectric constant, 
C = C-irie constant, 

T = temperature of dielectric. 
T= = Curie i . ,iprature, and 

Any discussion of dielectric behavicjr would 
I I t be incomplete without mentioning 2 closely re- 

E Plectrir TIeld intensity lated phenomenon known as antiferroelectricity 
P = polarization 

(Reference 7). In antiierroelectric materials 
there still exists a spontaneous polarization, but 
in this case there is no net polarization at. Z P ~ O  

field scrength since the dipoles exist in antiparallel arrangements. That is, the material is spon- 
taneously polarized, but the shift of one dipole moment is compensated by a similar reverse shif t  
of another dipole moment, The application of a scfficiently hi;h electric field eventually unbalances 
the antiparallel arrangements, and a net polarization is induced. At higher electric fields, the 
material behaves as a normal ferroelectric (see Figure 18-2). 

Figure 18-2-Aiitiferroelectric hysteresis loop. 
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STATE -OF -THE -ART 

Two of the big stumbling blocks to thc :ealization of completely thin-film circuitry are the 
lack of a good high-frequency thin-film active device and the need for high-dielectric constant 
capacitors. The first problem is obviously out of the realm of this paper, but the latter problem 
will now be considered in detaii. 

By their very dependeme on area, thin-film capacitors require a disproportionate amount of 
substrate space; depending, of course, on the actual value of capacitance desired. One means of 
achieving higher effective areas is the stacking of dielectric films interposed with electrodes. 
The electrodes may be connected externally to  yield any combination desired, i.e., they can all be 
connected in parallel, in series, or in any other combination. To realize the maximum capacity, 
they would be connected in parallel. Degenhart and Pratt (Reference 8)  made statistical studies on 
kultilayer capacitors using silicon monoxide in a 7 -layer configuration. The maximum capacity 
achieved was 56 nf/cm2, with a breakdown of 20 volts. They found that the limiting factor in 
stacking capacitors is the rapid increase of d.c. failure probability. This is a result of the fact 
that the d.c. characteristics of a paralleled multilayer capacitor can never be better than the d.c. 
characteristics of any individual layer. Any short in an  individual layer will also cause the whole 
structure to he shorted. 

Multilayer capacitors also have been studied at MSC with much the same results. Nine-layer 
capacitors have been fabricated with a yield of 0.16 pf/cm2. Complete data is not available at this 
time, since leakage-current and breakdown studies have not been completed. During the course of 
this investigation, it was found that the pinhole problem is much more severe when dealing with 
multilayer films. The yield for multilayer capacitors mas, therefore, found t o  be much less than 
for single-layer capacitors. 

Specific capacitance, used in this paper to express the amount of capacitance available per 
unit, will be referred to  quite often and is usually-expressed in pf/cm2. Specific capacitance is a 
function of only two parameters-the dielectric cons ta t  and the film thickness. Thus, from Equa- 
tion 5 orle obtains- 

(14) 
C E. 

Specific Capacitance = 8.85 7 

w!iere A is in square centimeters, t is in angstroms, and C is in microfarads. (Table 18-1 lists 
typical characteristics of several thin-film dielectrics.) 

The problem of getting large specific capacitances has proven to  be a formidable one. From 
Equation 14 it can be seen that there a r e  only two variable parameters available: One may either 
select a material with a higher dielectri :onstant, or he may decrease the film thickness. The 
latter is usua,lly not y ~ c t i c a l  since the capacitor mud-' %m : specified voltage rating, and de- 
creasing the film thickness only lowers t3e vd+? s :- .? ,m. Furthermore, it has been found 
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Material 

Silicon 
monoxide 

Aluminum 
oxide 

Tantalum 
pentoxide 

Titanium 
dioxide 

Table 18-1 

Typical Properties of Common Thin-Film Capacitor Materials 

Formula Dielectric 
constant 

6.8 

9.0 

26.0 

56.0 

Specific 
capacitance, 

pf/cm2 

0.02 

0.04 

0.08 

0.50 

Thickness, 

_- 

3000 

zoo0 

3000 

1000 

that films thinner than 1800 
one is left with the task of selecting a material with a higher dielectric constant. 

a r e  subject to pinholes and are likely to  be discontinuous. Thus, 

The search for materials with extremely high dielectric cocstants is not a very difficult one, 
but the achievement of certain bulk properties in a thin film is not an easy task. For example, 
bulk barium titanate (BaiO,) has a dielectric constant of well over a 1000 at room temperature, 
but it requires special techniques to deposit a film which exhibits any bulk characteristics. Deposi- 
tion techniques will be described in another section of this paper. The tremendous difficulties in 
achieving films with dielectric constants much greater than 100 have led to the almost ilniversal 
selection of silicon monoxide (SO) as a dielectric material. The reason for the widespread use of 
Si0 is that it has been used as a coating in the lens industry for some time and its properties are 
fairly well known. Also, it is a well-behaved material which is readily evaporated at approximately 
1250°C in mm Hg to give films with dielectric constants of approximately 6. Various other 
materials have been investigated, using not only vacuum evaporation, but also anodization, sput- 
tering, and chemical pyrolysis. 

DEPOSITION PROBLEMS 

Before going into the details of the MSC contract program in the field of high K materials 
research, it would be best to review the problems encountered when attempting to evaporate high- 
dielectric-constant xaterials.  The type materials to be discussed here are inorganic compounds, 
many of them containing titanium whose dielectric constants range up into the thousands (see 
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l'%ble 18-2 

Typical High-Dielectric-Constant Materials 

Electrical 
properties 

Ferroelectric 

Material 

BaTiO, 

BaTiO, 

PbTiO, 

4 6 Zr03 

NdbO, 

KNbO, 

Dielectric Hemarks 
constant 

1500 Bulk 

Ferroelectric 

Ferroelectric 

Paraelectric 

Antiferroelectric 

Ferroelectric 

1000 

300 

2600 

500 

500 

Film 

Film 

Bulk 

Bulk 

Bulk 

Table 18-2). Since BaTiO, is typical of this class of materials, it shall be considered as an ex- 
ample. Bulk barium titanate has been studied for quite some time, and its polarization mechanisms 
have been explored quite thoroughly (References 9, 10, 11). Above its Curie point of 120" C, it ex- 
hibits the cubic structure of calcium titanate, or  perovskite, in that each titanium ion is surrounded 
by six oxygen ions forming an octahedral, whereas the barium ions are placed at the corner of the 
cube and are surrounded by 12 oxygen ions. Below tk Curie point, spontaneous polarization takes 
place, and the cell structure changes from cubic to tetragonal. It is this dimensional change that 
is responsible for the appearance of ferroelectric properties in the barium titanate and the asso- 
ciated large electrostriction. The actual mechanism involved in the paraelectric-ferroelectric 
transition is quite complicated, but it is essentially due to the vibrational modes of the titanium ion 
against the oxygen ions. Above the Curie point, the titanium ion is in its equilibrium position in 
the center of the octahedra; whereas below the Curie point, the titanium ion is no longer in the 
geometric center, but is displaced slightly toward one of the oxygens. 

It is obvious that any BaTiO, film which does not have a certain degree of the crystal structure 
just described will not exhibit the characteristics associated with the bulk material. The difficulty 
associated with the evapmation of BaTiO, is thzt, upon heating, it decomposes into barium oxide 
(BaO) dlld titanium di -tide (TiO, ). The vapor pressure of BaO is much higher than that of TiO, , 
and, unless special precautions are taken (such as evaporating to completion) evaporated films will 
be rich in BaO and deficient in TiO, . The deposition process is further complicated by the fact that 
TiO, may be further reduced to either titanium monoxide (TiO) or titanium (Ti), depending on how 
much oxygen is present in the system. The first successful attempt to deposit ferroelectric films 
of barium titanate was reported by Feldman (Reference 12) who deposited a charge of BaTiO, to 
completion on a platinum substrate. The film was then baked in air at temperatures up to 1300" C. 
The resulting films displayed dielectric constants up to 270 and also displayed hysteresis l o o p  
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although the polarization values wc -e lower than the bulk material values. The properties of the 
film were found to be highly depelirlent upon baking time and temperature. 

A similar technique was employed by Green (Reference 13) who evaporated alternate layers of 
BaO and TiO, in stoichiometric proportions, and then heated the layers in air to form BaTiO, . 
The advantage of this technique was that the evaporation took place at considerably lower tempera- 
tures, since BaO and TiO, evaporate at lower temperatures than BaTiO, itself. Also, Feldilian's 
fi!ms were graded in composition, beginning with the more volatile BaO at the substrate to almost 
pure TiO, at the suriace of the film. Green's layered structure thus reduced the distance through 
which the constitue,its had to diffuse before reacting. The principal measurements made by Green 
were X-ray diffraction &>atterns an6 charge-voltage characteristics, the latter definitely exhibiting 
fzrroelectric hy::teresis. 

The obvious disadvantage in the techniques of Feldman and Green was that the films had to 
have subsequent heat treatment in air. This is undesirable from the standpoint oi breaking vacuum 
and possibly contaminatilig the film. It has, for example, been found that BaO reacts with carbon 
dioxide in the air to yield barium carbonate (BaCO,). For this reason, circuit design at MSC is 
approached from the standpoint of fabricating complcte circuits in a vacuum chamber without 
breaking the vacuum. 

One possible solution to this problem w a s  suggested by the work of Sekine and Toyoda (Refer- 
ence 14) who, oddly enough, w-rre also baking their films at various temperatures in air or pure 
oxygen. PIC povelty of their approach, however, was that they fed BaTiO, powder little by little 
onto a tungiten-ribbon heater kept at about 2200" C. Thus, the BaTiO, was  evzporated at a very 
high rat?, and was deposited on the substrate in stsichiometric proportions. The result was films 
with dielectric constants of over 1000. 

A much more comprehensive study of the deposition of BaTiC, by this flash-evaporation tech- 
nique was performed by Muller et al. (Reference 15). The titasate films prepared at substrate 
temperatures between 400" C and 500" C were shown by electron diffraction patterns to be highly 
crystalline (cubic), and dielectric constants up to 500 were reported. The films showed no ferro- 
electric behavior, however, a result the researchers explained by referring to the work of 
Novotsiltsev and Khodakov (Reference 16). Novotsiltsev and Khodakov found that single crystals of 
BaTiO, prepared at temperatures lcwer than 850" C possessed a cubic structure and were not 
ferroelectric. Ferroelectric prope$ties could be developed only by heating the crystals above 
1100" c .  

Another approach to the achia?vvement of Ba'TiO, films in stoichiometric proportions was that 
of Feuersanger et al. (Reference 17) who evaporated BaO and TiO, simultaneously, using two sepa- 
rate electron-beam-heated sources. The films were not heated to restore oxygen; instead, evapo- 
ration took place in an oxygen atmo$phere of lo-' torr .  BaTiO, was  formed at substrate tempera- 
tures as low as 600" C, and dielectrlc constants as high as 1330 wci'e obtained. However, further 
studies showed that at substrate temperatures below 900" C the films were unacceptable as capacitor 
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Q i t  

LL eacted oxides (Reference 18). 
' rics because of their relatively high-dissipation factors, resulting from the presence of 

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The foregoing informatioil should have made it clear that the deposition of single-crystal 
BaTiO, films is a difficult process. It requires rather sophisticated deposition techniques, and is 
nc+ very compatible with other thin-film processes. To date, the best method seems to  be dual- 
soui-ce evaporation. But even this process has a big disadvantage in that the 900" C substrate 
temperature required to deposit good films would probably modify the diffusion characteristics of 
the active devices. It has been found that the deposition of lead titanate at temperatures of the 
order of 6&3 C is more compatible with silicon-integrated circuit technology, Dielectric constants 
in the  rpnge of 200 to 400 have been reported (Reference 19). 

The Manned Spacecraft Center has long recognized the need for a basic materials study in 
order to find dielectric materials whose deposition processes are compatible with the fabrication 
of silicon active devices. In iine with this interest, MSC awarded a contract to Thompson-Ramo- 
Wooldrige Systems for a 1 -year study of high-dielectric-constant materials and their potential 
application to  thin-film capacitors. A literature survey was undertaken at the beginning in order 
to select potential candidates for study (Reference 20). It was  decided not to invest any more 
money in a study of barium titanate and lead titanate, since these mzterials have already received 
intensive study. 

The search for a good dielectric material among ferroelectrics is complicated by the fact 
that such materials usually exhibit radical property changes with temperature variations. For 
:xample, as seen in Figure 18-3, the dielectric constant of BaTiO, not only varies radically with 
temperature, but also with the direction in which it is measured. Other factors may also have to  
be considered, such as remanant-polarization effects, placement of Curie points, and dissipation 
factors. The latter is normally large in ma- 
terials having high dielectric, constants. The 
literature search was, therefore, directed to- 
ward materials which presented a minimum of 
the foregoing problems. In particular, a ma- I 
terial was desired whose dielectric constant - 

1 was relatively constant over a wide temperature i - 
range. 

I 

911) 

m 

: -  

1.1'1 

6 

Of all the materials considered, the most 
promising ones appear to be a barium-lead 
zirconate mixture, potassium niobate, and so- 

barium zirconate have very high dielectric of temperature, 

T, OC 

dium niobate* Neither lead zirconate nor Figure 18-3-Dielectric constant of BaTiO, as a function 
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The objective of this program with TRW is the achievement of thin-film capacitors whose 
physical and electrical characteristics represent an order -of -magnitude improvement over those 
airnilable today. Present practical thin-film capacitors are limited to  specific capacitances on the 
order of 1 F f / i n 2 ,  althmgh values as high as 20 pf/in2 have been achieved in research labs using 
special techniques. 

constants, but it has been found that mixtures of 
these two materials produce some very inter- 

- esting results. In particular, it has been 'ound 
that for high concentrations of barium zirconate 
(BaZr03 ) , the dielectric constant-temperature 
characteristics begin to flatten considerably to 
a room temperature value of about 2500 (Refer- 
ence 21). At room temperature, potassium 

- 

- !!: 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The demand for  capacitors with large 
specific capacitances is particularly evident in 
several Apollo systems. The Apollo personal 
communication system and the lunar T V  camera 
contain filters and coupling networks which re- 
quire large capacitive elements due to the low 
frequencies passed. In order to  enable systems 
such as these to  be completely microminiaturized, 
capacitor improvements are necessary. At the 
present time, capacitors too large to be thin- 
filmed a r e  attached outboard as discrete ele- 
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19. CURREKT TMIN-FILM APPLICATIONS 

G. T. Lewis 
Manned Spacecraft Center 

Houston, Texas 

The present practical limitations of thin-film circuits are presented 
.n terms of their application to the Apollo Thin-Film Personal Communica- 
tion System now under development at Melpar, Inc. The system operates 
in the 300-Mc frequency range and imposes certain design requirements on 
thin-film devices which had not been considered previously. The design 
effort described includes research on thin-film field-effect transistors, 
metal-base transistors, high-frequency inductors, substrates, dielectrics, 
and high-permeability magnetic thin-films. The concept of the Personal 
Communication System, which has gone through several evolutionary 
phases, is described together with conclusions reached during the f i rs t  
phase of the development of the current thin-film version. 

INTRODUCTION 

The following is a description of the development of a thin-film P rsonal Communication 

sents one of several approaches taken by the Manned Spacecraft Center in an effort to develop the 
most effective and reliable system for the Apollo astronauts to use on extravehicular assignments. 
The system represents the communication link between an astronaut and an earth control station, 
ad shown in Figure 19-1. 

System which is currently under contract with Melpar, Inc. The sy sf? em to be discussed repre- 

The design of the system permits voice communication between two astronauts using the 
spacecraft as a relay, o r  between the two astronauts directly by means of an emergency system. 
This emergency system also permits communication between the astronaut and the spacecraft. 
In addition, seven channels of FM telemetry data can be sent with voice by one astronaut. Telem- 
etry from one astronaut is not retransmitted to the second astronaut. The entire voice *vas- 
mission from both astronauts is, however, retransmitted to earth via the S-band link together 
with the telemetry data from either ast-.onaut. Thus, a two-way path exists from the earth to the 
astronauts for real-time voice and data. 

Figure 19-2 shows the operational concepts for the system in detail. 'Each backpack contains 
two separate and complete subsystems. The primary system operates in the duplex mode and 
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Figure 19-l-Communication link between astronaut and earth control system. 

permils simultaneous voice and telemetry. The redundant system operates in the simplex mode 
and dcres not transinit telemetry. Table 19-1 shows the breakdown of the duplex and simplex 
systems. 

The seven telerxretry channels are provided to monitor the astronaut's life-support equipment. 
The telemetry is not demodulated on board the spacecraft because of the weight and space prob- 
lems that would be involved. The parameters telemetered from the askonatit, frequency response, 
and subcarrier frequencies of each channel are given in Table 19-2. 

Figure 19-3 gives the functional block diagram of the personal communication system. Each 
system is equipped with a voice-operated relay (VOX) to avoid the need for  a press-to-talk switch. 
When telemetry is being sent, the VOX is bygassed to give the system an override feature in the 
event that the VOX should malfunction. 
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Table 19-1 

Design Considerations of the Extravehicular Communications System 

296.8 M C  
RECEIVER 

Duplex mode 

VOICE 296.8 M C  296.8 M C  - XMITTER 

Break-in 

Operational check 

Continuous telemetry 

Relay advantages 

(Telemetry from only one astronaut can be relayed). 

Telemetry (seven channels) 

APOLLO SUIT T/M & COMM SYSTEM 

VOICE a VOICE a 
DATA DATA 

296.8 fir 

I I  LEM I \  
I b-VOICE V O I C E 4  I 

/ 7 . 7 " '  , , 2 5 9 . 7 7  1, 
296.8 M C  259.7 MC 259.7 MC 296.8 M C  
X M I T T E R  RECEIVER I RECEIVER I XMITTER 1 

- - 
ASTROUI ASTROU2 

Figure 19-2-Apollo suit telemetry and cornvunication 
system. 

Simplex mode 

EmergGncy voice 

Redundant 

THIN-FILM TWSCEIVER DEVELOPMENT 

The personal communication system de- 
scribed above has gone through several evo- 
lutionary phases since its first conception. The 
first-generation system, which weighed 5.6 
pounds and occupied 120 cubic inches, can be 
compared to the current welded-cordwood ver- 
sion which weighs 30 ounces and occupies 30 
cub.c inches (see Figure 19-4). The system 
now under developFent is to be fabricated with 
thin-film circuits and has a design-goal weight 
of 10 ounces and a vo1c:ne of 10 cubic inches. 

Thin-film technology was chosen for the 
system under development, not only to take ad- 
vantage of the size, weight, and reliability fea- 
tures of this type of fabrication, but also to use 
this piece of functional hardware to develop 
certain aspects of thin-film technology which 
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Channel no. 

Table 19-2 

Extravehicular Suit Telemetry Channels 

Data 

Voice 

0, Remaining 

Suit pressure 

Suit inlet temp. 

Batbery voltage 

Body temp. 

open 

Impedance 

Pneumograph 

Center 
frequency 

4.0 kc 

5.4 kc 

6.8 kc 

8.2 kc 

9.6 kc 

11.0 kc 

12.4 kc 

had previously been considered unrealizable in 
state-of -the-art devices. The Melpar program 
is a 3-year development study which is cur- 
rently in the second of its three phases. The 
first phase involved the study of thin-film cir- 
cuit elements to be used in the fabrication of the 
300-Mc device. The second phase involves the 
functional design and fabrication of the thin-film 

. circuits which are to be used in the actual sys- 
tem. The final phase will involve the actual 
fabrication of the transceiver. 

In fabricating a system of this type, many 
aspects of the proposed design were considered 

Deviation 
R) 

*5 

*5 

*5 

*5 

*4 

*3 

A 3  

Frequency 
response 

0.3-2.3 kC 

2 cps 

2 cps 

2 cps 

2 cps 

2 cps 

2 cps 

30 cps 

DUPLEX 
259.7MC 

VOICE OUT RECEIVER 

Figure 19-3-Personal communication system, functiorial 
block diagram, 
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30 OUNCES 
30 CUBIC INCHES 

.375 
IN. 

COMPONENTS 

BATTERY POWER AND 
CONTROL FUNCTIONS 

TRANSDUCER INPUT, 

Figure 19-4-Thin-film transceiver, welded cordwood version. 

to be well beyond the state-of-the-art. The first phase was, therefore, broken down into major 
task areas to perfect the components needed for the functional blocks in the second phase of the 
program, The remainder of this discnssion will explore the major areas of thin-film fabrication 
which have been investigated, and will give an indication of the practical limitations of each phase 
of the technology based on the most recent developments of the program. 

A detailed block diagram of the primary system is shown in Figure 19-5. The secondary 
system is identical except that the data channels are not included. The receiver local-oscillator 
and the transmitter-carrier frequencies are generated by tripling the output of a crystal oscillator. 
The IF frequency is 0.5 Mc, which allows the use of RC coupled stages. In thin-film form, the 
coils would not be practical at frequencies below 100 Mc. The crystals a r e  designed to resonate 
strongly at the fifth overtone of the fundamental (approximately 2u Xz!. 

Modulation of the transmitter is accomplished with gate modulation on the low-level. RF 
stages. This method again avoids the use of a transformer, which would be beyond the range 
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FET 
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I 
MIXER AUDIO BUFFER 

INPUT 

I 
0 

0 

0 

0 -  
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++-, MIXER 

AUDIO 9 
OUTPUT TO 
EARPHONES 

Figure 19-&Primary system, detailed block diagram, 

of thin-film capabilities. At present, the low-level RF stages are commercial FET's, and power 
output is provided with a conventional transistor, A full 150-mw RF breadboard has been con- 
structed. Maximum utilization of thin films in the RF section will require further circuit im- 
provements. Some of the coils in the present design are high Q ('1501, and, in two cases, the in- 
ductance exceeds 0.1 microhenry. The use of gate modulation eliminates the requirement for 
modulation power, but increases the power required in the RF stages. The present efficiency of 
the output stages is approximately 30 percent at 150 mw RE' output. 

The present technology permits approximately 90 percent of the system to be con;structed in 
thin-film form. Table 19-3 gives a list of the circuits that are scheduled to be completely thin 
film. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY THIN-FILM TRIODES 

High-frequency thin-film triodes are considered to be one of the most difficult research and 
development areas of the program. Special geometries have been developed for high-frequency 
thin-film triodes (TFT's). New methods for completing the devices with extremely narrow gates 
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Table 19-3 

Component Estimates for Thin-Film Personal Communication Telemetry System 

Duplex transmitter 

VCO filters 
VCO adder amplifier 
2.3 kc-f ilter 
VOX duplex 
Duplex receiver 
Simplex receiver 
Diplexer 
IF duplex 
IF simplex 
Audio duplex 
Audio simplex 
Simplex transmitter 
2.3-kc filter 
VOX simplex 
Power supply 

VCC'S (7) 

VCO regulators 
Totals 

- 
Transistors 

16 HF 76 LF 

4 high current 

R 

5 
42 
18 
8 
5 
18 
5 
5 
5 

45 
45 
12 
12 
5 
5 
18 
15 

268 
arge C 

2- Diodes 

14 
18 
2 
5 
6 
14 
14 
- 
28 
28 
9 
9 
14 
5 
6 

26 diodes 
8 references 

- 
14 
- 
- 
- 
1 
- 
- 
- 
3 

3 
- 
- 
- 
- 
1 
4 

1 reference 
7 references 

have evolved. Special attention has been given also to selecting new semiconductor materials and 
optimizing both new ana standard TFT materials. The results have given an order-of-magnitude 
improvement from 1- to 2-Mc to 30-Mc devices. It is felt, however, that the design goal of 300- 
Mc devices can still be realized in the near future, but not within the time span of the current 
effort. A detailed discussion of TFT's is given elsewhere by Dr. Frank L. Baiamonte of Manned 
Spacecraft Center (MSC), and further consideration of these devices will be referred to that paper. 

METAL BASE TRANSISTORS AND DIODES 

As  a possible alternate to the high-frequency thin-film triode, metal-base transistors and 
diodes were also investigated during the first phase of the program. This type of solid-state 
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device is known as a llhot-electronll device, and METAL (COLI.'.CTOR CONTACT) I 
- N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR 

(COLLECTOR) 
THIN METAL (EASE) 

gives promise as a method for achieving an 
ultrahigh-frequency thin-film amplifier. 

N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR Simply, this type of device consists of a (EMITTER) 

thin metal film sandwiched between two n-type 
semiconductors, as shown in Figure 19-6. The I E!tTAL (EMITTER CONTACT) 

metal-base layer is made thinner than the free 
path of the electrons and is accordingly trans- 
parent to injected electrons. Figure 19-7 shows 
an energy-level diagram illustrating the action of a metal-base transistor in equilibrium and under 
operating conditions. The barriers at the metal-semiconductor interface are of the Schol"cv type. 
As a forward bias is applied, the emitter interface decreases the barrier height and cor!, ;spend- 
ingly increases the number of electrons which are injected into the base region by f lovhg o v a  the 
emitter potential barrier. The injected electrons are very energetic, o r  hot, since they possess 
energies greater than the Fermi energy in the metal- The hot electrons which are transported 
across the "ti-ansparent" base are then collected by passing over a lower-energy base-collector 
barrier into the space-charge region of the reverse-bbsed collector. The control of the current 
flow from one semiconductor (emitter) to the other (collector) is exercised by varying the emitter- 
barrier height by means of the metal-base layer. 

Figure 19-6-Structure of metal base transistor. 

This type of device was considered in this program because it appeared to be especially suit- 
able for thin-film deposition techniques, since the semiconductor portion of the device could be 
polycrystalline in structure, and because a very 
narrow thickness was required for the base re- 
gion (100 &. Furtheimore, the device hcss a 
predicted frequency capability of 100 Gc, which 
is made possible by the extremely small carrier-  
transit time through the base region (10- l4 sec) 
and by the small base resistance offered by the 
metal Elm. In addition, the type of construction 
for this device should also provide good radi- 
ation resistance. 

The approach involved in developing the 
metal-base transistors fabricated under this 
program has involved the following steps: 

1. Developing suitable collector and errbit- 
ter metal - semiconductor junctions. 
These were of an "all - evaporated" 
structure suitable for incorporation 
into thin-film integrated circuits. 

I METAL I N-TYPE N-TYPE 
SEMICONDUCTOR (BASE) SEMICoNDUCToR (EMITTER) (COLLECTOR) 

I I n I L  --I---- -- 

Figure 
a: 

19-7--Energy diagram of metal-base transistor- 
equilibrium and b: under operating (biased) 

conditions. 
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2. Incorporating the junctions into a metal-base transistor structure to study device 
feasibility. 

3. With feasible devices and encouraging amplifier characteristics, developing-high fre- 
quency operation. 

The thin-film junctions for both emitter and collector sections of the metal-base transistor 
were fabricated by vaciium-depositing a graded CdSe-ZnSe film between two gold electrodes. Gold 
was considered to be a good electrode material, since the mean free path of electrons in gold has 
been reported to be about 710 A for energies between 0.8 and 1.1 ev. 

The semiconductor was deposited so that the ZnSe concentration was greatest at the boundary 
where the junction was desired. The barrier height could be varied from approximately 0.2 to 
2.0 ev by changing the relative concentration of the compounds. The ability to control the barrier 
height made the junctions suitable for metal-base transistor fabrication, since collector efficiency 
is dependent on the relative barrier heights of the emitter and collector. 

The varactor application of the Au-CdSe/ZnSe-Au junctions was also studied. Preliminary 
varactor measurements were performed on units with a 7500-A-thick semiconductor and a 
5.81 X 

100-kc signal. Typical vr;hes for capacitance ratio, obtained over a bias range of 3.5 volts, were 
from 1.1 to 1.2. The relatively large area restricted the zero-bias cutoff frequency to about 1.5 
Mc. A reduction in junction area would have been necessary to increase the cutoff frequency by 
several orders of magnitude. 

cm2 area. Measurements were made with a capacitance bridge using a 1/2-volt, 

Metal-base transistors which exhibited a power gain better than unity were fabricated by 
coupling two Au-CdSe/ZnSe junctions back to back. Work has not progressed to the point, how- 
ever, where a practical amplifier CUI be produced. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY SUBSTRATE INVESTIGATION 

A number of substrate materials were investigated to determine their suitability for use in 
a 300-Mc system. The following substrate properties were evaluated: 

1. Surface topology 
a. Smoothness 
b. Flatness 
c. Edge margin 

2. Compatibility with film materials 
a. 
b. Thermal expansivity 
c, 

Adherence of the films to the substrate 

Chemical activity of substrate constituents 
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3. Resistivity 
a. Surface 

(1) Ultrahigh-frequency effective resistance 
(2) Direct current 

b. Volume (direct current) 

4. Dielectric Constant 

5. Thermal conductivity 
a. Thermal shock resistance 
b. Dissipation of circuit heat 
c. Attainment of thermal equilibrium 

6. Hygroscopicity 

7. Thermal stability 
a. 
b. Mechanical durability 

Retention of physical and chemical properties 

Of lesser importance, but deserving consideration, were radiation resistance, cost and 
availability, transparency, and ease of cutting. 

In general, most substrates were satisfactory for use in the Thin-Film Personal Communi- 
cation System. The ac surface resistivity changed as a function of frequency (capacitively) for all 
substrates. The effective ac surface resistivity at 220 Mc was found to be of the same order of 
magnitude for  all the substrates. The drawn-glass substrates were smoother and less costly than 
the ground-glass substrates. Of these, Corning Code 7059 had the highest ac surface resistivity 
and the lowest alkali content. 

DIELECTRIC INVESTIGATION 

Two thin-film capacitor materials were studied for high-frequency application-borosilicate 
glass and SiO, both with aluminum pads. Capacitors of both types were compared in operation to 
a commercial high-frequency silver-mica capacitor. At 400 Mc, there was no measurable dif- 
ference in the performance of all three types, but borosilicate was chosen over Si0 because of its 
higher dc resistance, higher voltage breakdown strength, and better temperature stability. 

INDUCTORS 

The purpose of the inductor study was to determine the feasibility of using thin-film inductors 
in the Thin-Film Personal Communication System. This means achjeving usable Q values at the 
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by interconnecting multi-turn coils on either side of a 40-mil substrate with each coil having an 
area of 0.64 square inch- 

L = 2.7 ph, 

f ,  = 57.0 Mc, and 

Q = 8.0 at 30 Mc. 

As seen from these data, it is possible to obtain a fourfold increase in inductance, but the Q 
value remains essentially the same. 

For high-frequency circuits, single-turn inductors were fabricated. Typical high-frequency 
coils exhibited the following properties. 

For a single-turn coil with outside diameter of 0.4 inch- 

L = 0.04 ph, 

f o  = 1345.00 Nlc (theoretical), and 

Q = 50.00at200Mc. 

Fer a single-turn coil with outside diameter of 0.8 inch- 

L = G.04 ph,  

f ,  = 690 Mc, 

Q = 80 at 200 Mc, and 

D = 0.Q8 inch. 

The detailed circuit designs for the Thin-Film Personal Communication System have not been 
developed to the point where it is possible to establish if thin-film inductors in this performance 
range are usable. 

HIGH-PERMEABILITY MAGNETIC THIN FILMS 

The investigation of high-permeability magnetic thin films during the first  phase of the pro- 
gram was research-oriented. The efforiv u a * e  directed toward the formation of thin-film ferri tes 
by standard deposition techniques in complete vacuum, The goal for this effort is the possible 
fabrication of thin-film ferrites for use as magnetic planar cores for thin-film inductors, 

Previously reported attempts to deposit ferrite films were accomplished by electron-beam 
evaporation of bulk ferri tes in a partial pressure of oxygen, postoxidation of vacuum -deposited 
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metals or  metal combinations, sputtering, and pyrolitic chemical 1. eaction. The method developed 
under the current program involves the mixing of a small. percentage of a stable arid low-melting 
temperature oxide (B, c),! with Fe, 0, powder. The mixture is deposited from a tungsten boat on 
substrates at elevated temperatures at 1 X lo-’ torr ,  

The best films formed in this manner resulted from a Fe, 0, -B,(3, mixture of 95:5 by weight. 
A larger ratio of B, 0, resulted in films that were hydsoscopic and light in color, whereas a lesser 
ratio of B,O, resulted in films that were reduced metal, Films of the 95:5 mixture, deposited on 
substrates at 200--400°C and then annealed in situ in the vacuum of 1 x lo-’ torr  at 500-750°C, 
did exhibit various degrees of magnetic properties. Attempts to improve thin-film inductws by 
depositing these ferrites on them have not been successful because of the high dielectric loss and 
high film conductivity. It is felt, however, that high-resistivity ferri te films of mixed action 
oxides should be more useful; these a r e  now being studied. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The develc2ments discussed here are a part of a continuing effort, and it is difficult to show 
conclusions at this time. In predicting the performance of an operational 300-Mc system; the 
dielectric materials and substrates described previously we  well within the current .:tate-of -thc - 
art. Small-value thin-film inductors are also capable of operation at  300 Mc where jndiic.tances 
in the 0.01-4 range are desired. Larger-value multiturn inductors can also be applied to lower- 
frequency circuits. The development of a vacuum-deposited thin-film-metal semiconductor diode, 
which is similar in operation to the metal semiconductor junctiom formed for use ap gigacycle/ 
second varactors, also points toward the future formation of thin-film junction transisturs. 

The effort on high frequency thin-film triodes to improve these devices for high-l’requency use 
has evolved a TFT which, although an order of magnitude short of the 300-Mc design goal, has 
helped to define the operating chasacteristicn of the field-effect mechanism. This, in turn, has 
been of assistance in sol--ing device stability and lifetime problems. 

The thin-film communication system described In these concluding remarks has been offered 
as a representation of the current state-of 4he-art for this form of microcircuit technology. Since 
systems of this scope can now be fabricated in 90 percent thin-film form, it is felt that the space 
program will benefit from the size and weight savings and added reliability inherent in th i s  method 
of fabrication. 
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20. A HYBRZD MICROELECTRONIC A-TO-D CONVERTER 

D. M. Bergens 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena, California 

An 8-bit microelectronic analog-to-digital converter has been devel- 
oped by Autonetics on a NASA-JPL contract. It consists of uncased mono- 
lithic digital circuits and transistors mounted on three thin-film substrates 
which contain precision resistors and interconnections. The substrates a r e  
encasedin flat packages measuring 1.75 by 1.05 byO.1 inches; the packages 
may be mounted on a printed circuit board or  potted in a 3-dimensional 
module. The total volume of the three packaged substrates is 0.55 cubic 
inc2, and their weight is less than 2 ounces. A conversion accuracy of 
0.5 percent has been achieved with the converter. Design, fabrication, and 
test results are covered along with indicated problem areas, possible 
modifications, and improvements. 

INTRODUCTION 

The analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to be described was  developed by Autonetics, a division 
of N.A.A., from an electrical design suggested by JPL. The work w.as done in the thin-film develop- 
ment laboratory of the Autonetics Electro-Sensor Systems Division, The purpose of the develop- 
ment was to investigate the feasibility of using hybrid, thin-film techniques to manufacture an ADC 
suitable for spacecraft use. Th? ADC operates on the principle of successive approximation, 
quantizing the input voltage ixto i.n &bit binary number. The input voltage range is 0 to +3 volts. 
This range gives the unit a i*eaolution of approximately 11.7 millivolts. The maximum bit quantiza- 
tion rate is about 400 kHz, or 20 microseconds per word. The power dissipation is about 900 milli- 
watts. 

OPERATION 

The conversion of an analog voltage into 2.n 8-bit digital number is accomplished by means of 
a series of trial comparisons between an internally generated, binary weighted voltage (BWV) and 
the mput voltage. The comparisons take place in descending order of digital significance. 
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Figure 20-1 is a block diagram of t h e B C ,  
and Figure 20-2 is a simplified diagram of the 
logic section, showing the timing pulses and the 
analog decision (AD) criteria. The 8-bit re- 
gister, composed of flip-flops QI * through Qls , 
serves a dual purpose in the operation of the 
ADC. During the quantizing period, the eight 
flip-flops are set, one at a time, by the timing 
register, composed of flip-flops Q through Q8. 
These eight flip-flops control the digital-to- 
analog converter (ladder network), which trans- 
forms the reference voltage into a BWV which 
is then compared with the input voltage. If the 
BWV is greater than the input voltage, an analog 

Q. I? 
I I 0 A.D. Q.F? 

REFERENCE 
REGULATOR 

I 8-BIT OIGITAL TO ANALOG 
LADDER NETWORK , 
- ------ 

GATING LOGIC 

Figure 20-1-Analog-to-digital converter, block 
diagram. 

s. I? 

I I START PULSE I 
A.D. 

I 

BIT PULSES l-E2 

Figure 20-2-Logic portion of ADC with timing pulses and analog decision criteria. 
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decision is generated in the comparator which resets the flip-flop throbgh the Schmitt trigger 
circuit and gating logic. The Schmitt trigger circuit simply provides logic level conversion. When 
the BNV is less  than the input voltage, the flip-9op is not reset, and the BWV is retained in the 
ladder network to be summed with the next lower BWV during the next trial comparison. At any 
trial except the first, the BWV applied t o  the comparator is the sum of the BWV for that trial and 
all previous BWV's that resulted from successful trials, i.e., trials in which the flip-flop was not 
reset. After the 8th (final) trial, the ladder output becomes an 8-bit binary approximation of the 
input voltage; that binary number is then stored in the eight flip-flops. The eight flip-flops also 
are interconnected as a shift register t o  provide a serial readout of the binary number, with the 
most significant bit (MSB) appearing first. 

Timing is galel. .. 1 externally to allow greater flexibility in the operation of the converter. 
The timing signals consist of start pulses, quantizing pulses, and bit pulses (see Figure 20-2). 
The start pulse initiates each conversion by setting a 1 into the MSR positions (Q and Q1 
registers. As a precautionary measure, flip-flops Q I 2  through Qls are reset to 0 by the start 
pulse to  assure  proper operation on the present voltage sample, regardless of the previous con- 
tents of the register. 

of both 

The eight quantizing pulses follow the start pulse and sequence the converter through the 
quantizing process. At readout time, eight bit pulses are required to  shift the digital number out 
of the register. It is not necessary that they be evenly spaced or  synchronous with the start pulse 
as shown in Figure 20-2. There can be any amoul;t of delay between quantization and readout or 
vice-versa. 

FABRICATION 

The ADC was fabricated on three, 3/4 by 1-1/2 inch, thin-film substrates. The ladder network 
with voltage switches and reference regulator is on one substrate as shown in Figure 20-3. The 
comparator and Schmitt trigger circuit are on the second substrate, Figure 20-4. All of the logic 
is on the third substrate, shown in Figure 20-5. Integrated circuits are used only on the logic sub- 
strate. 

0 

The alumina ceramic substrates are fabricated by vacuum-depositing 100 -A, 200-ohm-per 
square, nichrome film onto the substrate. A 2000A gold film is then deposited over the nichrome. 
The substrates are then etched twice to expose the desired circuit pattern. Etching is controlled 
by standard chemical photoresists. The first etch removes gold and nichrome, leaving the resistor 
and connection pattern in gold on the substrate. The second etch removes the gold over the re- 
sistor pattern. Cleaiiing completes the thin-film fabrication process unless capacitors are needed 
in the circuit. Autonetics has the capability of manufacturing Si0 capacitors, but none were needed 
in the ADC. Careful inspection of the alumina substrates for surface defects and tight control on 
the deposition and etching operations, here resulted in Autonetics resistor with a temperature co- 
efficient of less than 10 ppm/"C and a stability of 0.1 percent per year. The tolerance of the re-  
sistor and capacitor values is approximately 5 percent. 
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I .)a e m  

Figure 20-3-Ludaer networr and reguiaror substrate. 

Most 01 tlic resisturs siiuwn on  he ladder and regulator substrate are  dinded into segnents 
by sold 1iiit.s. This divisioii facilitates passiLe trimming of thc resistor mlue.  When r e s s t u r  
tolemimi; of Letter than 5 percent a r c  needed, as 111 the iaddcr :jetwork. the resistors a r c  t l  immed 
by adding or subtractitit: amall resistor scgn~cnrs. U'fien i iwfssar\~,  finer trim 1s achleved by 
scrati*,iing portiuns 3f the nichronie. The resistors i n  thc ladder network were trimmed tu  0.01 
percent. 

Figure 26-4-Comparator and Schmitt trigger substrate. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

Poor ultrasonic bonds to semiconductor chips or substrate. Some failed during vibration 
test. Others failed as a result of a +150°C. sterilization test. The solution was better 
control of the welding process. 

Excessive length of 1 -mil aluminum jumper wires on logic substrate caused shorting 
during vibration test. The solution was to change the substrate logic layout for shorter 
jumpers. 

Excessive resistance in some of the gold film interconnections on the logic substrate. 
The solution was found to be lowering the resistance by plating 1 mil of gold over the 
thin film. 

The first ADC delivered by Autonetics did not pass JPL's  spacecraft environmental tests for 
the reasons given in items 6 and 7 above. J P L  plans to have Autocetics build another ADC which 
will be required to pass tests for operational and sterilization temperatures, vibi ation, shock, and 
acceleration. Better quality control measures will be used. 

A long-term solution to the jumper and bonding problems may be "flip-chip" mounting of 
the semiconductors. Autmetics, and others a r e  working on this approach, but it is not ready 
for practical application whSi>& multilead integrated circuits are concerned. 

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE 

The accuracy of the Autonetics ADC is approximately k0.5 percent of the full-scale input over 
the temperature range of -10 to +75" C. This accuracy was achieved, in part, by offsetting the 
ladder output by an amount equivalent h one-half of the least significant bit (LSB). This made the 
quantization e r ror  *0.2 percent instead of -0.4 percent and +O percent. Other sources of e r ror  
are the ladder network, 0.15 percent, mainly because of the switching transistor offset; the refer- 
ence regulator, 0.06 percent; and indecision in the comparison function because of hysteresis, 
noise, and such, 0.13 percent. 

The input impedance of the ADC is 1 megohm. The maximum bit quantization rate is 400 kHz 
at +25" C; 330 and 500 kHz at -10" C respectively. The maximum readout rate is greater than 
2 mHz per bit, Power dissipation is approximately 550 milliwatts in the digital section, and 380 
milliwatts in the analog section, with little change over the temperature range. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A hybrid, microelectronic ADC has been built and tested. The problems encountered appear 
amenable to corrective action. A second ADC is to be built to demonstrate the results of the 
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corrective action on the remaining problem areas, redesign of the logic substrate layout to elimi- 
nate long jumpers, and better quality control measures in ultrasonic bonding and hmdlhg. It is 
impossible to draw a final conclusion on this task at present because the AM= has not been fully 
qualified. However, it can be said that there is a reasonable expectation of success. 
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2 1. PHOTON. ACTUATED, SOLID-STATE SWITCH DEVELOPMENT 

D. M. Bergens 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena, California 

Two types of solid-state switches with self-contained photon actuation 
have been under development for NASA-JPL by industrial contractors. One 
switch is for the precision multiplexing of low-voltage signals, and the 
other will be used at the outputs of a spacecraft command subsystem where 
complete electrical isolation is necessary for the prevention of ground 
loops. The switches utilize infrared radiation from a Ga4s diode to turn 
on a phototransistor. The switches were designed to be encased in typical 
integrated circuit flat packages. The command isolation switch has an 8- 
input gate and diode driver circuit included in the package. Development, 
fabrication, test re .ults, and problem area are covered. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years, the planning and development of a new generation of telecommuni- 
cations equipment have been in progress at JPL. This new generation of equipment is based on 
the ?ise of microelectronics. Monolithic digital and analog circuits are being considered for use in 
all possible applications. Thin-filir. circuits may be used in some applications. However, it is 
difficult to perform certain functions with microelectronics. One such function is coupling a signal 
across an interface, while maintaining electrical isolation at the interface. 

Signal coupling with electrical isolation is a useful and sometimes indispensible function in 
the design of electrical or electronic equipment. This function can be achieved by converting elec- 
trical energy into another form of energy which serves as the coupling medium. In a transformer 
o r  relay, for example, magnetic flux serves as the coupling medium. Transformers and relays are 
used for isolation in present day equipment, but are generally less reliable than solid-state devices 
and a r e  not physically compatible with microelectronic form factors. Acoustic or mechanical 
force waves in a crystal can serve as a coupling medium, but the transducers are not suited to the 
needs of microelectronics. Heat can also be used as a coupling medium, but the response time is 
extremely slow. Light rays are another means of providing i.solation of electrical signals. Light 
coupling has the advantages of being unilateral, physically compact, and capable of great speed. 
Until recently, however, the use of light coupling in electronics has been limited because of defi- 
ciencies in the light source. 
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The discovery of the phenomenon of infrared omission from the junction of a forward-biased 
gallium arsenide -'i -0 J suggested 8 light source that might be suitable for microelectronic coupling. 
The GaAs emist 
greatest. ThereIx6, rf the infrared ernissib.. muld be efficiently coupled to a silicon phototran- 
sistor, a microefectronic, solid-state isolation dev :e would result. 

, cctAwrn peaks in the region of 9000 ?L ahere silicon photon sensitivity is 

In April 1963, the Cxnponents Division of the International Business Machines Corporation 
was given a contract by JPL to determine if a practical photon-coupled isolation device of this type 
could be made. In January 1966, Texas Instruments, Incorporated was given a contract for develop- 
ment of another photon-actuated isolation device. The remainder of the paper will  cover these 
development 6. 

THE IBM DEVELOPMENT 

The IbM contract provided for the development of a photon-actuated, solid-state switch for the 
precision multiplexing of analog voltages in a spacecraft telemetry system. This development 
lasted 18 months, and is reported in detail in IBM's f inal  report (see Reference 1). A JPL report 
(Reieerence 2) was  also prepared on this  development. It is a, condensation of the IBM report sup- 
plemented by JPL test results and conclusions, and is more user-oriented. The accomplishments 
and shortcomings of this deve1qment; will be reviewed briefly. Interested persons are referred 
to the above references €0.- vther information. 

The IBM multiplex switch is a variation of the Briqht circuit, in which two transistors are 
connected in series and driven in the inverted mode to achieve switching with minimum offset 
voltage. Assembly of the switch components on 
a TO-1% header, and a top viav of the silicon 
detector are shown in Figwe 21-1. Note that 
the silicon detector is 8 dual-emitter transistor 
with common base and collector. 'Phis configu- 
ration was chosen to achieve optimum matching 
of the transistors for minimum offset voltage, 
thermal balance, fewer connections, ease of as- 
sembly, and compactness. The multiplex switch 
was an ambitious undertaking its a first effort 
in photon-coupling because certain severe re- 
quirements were placed on the silicon detector, 
which also had to serve as the switch element. 
nie dual- ;.mittcr transistor was tailored to 
meet the difficult emitter-to-emitter requix- 
merits of high brea: ' ~ ~ 3 ,  low offset voltage, 
low leakage current, low on-resistance, and low 
capacitance. It also had to br r t  bo& light 

.ICON-DETECTOR 
GEOMEfRY 

EFYJXY 
CPTICAL-COUPLING 

a As DIODE 

Figure 21-1-1BM mulfiplox switch assembly and silicon 
detector geometry. 
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Figure 21-2-On-resistance vs. time for several IBM 
switches. 
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receiver, and have matched inverse betas of at 
least 20. Some of these requirements on the 
detector/switch were conflicting, as might be 
expected. For example, increasing inverse beta 
is a prime factor in lowering on-resistance; 
however, that decreases breakdown voltage. 
Another method of reducing on-resistance would 
be to increase the area of the detector, but that 
is not desirable because speed is an inverse 
function of area. Consequently, more time was 
spent trying to optianize the &:al-emitter tran- 
sistor parameters than was sFent on the basic 
light generation and coupling problems. 

Various combinations of single o r  double 
diffusion and single o r  double epitaxy were tried in making NPN and PNP detectors. The detector 
that gave tht best trade-off in parametars was a NPN planar device with an  epitaxial base. This 
device was used in assembled switches. When the multiplex switches were placed on life test, 
there was a gradual ixmease in on-resistance with time. Figure 21-2 is a graph of on-resistance 
vs time for several of these switches. The curves are typical of the different degrees of degrada- 
tion observed. It is apparent from the different slopes that more than one mode of degradation was 
occurring. This instability was determined to  be caused by a decrease in photcq emission from 
the GaAs diode. A direct relationship was found between current density in the GaAs diode and 
deterioration of photon emission. The instability problem was first observed by E M  near the end 
of the contract period and was not investigated to any extent. It was theorized that the decrease in 
photon generation wks caused by an increase in surface current, which is a nonradiative component 
of the total current in the diode. Bulk current is the radiative component. It was further theorized 
that a planar diode would minimize this problem, but II3M did not have a suitable capability for 
planar diffusion in GaAs at the time. 

The IBM contract ended with a demonstra- 
tion of the parameters that could be achieved in 
a photon-actuated, multiplex switch, and an indi- 
cation of a serious degradation mode. The 
parameters are summarized in Table 21-1. It 
is believed that they are usetul. pslrameters for 
many multiplexing applications. Altholrgh IBM 
packaged the rrwitches in TC 18 cans for handling 
convenience, it was demonstrated that they could 
be packaged in conventional integrated -circuit 
flatyackages, and that they were compatible 
with other microelectronic devices. 

Tab16 21-l-Summai-/ of IBM switch parameters. 
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+- 
I ence 3) of degradation of light output in GaAs 

N INPUTS. Vi I 
mesa diodes as part of an investigation of opto- 

THE T.I. DEVELOPMENT 

DRIVER 
CIRCUIT 

Li the latter part of 1965, it became apparent that T.I. had good cmtrol of the GaAs diode degra- 
dation problem. They had corrected the two major degradation mechanisms in mesa diodes, ther- 
mally induced stress and increasing surface current, and then had developed a low cost planar 
process that produced a considerable improvement in stability over their best mesa units. These 
planar diodes were operated for 1000 hours at 25" C at a bias current density of 1000 a/cm2 with 
no degradation in light output (see Reference 4). 
Mainly because of these results, it was decidc 
to  renew JPL's development of photon isolation 
circuits. The multiplex switch development was 
not continued, however, because of the emer- 
gence of the MOS transistor as a g o d ,  low 
level, voltage switch. The extremely high iiiput 
impedance of the MOS provides sufficient isola- 
tion for the multiplexing application. 

In January 1966, T.I. was  given a contract 
to develop a photon -actuated isolation switch 
for  use at the outputs of a spacecraft command 
subsystem, where complete electrical isolation 
is necessary for the elimination of dc ground 
loops. The complete device, shown in Figure 
22-3, consists of a diode AND gate, a current 
(],river, and a GaAs diode, optically coupled to a 
phototransistor. The mte and driver circuit is 
an integrated circuit. All  of these components 
a r e  packaged in the 1/4 x 1/8 x 1/32-inch T.I. 
flat package as shown in Figure 21-4. The 
GaAs diode, D2, is glass-coupled to photo- 
transistor Q 3 for efficient 1 i g h t coupling. 

INPLT 1L 

INPUT 9 

INPUT I 

INPUT 7 

I*C"T b 

Figure 21-4-T.I. isolation switch in flat package, 
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T W O T O N  EMITTING OlODE 

ss 

EPITAXY 

SUBSTRATE 

51 PHOTOTRANS1570R 

Figure 21-!&Side $ew of diode-transistor pair. 

Figure 21-5 is a side and top view of the diode- 
transistor pair. 

The isolation switch is being designed to 
have the electrical characteristics given in 
Table 2 1-2. The noise transmissibility parame- 
ter  is a measure of the magnitude of a high- 
speed phlse that will pass through the phototran- 
sistor from emitter to collector when it is 
turned off. Figure 21-6 shows the test circuit 
for this measurement. Progress to date includes 
design and breadboarding of the gate-driver c i r -  
cuit, design and fabrication of the phototransis- 
tor, and assembly of diode-transistor pairs for 
testing. When the first diode-transistor pairs 

Case Temperature  (unless  specified otherv 

P a r a m e t e r  
~~ -~ 

Input Vdtage:  a t  " I "  level 

a t  "0" level 

Input Current: a t  ' ' 1"  level 

a t  "0" l eke l  

Output Saturatioii (ON) 
Val tag e 

Output (ON) Current  

Output Leakage (OFF) 
Current  

Output Breakdown Voltage 

Isolation Capacitance 
(between output and all 
other t e r  minals) 

Switching Times:Turn ON 

Turn OFF 

Noise Transmissibil i ty 

Power Dissipation: 
Switch ON 

Switch 'FF . .  

Symbol 

vi  
V.  

1. 

'i 

'ces 

IC 

'ceo 

'"=eo 

'is0 

1 t 

t2 

'n 

;e); -20°C to t100"C 

Conditions 

V i = 6 v  

v. = 0 . 1  v 

V .  - 3.0 v,  1 = 10 ma  

v. = 3 v ,  Vces = 0 .6  v 

v ; 1 v , v  = 2 o v ,  

Temp. : +LS"C 
Temp. = t100"C 

Vi = 0 v, IC - 100 pa 

freq 1 .0  kc 

c e  

v i =  3 v ,  I = o  

' I .  = o v ,  I = 0 
1 

Value 
Max 
-- 

Min 

3 . 0  

0 

10 

35 

-- 

.- 

6.0 

1 . 0  

50 

-1.0 

0. 6 

0 . 1  
20 

10 

10 

IO0 

2 . 0  

200 

1 . 0  

- 

Units 

volts 

volt 

Pa 
m a  

volt 

-- 

ma 

Pa 
Pa 
volts 

Pfd 

psec 

psec 

volts 

mw 

mw 

Table 21-2-T.I. isolation switch electrical characteristics. 
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wcre assembled with low temperature SeSAs 
glass: the transistor leakage and breakdown 
characteristics changed drastically with ele- 
vated temperature and time. All other parame- 
ters were satisfactory. Investigation of the 
leakage/breakdown problem revealed the cause 
to be surface inversion in the base and collec- 
tor regions of the phototransistor. The inver- 
sion was caused by charge migration in the 
coupling glass when a potential was applied be- 
tween diode and transistor. The phototransistor 
was  modified to eliminate the collector inver- 
sion, by addition of a N+ guard ring around the 

PuonE CAPACITANCE 5 io  PFD 

,NPUT - PHOT-$ 
COUPLED 

ISOLATION 
SWITCH 

WAVEFORM 
AT COLLECTOR 
OUTPUT 

T 

- DUAL BEAM 
E SCOPE 

--,, - - 

Figure 21-&Noise transmissibility test. 

- 1 v  

- 

base region and a field relief electrode overlapping the collector-base junction. The base concen- 
tration was  inc ra sed  t o  reduce inversion in that region. 

PULSE 
GENERATOR 

Fabrication of the new phototransistor is in progress with good expectation of success. When 
diode-transistor pairs which meet the requirements of Table 21-2 have been assembled, T.I. will 
proceed with the task of integrating the gate and driver circuit and fabricating complete switches 
as shown in Figure 21-4. 

In conclusion, it is believed that practical, photon-cmpled isolation devices will be available 
soon. Texas Instruments is planning t o  make tine diode-transistor pair and the complete isolation 
switch commercial products. They are also working on a photon-actuated multiplex switch with 
parameters similar to  those given in Table 21-1. 

Texas Instruments has had a contract, 33(615)-2643, with the Air Force for "Research on 
Optoelectronic Functional Electronic Blocks" for several yems. At >resent, they are developing 
a commutator a r ray  and a read-only memory array,  and doing supporting research in optoelectronic 
technology (see Reference 5). Hewlett-Packard Associates has recently published a report (Refer- 
ence 6) covering their work on another Air Force contract, 33(615)-2388, for optoelectronics. The 
reader is referred to this material for further information on the subject. 
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22. DESENSITIZING OF MICROCIRCUITS TO VARYATIONS IN TEMPERATURE 
AND PRODUCTION SPREAD PHASE (iii): 

COMPUTER AIDED SENSXTIVITY ANALYSIS 

W. F, Hartman and R. M. ;. .;rpenter 
NASA Electronics Research Center 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

An 'Tn-house" NASA/ERC research task was completed as part of a 
long-range effort to establish design procedures for microcircuits in which 
the sensitivity of performance parameters to temperature variations is 
minimized. Representative examples from design practice are selected to 
develop a step-by-step prowdure for design evaluation: 

1. Selection of the equivalent circuit for computer-aided analysis. 

2. Coding of equivalent circuit for data processing. 

3. Description of computer-derived sensitivity functions. 

4. Determination of optimum desensitized design configurations. 
Performance of fabricated circuits will then be compared with 
computer -predicted design specifications. 

Phase (iii) reviews fundamentals of sensitivity bllalysis so that this 
report will be self-contained and useful to electrical engineers without any 
background in sensitivity analysis and computer-aided circuit design, A 
FORTRAN IV program is developed, which obtains a wide range of sensi- 
tivity functions from a coded input of an equivalent circuit. Several exam- 
ples of increasing complexity are presented to illustrate the usefulness of 
the program as an aid in obtaining sensitivity functions in symbolic and 
numerical form. 

INTRODUCTION 

The major matrix-based prcrgrams for circuit evaluation and analysis, such as ECAP and 
NET-2, have to use llbrute-force+l techniques for even the simplest sensitivity cahlations. This 
is typically accomplished in NET-2 by changing numerical component values by 5 percent; in 
ECAP, this is accomplished by a series of numerical matric inversions. 
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Dichotomous techniques provide sensitivities by tagging techniques without approximation. 
This process eliminates the errors incurred in matrix inversion, since sensitivities are computed 
first in symbolic form, These features a re  unique with dichotomous iechniques, and offer advan- 
tages over the recently developed matrix-oriented techniques. 

SENSITMTY ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity as a Design Criterion 

Sensitivity, S\ is defined as the ratio of the percentage change in a parameter, rlP/P, to the 
percentage change in another parameter or element causing the change d Q/Q; therefore, 

S: = d In P/d In Q. 

Typically, sensitivity is used to examine how the amplification for a given cirmit varies with 
changes in component values because of aging. If, for example, the temperature sensitivity is too 
high, then the circuit is redesigned to minimize this sensitivity. 

Definition of Sensitivity (eeferences 1-12) 

If the gain of a flowgraph, Figure 22-1, is G = y/x, then a closed flowgraph is constructed by 
defining T = IVY. 

Since H(T)  = 0 for the closed system, expansion of the topology equation yields 

H(T) = H ( T )  + TH(T'), 

where 

dH 
H(T') = 

and 

H(T) = H(T) = 0.  

This gives the "disjoint loop" gain formula, 

G( 1/T) = - H(T')/H(T). Figure 22-1-Closed system representation I. 
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Figure 22-2-Closed system representation II. 

- 
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I 
4 
\ 
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It is valid and purposeful to assume that 

H(G) = GH(T) 

and 

- T dH 
_ A  H d T  

- d l n H  _ -  
d 1 n T  * 

The relative sensitivity, o r  the sensitivity of 

H(T) = TH(G). 

Also, 

H ( 2 )  = H(T') 

and 

H ( T )  = H(G'). 

Consider the transfer function illustrated in Figure 22-2: 

S/o = TH(T')/H(T). 

The same result is true for Figure 22-3, illustrating that this formula is independent of the loca- 
tion of T. 

The absolute sensitivity, o r  the sensitivity of a closed system with respect to a parameter, T, 
is defined in terms of its topology squatim. S ( T )  = 0 as 

S = S(T) i f  U = 1, 
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If the derivative, s;, is taken at H = 0, and if S(T) is considered to be constant at R, and S(R) 
to be constant at T, then 

Hence, 

S; = - S(R)/S(T) 

for any two variables R and T of a closed system. 

The Closed System Approach 

Given a circuit containing a component Q and a desired performance specification P of this 
circuit, it is always possible to formulate a closed system which contains two parameters, P and 
Q .  The topology equation H = 0 is a constraint on the system from which the unknown P is calcu- 
lated. 

For a closed system, 

H(P) = H(fi) + PH(P') L: ?. 

and 

H(P, Q) - ~ ( i j ,  i j )  t PH(P',B) + Q H @ ,  Q') + PQH(P', Q), 

where H (F) is the part of H devoid of P, H (P') is the pazt of H contahing P , H ( K Q )  is the part 
of M dev-: ' of both P and Q,  and similarly for E <i, 0') , H (P',Q) and H (F', Q). 

Differentiating H = 0 yields 

dH(P,Q) = M(P')dP + H(Q')dQ = 0, 

or 

dP/dQ = - H(Q')M(P'). 
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Since 

then 

S'p = QH(Q') /PH(P')  = - H(O)/H(P). 

Thus, if 

then 

H (T)M (g) = S (R)/S (T) . 
Therefore, when ratios are concerned, 1 / H ( T )  and S(T) are used interchaageably; this is 

nearly always the case in practice. 

The so-called "return difference" formula, 

where 

H(C') = H(G', E) 

and 

if R = 0 describes the dependence of G on a parameter R of the system. In this expression for S i ,  

all elements can be obtained explicitly by tagging, and therefore contain no unknowns. 

and 

S(A/B) = S ( A j  - S(B), 
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then 

Since 

and 

the formula for S t  results. 

Although these results are derived for linear systems, most results are not so restricted. 

DICHOTOMOUS TEC HPJIQUES 

Equivalent Circuit 

An equivalent circuit or schematic is a generalized graphical representation of a plant. This 
graph is defined by the N elements of the plant. Each element is numbered and specified by an 
across variable (current) and a through variable (voltage). 

To dichotomize, or  split the problem into two parts, offers significant conceptual and compu- 
tational advantages. It is implemented by describing each element as either an X element (voltage 
generator) or  a Y element (current generator). Thus, each elc-lent is a generator of either a 
voltage or  a current. For active as well as passive elements, each generator is controlled by 
either a voltage or a current. The ratio of generator variable to control variable is defined as a 
transmittance associated with each element, which may be frequency dependent. For a circuit with 
N elements, N equations relate 2N variables by transmittances, which have a one-to-one corre- 
spondence with the N elements. The remaining N equations result from the interconnection of ele- 
ments and a r e  determined by the topology of the network. The interconnections of elements thus 
lead to N topology constraints, while the intraconnections a r e  constraints imposed by dichotomy. 

For each component of the plant, the topology and dichotomy are uniquely specified in terms of 
a code. This problem statement is a necessary and sufficient condition for symbolic evaluation. 
A further entry giving the numerical value associated with the element is required, to permit 
numer Sal evaluation. 
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Table 22-1 

1 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 1  
1 2 0 3 3 1 1 0 0  
1 3  0 4 4 - 1  1 0  1 
3 2 1 5  5 - 1  0 0 r /  

Problem Statement for Example 1 

0.6663 + 0 
0.120E + 1 
0.200E - 1 
0.120E + 3 

Coding Procedure 

Each element of the plant (Figure 22-3) is 
assigned a code as shown in Table 22-1. Ead: 
vertex of the equivalent circuit is numbered. 
For each element, the vertices A and B de- 
scribe the plant topology and define the positive 

tl 
5 

I Eli 2 

I 2 3 4 5 

Figure 22-4-Example 1 - A.-Electrical circuit 
6. -Coded circuit 
C.-Flowgrgph. 

Table 22-2 

Criteria for Diohotomous Assignment of C and G 

-L__I 

G or C 

0 
1 

~ ~~ 

G 

0 
1 

C 
G 

2 

Y 
W 
v 

Variable 

Across 
Through 

~~ ~ 

No Elements 

In parallel 
In series 

Function 

Control 
Generator 

- 

Impedance 
Admittance 
Amplification 
Amplification 
I 

-- 
Example 

Voltage 
Current 

~~ ~~ 

Node - 
Contributive 
Distributive 

C =0, G = 1 
C =1, G = 1 
C =1, G =  1 

C = 0 ,  G = 0 

direction of the through variable (Figure 22-4B). 
The dichotomy is described for the generator by 
G, and the control by C, both C and G have binary 
values. The code for voltage is "Q" and the code 
for current is "1". Values are assigned on the 
basis of criteria summarized in Table 22 -2. 
Entry D in Table 22-1 describes the controlling 
element: for an active element, D = E, and for a 
passive element, D = E. Frequency dependence, 
sF, is specified by Code F; if F = 0, the element 
is frequency-independent. 

Evaluation of Flowgraph 

Routines are available for the evaluation of 
the flowgraph by a digital computer. A labyrinth 
routine obtains N first-order loops, L( 1, N), of 
the flowgraph, from the description contained in 
the y, _w, and 1 matrices (Table 22-3). Loops 
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Table 22-3 

V-W-T Matrices for Example 1 

V 1 2 3 4 5 W 1 2 3 4 5 T 1 2 3 4 5  

Y 1 - 
2 +  + +  z 
3 - Y 
4 - + Y 

- 5 z 

of order k are obtained frqm the product P(n) of k disjoint first-order loops: 

k 
L(k,m) = P (n )L( l ,n ) .  

n= 1 

The sum S(m) of all M loops of order k is directed as: 

M 

m= 1 
H(k) = S (m)L(k,m). 

The topology equation, H = 0, for a closed system, is obtained by computing H from the sum S(k) 
over all K orders present: 

K 
H = S (k)(-. l ) k H ( k )  with H ( 0 )  = 1. 

Kt 0 

The three tagging variables, P, Q, and s are contained in appropriate loops, L(1.N) = L(P,Q,s )  
depending on whether or  not they include the tagging variables. 

Thus, H = H(P, Q, s) yields the expansion 

which gives H as a function of the binary tagging parameters, P and Q, ard the frequency s. Each 
term of this expansion is available from the computer print-out in both symbolic and numerical 
form. 
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Construction of Flowgraph 

A kock diagram is a directed graph with two types of nodes, contributive nodes, or summing 
points, and distributive nodes, or sampling points. It is, of course, immaterial whether the de- 
scription is expressed in matrix form or as a directed graph, either with "blo&stl for transmit- 
tances, o r  in terms of Mason's improved notation. 

flowgraph is the block diagram of a system, such that each element of the system is de- 
scribed by b o  variables. This definition implies a binary decision by selecting a direction of 
functional dependence between these two variables, to illustrate z or Y elements for a yassive 
network (Table 22-2). The essential feature in this definition of a flowgraph is the dichotomy of 
elements; that is, the classification of elements into two mutually exclusive categories, subject to 
the rules of block diagram construction. The dichotomous choice of elements is presented in 
Table 22-3 by a matrix T . 

The matrix in Table 22-3 describes the relationships among the cross variables, while W de- 
scribes the relationships among the through variables in the system. The parameter descriptions 
in the T matrix always exhibit the functional dependence from contributive node to distributive 
node, regardless of whether the two elements are active or passive, or real or tagging elements. 
On the other hand, the functional relationship exhibited in the V matrix is the opposite of that ex- 
hibited in the W matrix. 

Once the dichotomous selection has been made, a flowgraph is a unique description of a given 
plant, and no other flowgraph is possible. A program to construct the T, v, and w matrices from a 
set of algorithms has been written, and can be obtained from COSMIC (Reference 28). 

Tagging Parameters 

The H tag in Table 22-2 relates the quantities to be determined, such as ratio of response to 
drive. The code specifies that if H = 0, the parameter is known; and if H = 1, the parameter is 
unknown. The H = 1 parameter converts the open flowgraph to a closed flowgraph by inserting an 
unknown, or "fictitious" transmittance P. The plant can essentially be viewed as a "black box," 
with input and output connected by an unknown transmittance. This unknown is to be determined by 
the topology equation, H(P) = 0. The mathematical artifice of setting P = j yields H (P) = 

H(F) f j ~ ( p ' )  , which the computer carries as a knovm complex number. Both Re (H) = H ( F ) ,  
the loop devoid of P, and Im (H) = ~ ( p ' ) ,  the loop containing P, are available from the flowgraph. 
Summing of loops, observing the H tag, yields 

The K tag in Table 22-1 denotes the element Q, which induces a change in the performance P. 
The sensitivity, d 1 n P/d 1 n Q, is then obtained by tagging P by H = 1, and Q by K = 1. 
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For example, in 

all subsets in H(C, R) 2re known functions. 

THE CALCULUS OF SENSITMTIFS 

Definitions 

If H = 0 is nat implied, then 

d 1 n H  
d 1 n P  

s; = - 

Also, 

d I n  S!,. 
d In R = 

Usually, s i  = 0, which yields 

and 
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Chain Rule 

If R = R(X, Y, Z),  then 

S\ = SRXSXT f SRYSYT + SRZSZT, 

or 

S(R) = SR,S(X) t SRyS(Y) i- SR,S(Z). 

To illustrate, if R = X + Y + 2, then 

and 

Product Rule 

W A B )  = S(A) t s(B),  

and 

S(l/A) = - S(A). 

Since 

then 

and 
SA/B = ( 1  - s;)/(1 - s;). 

B/R 
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Senaitivity of Sensitivity 

Assume that H( X,Y) = 0, and consider 

S ( S t )  Ez S(H(T)) - S(H(X)), 

= - S(SY,) .  

If 

H (F, %) = I - -  
H ( P )  ' 

and 

then 

Therefore, 

and 

Also, 
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and 

Loops Transmittances J S f 

L(i) 1 2 3 4 5  
1 1 2  1 1 + 
2 2 3  0 2 + 
3 2 4  0 0 + 
4 4 5  0 -2 + 
5 1 2  4 5  1 -1 + 
6 2 3 4 6  0 0 + - 

EXAMPLES 

Numerical 1 

.666E+O 

.800E+O 

.133E-1 

.240E+1 
,160E4-1 
.192E+l 

Example 1 

Example 1 evaluates the sensitivity of the input impedance of the two inductors of the circuit 
shown in Figure 22-4A. Figure 22-4B is the coded circuit. The coding with the coded hput to the 
computer (described previously) is shown in Table 22-1. Table 22-3 displays the computer output 
of the flowgraph (v, w, and T matrices) from which the actual flowgraph (Figure 22-4C) is con- 
structed. Table 22-4 shows the flowgraph evaluation, by listing the transmittances contained in 
each loop, along with the S and J tags and the numerical value for each loop. 

Table 22-5 lists the computer output of the function which is necessary for the actual input 
impedance and sensitivity evaluation. The ratio 

H(j')M(j) = (.66S f 1.6S')/(2.4S1 f 2.9 f .8S2)  

gives the input impedance of the syste:. By solving for H(E,)/H (7) , one obtains the sensitivity of 
zin to L,. 
= 0. The sensitivity of zin to L, shows si, is then equal to 

(1. + 2.4s-2)/(2.4~2) /(2.4s2 + 2.9 c 0.8Sz) according to Equation 2 withH( j', E,) 

H ( L 2 , r ) / H ( j )  = (1. f .8S2)/(2.4S2 f 2.9 f .8S2)  = - (.6liS)/(.66S f 1.6s-') H(E,,j')/H(j'). 

Table 22-4 

F!owgraph Evaluation for Example 1 
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Table 22-5 

Necessary Data for Sensitivity Evaluation-Example 1 

L, / (L2C,S)  + L I S  

1/(L2C,S2) + L,/(L,C,S) + 1 + L,/L, 

+ L,C,/L,C, i- L,C,S2 

1 + l /(L,C,S2) 

1 + L , C p  

L l S  

2 .4S2  i-2.9 +.8S2 

1 +2 .4S2  

1 +.8S2 

.66S 

Example 2 

Example 2,shows a two-stage amplifier (Figure 22-5A) and the sensitivity of the voltage gain 
to several of the elements. Figure 22-5B shows the coded equivalent circuit, and Table 22-6 shows 
the problem statement far the amplifier. Table 22-7 shows the T, v, and W matrices from which 
the actual flowgraph (Figure 22-5C) is constructed. 

Table 22-8 shows the flowgraph evaluation, while Table 22-9 shows the variables necessary 
for the evaluation of the sensitivity functions. The sensitivity of the voltage gain to B, is H(B1)/K(S) 
= .111 E + 2/.111 E + 2, or  1. The sensitivity 
of the voltage gain to R, is .110 E + 2/.111 E + 
2, or  approximately 1. In determining the sen- 
sitivity of the gain to R2, according to Equa- 
tion 2, we have a case where €I@,, j') is not 
zero, and hence the sensitivity is equal to .110 E 
+ 2/.111 E + 2 - (-.lo0 E + 5/ - .lo0 E + 5) = 0. 

Table 22-6 

Problem Statement by Two-Stage Amplifier 

-- 
A 
1 
1 

1 
3 

3 
3 
4 
4 
4 

- 

I 

- 
B 
2 
2 

2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

- 

- 

I 

C 

0 

0 

0 

1 
3 
0 
1 
0 

1 

-- 

- 

6 6  
6 7  
8 8  

9 9  

- 
H 
1 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

- 

- 

~ ~~ 

Numerical 
.loo E+l 
.loo E-2 
,100 E-1 
.lo0 E+2 
,100 E 4  
.lo0 E-1 
.lo0 E+2 
.lo0 E-2 
,190 E+2 - 

R 10, 9 R2,-4,,, -Rs, IKr 

n,,- oe . I O O ~  8, I - 8, 100 

I D 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 

Figure 22-5-Tw9-stage amplifier -- 
A,-Elect rical circuit 
B.-Coded circuit 
C.-Flowgraph. 
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Tablo 22-7 

Loops 

4 

T-V-W Matriced for Two-Stage Amplifier 

- - 
Transmittarnoes J f Numerical 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 - 9  
1 3 4 5 6 7  9 1 - .lo0 E+5 

.lo0 E+2 
8 9  0 + ,100 E-1 

5 6  0 + 

5 6  8 9  O + ,100 E+O 

T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  V 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0  
1 1 + +  1 
2 Y 2 2 -  
3 Y I  3 3 -  1 
4 4 4 - 
5 5 5 
6 6 6 1 

7 7 7 
8 Y 8 8 - 
9 E  Z 9 E  + +  9 

- 
- 

+ + Z 

Y I  

Table 22-8 

Flowgraph Evaluation for Two-Stage Amplifier 

Table 22-9 

Necessary Data for Sensitivity Evaluation - Example 2 

- 
- B1B2G3R5G6R9 

1 f R,G, f C,R, + R,C,G,R, 
1 + R,G, f G,R, f R, G6G8 R,, 
1 f R,G, 
1 f R,G, 

- B l  B2G3 RSG6 R9 

-.lo0 E+5 
.ill E+2 
,111 E+2 
,110 E+2 
.110 E+2 

-.100E+5 
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Tablc 22-10 

Problem Statement for Tuned Aniplifier 

_ .  

V 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 

2 3 1 -I- 71 
- 

- - 
Z E  

* 

4 + Y 
5 Z 
6 + + 
7 +  
L 

Numerical Value 

.400 E-1 

.lo0 E+3 

.250 E+2 

.lo0 E-6 

.I 00 E+8 

.lo0 E+f3 

.lo0 E+l 

c,  = c2 10-~r 
e = io0 
Re = 12.5 52 

Example 3 

Example 3 shows a single-stage, tuned- 

(Figdre 22-6B) and the problem statement ant' 
matrices (Tables 22-10 and 22-11) for the flow- 
graph construction (Figure 22-6C) are dis- 
played. Table 22-12 shows the flowgraph evalu- 
ation, and Table 22-13 shows the variables 
necessary for the sensitivity evaluations. The 
sensitivity to B is (2 - 1.00E5 S)/2. - 1.00E5 S), 

or  1. The sensitivity to B, iS (2. - 1.E5 S>/(2. 
+ .25 E-5 S ) ,  or approxiiflately 10 at high B. -Coded circuit 

amplifier (Figure 22-6A). The coded circuit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

-\ 

w 
[ TI 

TZ 

Figure 22-6-Tuned amplifier - A.-Electrical circuit 

C.-Flowgraph. 

Table 22-11 

V-W-T Matrices for Tuned Amplifiei 
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Table 22-12 

* 
Numerical 

. &00E+12 

.800E+12 

.250E-5 

.100E+1 

.100Et6 

.200E+7 

.800ElB 

Flawgraph Evaluation for Tuned Amplifier 

A 

- 
Transmittances 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

1 2  4 5 6 7  
1 2  6 7  

3 4  
4 5  

4 6  

1 2 3 4  6 7  

1 2  4 5 6 7  

B C D E FI G H Numerical Value 

1 2 0 1 1 0 1 0  .lOOE+5 

3 2 0 2 2 0 1 0  .400E-1 

3 2 0 3 3 1 1 0  .100E-8 

1 3 1 4 4 0 0 0  .1253+2 

4 3 1 4 5 0 1 0  .800E+1 

5 1 1 6 6 0 0 0  .100E+5 

5 4 1 7 7 0 0 0  ,200E-t.3 

1 2 0 7 8 0 0 1  .100E+1 

Table 22-13 

Necessary Data for Sensitivity Evaluation - Example 3 

H ( j ’ )  G,BRbC,RLS + G,BR,C,S/C,S 

H ( 7 )  
H(@) 

H ( E L )  

1.00 f C,/C, + R,C,S - RLC,S 

1.00 t el/(-, f R,C,S - R,C,S 

1.00 f C,/C, f R,C,S 

8.00 E l l  +2.00 E6 S 

2.00 -1.00E5 S 

2.00 -1.00E5 S 

2.00 +.250E-5 S 

Table 22-14 

Problem Statement for Desensitized Amplifier 

frequencies, showing that the had  of the tuned 
amplifier greatly affects the voltage gain of the 
circuit. 

Example 4 

The fourth example displays a single-stage, 
transistor amplifier that has been desensitized 
to changes in G, . Figure 22-78 shows the actual 
cir.uit, while Figure 22-7B shows the coded 
equivalent circuit. Tables 22-14 and 22-15 show 
the problem statelxent and matrices necessary 
for the flowgraph (Figure 22-7C). Table 22-16 
displays the flowgraph evaluaf , while Table 22-17 
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Table 22-15 

V-W-T Matrices for Desensitized Amplifier 

J 

0 

1 

0 
1 

0 

V i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

S f Numerical - 

0 + .500E+O 
0 .800E+3 
1 + .125E+9 
1 .20 6E 12 

- 

- 
0 .100E+3 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 + 
7 + E  
8 + + +  

+ - -  

H ( j ' )  

H(7) 

H ( @ , )  

H(Gm,) 

+ 
+ 

- G,K,G,,,R, - C,R,GmRLS 

1.30 t G,R,  - R,G, + C , R , S  

1.00 + G,R,  - R,Gm + CI'R,S 

-.800E+3 -.206312 S 

-98.5 +.125E+9 S 

-98.5 +.125E+9 S 

1.00 + G,R, f C , R , S  1.50 +.125E+9 S 

~ 

- Y 
Y 

- Y 
Z Y  

z 
Z E  

Table 22-16 

Flowgraph Evaluation for Desensitized Amplifier 

Transmittances 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
2 4  
2 4 5  7 8  

3 4  
3 4 5  7 8  

4 5  

Table 22-17 

Necessary Data for Sensitivity Evaluation - Example 4 
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R, = I K P  

R2 =200$ 

c ,  = 1 0 - 7 f  

B = 100 
Re =12.5 A B C D  

2 3 0 1  
3 1 1 2  
3 4 0 3  
4 1 0 4  
4 1 1 5  
4 5 0 6  
5 1 1 7  
5 6 1 8  
2 1 0 5  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

3 
4 
5 

6 

Figure 22-7-Desensitized amplifier - 
A.-Electrical circuit 
B. -Coded circuit 
C. -Flowgraph. 

1 - 1 1 0  
2 - 1 0 0  

I 1 0  
1 1  0 
1 0  0 
1 1  0 

Table 22-10 

Problem Statement for Band-Pass Filter 

8 
9 

'm Numerical value 

.100E+1 

.101E+7 

.100E-7 

.980E-6 

.100E+1 

.100E+7 
7 - 1 0  0 .101E+7 

l o o  .100E+1 
0 0 1  .100E+1 

E 

3 
4 
5 

6 

8 
9 

F G H NuniericaI Value 

1 - 1 1 0  .100E+1 
2 - 1 0 0  .101E+7 

I 1 0  .100E-7 
1 1  0 .980E-6 
1 0  0 .100E+1 
1 1  0 .100E+7 

7 - 1 0  0 .101E+7 
l o o  .100E+1 
0 0 1  .100E+1 

shows that the sensitivity of the gain P2 from 
Equation 2 is (-98.5 + ,125~ + 9 )/(-98.5 .+ 
.125 E + 9s). Thus, at D.C., the gain of the 
amplifier is relatively insensitive to changes 
in Gm. 

Example 5 

??be last example displays a bandpass 
amp13 ier (Figure 22 -8A). Figure 22 -8B shows 
the coded equivalent circuit; Tables 22 -18 and 
23-19 show the problem statement and the 
matrices for the construction of the flowgraph 
(Figurt: 22-8C). Table 22-20 shows the flow- 
graph maluation; Table 22-21 shows that the 
sensitivity of the voltage gain to L, is (.201 E 

'ISe2 + 3.96)/(.201E ?S-* +3.98 + .I99 E 7S2); thus, the sensitivity to L, is extremely frequency- 
dependent. 

CONCLUSION 

A wide range of programs compatible with the present sensitivity analysis is now in use: 

1. Flowgraph construction (Reference 19), 
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Table 22-19 

V-W-T Matrices for Band-Pass Filter 

V 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  T 2 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

1 
2 -  + 
3 
4 

5 - +  + 
6 
7 

8 
9 +  

- + Y 
Z 

- + Y 
- Y 

Z E 
- + Y 

z 
Y 

Table 22-20 

Flowgraph Evaluation for Band-Pass Filter 

Loops 

L(i) 
1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
I 

8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Transmittances 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
1 2  
1 2 3  5 9 

2 3  
3 5  

4 5  
5 6  

6 7  
1 2 3  5 
1 2  4 5  
1 2  5 s  
1 2  6 7  
1 2 3  5 6 7  9 

2 3 4 5  
2 3  5 6  

2 3  6 7  
3 5 6 7  

4 5 6 7  
1 2 3  5 6 7  
1 2  4 5 6 7  

2 3 4 5 6 7  

J 

-0 

1 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

S 

-2 
0 

0 

2 
2 
2 
0 
0 

0 
0 

-2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 

2 

+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Numerical I 

.101E+7 
.101E-1 
.990E+O 
.100E-7 
.980E-6 
.100E+7 
.990E+O 
.101E-1 
.990E+0 
.101E-1 
.100E+7 
.100E-1 
.970E-6 
.9903+6 
.9 80 E+O 
,9903-8 
.9703-6 
.100E-1 
.980E+O 
.9603-6 
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@ 1 @ 3 @  6 @ 8 @  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9  

Figure 22-8-Band-pass filter - A.-Electrical circuit 
B. -Coded circuit 
C.- Flowgraph. 

2. Transfer function, symbolic (Refer- 
ence 20), 

3. Transfer function, numerical (Refer- 
ence 21), 

4. Frequency analysis, numerical and 
display (Reference 22), 

5. Monte Carlo analysis (Reference 23), 

6. Transient response via state variables 
(Reference 24), 

7. Stability analysis (Reference 25), 

8. Model optimization (Reference 26), 

9. Acoustic transducers (Reference 27), 

10. Electromechanical transducers (Refer - 
ence 28). 

There are plans to undertake programs 
available to inaustry through the NASA Tech- 
nology Utilization project, COSMIC, administered 
by NASA/MSFC. 

Table 22-21 

Necessary Data for Sensitivity Evaluation - Example 5 

,980 

.201E7 S- t.3.98 

,19937 S 2  

,201E7 S-2 4-3.96 
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23. DESENSITIZING OF MICROCIRCUITS TO VARIATIONS IN TEMPERATURE AND 
PRODUCTION SPREAD. PHASE IV - TOLERANCE IN PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

DUE TO PRODUCTION SPREAC OF PARAMETERS 

W. Rombalski and R. M. Carpenter 
NASA Electronics Research Center 

Cambridge, Massachtlsetts 

A computer-program for tolerance analysis is established, wllich uses 
as input data: 

1. The topology of the equivalent circuit. 

2. Statistical distribution of each circuit parameter. 

3. Desired performance criteria and desired sampling frequencies. 

The program obtains first the sensitivity matrix for the network. 
Next, the sensitivity matrix is weighed in terms of the statistical distribu- 
tion of each circuit parameter. The tolerance of the specified perform- 
ance parameters of the circuit is then evaluated as a quadratic e r ror  due 
to the deviations by the weighed sensitivity matrix. The program pro- 
vides: 

1. Tolerance in performance criteria at specified frequencies. 

2. Identificatiori of components which most heavily contribute to  fluc- 
tuations in performance. 

3. A format for desirable specifications of component tolerances, 
which is essential to computer -oriented analysis. 

Examples of increasing complexity serve to  demonstrate that the 
technique can be effectively used by reliability engineers without special- 
ized knowledge in circuit design. 
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Table 23-1 

Problem Statement for Transistor Circuit of 

INTRODUCTION 

An "in-house" NASA/ERC research task 

lected. From these was developed the following 
step-by-step procedure for design evaluation: 

Selection of the equivalent circuit for 
computer -aided analysis, and coding 
of equivalent circuit for data proces- 

1. 

Example One 

3 

4 

4 
-- 

- 

B 
- 
2 

1 
1 

3 

1 
1 

3 

1 
- 

- 

C 
- 

0 

0 
0 

0 

1 
0 

1 

1 
- 

- 

D 
- 
8 
2 

? 

4 

5 

6 

4 

8 
- 

6 1 1  

- 

G 
- 

0 

1 
1 
1 

0 
1 

1 

0 
- 

- 

H 

_I 

Element 1 
Value 

.100E+1 

.025E-3 

.020E-3 

.100E+O 

.100E+4 

.100E-5 

.100E+3 

.100E+4 

2. Development of computer-oriented sensitivity criteria. 

3. Determination of optirwm desensitized design configurations. 

4. Evaluation of tolerance in performance criteria due to production spread of parameters. 

5. Comparison of performance of fabricated circuits with computer -predicted design 
specifications. 

The tolerance evaluation, Phase (IV), is based upon the sensitivity criteria established in 
Phase (III). 

PROCEDURE 

A previously-developed program (Reference 1) obtains the sensitivity function 

S t  = - S(A)/S(B), 

where 

S(A)  = a,, + ais* + ... ansn = 
k " l  

is a polynomial dependent on the circ! ' . i. A, and 
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S ( B )  = bo t b , s '  + ... bnsm = bk sk 
k ' l  

is a polynomial dependent on performance criterion B. 

The computer subroutine discussed in Reference 1 is extended for use in this tolerance analysis. 
To illustrate, Figure 2 (Reference 1) shows the small signal ac equivalent circuit of the transistor 
circuit given in Figure 1 (Reference 1). Figure 3 (Reference 1) presents the "dichotomized" 
equivalent circuit coded for voltage gain, while Tablc 23-1 displays this as coded input to the com- 
puter program. The signal flowgraph of Figure 4 (Reference 1) is drawn from the computer output 
shown in Table 23-2. In Table 23-3, the coefficients ak and bk are  evaluated, and the absolute 
value of sensitivity, IS( A)/S!B) I , is calculated at critical frequencies s k  , which include the break- 
frequencies of S ( A )  and S(B). Next, the weighted sensitivity, T ( B ,  A),  is computed in the parame- 
ter A, by multiplying the percentage spread, A, by the absolute value of sensitivity: AA 

This weighted sensitivity is listed in Tables 23-3 and 23-4. 

The tolerance T2 (B) is then the sum over all N components, 

Table 23-2 

V-W-T Matrices for Example 1 

Ll 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

1 
2 +  

3 +  
4 +  + 
5 
6 
7 F 

8 

T 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 )  

1 

2 Y 
.4 Y 
4 Y I 
5 2 

6 Y 
7 
8 E  2 
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Table 23-3 

Data for Reliability Calculation of Example 1 

Expression 
or 

Equation 

w1 =.100E+4 

w 2  =.100E+6 

w3 =.100E+7 

wm = 03 

AP/P 

wo =.ooo 
w1 =.100E+4 

w 2  =.100E+6 

w3 =.100E+7 
I 

VG 

RN 
S 

.100E+5 

.200E+2 

.100E-1 

.101E+9 

.101E+6 

.101E-1 

.100E-3 

.200E-3 

.100E-1 

.100E+O 

.100E+1 

.01 

.100E-5 

.200E-5 

.100E-3 

.loo%-2 

,100E-1 

a. + a l s  + ... + ansn  
s; = bo t b l s  + ... + bmsm 

vo 

RE 
S 

.101E+9 

- 
- 

.101E+9 

.101E+6 

.101E-1 

.100E+1 

.707E-0 

.100E-1 

.100E-2 

.ooo 

. 01 

.100E-1 

.707E-2 

.100E-3 

,100E-4 

.ooo 

VG 

CE 

S 

- 
.101E+6 

- 
.101E+9 

.101E+6 

.101E-1 

,000 

.707E-0 

.100E+1 

.100E+1 

.ooo 

. 01 

.ooo 

.7073-2 

.100E-1 

,100E-1 

,000 

~ 

.101E+9 

.102E+4 

.100E-1 

.100E+9 

.101E+6 

.101E-1 

.100E-1 

.100E-1 

.141E-*1 

.100E+O 

.100E+l 

.20 

.200E-2 

.200E-2 

.282E-2 

.200E-1 

.200E+O 

- 

VG 

RL 
S 

.100E+1 

- 
- 

.100E+1 

- 
- 

.100E+1 

.100E+1 

.100E+1 

.100E+1 

.100E+1 

.01 

.100E-1. 

.100E-1 

SOOE-1 

.100E-1 

.100E-1 

vci 

R l  
S 

.ooo 
- 
- 

.100E+1 

- 
- 

.ooo 

.ooo 

.ooo 

.ooo 

.ooo 

.01 

,000 

.ooo 

.ooo 

.ooo 

.ooo 

vo 

R 2  
S 

. 000 

- 
.100E+1 

- 
- 

.ooo 

.ooo 

. 000 

.ooo 

.ooo 
.01 

. 000 

.ooo 

.ooo 

.ooo 

.ooo 

These are listed in Table 23-5. The values refer to the 
is given as a matrix for various miues of the standard deviation u, a complete distribution of the 
performance criteria is obtained. See Paferences 2 through 4 for additional information. 

= 1 limits. If the component distribution 
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Table 23-4 

Quantized Reliability Rating for Components oi 
Example One 

Equation 

wo =.ooo 

wg =.100E+7 

am = 

A - Major source of uiicertainty 
B 
C 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
__ 

WORST CASE DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

The foregoing techniques can be extended 
with minimum modification to: 

1. QPD: Quantized Probability Desigii 
(References 5, 6). 

2. AWC: Absolute Worst Case Dedign 
(Reference 7). 

3. TWC: Taylor Worst Case Design 
(Reference 8). 

A s  an illustrative example, an appljcztion to 
QPD is shown in Tables 23-3, 23-4, and 23-5. A 
further illustration of the technique is given in 
Example 2 (Reference 1) which includes Fig- 
ures  5 and 6 (Reference 1) and Table 23-6. The 

flowgraph in Figure 7 (Reference 1) has been drawn from the computer output of Table 23-7. The 
data for reliability calculation, quantized reliability rating, and calculation of the variance in the 
input impedance are given in Tables 23-7 through 23-10 which proceed on the same order as pre- 

- Contributes less than 30 percent to uncertainty 
- Negligible contributim 
- Does not affect tolerance 

viously cited Example 1. 

WORK IN PROGRESS 

The following procedures are still in progress: 

Table 23-5 

Calculation of Variance in Voltage Gain for 
Example One 

radians/second 
- - ~  

.OGO 

,100E-l-4 

.100E+6 

.100E+7 

m 

T('7;) 
_ _ _  - 
1.41% 

1.41% 

1.44% 

2.45% 

20% 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Obtaining a data bank for circuit com- 
ponents for an appropriate range of 
sigma limits. 

Ascertaining experimentally the validity 
of ming the absolute value of sensitivity 
and of neglecting phase in the complex 
sensitivity calculations. 

Ascertaining experimentally the validity 
of the quadratic error  criterion and the 
ieasibility of extending the technique to 
skew distributions. 
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4. Mending the technique to temperature 
induced fluctuations and verifying its 
appropriateness experimentally. 

T 

1 z  

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

The effectiveness of this approach based 
on dichotomous techniques, has been compared 
with programs based on matrix techniques, such 
as ECAP and NET -2 (References 9 through 12). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

Y 
3 

2 
2 

Y 
2 

REFERENCES 

V 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

W 
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Table 23-6 

Problem Statement for Passive R-C Circuit of 
Example Two 

A B C D E F G H  

2 s 1 1 1 0 0 0  

3 4 0 2 2 0 1 0  

4 5 0 3 3 0 1 0  

5 1 1 4 4 0 0 0  

4 1 1  5 5 - 1  0 0 

3 5 0 6 6 1 1 0  

1 2 1 7 7 0 0 1  

Element 
Value 

2, =.100E+5 

Y 2  5500E-4 

Y, 5100E-3 

2, =.300E+5 

Z, =.100E+7 

2, =.100E-5 

E, =.100E+1 
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Temperature and Production Spread, Phase III - Computer Aided Sensitivity Analysis," 
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Burns, R. C., and Lawson, A. D., "Quantized Probability Circuit Design Principles Applied to 
Linear Circuits," IEEE Transactions on Reliability, June, 1964. 

Table 23-7 
V-W-T Matrices for Example Two 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

+ t 
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Express ion 
or 

Equation 

a0 

a1 

a2 

a3 

a4 

b0 

bl 

b2 

b3 

b4 

I s ( j w )  I 
coo =.ooo 
w1 =.100E+4 

w2 =.100E+6 

w3 =.100E+? 

wm = m 

'P/P 

wo =.ooo 
w1 =.100E+4 

w2 =.100E+6 

w3 =.100E+7 

wco = 

Table 23-8 

Data for Reliability Calculation of Example Two 

a. + a l s  f ... + a,s" 

bo f b l s  + ... f bmsm 
SBA = 

zi 
R l  
S 

.250E+O 

.350E-1 

.1783-2 

.3853-4 

.3033-6 

.175E+1 

.183E+O 

.6553-2 

.9583-4 

.4683-6 

.143E+O 

.6443+0 

.6473+0 

.6473+0 

.650E+0 

.01 

.1433-2 

,64G-2 

.6473-2 

.647E-2 

.65OE-2 

zi 
R2 

S 

.500E+O 

.400E-1 

.llOE-2 

.120E-4 

.4503-7 

.175E+1 

.183E+O 

.6553-2 

.9583-4 

.468E-6 

.286E+O 

.9663-1 

.961E+1 

.961E-1 

.960E-1 

.01 

.286E-2 

.966E-3 

,9613-3 

.961E-3 

.9603-3 

zi 
R3 

S 

.250E+O 

.ooo 
-.300E-3 

-.1333-14 

.900E-7 

.175E+1 

.18 3E+O 

.6553-2 

.958E-4 

.4683-6 

.143E+O 

.190E+O 

.192E+O 

.192E+O 

.192E+O 

.01 

.143E-2 

.190E-2 

.192E-2 

.1923-2 

.1923-2 

2, 

R4 

S 

.750E+O 

.450E-1 

,9753-3 

.900E-5 

.300E-7 

.175E+1 

.183E+O 

.6553-2 

.9583-4 

.4683-6 

.429E+O 

.6443-1 

.64 1E -1 

.641E-1 

,640E-1 

.01 

.429E-2 

,6443-3 

.6413-3 

.6413-3 

.64OE-3 

zi 

c, 
S 

.ooo 

.400E-1 

.180E-7 

.2033-4 

.ooo 

.175E+1 

.18 3E+O 

.6553-2 

.958E-4 

.4683-6 

.ooo 

.431E-1 

.433E-3 

.433E-3 

.ooo 

.05 

.ooo 

.215E-2 

.216E-4 

.2163-5 

.ooo 

zi 

C6 

5 

.ooo 

.225E-1 

.120E-2 

.160E-4 

.ooo 

.175E+1 

.183E+0 

.6553-2 

.958E-4 

.4683-6 

.ooo 

.340E-1 

.342E-3 

,3423-3 

.ooo 

.05 

.ooo 

.lti9E-2 

,170E-4 

.170E-5 

.ooo 
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Table 23-9 

L) (i) 

0 

1 

2 

3 

a, 

Quantized Reliability Rating for Components of 
Example Two 

r9dians/secon:q 

.ooo 

.100E+4 
I 

.100E+6 ! R,,R3 

.100E+7 Rl,  R3 

a. Rl* R3 

Quantized Reliability Rating for Components 

R'l Equation c, C6 

A 0 0  

B B B  

B C C  

B C C  

B O O  

q) =.ooo 
w 1  =.100E+4 

u2 =.100E+6 

w3 =.100E+7 

wm = a  

R3 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Table 23-10 

Ca.lcu1ation of Variance in Input Impedance for 

.55% 

.73% 

.68% 

.68% 

.65% 

A - Major Source of Uncertainty 

B - Contributes less than 30 percent to Uncertainty 

C - Negligible Contribution 
0 - Does not affect Tolerance 

6. Hurley, R., "Quantized Probability Design," IBM General Products Division, Development 
Laboratory, San Jose, California, Techuical Report No. TM 02.167, July, 1961. 

7. Applegate, F. A., "Statistical Circuit Analysis Based on Part Test Data," Electro-Technology, 
Vol. 71, pp. 140-145, May, 1963. 

8. Calabro, S. R., Reliability Principles and Practices, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New 
York, N. Y., pp. 38-75, 1962. 

9. Happ, V:. W., "Flowgraph Techniques for Closed Systems," IEEE Transactions on Aerospace -- 
and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-2, No. 3, May, 1966. 

10. Happ, W. W., and Staudhammer, J., "Topological Techniques for the Derivation of Mgdels with 
Pre-Assigned Accuracy," Archiv der Elektrischen Uebertragung, July, 1966. 

11. Happ, W. W., Robbins, E. R., and D. E. Moody, "Modeling Piece-Wise Linear Systems by 
Topological Techniques ,I1 IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, pp. 252 - 
264, June, 1966. 

12. Happ, W. W., "Flowgraph as a Teaching Aid," IEEE Transactions on Education, July, 1966. 
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24. ADAPTATION OF MODELS FOR MINORITY-CARRIER DEVICES 
TO INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

A. S. Weitzenfeld and W. W. Happ 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Progress is reported on the initial phase of a continuing NASA/ERC 
in-house research effort to examine alternative models of minority-carrier 
devices for their usefulness in computer-aided design evaluation of inte- 
grated circuits. The minority-carrier parameters, often referred to as 
the Linvill diffusance model, a r e  investigated with a view to extending this 
approach to represent networks containing microcircuit elements. This 
model is to be compared with the conventional model based on networks 
containing controlled SV:A ~ e s .  Corresponding design specifications such 
as frequency response and sensitivity analysis, a r e  then to be compared, 
so that the region of validity and the limitation of each model may be iden- 
tified. Guidelines are to be developed for the explicit formulation of cir- 
cuit design problems in terms of algorithms upon which the computer 
programs are based. Discrepancies between experimental and computed 
resultP a re  to be examined. 

The dual potential N and P type device, upon which the Linvill Model 
is based, requires re-examination as an extension of networkswith a single 
type of potential. The strategy selected to accomplish this is the extension 
of dichotomous algorithms to bi-potential systems. To make this account 
self-contained, dichotomous techiiiques will be reviewed, and an outline will 
be presented describing how dichotomous algorithms may be extended. 

LINVILL MODEL 

Necessity for Re-evaluation of Network 'Teech.niques 

Previous models of circuits based on the Linvill Model appear inaccurate or inadequate 
(References 1 and 2), for several reasons: 

1. The unsubstantiated assumption is made that the complete model can be derived with only 
a single type of node representing each element, the former corresponding to the excess 
density of the P and N carrier Concentrations (Reference 2). 
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2. Insufficient justification is given to account for the effect of driftance elements. 

To develop a technique for modelling hi- 
potential circuits, the cut and tie sets of a graph 
of n elements of a single type will be developed 

approach can then be employed to calculate the 

method coneids of: 

from the "ciosed system" point of view. This 

driving point and sensitivity functions. This 

1. A coding prof' dure.  

3. Evaluation techniques cannot be readily adapted to the present coding of the circuit. 

lUM#0 PIRAMETER - i12 I l 2  TRANSMITTANCE OEFINITIOM 

iI2 na -5 pl Wic-Op,  H 

7 w p - o n 2  Ip;-pz)w. ' / A o i 1 2  
"2 

PI W I M P 2  (P,+PSlF [ L O i i g  F ~ A a E u o  

(pi -91 n p i  "I- 
E- 

o l ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

ilz E.. + 
"i 

2 w  

STORANCE PIO+>n2 IP,-%lsS 
S 

COMBINANCE 

ORIFTANCE 

5' F 

It is desirable that additional qualifications be made. 

Difficulties in Flowgraph Construction for €31-potential Systems (Tables 24-1A and 24-1B). 

The usefulness of dichotomous techniques such as flowgraphs for networks wiuA a single type 
of potential suggests the possibility of their extension to networks of the Linvill form. The ele- 
ments to be considered, with their equations and symbols, a r e  listed in Table 24-iA. The condAtion 
will be examined under which dichotomous techniques for passive circuits can be extended to define 
cut and tie sets of a bi-potential system. Difficulties result in constructing a corresponding flow- 
graph, because of the inability of Kirchhoff's laws to describe a driftance elernent. If conventional 
cuts and ties are used, this element produces an erroneous solution for network functions. 

Approaches to Modelling Bi-potential Systems 

The equivalent graph is drawn ils before, except that care must be taken to assim direction 
corresponding to voltage sources from the N to the P area. ,411 other directions can be arbitrarily 
selected. The flowgraph is then constructed, with the voltage nodes corresponding to  the voltage 
sources having the excess density (N-P). All other voltage nod( .3  are determined as the sum of 
the transmittances at a contributive node. If a driftance element is present, it connects either two 
P-type regions or  t v o  N-type regions. In the former case, an additional P node is present and will 
contribute a value of &2P, or *2P, depending on the topology of the system. No transmittances 
terminate at this node. A similar node is present in the case in which the driftance element con- 
nects two N-type nodes, N, and N,. The flowgraph can then be evaluated for the cut and tie s & . ~  of 
the bi-potential system, following the algorithms to be developed. Any driftance nodes a re  ignored. 

The Closed System Apprmcn 
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Table 24-1B 
Flowgraph Construction for Bi-Potential Systems 

CIRCUIT 0 ICHOTQMOUS 
SYSTEM C O D W  
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2. Computer-oriented algorithms. 

3. A computer program to perform the given operations. 

The major effort is a strictly-ruled coding procedure to obtain algmithms for computations. 
The algorithms are uced to develop a computer program. The signs of the cuts and ties a r e  cal- 
culated to  provide a parity check against coding errors. Most of the existing programs check 
every possible combination of elements and eliminate the improper ones. The technique to be 
described avoids ihis situation. The closed system approach brings to  light the duality between 
cuts and ties and gives evidence of relationships based on the dichotomous procedures. 

It is important to note the limitations of the method. The algorithms to be presented here 
apply only to graphs containing elements of a single type, all of which must be passive. These 
algorithms will then be extended. 

Illustrative Example 

Given the 3-element graph in Figure 24-1, the cut and tie sets are calculated, using the fol- 
lowing procedures: 

T: TERMfNALS OF OPEN SYSTEM 

C: CLOSING ELEMENT 

Figure 24-1 -Closed system showing cut (1010) and tie 
(01 IO), 

1. The graph is closed and coded (Refer- 
ence 4); the directed graph of Figure 
24-2 is obtained. This graph is de- 
scribed in Table 24-1. 

2. Figure 24-3, the flowgraph in coded 
form, is derived from Table 24-2. 

I i 
4 

Figure 24-2-System coding (dichotomous). 
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0 0 @ @  3. The loops of the flowgraph are deter- 
mined and listed in coded form in 
Table 24-3. 

A 
\1 v h A 

V - 
4. The K and K operators are determined Ab Z(I) \‘Y(3) 

from the coding (Tables 24-4 and 24-5) 
and a r e  used to transform the loops 
into the cut set and tie set. 

h B - v 
h 
Y - 

TERMINOLOGY 
Figure 24-3-Flowgraph of dichotomous presentation of 

closed system. 

Basic Terms and Concepts 

1. Elements are topological quantities of a graph. Each element is associated with two 
vertices, and in some applications is interpreted as an obstruction to flow between them. 
Elements are numbered sequentially. 

2. Vertices are the topologically distinguishable points of a graph. Any two may or may not 
be connected by an element. They are numbered sequentially. 

3. A terminal is a preferred o r  accessible vertex. At least two terminals a re  required for 
an external measurement on the graph. 

4. A graph is a sequence of numbered vertices, each of which is connected to at least one 
other vertex by an element. 

5. A directed graph is a graph in which the type and direction of each element is specified. 

6. A tie of a graph consists of a minimal sequence of elements which connect every vertex. 
A tie is also referred to as a tree. The tie set of a graph consists of all possible ties. 

Table 24-2 

Flowgraph Tables 
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Table 24-3 

Loops, K and Operators 

Operator 

- 
K 

(1: 31) 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

No. Tie 

+ 1 0 0 1  1 

2 0 1 0 1  - 
3 1 1 0 0  

4 1 0 1 0  

5 0 1 1 0  + 

- 

7. A cut for a graph with n elements and 
m vertices, is a sequence of n-(m-1) 
elements such that a line drawn through 
those elements will not form a closed 
c nath 

8. A closed graph is one in wh.;ch the cut 
set and tie set have the same cardinality. 
This 
the cut set and tie set are duals; i.e. 
for each tie, the remaining elements 
form a cut, and vice versa. A closed 
system has no preferred vertices. 

equivalent to the statement that 

9. An open graph is one which is aot 
closed. The addition Q€ an element 
across two terminals to convert an open 
graph to  a closed one is termed "closing 
the graph". 

10. Dichotomy is defined as a technique 
determining and distinguishing between two types of elements, which, in 8 closed graph, are duals. 

Flowgraph Terminology 

1. A node describes a topological property of the graph such that each element is associated 
with two nodes, the v-node and the w-node, each corresponding to the functional dependence 
of one of the characteristic variables determining the dichotomy. 

Table 24-4 Table 24-5 

Cut Set Tie Set 
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2. A distributive node describes a sampling procedure in which information is supplied by a 
single node and distributed to two or more nodes. 

every node is defined in terms of one 
or more other nodes. Hence all vari- 

Constraint 

3. A contributive node describes a summing process which contributes to a single node - 
information supplied by two or more nodes. 

V-nodes W-nodes 

4. A transmittance corresponds to a functional relationship between nodes and is represented 
by a directed line connecting a node of origin and a target node. 

5. An intraconnection is a transmittance between two nodes of different elements. 

6. An interconnection is a transmittance between the V and W nodes of an element. 

7. A flowgraph is the dichotomous description associated with a graph. The topological 
properties can be a graphical representation, a matrix form, or a code. Neicner graph 
properties nor the flowgraph properties depend on the type of description, but they are 
inherent in the physical phenomenon governing connections of vertices by elements. 

8. Three dichotomized subgraphs (or partial g-aphs) can be defined in every flowgraph: 

a. The v -graph is a description of that part of the flowgraph related to areas in the graph. 

b. The W -graph is a description of that part of the flowgraph concerned with properties 
related to vertices in the graph. 

c. The T -graph is that part of the flowgraph concerned with the dichotomous description 
of elements, i.e., w = f (v) or v = f (w). 

9. The flowgraph of a closed passive graph contains one contributive and one distributive 
node for each element, and no other nodes. Since %nown" quantities are sampled to obtain 
"unknown", if W = f (V), then W nodes are distributive, and if V = f (W),  the V -nodes a re  
distributive. The opposite follows for contributive nodes from the scrutiny of the summing 
property (Table 24-6). Transmittances must therefore be one of four possible types, 
relating W nodes and V nodes (Table 
24-7). 

Table 24-6 

W- V Re1 ationship 
10. A closed flowgraph is one in which 

Distributive Contributive 

Contributive Uistributive 

ables a re  mutually dependent, and a 
constraint between transmittances ex- 
ists. This constraint is called the 
topology equation. 
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Table 24-7 Solution Terminology 

Transmittance 1- 
Types of Transmittances 

w to w 

v to v 

v to w 

w to v 

W- transmittance: specifying 
properties or interrelations 
V- transmittmce: relating 
area properties or interrelations 
Y - transmittance: for elements 
described by W=f(V) 
Z- transmittance: for elements 
described by V=f(W) 

A loop is a selection of transmittances of a 
flowgraph such that for all transmittances, the 
target node of one transmittance coincides with 
the origin node of the next transmittance. 

The order of a loop is defined as the number 
of sets of interconnected transmittances. A loop 
of order one is a singly connected set of trans- 
mittances and its associated nodes. A loop of 
order n is determined by the simultaneous 
presence of n disjoint first order loops. This 
definition includes the zero-order loop, which is 
present in every flowgraph. 

ALGORITHMS 

Construction of Closed Directed Graph 

1. Given a graph with n elements and m nodes, apply the dichotomous technique and draw 
the closed directed graph. 

2. To close the graph, add an element across each set of terminals. Choose an arbitrary tie 
containing this element. 

3. In a code T of length n, each entry refers to one of n elements, and consists of positive 
integers, often binary. For the tree in step 2, consider each of the m - 1 elements ( j )  a 
Z element (v = f (W), D = 0), and draw it %9’, with a rMrary  direction. The remaining 
n - (m - 1) elements are drawn ((ID” and coded D = 1, w = f (v), also v3th arbitrary 
direction. 

Construction of Flowgraph 

For each element i such that T (i) = 1, choose a sequence { t j }  of elements with T ( t j )  = 0, 
such that { i U{t j}}  is a closed path (surface). Let the direction of i = D (i). Moving along the path 
in the direction D (i), for each t ,  let 

+, i f  D ( t j )  = - D ( i )  

-, i f  D ( t j )  = D ( i )  
V ( i ,  t j )  
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Also, V ( i,i) = 0, and V ( i ,  j )  = 0 if element j is not on the path. Finally, t* (i) = [V ( i, 1), V ( i, 2) 
V ( i ,  3) ... V ( i ,  n ) ] .  For each element j such that T ( j )  = 0, choose a sequence{ci} of elements 
with T(ci ) = 1, such that a line drawn through all elements in {ci U j } forms a circle. Let D ( j )  

be the direction (inward or outward) of j with respect to the circle, and for each ci , let 

+, i f  D ( c i )  = - D ( j )  

-, i f  i ) (c j )  = D ( j )  
I. 

Also, W ( j , j ) = 0, and W (  j ,  i )  = 0 if element j is not on the circle. Finally, W(j ) = [V( j , l), 
v ( j ,  21, v(j ,  3) ... v ( j ,  n) ]  

To write the V -subgraph, draw an n X n matrix and enter V (i) as the i t h  column. Similarly, 
the VI -subgraph is composed of an n X n matrix with W ( j )  as the j column. Because the V and W 
matrices are composed on the basis of the dichotomous procedure and duality cf the elements, we  
have the relationship 

v = (- W ) * .  

Consider now the duality of the flowgraph. We now have n vectors of dimension n. The ex- 
pressions rn - 1 are W vectors of L = 0 elements and n + 1 - m a r e  V vectors of L = 1 elements. 
These represent the distributive nodes (w-distributive and the v node contributive if w ( i )  appears 
in the above list and vice versa if v( i )  appears). In Table 24-8, the distributive node vectors a r e  
listed as row vectors of an n X n matrix, and their duals (contributive node vectors) are seen as 
column vectors. This single representation of the V and W matrices allows easy derivation of the 
interconnections of the flowgraph. They are read from column to row (i.e. the entry ai  is directed 
from contributive node j to distributive node i) .  In Table 24-9, thenodes a re  again listed, but the 
directional dependency is the opposite. Since these are the intraconnections, the only entries a r e  

Table 24-8 Table 24--9 

Interconnections for Flowgraph (Figure 24-3) -connections for Plowgraph (Figure 24-3) 

Contributive Nodes 
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-- 
Constraint From rro 

- Interconnections Distributive Contributive 

-connections Contributive Distributive 

EVALUATION OF FLOWGRAPH 

summary of facts about contributive and dis- 
tributive nodes. 

In drawing the flowgraph, two nodes are 
constructed for each element, a v -node (corre- 

The immediate objective is to  obtain a complete and accurate list of loops and their orders. 
Starting at Table T in Table 24-2, examine the entry in the first row, first column. The letter Z 

indicates that thc intraconnective transmittance is directed from w to v. Therefore, examine 
Table 24-2-v to discover if any interconnective transmittance leaves nodeV(1). A check of row 1 
reveals that it does [Table 24-2 is read by columns, i.e., vz = -v1+v4]. The check is continued at 
row 2 of Table 24-2-W and entry 2 of Table 34-2-T. Continuing in this manner, it is possible to 
list all first-order loops by writing the nodes through which they pass, in order of travel. It is 
necessary to list the loops in this manner at first to  avoid duplicating loops; i.e., two loops are 
legal (and differentiable) if they pass through the same nodes in different cyclical order, but they 
a re  identifiable if they have identical nodes and order. Furthermore, it is perfectly legal for a 
loop of order greater than unity to pass through the same nodes as a loop of similar or  lower order. 

Once the complete list of loops is determined with order, it is convenient to present them in a 
code, which shall be called L. A code L for a closed directed flowgraph of n + 1 elements is an 
( n  + 1) dimensional row vector determined as follows: For each loop i, let 

( 1 if loop i passes fhrough node j ,  

e ( j )  = I 0 otherwise, 

for j = 1, n + 1. 

Then L' ( i )  = [ f i  (l), f i (2) ,  t i (3) ,  ...., ei(n) , , f i (n + l ) ] ,  and if loop i has orderOj, the sign a2 
L ( i )  is defined by (-1)'' . Thus the L -code of loop i is 
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In determining the cuts and ties, it is necessary to  restriot the calculations to certain loops 
which are unique with respect to order; Le., 2 loops i & j for which L (i) = L (j), but sign L (i) = 
- sign L ( j ) ,  must be eliminated. This is most easily done by eliminating any two loops i and j 

for which (i) + LN ( j )  = 0, where, 

since each L code is a unique binary number. 

The K operator is a n  n + 1 dimensional row vector defined as K = [T(l), T(2), ..., T(n), 

T(n + l)]. L e t 6  = 1, i = 0. Then,ifT(i)  = O,thenT(i) = l ; a n d i i T ( j )  = i , thenT( j )  = 0. 

- 
The operator is a n + 1 dimensional row vector defined as f = [ T(1), T (2), ..., T(n), - 

T(n + I)]. Also, K = (K). 

The symbol o refers to a matrix operation. Given a n dimensional row vector V = (vi ) and 
an m X n dimensional matrix A = (ai ), V Q A = P? where B = (bi ); element bi is determined 
by the sum (modulo 2) of Vi and ai j .  B is an  rn X n  matrix. The @) matrix is the p (n + 1) 
matrix in which the rows are the p (n + 1)-dimensional row vectors Lli). 

The cut set of the closed directed graph (and thus of the closed undirected graph) is given by 
the p(n + 1) matrix C, where 

The cuts are the (n + 1)-dimensional row vectors, and they are in L-coded form. The tie set of 
the closed directed graph is given by the ~ ( n  + 1) matrix T, where 

T = ii Q (L). 

The ties are the (n i l)-limensional row vectors, and appear in L-coded form. 

To determine the cut and tie sets of the open graph, it. is necessary only to remove those cuts 
and ties in which a one appears in the L code under the column associated with the closing element. 
For this reason, it is most convenient t o  number the closing element with the highest number on 
thc original graph, fo2 then a simple ordering procedure will place the column corresponding to 
this element on the right side of the list. It is then easy to choose correctly. 
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APPLICATIONS 

Impedance and Admittance 

The most obvious application of this procedure is in the determination of impedances and ab- 
mittances of passive electrical networks. If each element is given a value equivalent to  its elec- 
trical impedance, the cuts and ties can be used to calculate the impedance of the network.' Since 
the network is closed, it is necessary to eliminate those cuts and ties passing through the closing 
element. This can be done by the method stated in the section on algoYYlhms. The only other 
prerequisite is that the closing element have a T code of "0". 

The operator E, is a transformation of a binary row vector into a product such that if R is a 
binary row vector with elements r l ,  ..., rnt , either 0 or  1, 

where Zi is the value of the i t  element. 

Example: if L ( i )  = (OllOI), then Ec (Li ) = 1 *Z2 *z, 1 -2, = z2z3Z5. 

The operator E, is also a transformation of a binary row vector into a product. It is defined 
as the dual operation of E,; if R is the previously defined row vector, then 

(Z) E,(R) = 2, z, 

Example: if L ( i )  = (OllOl), then E, (Li) = 2, 1 

If the binary code vectors of the cuts are given by L,, for i = 1, ..., e cuts of the open 
system, and the coded ties are given by L, for i = 1, ..., f ties, then the impedance I is 

The admittance is found by taking the inverse of this quotient. 

The impedance of a system with n ports is calculated similarly. The ports are closed with n 
elements by connecting the two terminals of each port with a T = 0 element; the cuts aiid ties of 
the closed system a r e  then calculated. The input impedance at any point is given by the previous 
formula, omitting the cuts and ties passing through the closing element of that port. Any port can 
be considered as being shorted by setting its impedance to  0, or as open by choosing a large enough 
value (approximately 100 times the value of the second largest element) for its impedance, 
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Figure 24-&Closed system. 
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ADDITIONAL EXAMPLE 

Fi-sre  24-4 is the system to be solved for 
input impedance. Figure 24-5 is the system 
coded under the dichotomy and ready for flow- 
graph construction. 

Figure 24-6 is the flowgraph of the closed 
system. 

Table 24-11 

Description of Coded System 

A B C D 
1 1 2 0 
2 2 3 1 
3 1 2 1 
4 2 3 1 
5 1 3 0 

A: element number C: terminal node 
B: node of origin D: dichotomous code 

Figure 24-5-System c -  .red dichotomously for flowgraph 
construct ion. 

Figure 24-6-Flowgraph of the closed system, 

Table 24-12 

Flowgraph Subtables 
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Table 24-13 

Loops of the Flowgraph 

No. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 
10 

- order 

0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

2 

t 

loop description 

0 

1 2 1  
1 4 5 2 1  
1 3 1  
1 4 1  
2 5 2  
4 5 4  

1 3 1  - 2 5 2  
1 3 1  - 454 
1 2 1  - 4 5 4  

Since their sum is zero, loops 3 and 10 me eliminated. 

The K operator is ( 0 1 1 1 0 ) . The operator is ( 1 0 0 0 1 ) 

The computation consists of: K o loops: 

0 0 0 0 0  

( 0 1 1 1 0 )  I.'."i 
0 0 0 1 1  
1 1 1 0 1  
1 0 1 1 1  

andx o loops: 

0 0 0 0 0  

( 1 0 0 0 1 )  [;i;;:) 0 0 0 1 1  

1 1 1 0 1  
\ l o l l 1  

1 0 0 0 1  

- - [ ""$ 1 0 0 1 0  

0 1 1 0 0  
0 0 1 1 0  

L code 

0 0 0 0 0  
1 1 0 0 0  
1 1 0 1 1  
1 0 1 0 0  
~ 0 0 1 0  
U l O O l  
0 0 0 1 1  
1 1 1 0 1  
1 0 1 1 1  
1 1 0 1 1  
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The row vectors of the resultant matrices are the cut& and ties. The cuts and ties of the open system 
are those with a 0 in columri five. 

For the open system: 

Cut ( L code ) 
o i i i n  
lCill0 
1 1 0 1 0  
1 1 1 0 0  

Tie ( L code ) 
1 1 0 0 0  
1 0 0 1 0  
0 1 1 0 0  
0 0 1 1 0  
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25. COMPLEMENTARY MOS-FET NAND GATE MODEhLJNG FOR 
COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

M. E. KalisE and .,T. A. Dumanian 
NASA Electronics Research Center 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Anonlinear model of a fieldeffect transistor is developed for perform- 
ing a computer-aided transient analysis of a complementary MOS-FET, 
two input NAND gate. The model considers the source-to-substrate-offset 
voltage effect on the gate. The computer-predicted performance is com- 
pared to experimental results. Theprocedure derived here is applicable to 
more complexMOS-FET circuits inwhich variations in source-to-substrate 
voltage exist. 

A device equivalent to the meial-oxide-semiconductor, field effect transistor (MOS-FET) is 
shown in Figure 25-1. The quanti J e in this device is defined as follows: 

where 

- - O for V, Iv, t vXl,  

- 1 e d  - - 2~ (v, - v, - v,)v, - v2, for V, 5 Ivg - v, - v,l, 

- P ( V ~  - V, -  for Y, 2 I V, - V, - v,I, 

V, = threshold voltage, 
e v, ” - 

v x  - ( 1  + Vb)1’3’ 

Vb = substrate-to-source voltage, arid 
C, P = constants. 

The voltages given in the above defhition are shown in Figure 25-2(a). Figure 25-2@) shows 
the substrate-to-source voltage effect on the gating action of the MOS transistor. The equation 
describing V, ha8 been shown by RCA-Somerville to agree with experimeiltal curves. 
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Using twoN-typeMOS-FET's, a NAND gate 
is formed (Figure 25-3). It can be seen that 
only the uppermost N-type MOS-FET exhibits 
the substrate effect, i.e., variation in source- 
to-substrate voltage. Substituting the device 
model of the MOS-FET (Figure 25-1) into the 
NAND gate (Figure25-3) and adding the four 
stray circuit capacitances results in a general 
circuit model of theNAND gate (Figure 25-4(a)). 

SWRCE - 

This circuit is redrawn in a symmetrical 
form, with individual elements labelled (Fig- 
ure 25-4b)). The circuit of Figure 25-4(b) can 
be simplified with the following reasonable ap- 
proximations : 

- 

1. Gate-to-source capacitance of MOS- 
FET's is invariably small and can be neglected. 

2. During switching, all DC values can be 
considered as ground. This enables one to con- 
sider all capacitors leading to V, as ground 
capacitors. Figure 25-4(c) takes the simplifi- 
cations into account, as well as lumping parallel 
elements to obtain 

and the numbering of six nodes. 

Equations for current sources and other 
equivalents for Figure 28-4(c) are given in 
Table 25-1. The node equations of interest in- 
volve the output voltage and the substrate volt- 
age, and arise from nodes 1 and 4: 

Node 4. (C2 f c, + c, f c, )io" - I,,, - I d p  - I,, 

= c,i* t (C4 f C 5 ) i B '  

I +DRAIN H u V 4 Y  OOPED N REGION 

-5lJBSTRATE 

SUBSTRATE 

+ SOUACF 

Figure 15-1-Metal oxide semiconductor-field effect 
transistor (MOS-FET). 

"9 

Figure 25-2-Characteristics of MOS transistors. 
(a) The V-1 characteristics of N-type 

(b) Vg - 1 , characteristic shift due to V,. 
MOS transistors. 

- -  

Figure 25-3-MOS-FET NAND gate. where V, = VbnZVV4 = Vout. - .. 
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By substituting the equivalents given in the 
smaller boxes of Table 25-1 into the equations 
of the current sources, a set of reduced equa- 
tions is obtained. This set of reduced equa- 
tions, which describe e dn l ,  edn 2 ,  edp l, edp 2 ,  are 
substituted into the Node 1 and Node 4 equations 
to obtain nonlinear equations of the form 

A FORTRAN IV computer program solves these 
equations. The program uses a fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta scheme, and the step size in the 
integration can be adjusted for desired ac- 
curacy. 

Results for a ramp input at one terminal 
are sketched in Figure 25-5. Experimental 
curves are drawn smoothly, and the output of 
the program is indicated by plus signs (+). The 
curves show that for a 10-nanosecond risetime 
in input, inverted delay switches in about 95- 
100 nanoseconds. 
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N 6 T  3 1 5  88 - A' 26, FLOWGRAPHS: A DISPLAY TECHNIQUE FOR INTERACTIONS BETWEEN 

THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL DEVICE PARAMETERS 

W. W. Happ 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

This paper reportsprogress made on a continuing NASA/ERC in-house 
research effort to examine the complex relationships between variables and 
parameters in microcircuits. Flowgraph analysis is used to provide evi- 
dence of the interactions under investigation. Flowgraphs describe rela- 
tionships between thermal and electrical parameters of devices and asso- 
ciated circuits. In addition, flowgraphs permit a systematic investigation 
of a wide range of device phenomena, such as therm& stability, and are 
applied to temperature depenient parameter variations in transistors. 
Flowgraph analysis is used to evaluate design criteria for compensation of 
thermal effects by associated circuits, and flowgraph models serve to 
justify design limitations and design approximations based on thermal 
dependence. 

INTRODUCTION 

The relationships between component parametem and thermal behavior are investigated with 
the following objectives in mind 

1. To develop a physical and analytical explanation of the interaction between thermal and 
electrical effects, 

2. To determine criteria which describe effectively thermal instability caused by positive 
feedback between the thermal circuit and the electrical circuit, This instability is often 
referred to as "thermal runaway." 

3, To assess quantitatively the sensitivity of circuit parameters to temperature variations 
and develop a set of judicious approximations valid over suitably specified temperature 
ranges. 

Although many technical publications reveal ,extensive work on thermal sensitivity, the ap- 
proaches proposed fall short of the objectives stated above in several respects, specifically: 



1. 

2. 

3. 

The limitations under which the approximations are valid are  not known or not stated. 
(Sec References 2, 3, 6, 8.) 

The concept of thermal feedback and the parameters used to describe it a re  defi.ned in 
such a manner that ambiguity is possible, and frequently misapplication results. (See 
References 2, 3,4,6, 7, 8.) 

The circuit sensitivity is calculated before the thermal runaway, and the temperature de- 
pendence of the transistor is evaluated. This approach entails making approximations 
without ascertaining their validity. (See References 3, 4,6, 8, 9.) 

This investigation aims at surrnow5ng these shortcomings by employing recently developed 
techniques of flowgraph analysis (Relerances 10 through 16). Flowgraphs are mathematical models 
establishing the interrelation between variables of systems with large numbers of components. By 
establishing a model for both the thermal circuit and the electrical circuit and by defining clearly 
the interactions; it is possible to describe the system accurately; then to make a well-defined set 
of approximat:;ons; and finally, to advance a design procedure based upon the &proximate model. 

Four distinct sets of assumptions a re  involved 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Approximations cannot be used since the transistor is operating in the nonlinear region; 
thus the design must resort to experimental data. -. 

Approximations cannot be justified, but the designer suspects the h e a r  assumptions to 
be valid. The linear approximation is useful as a trial solution subject to subsequent 
verification. 

Approximations are valid but range of validity must be specified. 

Small signal analysis applies; all approximations are valid. 

The appropriate assumption should always be stated explicitly. 

OPERATION OF THE P-N DIODE 

Analysis of dc bias, stability, and temperature sensitivity of transistor circuits involves the 
smali-signal transistor parameters as well as temperature-dependent steady state (operating 
point or large signal) parameters. Temperature sensitivity of these parameters depends on semi- 
conductor properties which are  usually provided as empirical design data o r  derived from solid 
state physics. 
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A 

Figure 26- I-Regions of operation of biased diode. 

First in importance is the leakage current 
I,,, in the backward biased diode and the volt- 
age drop VF in a forward biased diode (Figure 
26-1). Both parameters are temperature- 
dependent. In silicon transistors an increase 
in temperature of 10" C causes IC,,, to double. 
As indicated in the introduction, small-signal 
analysis techniques are employed here for 
thermally dependent variations of the steady 

state current. A notation, such as H,, = - A",, 
A I ,  

9 

will be used to denote thermally-dependent, two- 
port large signal parameters. Capital-letter H 
parameters are used to differentiate operating 

point from small signal parameters such as h parameters. The H parameters can be obtained 
from the large signal curve noting that for AV,, , nIE, etc., the entire linear region changes, while 
the h parameters are obtained from the small signal scope. 

Consider the steady-state current flowing in a normally operated forward biased transistor, 
Figure 29-2. The base-to-emitter diode is forward biased and the collector diode is reverse 
biased. Only undei these conditions, will I,,, flow between collector and base. Definition: I,,, 
is defined as the current flowing between the base and collector if the emitter is disconnected. 
Thus: I, = -HFB I, + I,,, and I, = (l+HFB) 1E-Ic-o. An increase in I,,, decreases the base 
current and increases the collector current. This condition can be verified by the definition of 
I,,, (Figure 26-2). 

The temperature-induced changes of I,,, and V, a r e  incorporated in the common bzse equiv- 
alent circuit (Figure 26-3) and in the corresponding flowgraph model (Figure 26-4). 

COMMON EMITTER CONFIGURATION 

Figure 26-2-Definition of currents ir, transistor. 

The sum of the currents entering and 
leaving the clobed volume A in Figure 26-2 is 
described by the flowgraph of Figure 26-5. Path 
inversion gives a flowgraph appropriate for 
common-emitter configuration (Figure 26 -6). 
Since (1 + 9 F E )  is usually 50 times, the effect 
of I,,, is much more significant in the common- 
base configuration. 

The current I,,, flowing across the emitter 
junctior. will be amplified as if it were a regular 
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1, 

base current. The ampluied current H F E  I, will 
be %',Bo* An addition of I,,, and HFf,IcBo 
gives the total current flowing from emitter to 
collector, Adding ERE, HIE;, and HCE gives the 
temperature dependent common emitter circuit 
model (Figure 26-7) and the flowgraph model 
(Figure 26 -8). 

THERMAL CONSTRAINTS 

Figure 26-3-Common base circuit model. 

For changes in temperature up to 75" C above the specified operating temperature of the 
transistor, ICBo increases by a factor of 2 for an increase in temperature T T  = 10" C in silicon 
transistors and of TT = 7" C in germanium transistors. 

Thus 

and 

where is the initial value at T = To. 

To a first-order approximation 

IC,, = I * c B o J T  T 

where 

yielding a transmittance in Figure 26-9(a), which 
does vary greatly with temperature. 

The temperature will reach a steady-state 
value only when all the heat generated (Pg ) by 
the transistor is dissipated by the heat sink 
(Pd), as Figure 26-9(b) shows. In turn the heat 
generated in the transistor is EEVCE , modeled 
suitably in Figure 26-9(c). 

.---c- 
I E  

VF 

RB 

The heat dissipated by the heat sink is pro- 
portional to the temperature difference (AT) Figure 26-&Common base flowgraph model. 
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Figure 26-5-Common emitter flowgraph. Figure 26--6-Path Inversion for Figure 5. 

between the transistor and the heat sink and to the heat-sink constant, C defined as the he2.t. 
flow per unit temperature. Combining the flowljraphs in Figure 26-9 gives the re!.ationship between 
TcBo and T shown in Figure 26-10. 

Combining the flowgraphs in Figure 26-8 ahd Figure 26-18 yields Figure 26-11 for calculating 
temperature biasing dependence and thermal runaway. Thus 

I , H > E  + (1 + H>E)  + VCEHI, ,  -- 
IC = I - ( I C B O / I , 7 )  

9 

where I,. is the critical thermal feedback current 

Figure 26-7-Common emitter flowgraph. 

RUNAWAY LIMIT 

It is advsatageous.to define the thermal 

at the operating I ' k B O  
feedback loop F, = T-- 
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At the thermal run. way 

'>BO IF 

and 
VCE 

JT 
' I 1 F , R )  2 7 ( l  + H.FE) 

I, is minimum when V,, equals V,, (max). 1, IC 
Since V,, ( m u )  usually equals the circuit dc 
supply voltage (Ecc), the critical runaway cur- 

Figure 26-&-Common emitter flewgraph model. 

rent IF(R) is calculated for V,, = E,,. Runaway 
will occur as I%Bo approaches GCR)  . Hence, a 
large value of IF(R) is desirable and represents 
an upper limit, which increases as the thermal 
circuit improves. Tinerefore, I, ( R )  is a figure 
of merit of the cooling design. The response 
of the temperature feedback has a time constant 
in the 0.1- to 10-second range. It is slow 
relative to the small signal variations in elec- 
tronic circuits. Therefore, it is justsied to 
neglect the variations of f with respect to the 
small signal variation of u.e input. 

I*ceo JT 

AT. A'ceo - 

FIO. N o )  

- - 4 pc: 

FIG. 9(bF 

TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE PARAMETERS 

The variation of transistor components 
depends of the I, at the Q point. The value of 
I, (Q) is ahcut one-half of the value of IF(R) .  
Thus 

I B H i E  + I>Bo(1 + H ~ F E )  + v ~ E H ~ E  

I C ( Q )  = 1 - FT 
C 

I d )  
- -a Pd Comparison with I, calculated from Figure 

26 -8 yields the temperature-dependent param- 

A T  -- 
W E  H%E 

eters and T - 7  Figure 26-9-Functional relatio: , 'sr thermal 
dependence. 
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TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY 

It vcE particularly in the characteristics of V,, versus 
I, at constant I,. Similarly, changes by the 
same factor (I-F',)~' are observed for HOE. The 

1 Ice0 Jl 

A 

In the design of a circuit, the possible occurrence of thermal mnaway must first be examined; 
only then can thermal sensitivity be considered. The thermal sensitivity parameters S, , Sv, and 
S2 specify the changes in the €arge-signal currents and voltages with respect to the temperature- 
depefident parameters *. Thus, 

*",E 

A %BO A %BO A ',BO 
, andSv =-. 

A I ,  -- . s, - s, =- 
AI, 

The supply voltage V, is assumed to be constant. Similarly, voltage stability factors at constant 
Ego can be formulated. 

DESIGN EXAMPLES 

A temperature feedback factor FT of 0.2 or  
less is considered adequate in design. Further- 
more, if the amplified base current I,H,, ex- 

the collector port, the direct contribution of 
V,, to I,, can be neglected. Hence, 

HRE 
A - 9- 'CE ceeds significantly the ohmic current V,, HOE in 

'I HtE 

36 %E 

I, = ' ICBO(' ' FE). 
I B  1 = IC It is ~ : u y  under theso restrictions that this 

formula is justified, althmgh it is frequently 
used, irrespective of the thermal zircuit and 
frequently leads to error ;ous results. Although 
the direct contribution of V,, to I, can be often 
neglected, the effett of VCE through the thermal 
loop must remain as a factor of F,. The tran- 
sistor model used in sensitivity calculatiors is 
given in Figure 26-13. 

kK! 

AT 

Figure 26- 1 1-Temperature dependence for 
configuration. 
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The foregoing critcpia for temperature- 
dependent transistor parameters will ROW be 
illustrated by examples. The temperature- 
dependent transistor model makes it possible 
to define a linear graph for the c i rcu t  using 
accepted flowgraph techniques (References 14 
through 21). All voltage sources are represented 
as branches (heavy line) , all current sources 
are represented as links (dashed line), and the 
branches form aconnected but not closed struc- 
ture (tree). A tree is achieved since passive 
elements of the circuit can be assigned to 
branches OF links. The flowgraph is constructed 

Figure 26- 12-Transistor characteristics Texas Instruments 
2N335 (redrawn from Reference 1). 

from the equivalent circuit by assigning two nodes to each parameter, a voltage node and a current 
node. The noues are then interconnected by defining: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Current nodes for the branches as function of current nodes for the links 

Voltage nodes for the links as f x t i o n  of voltage nodes for the branches 

The current node as functioii Oi the voltage node and impedance for passive parameters 
that were chosen to be links 

The voltage node as functSon of the current ilode and resistance for passive parameters 
that were chosen to be branches 

Active parameters in terms of conditions and controlled variables. Results are sum- 
marized ill Table 26-1. 

CONCLUSION 

Flawgraph models provide a useful tech- 
niqEe to describe the interactions between ther- 
mal and electrical device parameters under 
temperature variation. Device performance is 
analyzed by first establish&,g a flowgraph model, 
which is systematically constructed on the basis 
of physical phenomena and of system constraints. 
Thermal and elecLI ical performance character- 
istics oP the device result from this model. The 
model is thm examhed to determiiie the pres- 
ence of feedback and similar relationships 

1 I 1 

Figure 26- 13-Transistor model for sersitivity 
calculations. 

FT < 0 . 2  
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SCHEMATIC 
CIRCUIT 

EQUIVALENT 
CIRCUIT 

FLOWGRAPI 

SI 

s2 

sY 

'E 

"CE 

S {i + V1R3) 
1 co 

Table 26-1-Sensitivity criteria for stabilizing circuits. 
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between thermal and electrical parameters; Of particular interest are conditions for stability 
. nf the cystem.. 

The flowpiph model is utilized to determine other device properties as follows: 

e Assumptions necessary to permft approximations in performance Characteristics 

e Procedure for evaluating temperature sensitivity of parameters 

e Figures-of-merit for stability of a system against thermal 9wnawaytt. 

Flowgraph techniques thereby provide a valid as well 88 practical design approach. 
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27, COMPUTER-ORIENTED MODELLING OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: 
ALGOFUTHMS FOR THE DICHOTOMOUS PRESENTA$I[ON OF ACTIVE NETWORKS 

R. M. Carpenter and W. W Vapp 
NASA Electronics Researc !I Center 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Progress is reported on a research effort aimed at developing sh~nd- 
ardhation and qualification procedures for integrated circuits through 
computer-aided design evaluation. A compatible series of computer pro- 
grams is dweloped for circuits with many components, typically 30-100. 
The programs are based on theorems for oriented, weighted graphs, and 
are  intended to meek circuit design requirements which exceed the memory 
capacity of medium-she computere when programs based on node o r  mesh 
analysis are employed. Since these limitations become more uevere as 
worst-case design, Monte-Carlo routines, and similar reliability tech- 
niques are introduced, the procedure developed is particularly useful to 
designers and analysts with access to a medium or desk size computer, or 
t o  a time-sharing outlet. The approach is based on the dichotomy entailed 
in the flowgraph associated with any active network. Algorithms are estab- 
lished for three purposes: To dichotomize the network into voltage and 
current generators; To examine separately each set and the associated 
system of controls interrelating both sets; and To establish a flowgraph in 
terms of a unique dichotomous presentation for a given equivalent circuit. 
While the algorithms were developed for linear networks, the dichotomous 
procedures provide a less restricted approach. 

INTRODUCTION 

The evaluation of network functions, by matrix operations such as mesh o r  nodal analysis, has 
inherent limitations associated with partial or  complete inversion of matrices. Typical limitations 
are necessity for substantial memory, inaccwacies due to round-off error,  and large running 
time, 

The complexity of a matrix-based evaluation routine increases with the number of trees in- 
herent in the network topology, which in turn appears to increase factorially with the number of 
network elements. As  a coneequence, networks with 20 to 50 components are now considered be- 
yond the capabilities of small computers such as the IBM 1620. To overcome these limitations, 
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the following alternatives a re  being explored: 

1. Increase in computer memory from lo7 bits to l O 1 O  bits. 

2. Decreases in computer operation times from to seconds. 

3. Utilization of relaxation techniques for matrix operations. 

4. Utilization of dichotomous procedures in place of matrix procedures. 

"Dichotomy" is derived from the Greek "dich" (in b o )  and "temnein" (to cut), and refers to 
a separation of the system by appropriate cuts into two o r  more subsystems, followed by an analy-• 
sis of each subsystem and of the relationships between the subsystems. Networks seem to be 
ideally suited for dichotomy into separate subsystems such as the following, which appear more 
amenable to computer-oriented methods of analysic: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Subsystems relating through-variables, such as Kirchhoff's current law. 

Subsystems relating across-variab€es, such as Kirchhoff's voltage law. 

Interrelations between the above subsystems, such as Ohm's law. 

The dichotomous representation of lumped parameter systems is based on ana-jsis a the 
functional dependence between the two variables associated with each parameter, and forms the 
foundation of flowgraph and similar network descriptions. It is essential to distinguish between 
the concept of subsystem based on dichotomy, which separately analyzes two or more properties 
of each parameter of the system, and the concept of subsystem resulting from dicoptics, an ap- 
proach employed by Kron and Happ (Reference 5), which involves tearing the system into parts and 
analyzing properties identical to those used before tearing. Dicoptics is essentially a search for  
judiciously selected subsystems to minimize interconnections and maximize intraconnections; its 
purpose is to reduce significantly the number of variables to be evaluated. Conversely, in the 
dichotomy entailed in flowgraphs the number of variables is dolibled, thus increasing the size c' 
the associated matrix. This dichotomy, therefore aims at reducing the complexity of algorithms, 
not the s h e  ol the matrk- Rfssociated with the system. 

Equivalent Circuit Description 

A network with active and passive elements which may be nonlinear consists of: 

1. A set of vertices; each vertex is defined as an electrically distinct point. 

2. 4 set of elements; each element is defined by direction from A, the origin vertex, to B, 
the target vertex. 
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3. The network topology, which is defined by associating with each element a set of vertices, 
A and B. Similarly, other network properties are defincd by associating with each ele- 
ment other properties, described by the symbols C, D, E, F, G and H. 

4. With each element E is associated a control function, C, a control element, D, and a 
generator function, G. In controlled sources D # E, and in passive elements D = E, 
There are also associated a frequency dependent indicator F and a tagging variable €1. 

5. For independeni. c m c e s ,  D is absent; this case does not occtir in computer-oriented cal- 
culations, and is only of academic interest. 

6. The dichotomy of a network is accomplished by requiring that the properties D and E be 
split into two mutual categories, denoted by the binary symbols 1 and 0. The dichotomy 
in control function D is described by property C, and the dichotomy in generator element 
E is described by property G. 

This network can be represented graphically by an equivalent circuit (Figure 27-1). The informa- 
tion needed to code the circuit in Figure 27-1 is found in the equivalent circuit (Figure 27-2). 

Review of Dichotomous Techniques 

The dichotomy is based on constraints imposed by laws of physics, and implemented by as- 
signing each function a binary code 0 or 1. Cross-variables or voltages are coded by "0." Through- 
variables or currents are coded by "1." No two voltage generators may be in parallel. No two 
current generators may be in series. The topology of voltage generators forms a tree, or  Z struc- 
ture. The topology of current generators forms a link, or Y structure. 

Guidelines, algorithms, and resulting programs for selection of an equivalent circuit from a 
schematic circuit diagram are excluded from the scope of this investigation. It is assumed that 
sufficient information is given to construct the equivalent circuit in Figure 27-1. The oDjective of 

Figure ?7-2-Coded equivalent circuit, exhibiting 
di c ho to my. Figure 27-1-Equivalent circuit for voltage regulator. 
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this investigation is to construct a dichotomous presentation of the network. A flowgraph is defined 
here as a network description in which an element is identified by: 

1. Two variables, such as current and voltage. 

2. A functional relationship specifying the direction of functiona.1 dependence between the 
variables. 

3. A symbol or numerical relationship denoting this functional relationship. 

The flowgraph is, therefore, a dichotomous network description: its specific form - matrur, di- 
rected graph, or code - is immaterial. 

Since the usage of the terms "block diagram" and Ylowgraph" as synonyms has led to much 
confusion, it secms apprcpriate to define block diagram by the following properties: 

1. An oriented, weighted graph with two distinct types of nodes: contributive, or summing 
point, and distributive, or sampling point. 

2. A functional relationship between nodes, specifying the airection of functional dependence 
between the variables. 

3. A description of the functional relationship between variables. 

The flowgraph, therefore, has diskinct features which distinguish it from the block diagram. 
A flowgraph is a unique description of a network, while a b!.ock diaeram descriptim entails arbi- 
trary and subjective decisions. The functional dependence describing any network element always 
expresses a distributive node as a function of a contributivf EDC?~ ,, but never otherwise. The func- 
tional relationships governing interconnections between elements a re  dependent only on the net- 
work topology and arc restrjcted to three values, 0, +I, and -1. The functional dependence always 
expresses a contributive nod3 in terms of a distribitive node, 2nd never otherwise. 

Frum a draftsman's vantage point, a flowgraph as defined here may be drawn as a block dia- 
gr dm, vif'vut violating the foregoing definition of I flowgraph or block Air,gram. 

Unique Features of Dichotomous Approach 

The dichotomous approach presented here entails several original and unique features of 
primary interest to the systems analyst: 

A systematic procedure of problem formulation in terms of a closed system. This im- 
plies that the unknown to be evaluated forms an integral pwt  in setting up the problem. 
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2. An approach to circuit evaluation and design based on algo?ithms. This implies that the 
engi.ieer is to formulate his problem so that it is Understandable to a computer prograni- 
mer, who is not expected to acquire an understanding of ihe engineering aspect of the 
problem, 

0 1  

3. A splitting-up of a large system of equations into several "simpler" systems which can 
he CTalyzed with greater facility. If the system is linear, the functional relationships 
describing the overall system %re separated into two sets of slgebraic relationships 
(Kirchhoff's current and vdtage laws) and a set of first order differential operators rc- 
lating them. In Lonlinear systems, the linear operator is replaced by an appropriate 
subroutine. 

These features are best understood by examining ;uL illustrative example. A set of algorithms 
will then be presented. 

TERMINOLOGY 

Coding of Network Topology 

The sample problem of Figures 27-1 and 27-2 for the computer program is illustrated in 
Table 27-1. Input data for each element of the circuit consisting of: 

1. Code A B C D E F G ior the equivalent 
circuit. 

2. A numerical value of the element in 
terms of a real or a complex number. 

3. Tagging variables, such as H, which 
define the desired solution. 

The coding procedure is implemented as follows: 

1. All elements a n d  distinct electrical 
points are n u m b e r e d consecutively. 
Entries A, B, and E describe the net- 
work topology. Th:: origin and termi- 
nation vertex of each elemect a re  A 
and B, while E is the element number. 

- 
A 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

3 

4 
3 
- 

Table 27-1 

Problem Statement for Voltage Regulntor 
(Figure 27-1) 

- 
B 

1 

3 

1 

4 
1 

1 

1 

1 
-- 

- 
C 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

- 

- 
D 

0 

2 

6 

0 

5 

6 

7 

8 

- 

__ 

.- 

E 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

- 

- 

I 

F 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

- 
G 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

_- 

- 
H 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

- 

- 

Numerical 

.500 E+2 

.400 E-1 

100 E+3 

,250 E+2 

,100 E-1 

.1GO E+6 

,200 E-1 

, I00 E+1 

2. The direction of positive current through element E is specified by vertices A lind B to be 
from A to R, and defines a voltage rise in active elements and a voltage drop in passive 
elements. 
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3. Frequency dependence is specified by 
code F as sF. For example, an entry 
"0" denotes no dependence, while 1 de- 
notes linear dependence on frequency. 

0 

1 
Coding of Network Dichotomy 

Across Voltage 

Through Current 

The dichotomy of the network elements is 
described by entries C andG. Entry Gindicates 
whether the element is acurrent generator o r  a 
voltage generator. Similarly, each element is 
controlled by either a current o r  a voltage; this 
control is denoted by entry C. The two permis- 
sible values for each C and G are defined in 
terms of a binary code: "0" for voltage and "1" 
for current. Table 27-2 outlines the dichoto- 
mous criteria. Four possible combinations of 
C and G specify the circuit element and unknown 
transmittance desired: 

G 

0 

1 
I 

1. C = 0 ,  G = 0: Amplification - a volt- 
age controlled volt- 
age generator. (V) 

No elements 

In parallel 

In series 

Table 27-2 

C 

G 

Criteria €or Dichotomous Assignment of C and G 

Function Node 

Control Contributive 

Generator Distributive 

I Gor C I Variable Example 

Z 

Y 

W 

v 

C = l ,  G = O  Impedance 

Admittance C = O ,  G = l  

Amplification C = l ,  G = l  

Amplificatior. c=o,  G = O  

2. C = 1, G = 1: Amplification - a current controlled current generator. (W) 

3. C = 0 ,  G = 1: Admittance - a voltage controlled current generator. (Y) 

4. C = 1, G = 0: Impedance - a current controlled voltage generator. (Z) 

Controlled sources in the network may be linear elements, but the coding and construction 
procedure is equally valid for nonlinear elements. For nonlinear elements, the numerical values 
are replaced by subroutines. 

Elements as Sources 

For components of the equivalent circuit consisting of active elements, dependence is speci- 
fied by entry D, D = 0 denotes an independent source. D = E denotes a passive element; that is, 
an element controlled only by itself. D # E and D # 0 denotes that E is a source controlled by 
element D. 
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To evaluate a network function, it is instructive to consider the following: 

1. For a driving point function, the unknown voltage-current relationship is coded as an ele- 
ment with D = E, that is, as an active source with generdor and control of the same 
cardinality. 

2. For a transfer-function in which the unknown function is a voltage-current relationship, 
the generator and control have different cardinality, D # E. The unknown is therefore 
coded as a transfer immittance (2 or  Y). 

3. If the transfer function to be evaluated is a voltage amplification or a current amplifica- 
tion, then the unknown element is also coded an amplifier (V or  W). 

Controlled sources which are amplifiers contain: 

1. A contributive node, which is the controlling variable and which has usually only a single 
input from another variable. 

2. A distributive node, which acts as generator. 

3. A transmittance from control to generator, which may be a symbol, a function o r  a sub- 
routine. 

The Equivalent Circuit in Code 

In Figure 27-2, a voltage generator is reprasented schematically by a double arrow, and a 
current generator by an arrow and a bar. The direction of positive current flow specifies the di- 
rection of the arrow. Positive current fiow through an active source yields a voltage rise, while 
positive flow through a passive element corresponds to voltage drop. 

The definition of positive current flow is needed to interpret the numerical value of current 
flow, which may Be positive o r  negative. In practical design problems, it is convenient, and always 
possible, to make this value positive, 

The Closed System Formulation 

The H tag relates the quantities to be determined by the equivalent circuit, and thus defines 
the problem uniquely, This is essential for the construction of a unique dichotomous solution. 



For a desired circuit response, such as 
transfer function, current gain, o r  output im- 
pedance, all entries except one will be coded 
"0" for a "real" network element, with an un- 
known "virtual" element coded "1." For con- 
version of the open network to a closed network 
by inserting a fictitious element, the system is 
viewed as a "black box," with input and output 
terminals, and an unknom element connecting 
the two terminals. The element to be deter- 
mined is usually coded E = 1. The artifice of 
setting E(l) = 0 + j l  is often used for computa- 
tion of the unknown response. 

V 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Figure 27-3-Flowgraph constructed from V, W, und T 
matrices. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

+ 

e + 

- -  + + +  

For a close6 system, a constraint always eF5tr which relates the network parameters, H -: 0. 
If the unknown is E(1) = j, then H can be expanded as 

where 

in practice, H is computed as a complex number, the j is redefined as an unknown, and H(j) = 0 
is solved for the unknown j = -HO/H(j') .  

H ( j )  = H ( j )  + j H ( j ' ) .  

H ( 7 )  R e ( H )  and H ( j ' )  = l m ( H ) .  

Illustrative Example of Network Code 

The voltage regulator in Figure 27-1 is coded in Table 27-1. The controlled source, E = 3, 
specifies the direction of positive current flow from node 3 to node 1. A frequency-independent 
current source is controlled by the current through element E = 6, thus is coded by C = 1, D = 6, 
F = 0, and G = 0. The transmittance E = 8, with value E(8) = j l ,  is the unknown. 

Table 27-3 

Problem Solution - Flowgraph Construction 

__ 

W 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

- 

- 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

+ 
- 

I +  - 

T 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
- 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

E 
Y 

E 
I Y 

2 
Y 

2 
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The problem solution is presented in coded form in Table 27-3. Thus, algorithms are to be 
developed to produce a computer print-out from the coded network. The computer readout, Table 
27-3, is equivalent to the flowgraph in Figure 27-3. 

Flowgraph Cons truc tion 

The dichotomous presentation consists of three basic flowgraph regions: the strictly algebraic 
relationships V and W, for voltage and current, and T, which contains differential equations o r  sub- 
routines, referred to as transmittances. The procedure used to derive these relationships from 
the problem statement by the algorithms is as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The V matrix must contain voltage relationships; hence, the tree branches, or G = 1 ele- 
ments, are determined in terms of the link branches, or G = 0 elements. 

The W matrix contains current relationslhps of the link branches, or  G = 0 elements, where 
the tree branches, o r  G = 1 elements are treated as knowns. 

The T matrix contains the transmittances relating the W matrix and the V matrix; the 
known and unknown variables are determined from code G in the problem statement. 

The assignment of known and unknown variables in the V and W subsystems is the opposite 
of that in the T subsystem. 

The V, W and T matrices then form a closed flowgraph. 

Coding Convention for Flowgraph 

The V and W matrices denote interconnections between elements or  Kirchhoff constraints , and 
the T matrix describes the intraconnections within each element o r  transmittance. The flowgraph 
is interpreted in terms of signal flow. The T, W and V matrices denote signal flow from column 
to POW entry. Signal flow in interconnections occurs from distributive to contributive nodes. Sig- 
nal flow in intraconnections from contributive to distributive nodes. Entries are finite: infinity is 
not admissible. Entries ff+ll o r  ff-ll imply +1 or  -1; blanks imply zero. 

ALGORITHMS 

Properties of V-matrix 

The number of columns with entries is equal to the number of G = 1 elements in the equivalent 
circuit. Each G = 1 element is associated with one o r  more G = 0 elements to form a tie set, o r  
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closed sequence of adjoining elements. The algorithm must thercfore examine the vertex origins 
and terminations of successive elements, to determine, for each given G = 0 element, which G = 1 
element must be selected to form a tie set. From the network topology and the directions speci- 
fied by A and B in the problem statement, the entries of V, shown in Table 27-3 result. 

Construction of V-Matrix 

Necessary datR for construction are: 

1. Entries A, B and G in the problem statement (Table 27-1). 

2. A definition of the tie associated with each G = 0 element. 

3. A definition for the sign associated with each G = 1 element in a givnn tie. 

There exists a set of unknown voltages v, consisting of elements E(i) for which G = 1, 

and a conjugate set, 

The s d  V contains only elements which are current generators, while the set V contains only volt- 
age generators. The algorithm expresses the unknown voltages in terms of the known voltages, as 

- v = f ( V ) .  

There will be an entry 0, +1 or  -1 in the V(j, k) position of the V-matrix if j E V and k E V. 
The entry will be *l if EU) occurs in a tie containing the E&). The entry will be -1 if E(j) and 
E@) are directed in equal directions in the tie and +1 if in the opposite direction. 

Select a tie of N elements with one element in v(j) and (N - 1) elements in Vk) for each ele- 
ment in v(j). To illustrate, in Figure 27-1 for the tie E(4), E(5), E(6) clearly: 

- 
V ( j )  = V(S) ,  

V(k)  = (00010100), 

V(5) = V ( 4 )  f V ( 6 )  
- 

This may be written as a code: 
- 
V ( 5 )  = (000+0+00). 

This result can usually be read off immediately from the equivalent circuit and is then entered as 
column 5 of the V-matrix. The entry +l or  -1 in 3fi) is best expressed as an algorithm in terms 
of vertices A and B. 
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Properties and Cmstruction of W-Matrix 

E(i) 

Table 27-4 

A(i) B(i) Is Ain A(c)? , Is B in  B(C)? 1 

2 2 3  No NO + 
3 3 1  Yes Yes - 
5 4 1  Yes Yes - 
7 4 1  Yes Yes - 
8 3 1  Yes Yes - 

Choice of Entries for V-Matrix 
The number of columns with entries is equal 

to the number of G = 0 elements in the equivalent 
circuit. Necessary data for construction are: 

1. Entries A, B, and G in the problem state- 
ment (Table 27-1). 

2. A definition of a cut-set as a single un- 
known G = 0 element which can be ex- 
pressed in terms of one or  more G = 1 
elements on the basis of flow conserva- 
tion through an imaginary closed surface. 

3. An assignment of sign based on the direction of flow. 

Analogous to the ' -matrix, two complementary sets  exist: 

1. Unknown currents: = (i IG(i) = 0). 

2. Known currents: W = (iIG(i) = 1). 

The set W will contain only current generators, while the set % contains only voltage generators. 
A set of binary coded vectors is required to express the unknown currents in terms of only the 

knowns, as 
- w f(W) 

To illustrate, consider column 9 in Table 27-1, 
which yields W(k) = (01101011), v(j) = (10010100), 
and the entries into the W-matrix W(j, k) = 

w(j)), as listed. 

Sign Determinator in W(j, k) 

Let A(@) be the set of vertex origins of the 
G = 0 elements, and B(W) be the set of vertex 
terminations of these elements, In coded form 
from Table 27-1, A(%) = (20030300) and B m )  = 
(10040100), where a "0" indicates a G = 0 ele- 
ment. TO reduce the length. of the code, rewrite 
A(W) = N(0110) and B(%> = N(1001 where N(0110) 

Figure 27-4-separation of equivalent cjrcuit into 
cut-set for the evaluation of l(6). 
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is understood to be a set containing only vertices 2 and 3 of the four vertices in the equivalent 
circuit. 

To determine the sign in W(6), separate the vertices of the equivalent circuit, (Figure 27-4) 
into two complexes. Define complexes A(C) and B(C) as sets of vertices connected by @ elements, 
such that E(6) is the only w element connecting the two complexes. From the problem statement 
Table 27-1 A(6) = N(OOl0) and B(6) = N(1000). Algori.thms are formulated to identify all G = 0 
elements which are connected to A(6): these are 

A(C) = N(0011). 

Similarly, 

B(Cj  = N(1100). 

To find all G = 1 elements connecting A(C) and B(C), connect vertex 3 or 4 in A(C) to vertex 1 or  
2 in B(C). The elements E(2), E(3), E(5), E(?) and E(8) meet this requirement and are listed in 
Table 27-4, with data on A and B from Table 27-1. It is then determined if  A(1) is in A(C) for  
each E(i) and B(i) in B(C) as shown in Table 27-4. The result in code for E(6) is W(6) = (O+-0-0--) 
as entered in the W-matrix in Table 27-3. 

Table 27-3 can be interpreted as: 

1(6) = X(2) - 1 ( 3 )  - I ( 5 )  - 1 ( 7 )  - I ( $ ) .  

The signs are  then interpreted as the positive direction of current into A(C), the reference direc- 
tion for the unknown current l(6) being specified from A(C) to B(C), or vertex A(6) = 3 to vertex 
B(6) = 1. Similarly for W(4) from Table 27-1: 

A(4)  N(0010) and B(4)  = N(0001). 

Thus 

A(C) N(1110) and B(C) = N(0001) 

To find all G = 1 elements connecting vertices 1, 2,  or 3 in A(C), to vertex 4 in B(C), note that 
E(5) and E(7) meet th i s  requirement; hence, W(4) = (OOOO+O+O). 

T-Matrix 

The T matrix describes the transmittances between the dichotomous variables current and 
voltage, as shown in Table 27-3. 

If D # E, then E is a dependent source; if D = E, then E is a passive element. Four special 
cases occur:. 
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1. C = 1, G = 0 - the transmittance is an impedance Z or  a current-controlled voltage 
generator. 

2. C = 0, G = 1 - the timsmittance is an admittance Y or  a voltage-controlled current 
generator. 

3. C = 0, G = 0 - the transmittance is a dimensionless quantity V relating the control and 
generator, o r  a voltage-controlled voltage generator. 

4. C = 1, G = 1 - the transmittance is a dimensionless quantity W relating the control and 
generator o r  a current-controlled current generator. 

The case D = 0 denetes that E is an independent source and is not considered here. 

Closure of Open Graphs 

An open system, Figure 27-5, contains strictly dependent and strictly independent variables. 
The flowgraph relates the variables X and Y by Y = GX, where G is the equivalent transmittance 
of the system, Closing the system by a "dummy'! transmittance, T, the "independent" variable be- 
comes G = 1/T, a function of the "dependelit" variable X = TY. Assuming that any closed system 
is governed by a constraint, H = 0, which is dependent on the network topology and is referred to 
as the topology equation, H can be expanded in terms of any parameter, 

H(T) = H(T) + TH(T') .  

where H(T) is the part of H devoid of T, and H(Tf) is the part of H which contains T. We then solve 
this equation to obtain 

T = -H(T)IH(T') = W G .  

The variables X and Y are judiciously chosen. For example, to obtain current gain Iout  /I in ,  let 
Y = Io,, andX = I,,, so that I,,, = GIin, where G represents the current gain. 

Since present techniques of flowgraph evaluation are based on closed systems, it is necessary 

\ 

Y - \ 

G 

to specify the problem in terms of an unknown 
parameter, T = X/Y, flagged by the H tag in 
the problem formulation, For example, from 
Table 27-1, H(8) = 1, while H(i) = 0 for i # 8. 
The unknown tagged parameter is included in 
the flowgraph. No special algorithms are  needed 
for processing it, provided the unknown is al- 
ways treated as a transmittance associated with 
an element, and not as a transmittance associated Figwe 27-5-Closed system representation, 

Y = GX, X = TY. with a constraint due to interconnections, 
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Examples of Computer Runs 

A B  

2 1  
2 1  
2 1  
2 3  
3 1  
3 1  
3 4  
4 1  
4 1  
4 1  
4 1  
1 2  

-- 

Two further exainples are presented, to  
illustrate the problem statement, including tag- 
ging of the unlanown parameter; construction of 
flowgaph, including the closing parameter; nu- 
merical value in appropr+ate form for future 
processing. 

- 

0 0  

1 1  
2 1  
0 1  
0 0  

1 1  
1 1  
0 1  
0 1  

1 1  
2 0  
0 1  

Figure 27-6 shows the equivalent circuit r?f 

a transistorized band-pass amplifier coded for 
1/T = V:out) / Ic in) ,  with Figure 27-7 the coded 
equivalent circuit. Table 27-5 gives the prob- 
lem statement and Table 27-6, the computer 
printout, from which the flowgraph in Figure 
27-8 is constructed. 

.. 
F G  

The band-pass lossy ladder in Figures 27- 
9 and 27-10 and Table 27-7 is coded for Tout)/ 
' ( i o ) '  Table 27-8 and Figure 27-11 exhibit 
the computer printout of the associated flow- 
graph. 

Copies of this computer program have been 
qualified and are available at a nominal charge 
through project COSMIC, University of Georgia 
(Reference 7). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The algorithms presented provide a firm 
interface between the circuit designer and the 
mathematician for computer -oriented modelling 
of integrated circuits. Although the algorithms 
were written for linear networks, the approach 
is completely general and can easily be ex- 
tended to nonlinear networks. 
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0 
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0 

0 
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1 
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- 

- 

- 
E 

1 
2 
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4 
5 
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- 
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- 
H 

0 

U 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

- 

- 
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.400 E-5 
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.500 E+2 
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Table 27-6 

Computer Output for Flowgraph Conatruction 

- 
T 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

LO 

11 

12 

- 

- 
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Y 
Y 
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Y 

Y 

Y 
Y 

Z Y  

Figure 27-8-Flowgraph constructed fro- computer output V, W, and T matrices. 
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Table 27-7 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

+ - +  
12 

:.I 

14 I 

+ + 

Problem Statement for nand-Pass Lossy Ladder 
(Figure 27-9) 

W 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 T 1 2  3 4 5 6 1 8  9 10 11 12 13 14 

I t  + 1 

2 1 2  = 
3 3 z  
4 + -  4 Y 
5 5 7, 

6 6 z 
1 - +  + 7 Y 
8 8 z 
9 9 z 

10 t -  10 Y 
11 11 

12 12 z 
13 - +  t + 13 Y 
14 14 z 
15 15 z 

+ Y 16 - 16 
11 - 17 Y 
t n  I n  z 

z 

L4 I L 1 ?  I I 

Figure 27-9-Band-pass lossy ladder. 

Figure 27-l O-Equivalent circuit coded for flowgraph 
construction. 

Table 21-8 

Compiter h i t o u t  for Flowgraph Con~truction 
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28. MICROClRCUIT APPLICATIONS IN THE APOLLO TV CAMERA 

M. Engert 
Manned Spacecraft Center 

Houston, Texas 

Circuit design approaches to obtain 80 percent utilization of micro- 
circuits in the Apollo TV Camera are presented. A universal microcircuit 
breadboard functional block is described. Application problems are indi- 
cated along with final microcircuit design details. Certain aspects of the 
Quality Coatrol and Reliability Programs, as applied to new miwocircuit 
designs used in the camera, are discussed with emphasis on practical 
considerations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Apollo TV camera is to be utilized throughout the Apollo mission, including operation on 
the Lunar surface. Requirements include: minimum weight, size, power, and maximum reliability. 
Because of these requirements, a maximum utilizgtion of microcircuits was directed. The ap- 
proaches taken in microminiaturizing the camera, the resulting circuits, problem areas, and some 
aspects of the Reliability and Quality Control Program are? presented. 

DEVELOPMENTAL CYCLE 

The development cycle included breadboarding the rrg stem in discrete component form and 
determining which functional blocks could be placed in m; crocircuit form. Some microcircuit blocks 
Gould be obtained as "off the shelf" items and some woulti have to be custom designed blocks. 
Since a large number of custom blocks was required, a. universal block microcircuit breadboard 
approach was utilized. This approach analyzed the circuit parameters of each functional area. 
The analysis establishes the requirements for a general purpose functional block. 

The block developed for this program is known ae. CLEM (Composite for Lunar Excursion 
Module). CLEM is a monolithic chip, fabricated with the planar epitaxial process, It is composed 
of ten transid-,rs of four types, six diode clusters, and 18 tapped diffused resistors ranging in 
value from 110 kohms to  50 ohms, In the microcircuit breadboard form, different circuits are 
obtair, t. by various arrangements of flying lead intercmnections. 9% mty-three circuits of the TV 
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5102A-VA-3 

Figure 28- 1- General purpose CLEM breadboard topology indicating various regions on the block. 

camera are breadboarded using CLEM. 
Figures 28-1 and 28-2. 

This block is detailed in References 1 and 2 and 

CLEM w2s used to develop a complete microcircuit breadboard for the camera. This develop- 
ment cycle phase was a set of specifications defining the required microcircuit blocks. Following 
the development of the breadboard, surveys of industry were conducted to obtain suppliers. This 
was necessary due to the lack of capacity at Westinghouse Solid State Laboratory where the CLEM'S 
were developed, The problem of obtaining suppliers resulted for the following reasons: 

1. A small quantity was required. 

2. Quality Control and Reliability provisions and practices of many suppliers were deficient; 
if not throughout their facility, at least in the areas where the item would be fabricated. 

3. Technological capability in the silicon monolithic block was not adequate. 
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Table 28-1 

M I  
M 

M 

TFH 
TFH 
TFH 
TFH 
TFH 
TFH 
T FH 
TFH 

TFH 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 

Lunar TV Camera 

Microelectronic Devices - Testing Schedule Summary 

X I X 

Circuit 
description 

Flip-flop 
Triple 

nand gate 
Quad 

nand gate 
Schmitt 
trigger 
Sawtooth 
. gen 
Diff amp, 
Driver 
Mixer 
Driver/ inv . 
+6V Reg. 
-8V Reg. 
Astable 
multi 
Line reg. 
D.C. amp. 
Video amp. #1 
Video amp. #2 
Video amp. #3 
Amplifier- OSC. 
Detector 
ALC/BLPiK 
driver 
Corr. net #1 
Corr. net #2 
Volt. att. 

-- 

Camera 
subsystem 

sync 

sync 
sync 

sync 

mixer 

Sweep 

Sweep 
Sweep 
Video 
Pwr.sup. 
Pwr.sup, 
Pwr. sup, 
Pwr.sup. 
Pwr.sup, 

ALC 
Video 
Video 
Video 
sync 
ALC 
Video/ 
sync 
ALC 
ALC 
AGC 

Manuf. 

___- 
Signetics 
Signetics 

Raytheon 

WMED 

Amelco 
Amelco 
Amelco 
Amelco 
Amelco 
Amelco 
Amelco 
I'.melco 
Amelco 
Fairchild 
W AERO 
W AERO 
W AERO 
W AERO 
W AERO 

W AERO 
W AERO 
W AERO 
W AERO 

Fab. (1) 
tech. 

M 

tests (2 )  screenkg (3) 

X I Z I  

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

M I X I  
HM : I  X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

x -  

Group A 
tests (4) 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

- x  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Group B 
tests (5) 
--_. 

X 

x 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

NOTES: 

(1) M - monolithic; TFH - thin film hybrid 
HM - hybrid monolithic 

(2) Safety Margin Verification Tests consist of sample tes thg select devices to the preconditioning, power 
aging and screening requirements, plus the following environmental stress tests : shock, vibration, 
centrifuge, temperature cycling, and power age step stresa. 

(3) Preconditioning, Power Age, and Screening consists of thc 100% processing of the integrated circuits 
to double pre-seal visual inspection, high temperahire bake, teni?erature cycling, centrifuge, hermetic 
seal tests, x-ray, electrical screening, pre-power age electrical tests; dower aging, and post-power 
age electrical tests. 

(4) Group A Electrical Tests consists of the 100% testing of I/C's to the electrical performance tests over 
the temperature range -55" C to +125"C. 

(5) Group B Environmental Inspection and Stress Testing consist of sample testing to various mechanical 
and thermal stress levels in addition to long term (1500 hour) high temperature operation life. 
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TYPES OF CIRCUITS 

The TV camera requires a wide range of circuits, digital and analog. Referring to the Block 
Diagram, Figure 28-3, the functional blocks are sectionalized as follows: 

Pdeo Section 

The video i nn%n contains three video amplification blocks, having similar characteristics, 
utilizing three tmnsistors of the 2N2484 type (hfe = 30C min) and resistor values ranging from 
100 ohms f 20 percent to 68 kohms i 20 percent. Resistor ratios are held to nomina!. value 
7.5 percent. See Figure 28-4. Also included is a mixer required to mix picture video and sync 

signals. This block is characterized by resistor values rangirg from 100 ohms f 2 percent to 
2.7 kohms 5 10 percent and the use of transistors of the 2N2907 and 2N2369A type as well as a 
FET, 2N3436. This block was  implemented in the thin film hybrid form using thin film resistor 
networks and chip transistors. See Figure 28-5. 

AGC/ALC Sectim 

The AGC/ALC section, providing automatic gain and light level control for the camera, con- 
tains a dc amplifier detector, ALC blank driver, correction networks, and a voltage controlled 

Figure 28-3-Block dicsrarn. 
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Pcmer rating - 200 mu 
Supply voltrcge = +10 or +20 WC 
Output DC levels = 0.0 to  4.5 VDC 

Voltage gala = 7.4 to 12.9 
Frequency response = 1.5 cps t o  700 KCPS 
&,,&,,& = 2N2484 

'€'re Amp Post Amp #1 Post Amp #2 
1GK ohms 1OK ohms 

R1 I ??:!& 3.6K ohms 3.6K ohms 
R2 5 700 ohmE 1.2K ohms 1.2K ohms 
R3 R4 = 100 ohms 100 ohms 100 ohms 
R = 3.6~ohms 3.6K ohms 1.8K ohms 
R Z  = 68K ohms 
R =  51K ohms 

R,JR~, R ~ / R ~ ,  R~-R~ = nominal f 7.5% 
All resistors f 20% 

ol;trut a W i ~ g  = 0.5 t o  6.0 PI' 

1N914 

b 

Figure 28-&Video amplifier. 

attenwtor. The dc amplifier i s  a 702A type 
Fairchild operational amplifier. The detector 
has resistor values ranging from 1 kohm to 
62 kohms, utilizing six diodes of the 1N914 type 
and two transistors of the 2N708 type. The cor- 
rection networks are resistor-diode networks 
with 13 resistors ranging from 110 ohms to 
68 kohms and nine diodes of the 1N914 type. 

Power rating = 1.36 w 
supply voltage = +, 20 ml + 10 tW 
Jnput/Output current = 23 WAM: 
Voltage gain 8 f 5 500 KCPB = 0.5 min 
Ousput voltage awing = ?,5 VRP 
AmplitMe diatortion = !: '?d$ 

R = 5.1K2 10% 
R5*R = IX ?'lo$ 

5 = 2.p t lo$ 
= 100 dlm t 2% 
=ll4914 

P 9  

Figure 28-5-Mxer. 

Power rnting = 400 w 
Supply voltage = t 10 Mc 
Input voltage +- 10 
Output voltage - +10 t o  -0.5 VDC 

DC Voltage Level. (vin) 
Vin 2VPP 2.5VlT 3VF'P 4VPP 

Point VI V4 V5 V8 V V V V 5 5 5 5  
Min 0.8 0.8 0.4 2.0 +0.44 -0.11 -0.39 -0.4 

Hnx 1.1 1.1 0.5 2.5 +0.46 -0.44 -3.42 -0.411 
R R =!Z R = 2.4K 

R2 = 62K 
- 1 K  R1' 7 = 7 . s  

R% = 2.5K Q:, Q2 = 2WOP 
D R;S through D( - 1l@11' 

Figure 28-6-ALC detector. 
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Power mting  * 400 niw 
output current VB. input voltage - 1.8 tc  3.0 UAM: 0 0.5 m, 
7.0 t o  3:o WADC B 2.0 m, 10.0 t o  1h.o PAN 8 +e.5 m - 62K -620 Qhhmr epitaxial silicon monolith composed of four 
R2 2.m g -110 ohm resistors, two transistors of the 2N2906 type, 

and two diodes of the 1N914 type. The ALC R $ R ~  - 7.5~ 
R5,R8 1 9 
RG+ blank driver contains seven resistors ranging 

from 47 ohms to 20 kohms, one diode, and two 
transistors of the 2N3043 type. These circuits 
a r e  fabricated as planar epitucial silicon 
monoliths. See Figures 88-6, 28-7 and 28-8. 

The voltage controlled attenuator is a planar 

-220 ohmo 3 -1% 

-6Ro ohm RI2 
D13through D -1N91b - 5.6K 

3.9K 

R I  Di Q7 c4 DS r-- +- -- 1 ---’--*- 

R 4  

R 5  

RI I 

Power Supply Section 

The power supply section contains a driver/ 
inverter, +6 volt and -8 volt regulators; a stable 
multi, and a line regulator which are fabricated 

sive networks and discrete transistor chips. 

Ft12 

R l 3  

I in the thin film hybrid form using thin film pss- 
0 b 

A 
Figure 28-7-Correction network. 

The line regulator 4s most complex, requiring 
24 components. Resistor values are held to 

Power ra t ing = 400 mw 
Supplj- voltage = +3O VDC 
Input voltage m t 10 VDC 
Output voltage levels = 0 t o  17 VDC 
Output voltage swing = 0.2 t o  20.2 VPP 

i 3 percent and resistor ratio tracking to - - 
i 0.5 percent over the temperature range. See 
Figures 28-9 through 28-12. 

Switching times = Tr = 400 E, Tf = 300 W 
HI = 20K 
R, = 6.2K D, = 1N914 Sweep Section 

I Rc = 3.3K 
RZ = lOK 
R = 1 3 ~  
R -  5 = 47 ohms 

Q,,Q2 = 2N3043 The sweep section con’ains a sawtooth 
generator, differential amplifier, and deflection 

Rb 7 driver. These circuits are fabricated in thin 
film hybrid form. The deflection driver has 
resistors ranging down to 10 ohms. Two of the 
10-ohm resistors are matched within * 2 per- 
cent. See Figures 28-13, 28-14, and 28-15. 

Sync Section 

The sync section utilizes the Signetics line 
of logic with the exception of the oscillator 
amplifier which is a portion of the crystal con- 
trolled clock, a NAND gate from Raytheon, and 

Figure 28-8-ALC/blank driver. a Schrriitt trigger from U‘&inghouse MED. 
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The oscillator amplifier is a planar epitaxial 
silicon monolith detailed in Figure 28-16. 

Of the custom circuits mentioned above, 
those fabricated in planar epitaxial silicon 
monolithic form were converted to final pro- 
duction form maintaining the basic layout and 
characteristics of the CLEM block. While con- 
version from microcircuit breadboard to fiml 
configuration required new artwork and masks, 
many process parameters were retained. Elec- 
trical charxterist ics of the breadboard were 
easily duplicated. resulting in time and cost 
savings. A further cost and schedule reduction 
was obtained in reduced specification prepara- 
tion. A more detailed and explicit specification 
was required for circuits converted from CLEM 
to thin film hybrid form. 

Parer m t i n g  - i.36 Y 
Supply voltage = 50 v1x! 
Input vo l tagn  - +lo, f15, +10 Mc 
Output voltagei - 0.3 to 35.8 VlX 

I,*-- D2 

4 

Figure 28-9-Driver inverter gate. 

RELIABILITY AND QUALITY CONTROL 

The design, manufacture, and ter.: of the microcircuits are marked by a comprehensive 
kliabil i ty and Quality Control Program. Design is characterized by proper circuit cperation 
over the temperature range from -55" C to +125" C. Manufacture is marked by a complete 
specification, tight control of each process step, numerous test and inspection points through- 
out the fabrication cycle, and complete documentation of each step. A testing prograx- as- 
suring quality and reliability is summarized by Table 28- 1. While detailed specificationF 
scrIwmi out defective parts to a large extent, the reliability and quality indoctrination program 
has been effective also. This is noticeable in inspection areas of subjective judgem I An 
attitude has been developed which is When in doubt, reject." 

CONCLUSION 

The most significant aspect of this program was the development and utilization of the 
CLEM. This microcircuit breadboard was  useful in the developmental and production stages 
of the progA*am. In addition, at least one other program has been able to make use of chis 
microcircuit. This was an Ai r  Force development of a multichanncl persoml communications 
system which utilized CLEM. 
microminiaturize a system requiring a variety of analog functional blocks. 

The technique appears to be the most economical way to 
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Power rating - 1.36 w 
sdpply voltage = +3G MC 
Output voltages = 12.15 t o  13.115, [).Cf t o  8.93 and 3.7 VDC 
Switching times = (tr  = 0.5 t o  2.5 W S )  ( t r  = 0.5 t o  1.4 ps) 

= 82 pf 
= 270 pf  
= 47 Pf 

tie$ Q 50 v c1 
c2 

'3 D, = .t_r 4868 
2546 

t346 

= io d i m s  
= 33 ohms 
= 1K 

R R = 1 4 K  
5' 10 = 5oK 2 = 5K t 10% 

3 4  = = 20K 

R; 
R2 
R4 

1211 = 23.2K ? 5% 
t 5% 

15  

R = 24K ? 10% 
R + R /  5 . I  

R + R/; + R10 = 0.821 f 0.017 ( 2  1% t ra rk ing  
5 '  

Figure 28-10-Line regulator. 
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Power rat1r.g = 1.36 u 
Load current = l!+O hW)C 
Differential voltnge = X, MVDC max. 
Input voltage - 7.8'7 t a  8.13 VM: 
Load regulation - 0.13% 
Line regulation - 0.15% 
Ripple rejection = 0.05 

3 ' %03 track to 100 PpM/OC A .  

= 2N2906A = 2~2903 - 410 ohms f Td 

Figure 28-11- -8 volt regulatx. 

0 P 

Figure 28- 12- + 6 volt regulato. 

I 9  ? 

Figure 28-1 3-Sawtooth generator., 

?over rati:;g = 1.36 Y 
Voltage gain = 15 to lx) 
Voltage gain ratio = 0.71 
Freq..ency response = 250K CTS 
&distorted output voltage = 1.4 
on voltage 9 = 0.15 to 0.35 VTC, hfe, Q4, = 100 min. 

Figure 28-14-Swcep section differential amplifier. 
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Fmer rating - 1.36 Y 

Undietorted output voltage li 4 t o  8 VPF @ 
Average voltage g a l r i  - 5 t o  9 WP @ I$ = 2%0=,0 ohms 
D D = lN914 
R1' = 9> ohms 
R1 = 1.2Kokms t 59 
a2 R = 10 dims --- rnaLctted w i t h i n  e 
R3' = 10 OILms 
R? = 750 ohms 

2 t o  50 ohms 

+ 5, -lo$ = 9K dims 

= 2.7 o:.ms 

? P 

Figure 28- 15-Deflection driver. 

Power r a t ing  - 200 mu 
Supply voltage - f 10 v!jc 
E l eve l  range = 2.5 t o  5.6 VM: 
O u t p u t  voltage = 1.9 t o  2.3 VPP 
Frequency s t a b i l i t y  = 70 cps 
Q Q = 2N2484 
R i i R C '  = 1OK o h m s  Resistor ratios: 

= lOOK ohms R /R = 2.0 t 7.546 

= e2 Ohm 
= 50 ohms 
= 3.6Kohma 
= 1.2K ohms 
= 1.8K ohms 

= llOK ohms $/R: = 24 t 7.54 

D7,D2,D3 = lN914 

R 5  
0 

b 
Figure 28: 16-Osciliotor arrplifier. 
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29. DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC VISUAL INSTRUMENTATION 

C. T. Huggins 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsville, Alabama 

This papm ,resents the history and reasons$or developaent of televi- 
sion by Marshall Spzce Flight Center (MSFC) for use on space vehicles. 
A discussion of tile theory of systems used includes single q d  multiple 
camera use with a common transmitter. Component problems and their 
solution to meet launch as well as orbital operation requirements are dis- 
cussed. Microminiaturization am! development of new image devices have 
reduced power required, size, and weight so that a palm-size camera that 
will  meet vibration and other requirements for launch and orbit operation 
is possible. Also discussed is a new imaging theory approach which re- 
places the vacuum type imaging tube with a solid state image converter 
working in a solid state cr-.  aera. 

HISTORY 

During the development of the Redstone aiid Jupiter missiles from 1951 to 1959, the designer 
and engineer relied on the measurement devices and telemetry system then available for infor- 
mation OT. the performance of all parts of the vehicle. These devices measured vibration, accel- 
eration, temperature, stress and strain, etc. In spite of the excellent job these devices did, there 
were times when the exact nature of a malfunction could not be determined by interpo!ation of 
their measurements. 

By 1968, it was concluded that a picture would give the most useful information about these 
malfunctions. Television appeared more valudde than film cameras with their ejection and re- 
covery problems. Since 1958, the Astrionica J,aboratory has been developing TV systems for use 
between space vehicles and earth to gain information for developing the Saturn systems and to 
monitor the operation of post-developmertdl vehicles. A ccntinuous study was made of the various 
instrumentation problems that arose in the development of the Redstone, Jupiter, and Pershing 
inissiies as they were related to vehicle systems development and to space navigation. 

In the early programs, flight times and operational ranges were relatively short, requiring a 
high picture rate with gcod resolution. Commezcially available TY subsystems were then pro- 
viding a capability of 30 pictures per second with the desired resolution, The decision was made 



co concentrate, at least in the beginning, on a small extremely rugged camera capable of withstand- 
ing environmental extremes expected during power and coasting flight. 

The first flight system consisted of a wideband FM transmitter and a miniaturized camera 
chain capable of withstanding the least favorabie launch environment expected (at that time the 
Redstone booster), The ground system consisted of a laboratory-fabricated receiver, a broadband 
amplifier, and a specially built kinescope recorder. This system was the first  to transmit real- 
time high-resolution TV at 30 pictures per second compztible with commercial TV systems from 
: tallistic missile operating outside the earth's atmosphere. It operated satisfactorily from liftoff 
to the optical horizon, a distance of more than 320 km, on the Mercury/Redstone vehicle, January 
31, 1961. 

The next flight was two years later on Saturn I (SA-5), where the system had to be further 
ruggedized to withstand the 6.7 x lo6 N thrust of the Saturn during launch and to transmit pictures 
of various operational parts of the vehicle. 

PROBLEMS ANG SOLUTIONS 

Investigation showed the following shortcomings of television camera systems used at that 
time: 

1. They were too large. 

2. They required too much power and were generally not battery-operated. 

3. They were too weak structurally for launch environment. 

4. No imaging tube was able to produce a picture while subjected to launch vibration. 

Items 1 ,  2 ,  and 3 appeared to be feasible with present technology. 

It was decided to divide the first camera into the following sections: 

1. Power supply. 

2. Camera head consisting of pickup tube, preamplifiers, and line driver. 

3. Camera control containing the remaining circuitry such as crystal-controlled clock, 
sweep circuits, line drivers, and video outpGt amplifier. 

The camera was sectioned to allow the camera head to be made a s  small as possible so that it 
could be located. where space was limited. The power supply was, and still is, a solid-state 
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oscillator-type DC-to-DC converter operating from 28 volts DC and supplying the necessary 
voltage for the camera head and camera control. The camera control was all solid-state, using 
discrete components and handwired circuit boards. This part is now all microminiature solid- 
state modules. 

The major problem area was the crystal used in the clock timer. Existing crystals could not 
survive the 20g random vibration required for flight qualification because of the support structure 
for the crystal. Considerable work was done in this area, and now the crystals will stand 35g 
random noise (20 to 2000 Hz) rigidly mounted to the container case. To accomplish the first 
flights, the crystals were "floated" in a silastic compound which served as an adequate vibration 
isolator. 

In the camera head lay the weakest link in the system - the image pickup tube. A vidicon had 
been chosen because of its size and rugged design. The first tubes could not produce a picture 
under 5g vibration if the tube was mounted in the case in the conventional manner. To operate at 
the 20g level required that the socket be removed and the tube connected by flexible wires to the 
circuit board. The entire camera-head case was then filled with a clear inert silastic compound 
which floated the tube with respect to the case. This gave the needed isolation to the tube so that 
the camera head could be attached directly to the mounting position without use of vibration 
isolators. 

During this time, intensive work was being done by Astrionics Laboratory and General Electro- 
dynamics Corporation who supplied the vidicon. Among the major changes in tube design were: 

1. Redesign of the electron gun assembly to reduce sliding of the tube in the glass envelope. 

2. Redesign of the target mesh to raise the resonant frequency well above the highest 
expected frequency. 

3. Changing the connectors between gun assembly and pins in tube base from solid wire  to 
flexible wire mesh. 

Out of this program came a camera that would withstand launch conditions of the Redstone and 
Jupiter missiles while producing good pictures. Further work was done between 1961 and 1963 to 
refine the camera head assembly by improving the gain and bandwidth of the video preamplifier 
and the general camera ruggedness. 

The rest  of the flight system consisted of a tra:ismitter with i ts  power supply and an  antenna 
system. The assembly was mounted on a single plate except for the camera and looked similar to 
the assembly shown in Figure 29-1. The camera head alone is shown in Figure 29-2. 
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ratio of development-to-information-gained was believed to be the highest. The first system in 
1961 used a laboratory modification of a straight FM transmitter. The video baseband from the 
camera system was 2.5 MHz so that the transmitter had to be essentially flht over a 10-MHz band 
and produce 5 watts RF. The receiver used a 70-NiHz IF with a bandwidth of about 16 MHz and a 
discriminator of 24-MHz bandwidth. Using a tube-type preamplifier at the 5.8-meter parabolic 
antenna, the system had a 6-db noise figure at 860 MHz. 

By the time SA-5 was ready, the transmitter had been widened to an 18-MHz bandwidth with 
an output of approximately 5 watts. This has since been raised to 20 watts by making the trans- 
mitter a two-package device. The driver is all solid-state and delivers 250 milliwatts to a 
traveling-wave tube amplifier which puts out 2 0  watts at 2210 MHz. The receiver was improved 
by the addition of a phase lock loop discriminatur resulting in an overall system gain of better 
than -100 dbm. 

Realizing the advantages of having more thm one camera on a vehicle, the author proposed a 
system which was developed, whereby a number of cameras could be accommodated by the same 
transmitter. This system uses a device called a video register which times all the cameras in 
the system to maintain synchronization and transmits one frame from each camera in sequence. 
These pictures come at submultiples of 30 per second depending on the number of cameras. For 
example, a single 1/30-second frame picture will be sent every 1/15 second for two camera 
systems and every 1/10 second for three camera systems. These pictures are  all film-recorded 
on the earth for single-frame study and are  also tape-recorded. 

The video register is all solid-state, using binary logic with a crystal clock to perform all 
:,> selection and switching functions. It may also be operated by ground command through the 

command system to keep any camera in the system locked to the transmitter for a required 
period. The companion to this in the ground receiving system is an all solid-state decoder that 
locks to the receiver output signal and separates the various camera signals to their respective 
outputs for viewing. The companion to the decoder is a sync processing device using solid-state 
binary logic. It recognizes the leading edge of each sync interval, both horizontal and vertical, 
and gates off the flight signal, inserts ground-generated standard commercial sync, and then 
gates on the flight signal for the video information. This allows in each sync interval the inser- 
tion cf bursts of telemetry o r  other information which can be recovered on the ground to provide 
additional use of the transmitted power from the vehicle. 

A final part of the system design is the retrieval technique. As the information is recorded 
during flight, a special counter counts the frames and records on one of the auxiliary tracks of 
the video tape machine a serial binary number for each frame so that the numbering is consecu- 
tive and ea h frame has its own number. When the tape is played back the cbserver can push a 
store button at any time and capture the next frame on a storage tube as a still picture for study 
along with its frame number which appears on a Nixie tube display. 
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3y the use of a comparator and ccincidence circuit, any frame number can be selected by.a 
set 01 rotary switches, and the frame with this number can be captured on the storage tube. Thus 
rapid analysis of post flight tapes can be made with Polaroid prints of these frames available in 
5 minutes after the flight. 

A system patterned after this under the name of "Video File'' is being marketed by the Ampex 
Corporation. The ITT Fedca l  Laboratory is making available just the frame selection storage 
portion. 

MINIATURE TV CAMERA 

The devices disrxsed thus far have used the latest solid-state technology available at the 
time of construction. It was concluded, however, that if the size, weight, and power consumption 
of the camera could be reduced even further, it could be used in places still inaccessible in the 
launch vehicle and also find possible use in the orbital experiments in connection with men and 
animals. In 1964, a "shrink the camera" program was started. As  a result, a camera has been 
built using microelectronics which has reduced the size by 5:1, weight by 7:1, and the power 
greater than 2:l. The completed operational camera is in one package which measures 3.8 X 8.9 X 

15.2 cm. It uses a 1.27-cm vidicon with electrostatic focus and electromagnetic deflection. The 
electronics consist of 26 blocks measuring 1.27 cm2 and 0.32 cm thick. These blocks do all the 
work of the electronics of the present flight camera which weighs 3.53 kilograms and measures 
10.2 x 12.7 x 15.2 cm. 

The camera, when space-qualified, will weigh 0.68 kilogram, measure 5.08 x 7.62 x 16.5 cm, 
and use 7 watts of power. It is resolution-limited by the 1.27-cm vidicon at 500 lines horizontal. 
It has a commercial format of sync, frame rate, aspect ratio, and interlace, so that it could be 
put to certain commercial uses immediately such as field use by broadcasting companies for 
sports and convention coverage. The medical profession can use it to monitor operations and 
patient activities . 

The camera can be readily adapted to a l w e r  i, am@ rate so that it could be used in operations 
beyond ranges set by power limitations at 30 friEive3 JJW second. 

Figure 29-3 shows the camera, and Figure 29-4 shows some various versions of microelec- 
tronic packaging. The small block below the quarter is the size block used in this camera. 

SOLID STATE CONVERTER 

In real-time recovery of pictorial information, there is still the proverbial weak linac. - the 
image tube, which is made of glass. It has an electron gun that must shoot its beam of electrons 
over a target area less than 6.45 square cm and trace 450 or  more lines all straight and evenly 
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the phototransistors was square; but since the base area of the trarisistor is the light sensitive 
area, the new array uses a slightly rectangular design that requires much better isolation between 
adjacent base areas on the collector row. 

Television on flight vehicles has proved its usefulness at every test including covering engine 
performance on the test stand as well as in flight, stage separation, upper stage ignition, vehicle 
attitude, deployment of the micrometeoroid panels on the Pegasus flights, and observation of fuel 
performance under zero gravity in orbit. More uses are now being planned and developed. 
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30. PACKAGING FLAT-PACKS FOR SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS 

L. mtz in  
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena, California 

Four methods of interconnecting flat-packs are described. Three of 
them are well-known techniques. They are the multilayer board, laminated- 
comb, and magnet wire stick techniques. The fourth technique, the molded 
interconnect board, is a new technique just emerging Dom the experimental 
stage. Advantages and disadvantages of each technique are described. 

Since functional electronic components encased in flat-pack geometries have become popular, 
many techniques have been developed for interconnecting these devices. As with any new tech- 
nology, many new applications a r e  developed, and only those which prove capable of satisfying the 
intended objectives survive the test of time. Although mass usage in itself does not constitute 
adequate reason for adopting a given technique, the fact that many engineers have found that tech- 
nique usable is in itself sufficient reason for serious consideration of its application. 

This presentation will deal with four methods of interconnecting flat-pack devices. Three 
methods are in various degrees of popLlar usage; the fourth is a new technique which is just 
emerging from the experimental stage. The fourth technique is being presented because it is be- 
lieved that it has strong potential for future applications in the complex interconnecting of many 
integrated circuits in spacecraft. 

The three popular techniques described are the multilayer board technique, the laminated- 
comb technique, and the magnet wire stick technique. Of these three, the most popular one today 
is the multilayer board. Because of this popularity, it is not necessary to go into a detailed 
description of the various processes available for the manufacturer of multilayer boards. There 
are two basic processes, an additive one and a subtractive one. The major advantages of multi- 
layer boards are volumetric efficiency, weight efficiency, reproducibility, and adherence to more- 
or-less standard techniques and processes, both in the manufacture of the multilayer boards them- 
selves and in their subsequent usage. 

The disadvantages of multilayer boards are high cost ,iloqflead-time, poor flexibility for 
change or  modification in the end product, and, at the risk of being controversial, the questionable 
reliability of the product. Although plated through-holes and multilayer boards have been in use 
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for over 8 years, there is still muc!r which is unknown about the process and its limitations, The 
yield of multilayer boards is still quite lw, ranging from 50 percent to 75 percent, 

In general, it is not considered advisable to  use multilayer boards in situations where very 
few of any given type are required. This is true not only for economic reasom, but also for 
reasons of reliability and flexibility. In situations where large quantities of multilayer boards are 
required, it is expected that all changes wii i  be incorporated over a period of time into the tooling 
required to  produce these boards. Where only two or three multilayer boards are required, such 
as in spacecraft applications, the probability of the boards ever reaching their final intended state 
is small. More than likely, the boards will reach the end product requiring modifications. These 
modifications can be additive, subtractive, or both. The extent to which changes are required and 
the nature of the changes will greatly affect the product reliability. 

The excessive handling, drilling, and jumpering required to incorporate changes in a multi- 
layer board inevitably decrease total product reliability. Where the intended environments become 
less friendly, the possibilities of layer delamination and breaks in plated through-holes become 
greater. Although multilayer boards have been used in spacecraft, it is believed that the limita- 
tions previously described conflict strongly with the accepted definition of spacecraft component 
requirements. 

It is claimed by some, and rightly so, that regardless of complexity, integrated circuits can 
be fully interconnected on a two-sided board. The implication is that if no limitation is placed on 
the amount of conductor stitching from one side of the board to  the other, and if no limitation is 
set for the spacing between devices on the plainer carrier, then a two-sided board will be adequate 
for full interconnection. This concept has been demonstrated by many. In cases where the com- 
plexity level of interconnections is low, the demonstration appears to be more feasible and more 
advantageous. Where high levels of complexity occur, volumetric expenditure and +.he number of 
plated through-holes per device become increasingly large. Compromising the surface area per 
device can lead to conductor widths and conductor spacings which are below acceptable minimums. 

Work is being done by several companies to  optimize and pseudo-automate the procedures for 
multilayer board layout. This work is being done by computer techniques. The optimizing which a 
good computer program will afford is a minimum number of layers, a minimum number of inter- 
layer connections, minimum lead lengths, and a minimum amount of surface area. The use of a 
computer for this type of designing will tend to r 4 u c e  the human element of e r ror  and greatly 
simplify the end prodwt, 

Moving towards designing multilayer boards by computer will definitely tend to reduce the dis- 
advantages associated with manual design. However, the disadvantages associated with processing 
the boards would still remain. If the entire process of manufacturing printed circuits were fully 
automated, the equipment required to control the processes and perform the operations in their 
proper sequence would be so complex that any poor reliability previously associated with the end 
product would now be associated with the equipment used to produce the product. The resulting 
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effect would be no more predictable than when 
done by conventional manual-batch techniques. 
With all the disadvantages stated, the advant .ges 
of multilayer boards are so attractive that their 
continued use and acceptance in the industry is 
virtually guaranteed, Although the multilayer 
board is the most poy?u.lar method of intercon- 
necting flat -packs today, other techniques are 
used. The method of interconnecting flat-packs 
with laminated combs will be discussed next. - *  * 4 + 

Figure 30- 1-Clizrtered interconnect for ten busses. 

\ 
The laminated con technique has gradually 

gained popularity in situations where fewer de- 
vices are to be interconnected. Th&@chnique is very suitable for situations where 8 t o  20 repro- 
ducible flat-packs are to be interconnected quickly and inexpensively. The laminated comb when 
fully assembled resembles a long, thin module, the length being the cumulative length of all of the 
flat-pack devices which it interconnects. The width would be the width of the f la tpack including 
the leads; the thickness would depend on the number of combs which are laminated in order to form 
the complete assembly interconnect. 

The input and output leads of tl is long module could extend from one of the long edges or  from 
both of the long edges. The major advantage of this method of interconnecting flat-packs is the 
absence of layer-to-layer connections in the interconnect media. The entire system of intercon- 
nections consists of one interface or  joint (solder o r  weld) per flat-pack lead used plus (depending 
on the method used) one joint per input or output lead. This minimum number of joints is possible 
because any given comb layer within the laminated structure will include all of the points which 
constitute a part of this circuit node. Since all points cf this circuit node are a part of the comb, 
there is never a need to join one comb to another, as shown in Figure 30-1. Some combs will be 
shorter than others, and in order to minimize the number of layers in the total lamination, more 
than one comb may be placed on a given layer (Figures 30 - 2, 30 -3, and 30 -4). When a byer is 

Figure 30-2-Combining nodes. 
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Figure 30-3-Complete circuit 
node on one level. 

shared, the two or more nodes are 
put in series with each other; this 
arrangement looks like a comb 
withone or more cuts in the trunk. 
Althoughthe l a m i n a t e d - c o m b  
process is no more reparrable or 
modifiable t h a n  t h e multilayer 
board, it has the big advantage of 
being much less complicated. Be- 
cause of this low level of com- 
plexity the entire laminated-comb 
structure can be redesigned and 
rebuilt, a 1 1 ow i n  g any required 
changes to be incorporated with a 
tiinimum loss of time or expense. 

The simplicity of the geome- 
t ry  has encouraged some com- 
panies to u n d e r t a k e automated 
production of the combs and their 
lamination. One manufact.urer has 
limited his automation to selective 
remomaf of fingers from the full, 
Blank comb, while another manu- 
facturer has fuily automated the 
entire process. The major disad- 
vantage of the laminated comb is 
the limited number of devices 
which it will accommodate. This 
means that even after the module 
has been built and the devices at- 
tached, the problem is not fully 
solved. Because of the limited 
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number of flat-packs that can be attached to a single, laminated- 
comb structure, the problem of interconnecting the laminated-comb structures still exist. The 
magnitude of this problem is much less severe than that of interconnecting flat-packs, since the 
spacing between input and output leads on the laminated-comb modules is considerably greater 
than the fifty-thousandths that exists in the flat-pack device. These modules can be interconnected 
very effectively by a two-sided printed circuit board, by point-to-point wiring, or by local har- 
nessing. 

The laminated comb offers a very simple visual check for accuracy. After the lamination of 
the combs, these should be only one comb finger per flat-pack lead position extending from the 
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side 01 the cc rib {Figure 30-51. If ntorc t t w i  
one iead appears, (superimp.wul) thew has bccw 
an e r r o r  ither in layout or in l:t~ximtioi~. A 
missing finger wit1 also alt -t thc trpeiator. 
Once the artwork Gr the punclwd tape h a s  brx% 
successfully completed, the c lmce  of a laulty 
Pamination is slini, Simple mdexing, polai,izicg, 
and sequencing devices in the lantinating jigs 
will prevent a n y  possibility of faulty Iamiiuting. 

One company niakes a do-it-yourself kit 
which wi l l  perinit the tiser to t'c' uvc the finger:; 
selectively front 1 h e  conibs, attach the flat-pack 
to the laminated olumn, and t1tc.n insert tlw mi-  

t i r e  assembly into a shcll; tttc shcfl cunk.iis 
coiuicctor pins for ready .nsertitin and with- 

Figure 30- 5- Super i niposed segmented t runk s. 

draws! of the entire modufe in & breadboard arrangement. 

The laminated-conlb concept is re fxsh ing  because it is su very simple; htlwewr, ihe siiti- 

plicity does not give it flexibility. It also does not sdvc thc probleni of inierconnc t ing lhe li .,inat&- 
comb assemblies. 

The next techniqw described is the magnet wire stick tecnnlque. This tcchniyuc b a s t s  vcjry 
nigh flexibility and g o d  repeatability for low-volume usage. 7 hc maglet wi re  stick rcquirrs :;u 

artwork, since the sequence of intercomectims is almost arbitrary.  This  is  a tech9iicpc. which 10s 

been used at JPL on several projects, surh as  OGO-E, the Bio-Satellite, and d pu1.i~ hcighl am - 
lyzer. Because of successful usage, this packaging techrdque has becii selected f w  wveral fritur~' 
applications where flat-packs are involvtd. The nlagtet wiry  stick svil: accomniwtatc flal-pdcks, 
discrete cotnponents, ox' a cornbination of both. The cirrier of this module is a thern?usc.ttiny: 
plastic (EPIALL) trav m which output pins have been molded (Figure 30-6) .  

1 ., 
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Figure 30-6-Magnet wire stick module, 
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31. THE INT~GRATED-CIRCUIT CONTROL AND TIMING SYSTEM OF THE 
BIGH-ALTITUDE ROCKET-RADAR PROJECT 

H. L. Friedman and R. H. White 
Jet  Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena, California 

This report covers the work accomplished in designing an integrated- 
circuit control .and timing system used aboard the high-altitude rocket 
radar launched at White Sands, New Mexico, USA on June 30,1965, and May 
1966. The system has been designed with basic integrated-circuit modules 
which have been programmed in a particular manner for this project, but 
which are designed so that they can be programmed in many alternative 
configurations such as shift registers o r  counters of various lengths. The 
important points discussed are: The design of integrated digital circuits 
into programmable and functional three-dimensional modules, the voltage 
margins and noise sensitivity obtained, the USE of a nonmagnetic intercon- 
nect material in welding, a clear encapsulation used 12. : th.e modules, the 
unique method of integrated-circuit packaging, and an-analysis of the fail- 
ures that have occurred in the integrated circuits on this project to date. 
A discussion of how the specific method of failure analysis has upgraded 
the integrated-circuit manufacturer's state-of-the-art in his production 
methods is also presented. A high-reliability integrated-circuit inspection 
plan, an outgrowth of the above failure analysis, is now being used on the 
Mariner-Venus '67 project to procure integrated circuits. It also is dis- 
cussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report covers research and development done on an integrated circuit system incorpor- 
ated into the flight tape recorder of an Aerobee rocket launched at White Sands Missile Range, 
New Mexico (USA), June 30, 1965, and May 1966. An integrated-circuit Hi-Re1 specification, 
which has been generated with the knowledge gained from this work, is also discussed. 

The work done on integrated circuits was accomplished with the idea of developing a system 
which would be valuable for the future use of integrated circuits in space research. General 
philosophies were developed in the packaging and electrical design of functional modules. The 
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integrated c h u i t  system is part of the flight tape recorder system, and is a self-contained con- 
trol  system, Its functions are to pulse the radar transmitter at a fixed rate, insert a digital pat- 
tern on two of the six channels of the flight recorder, and command the flight camera that takes 
pictures of the location in which the radar is pointing. 

The prime purpose of these launchings and subsequent launchings is to transmit to the surface 
of the desert and receive echoes from altitudes up to 125 miles above the surface. The echces 
are recorded by the flight magnetic tape recorder and also are telemetered to a ground station. 
These echoes will be analyzed in detail as to shape md amplitude to determine if these analyses 
can be related to surface structure and terrain characteristics, 

SYSTEM CONSTMINTS 

The following is a list of certain criteria which were imposed m the dedgr, of this system: 

1. Develop a self-sustained master clock for the control system. This clock will be used to: 

a. Trigger the radar transmitter at 150 pps. 
b. Trigger the flight cam ra at the rate of once every 6.8 seconds. 
c. Insert a pseudo-noise sequence on two tracks of the six-track flight tape recorder. 

2. Use the absolute minimum weight and volume. 

3. Design of the prototype stage must be accomplished in 2 months. 

4. U s e  modulus or  components that can be easily replaced in the field. 

5. Satisfy the environmental parameters: 

a. 6 gls 20-2000 cps, three axes. 
b. 10 g l s  white noise, three axes. 
c. 100 g's, 1 msec. shock, three axes. 
d. Operate from 0" C to +70° C. 

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

It has been demonstrated in past flight programs such as Ranger, Marines Venus, and the 
Mariner Mars, that a maintainable system -interconnection scheme requiring minimum electrical 
and mechanical interfaces is of prime importance. This approach, based on weight and geometry 
constraints, may complicate the functional grouping of electronic components and result in the 
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use of sophisticated parts and module-interconnection schemes. However, it is more desirable to 
sacrifice optimum module design than to experience system-interconnection degradation due to 
handling. 

It is believed that the system designed satisfied the criteria. The primary reason for th i s  is 
that the packaging and electrical design were done, as much a s  possible, in parallel. In this way, 
the electrical design was greatly influenced by thinking in terms of logic functions of the systtm 
rather than discrete flip-flops. The external programming or the different modes of wiring the 
system were designed by knowing in advance which functions could be brought out physically, La 
all cases, the approach was kept as general as possible to allow the work to be applicable to future 
systems, 

DESIGN APPROACH 

The design was started with the selectim and qualification of the integrated circuits to be 
used. Following this, the electrical and packaging design was accomplished. 

Integrated Circuit Selection and Qualification 

In 1964, a contract was let to perform a worst-case analysis on a four-transistor f!:p-flop and 
a NAND gate. The flip-flop had buffered outguts, was capable of being externally reset or set, and 
used diode-transistor logic. The worst-case analysis confirmed our thoughts that excellent noise 
and voltage marginF could be obtained with this particular circuit. design. The worst-case analysis 
was performed, assuming the use of specific high-reliability standard components. The worst-case 
analysis was weighted in terms of the particular components used. In other words, not only were 
limits placed on circuit function, but realistic and proven values were used for component param- 
eters. A s  an example, when it was desired to know the actual voltage-drop variarice of a particular 
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Figure 31-1-Binary element, SE124G. Figure 31-2-Dual N A N D  gate, S E I  15G. 
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diode with specific cLrre9ts used, the measure- 
ments were ma6 . ' - ' tmine  these values. 

In the fall of 19", it was decided to inves- 
tigate circuits that wouldcomplement the stand- 
ard component line of available flip-flops and 
NAND gates. Also, the High-Altitude Rocket- 
Radar project requirements demanded the use 
of integrated circuits because of the severe 
volume and weight constraints. In reviewing 
the literature, it was found that two manufac- 
turers were producing integrated circuit flip- 
flops with circuits very similar to our worst- 
case flip-flop and NAND gates (Figures 31-1 
througn 31 -4). Several units were procured 
from both nianufacturers and tests were per- 
formed, These tests determined how well each 
manufacturer met his published specification 
and how uniform about a mean the particular 
parameters of interest were. The fntegrated 
circuit used is a monolithic silicon substrate 
fabricated by the planar tr :' . pe. 

6, 

Figure 31->Power gate, S E I  10G. 

i 4  

Figure 31-4-NAND/NOR gate, SElOlG. 

Since the integrated circuit is esscntially a black b x  with an inaccessible interior, the test 
philosoi hy must be different from that required for standard components, such as a standard- 
component flip-flop. Thought must be given to making external measurements which w i l l  be 
meaningful to the circuit margins available. The following tests were made: 

First, a test was cmducted to determine the current drain of each of the 10 to 15 parts pro- 
cured from both manufacturers. This was done for two reasons: to determine how close to speci- 
fications the values wou1J be and to establish the unif0rr.it.r of current between one circuit and 
another. It was felt that this would be one way of establishing a process-control checkpoint of each 
com$my's procbct. It was found in both cases that the current matched the specified values; but 
there was, indeed, a significaat difference between Ihe two mannfacturers in the uniformity of the 
curreat. 

The next test was the loading test. Here, specific resistive and capacitive loads were applied 
to the outpits of the flip-flo-s. The R+ voltage was changed in an effort to discover what the actual 
drive capabili?;r of the flip-flops was with respect to each other and the speciricaticns. The tests 
indicated that the d r i w  capability was well within the specification. This was very encouraging. 
Also, indications of the integrated circuit's uniformity of transistor betas and resistor values 
were derived. It was found that t... circuit that had more uniform current drain and also slightly 
higher c9rrer.t drain was able to di-ive more 1c.wIs than thz other unit. It should be noted that, 
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because of time limitations, some of these test;, vere run under only one temperature besides 
room temperature; but each test performed took this into account when the margins were calcu- 
lated. 

The next test was electrical noise sensitivity. Because the flip-flops have a capacitor in thc: 
clock line, noise sensitivity is dependent on the input voltage amplitude swing, as well as the rise 
and fall time and the pulse width. Another factor affecting noise sensitivity is the B+ and B- volt- 
age levels. Since the power used on this project had to be minimum, a compromise had to be 
made between the B+ and B- voltages requixd  for excellent noise sensitivity and law power 
drain. One of the disadvantages of this circuitry, for JPL's application, is that it uses 10-mc 
logic. Therefore, the input must be able to trigger the flip-flop with a pulse 100 nanoseconds wide. 
This means that the high-frequency noise sensitivity will  be worse than low frequency. Pulses 
were fed into the trigger line, and the rise times and amplitude were varied to determine margins. 
The B+ and B- voltages were changed and the different results noted. It was found that by increas- 
ing the B+ voltage by 1 volt (4 volts to 5) the input noise-pulse amplitude would have to be in- 
creased by approximately 20 percent to trigger the flip-flop. This increase is necessary because 
of the back bias on the input-trigger circuit changing with increasing B+ voltage. It was found that 
a good compromise of noise sensitivity versus power drain was  to use +5 and -2.5 volt as the 
sunrly voltages. The input-noise sensitivity for a 1-usec pulse is approximately 1 volt. It was 
also realized at this time that, later in the testing of the first complete system, the BI and B- 
voltages may be changed to allow for wider voltage margins. 

Another important method of deciding which integrated circuit would be used was to visit the 
manufacturers to see, firsthand, the process controls used. This visit was used to determine 
which company had a. better understanding of what was required to produce a reliable part and 
also to determine what delivery dates could be expected. When all of these tests were complete, 
the company was selected. 

Electrical and Logic Design 

A logic system was required that would contain a master oscillator, coinmand the radar sys-  
tem to transmit at the rate of 150 pps, and generate a camera trigger pulse synchronized with the 
radar pulse and occurring approximately once eve: y 7 s e c c ~ I ~ s .  The Kaster oscillatoy 3ad to be 
of high enough frequency so  that reasonable accuracy could be obtained on rar.ge information by 
counting the clock track pulses between the transmitted pulse and the echo in the adjacert track. 
Also, the master oscillator pulses had to be put on the tape in such a manner as to have ti cyclic 
identity. A sequence had to be established of a length that would enable one to identify the reversal 
time of the recorder and the missing echoes during this period. 

The oscillator frequency had to be eaEily changeable by at least 25 percent. The radar trig- 
ger frequency had to be flexible, as well as the number of camera pictures to be taken. It was 
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decided, therefore, to build a system which would satisfy the nominal requirements and yet be as 
flexible as time and budget would permit (Figure 31-5). 

The clock frequency decided on was 76.65 kc. The frequency was determined by considering 
the frequency response of the tape recoL*der and also by arriving at a desirable range resolution. 
In other words, the amount of time between the transmitter pulse and the echo could be resolved 
to *6 psec. A decision had to be made on the technique to be used to divide the clock down to two 
different submultiples, one being pulses occurring 150 pps and the other, pulses occslrring approxi- 
mately once every 7 seconds. The radar transmitter pulse repetition rate dictated the need for 
the 150 pps. The camera system did not place a strict requirement on the number of pictures that 
should be taken, but a range of 3 per second to 8 per second was deemed desirable. A decision 
was made to use a 9-bit, pseudo-noise (PN) generator to divide down by 511 from the master clock 
to thz radar trigger rate of 150 pps. This would be used instead of a 9-bit ripple counter because 
of the problems inherent in such a counter. The problems of a 9-bit counter are: One, the fact. 
that each flip-f;op in the chain changes state in series individually - this means that a noise pulse 
on any particular trigger line needs only the energy (volt-microseconds) to trigger one flip-flop 
for the counter to be noise sensitive. In a PN generator, all flip-flops are triggered at once. 
Therefore, the trigger current necessary to shift the information js nine times that of the ripple 
counter. 

The P N  generator is a 9-bit shift register with nonlinear feedbdck. The feedback is set up so 
that the register will not stop shifting at the end of i t s  cycle, but be reset automatically. The 
sequence at the output will be a unique identifiable sequence whose cyclic period is that of the 
clock pulse repetition rate divided into the bit length of the register. In other words, at the clock 
rate of '76.65 kc, a 9-bit P N  generator (2') would have a sequence period of 

6.7 msec. 5llpulses - 
76.65 x 103pulse!sec 

The P N  generator module was designed so that the outputs of all the flip-flops had leads 
attached which extended out of the module and also the important gate inputs that controlled the 
length of the register were brought out. In other words, the PN generator is a functional mod- 
ule that cai: be wired externally to be a 2-9 bit shift register. It can also be wired to be a 6-? 
7-, o r  9-bi'i P N  generator. Therefore, this module is a 'rery versatile piece of instrumentation 
for systems construction and use. Flexibility has been achieved and yet the amount of power, 
volume, and weight of the module is at a minimum. The module, as well as the whole system, 
was designed to work with power-supply voltage margins of f I O  percent over a temperature 
ranqe cf -20" to +70" C. 

The camera trigger rate is reduced another two orders of magnitude from the radar trigger. 
Therefore, the usL of another 9-bit P N  generator was investigated for dividing down the radar 
trigger signal. The radar trigger (150 pps) divided by 511 is one pulse occurring every 3.4 seconds, 
Thereforc, a second 9-bit P N  genetator was used with one flip-flop to divide down by two to make 
tha time between camera pulses 6.8 seconds. 
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Since the two P N  generators did not include the miscellaneous gating logic necessary, a 
modult -.?as designed as a miscellaneous integrated-circuit module. This module was designed 
so  that it could be enlarged to hold all those integrated circuits, such as gates md flip-flops 
needed for the logic, but not part of the P N  generators. This module was called the "gate module." 

Since the oscillator could not be designed easily using integrated circuits, standard components 
were used. A separate module was designed for the oscillator, including the interface circuits. 
Instead of connecting the B+ (power-supply voltage) of the oscillator to the interface circuits in- 
ternally, two points were brought out of the module and the connection was made externally. In 
this way, the two points could be tieu together or  a separate voltage could be used on the interface 
circuits. For instance, if it was found that at some time in the project an interface circuit should 
put cut a larger amplitude pulse for better triggering margins, a separate higher B+ could be tied 
to just the interface circuits, enabling the minimum power to be used. 

An important design parameter was to t ry  to ensure that the highest priority job of the logic, 
that of triggering the radar, was accomplished by using the minimum number of series elements 
between the radar and the oscillator. If the logic is examined, one sees that there seems to be an 
extra gate before the interface circuits. The reason for this gate is to keep the interface circuit 
turned off, thus saving a considerable amount of power, since the duty cycle is very low. There 
are two other gates used for ensuring that no false triggers are given to either the radar or  the 
camera. There are "glitches" o r  partial voltage swings which occur each time the P N  generator 
is triggered. However, since only the correct one is wanted for triggering, the input trigger and 
output are "anded" so that there is only an output from this gate in synchronism with the input 
trigger . 

The digital pattern which is put on two channels of the tape recorder is RZ. This pattern will 
have a 1 plus voltage or  a 0 zero voltage every 511 oscillator bit times, in a unique sequence 
every 3.4 seconds. 

PACKAGING DESIGN 

A review was made of the weight and geometry available to package the recorder timing cir- 
cuits. Particular emphasis was placed on the use of vacant cavities in the tape recorder chassis 
in order to provide electrostatic-noise protection and maximum utilization of weight and geometry 
(Figures 31-6 and 31-7). The cavity selected to house the control electronics was 1-1/2 inches by 
1 inch by 6 inches. The cavity volume of 9 cubic inches could only be realized with the use of 
integrated circuits. It was estimated that if the equivalent number of discrete components were 
used (approximately lOOO), these components would occupy a volume of 6 inches by 6 inches by 
1 inch and would require 16 welded cordwood modules. This volume would require an additional 
chassis and would increase the noise sensitivity of the circuits because of increased wire lengths 
and increased exposed surface area. 
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used in future programs. The following results were utit:iinPd- 

1. Sterilization tests were conducted hi an airtight oven at 145‘ C undrlr 2 1 1  : i tniospltt~rt~ \ti 
nitrogen for 108 h m r s .  No significant chaiige in 1ttJtt’riiil hnrdiwss w a s  obscrvcd. 

Figtire 31- 16-High-Altitude Rocb.et-Radar, polorited l ight st ess photograph of LP213 resin system, 
osciltotor and P N  generator number 2 module.,. 
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2. 01;lg;issiiig tt>sts w r c  cofiductctd at 110' C and 1 10 '' torr prcssurp .  Total pert-ent out- 

g:issing was 0.54 percent and the aiiiuunt of volatile condensable material was 0.15 percent. 

RI d u  1 ( .s ivt: r P c~ r:c*ap s u  1 a t  c'd and e va f ua t ed 
w i t h  pLjl;irizcd light to  detect si ress (Fib-rcs 
31-16 :ind 31-17). The intensity of the colored 
s t ~ ~ ; i k s  (iringc~s) is an incticrctiun ( i f  the internal 
s t r t w r s  prcwiit ;,i'oui~d thc components. These 
st I Y ~ S S  c.unc.crttr;i(ions w r c  found to be less than 
thcy ; i n >  with c%iciir, rigid e p ~ y  (Fiqure 31-18). 

Tlw .TPL c ~ i t 1 ; 1 ~ 1 o r  %':is funded l o  develop 
t h e  tcrhiiolctgy required tu use new encxpsula- 
t ion  ni:i?crial T'ie limitcd shelf ;ife of res in  
c;zusc~l  I)rublcms: in addition, t h e  niatt.ri;il was 
scns i t ive  to huniidity. New res in  was procured 
:md thc following constraints imposed upon its 
usage: 

1. Limit 'he zesin exj)osurc to a i r  and 
purge the c:in w i t h  dry nitrogen after 
each application. 

t k f r s  4 1 '.!I, 

F 1 1 -  17- H;cjli-/+ltitude Rocket-Pndar, polal ized ---- 
: . ~ I C . , :  .t,otoc;l+'h. 01 LD213 tr,in bystem, PI4 generator F:rjdte 31- lS-HigCI-Altiiltc!e Cocket-Radar, polarized 

t 5 ! ~ *  stress plio:ogiop'i$, e p ~ . < ~  arid polyurethane scrrnple5. .. 
~ i ~ r r i h : ,  I cind gate rncdu:.?. 
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2. Under the conditions stated in 1, consider the shelf life of the resin to be 1 week. 

The encapsulation of the modules with the controlled use of LD213 proved satisfactory; however, 
its use on future programs in not recommended because of i ts  limited shelf life. 

A quality assurance plan covering receipt of materials through delivery was generated by the 
contra& snd approved by JPL. The plan called for three mandatory JPI, inspection poi& per  
module. Fabrication travelers were us.?d to document part  tracea' ility and JPL source inspection 
signoff. Approximately 50 JPL source inspections were conducted on this program. To date, 
there have been no operational problems attributed to poor workmanship on the part  of the con- 
tractor. System assembly at JPL had both in-process and final inspections. 

INTEGRATED CIRCI: iT PROCUREMENT 

The integ"ated circuits were procured in September 1964 to a J W ,  specification written with 
the n:mufacturer to ensure a thorough understanding of the tests to be performed. The important 
constraints in this specification follow: 

1. All par ts  to be visually inspected by JPL before their final encapsulation. This is pr im- 
arily an inspection of whisker uniformity and color differences in passivation and could 
possibly be supplemented by X-rays taken by JPL incoming inspection. 

2. All flip-flops to be screened to ascertain B+ current Lrnits using a fixed voltage. 'The 
2 3:erage power used by these i n i t s  was reduced by 10 percent from standard cff -the- 
shelf parts by this technique. 

3. All par ts  to be 100 percent screened for their impwtant psrameters  both before and 
after environmental testing. 

Out of approximately 150 integrated circuits that were procured, there have beep + k e e  fail- 
ures. Two of the failures were isolated to punch-through in the crossover region b; Lween the 
plus voltage interconnection and the anode of P1, effectively shorting out D2. Figwes  31-19 and 
31-20 show the punch-through o r  babble in the aluminum intraconnection going to D2 and the pin- 
hole in the oxide layer after removal of the aluminum. Figure 31-13 shows t,le oompunents as 
they occur physically on the silizon substrate. Since these failures were not noted in the sciecn- 
Ing tests by the manufacturer or in the initial tes ts  at the module manufacturer, it was concluded 
that the failure could have been caused by any of three reasons: One, that there was a voltage 
transient in the powei--supply voltage during the testing by the manufacturer which nxcceded the 
specified maximum voltage; two, thet the oxide thickness between the two layers is t .  ,J thin t I be 
contcolled accurately enough; three, that the potting of the module scirnehow put a s t r e s s  on ',::e 
chip that caused the failure. It is interesting to note that the manufacturer has since increased 
the thickness between these specific layers an t i  has also redesigned the chip to minimize crossovers.  





4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Handling of the unattached die must be improved to eliminate the several scratches ap- 
parent on the majority cf the die. 

Handling the external leads needs extreme improvement in order to be able to use the 
integrated circuits without causing severe stress on the package when straightening the 
leads. 

The amount of gold preform used in die attach must have high-power visual inspection to 
ensure that minute gold modules in the preform do not exist. 

Visual inspection is necessary to guarantee that no pigtails are left attached to the wedge 
bonds after the bonding operation. 

Higher power visual inspection of the die surface is necessary to ascertain whether there 
are any foreign particles on the die surface and whether there has been misalignment of 
the die o r  any imperfections which may affect the lifetime of the chip. 

Serialization of circuits at die attach is mandatory for traceability purposes. 

The foregoing criteria as well as several others were negotiated with the integrated-circuit 
manufacturer and an integrated-circuit specification was written by JPL and the manufacturer of 
the integrated circuits. To apply many of the aforementioned criteria that have never been applied 
before, three categories of parts were developed - A, 13, and C parts. The "A" category is those 
parts that are theoretically "perfect" after being through all tests, including visual, electrical, 
environmental and X-ray. The ftBtc category is those parts that do not meet some criteria in the 
Hi  Re1 inspection and testing, but that do pass the normal integrated-circuit manufacturer's 
specifications. The "c" category is those parts that do not meet the manufacturer's standard 
criteria. The tA'q and vrBtv parts are procured; the Y!" parts are not. 

A procurement of several thousand circuits has been initiated for the Venus '67 spacecraft 
data automation subsystem using the above-mentioned specification. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is doubtful whether a standard-component logic system would have worked successfully with 
the noise environment on the rocket. This environment consisted of 125 kw of 100 mc from the 
radar transmitter and 5 watts of 248 mc and 20 watts of 234 mc from the telemetry. 

The reliability of the system is believed to be improved by a considerable factor because of 
the discrete number of steps needed to fabricate a welded-cordwood module system of standard 
components as opposed to the number needed to fabricate this integrated system. Also, the ease 
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in procuring flip-flops and NAND gates, instead of procuring resistors, diodes, capacitors and 
transistors from several manufacturers is a treniendous sayings in time and money. 

It has been demonstrated in vibration and shake tests, as well a s  in flight, that the three- 
dimensional module, chip-holder design can'indeed produce a reliable system. The module has 
since undergone shocks in excess of 8000 g's before a failure occurred. 

The programming capability allowed a major interface change to be made weeks before the 
first launch without significantly changing the wiring of the system. Troubleshooting was greatly 
enhanced by the fact that many functions were brought out to satisfy the external programming re- 
quirements that would normally not be brought out. The PN generators can be connected as a 
shift register to expedite troubleshooting. A method of interconnection between modules and ex- 
ternal pohts was devised that did not sacrifice the gain in volume brought about by the use of the 
integrated circuits. 

The programming capability used in this r 3jc-A does produce some hardships in the testing 
phase. A handling fixture o r  connector would haw to be developed for  the next project. The sys- 
tem tests used about one-tenth of the interconnecting wires and therefore did not present the 
problems that testing a single unit represented. 

The cordwood-module approach does not have the advantage of easy parts replacement that planar 
layouts would have; but before a particular m9thod of packaging is decided on for a project, the 
highest priorities mnst be resolved: Reworkability, functionaX flexibility, volume, o r  form factor? 

The breadboard system originally fabricated for this system used TO-5 cans. This bread- 
board system is still on lifs test at room temperature; there have been no unit failwes witii over 
520,000 unit hours of operation. The results that have occurred in the procurement of 5ntegrated 
circuits for the Venus '67 spacecraft are still preliminary, but -several important points have been 
learned that will be applied to future space programs. 

The primary point is that severe rejection rates have occurred at the die level. Dies have 
been found discolored, with severe contamination, and with resistor traces shorted to other 
resistor traces. This rejection has been very costly because it has occurred after the dies were 
attached and ball bonding has occurred. Future programs will demand a tight screening program 
at the slice level after depositing the die patterns. At this point the dies are relatively inexpensive 
and can be screened very effectively. 

Other pohts which have been made clear as neecling more work in our specification are: 
(1) Closer specification of the amount of preform to be used with different sized die, (2) closer 
specifications on the curvature of the ball.-bonding wire, (3) tighter control on pressure and 
temperature calibrations of ball-bonding equipment, (4) some stipulation as to the people that will 
work the job, (6) one person at the integrated circuits manufacturer wh:, spends full time over- 
seeing the entire job from visual inspection through environmental to X-ray. 
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It is believed that. the reliability of already reliabie integrated circuits has been upgraded by 
JPL's continual thorough failure analysis in conjunction with the manufacturer and by the use of 
our Hi  -Re1 mtegrated circuit specification. 
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32. APPLICATIONS OF A COMBINED COUNTER/SHZFT WBTER MODULE 

R, A. Cliff 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

Greenbe'ht, Maryland 

Integrated circuit technology has progressed to the point that it is ncw 
practical to consider manufacturing complicated devices which contain a 
large number of components. Whole registers, or  significant portions 
thereof, may be included in a single package, The counter/shift regieter 
is a particularly useful configuration, It can be used to s i m p l e  space- 
craft telemetry encoaers and at the same time it can'provide 'ogarithmic 
data. compression. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is the result of speculations about possible uses of complex integrated circuit. 
modules, The counter/shift register is a particularly promising example of what can be done 
when complex integrated circuits become available. This register can count as ii normal binary 
scaler, and it can also act as a shift register. These properties make it adaptable to a number 
of tasks in data collection and handling equipment. 

THE COUNTER/SHIFT REGISTER MODULE 

Figure 32-1 is  a drawing of the counter/shift register module as the author conceives it. 
There are  a Counter Input and a Serial Data Input. Output data are  in serial form also.* Other 
than povrer supply'and ground connections, only two more leads are. required. One is for the Shift 
Clock, which causes the register to shift; the other is for a Count/Shift Command, which converts 
the register from a counter to a shift register, 

*It would be handy for many applications to have paratlei data input and parallel data output, unfortunately, this would complicate 
the circuit and greatly increase the number of leads which would have to be brought out of the package. Because the module is very 
useful without parallel input and output, they have not been provided in order that the number of external leads be held to seven for 
any length register. 
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USE IN A TELEMETRY ENCODER POWER I I GROUND 

Accumulators and Commutating 
SERIAL DATA 

SERIAL DATA 
OUTPUT 

COUNTER/SHIFT REGISTER 

COUNTER 
SHIFT 4 INPUT 7-r CLOCK COUNT/SHIFT COMMAND 

The connter/shift register module just de- 
scribed should find use in spacecraft telemetry 
encoders. These encoders usually contain a 
number of accumulators which count pulses from 
the experiments. In order to transmit this data 
it must somehow be readout of the accumulators. 
At present, a digital commutator scans the outp!? ?f the accumulators, selecting four bits at a time 
to be connected to adigital oscillator. This oscillator thengenerates the PFM code which is trans- 
mitted. S3me of the commutator hardware is included in the accumulator modules, thus minimiz- 
ing the hardware required external to the modules. However, if countes/shift registers were 
used, the amount of external circuitry could be decreased even more. 

Figure 32- 1-Counter/shift register. 

Proposed Application 

Each accumulator, as accumulators are now built, requires numerous input and output leads, 
and the longer the register. the more leads required. The counter/shift register, hqwever, re- 
quires only seven lezds for any length register. Figure 32-2 shows how simple a system can be, 
using counter/shift registers. The box labeled SELECTOR controls the operation of the ACCUM- 
ULATOR counter/shift registers at the right. 

Normally all of the count/shift command lines are at the logical zero level and all of the ac- 
cumulators act as counters, Then, when it is time to read out the contents of one of the accumula- 
tors,  the selector places a logical one on the associated count/shift command line. This freezes 
the counting action and prepares the selected accumulator to receive shift clock pulses. 
The selector then resets the COUNYER at the 
left of Figure 32-2. This allows shift clock 
pulses to pass through the AND GATE to the 
BUFFER REGISTER and to all. of the accumu- 
lators. 

Only the buffer register and the accumula- 
tor that has been chosen by the selector are af- 
fected. Data shifts from right to left, out of the 
accumulator and into the buffer register. When 
enough shift clock pulses have passed to empty 
the accumulator, the counter closes the AND 

may now be read into the digital oscillator, registers. 

GATE and transfer 'peration ceases* Data Figure 32-2-Telemetry encoder using countor/shift 
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four bits at a time, by shifting the buf% register left four places at appropriate inter- 
vals. 

Advantages 

There are several. advantages in this approach. First, the logical interface between an ac- 
cumulator and the rest of the encoder consists of only three lines, This is particularly convenient 
if the accumulator happens to be located in an experimental package. The system can also directly 
handle serial data from experiments which produce sesid. data. And because the buffer register 
has been provided, data may be rapidly read out of the accumulators so that the accumulators need 
be irozen for only a short time. 

LOGARITHMIC COMPRESSION 

S-T and Log Counters 

dn  board spacecraft it has been customary to compress data from counters in one of two ways. 
Either S-T or  logarithmic counters have been used. S-T counters count data pulses until the 
counters overflow; then they count clock pulses for the remaining portion of the data-taking period. 
Thus, when only a few pulses ai*@ rzceived, the number is known exactly, but when many pulses 
are received, only an estimate of the number is obtained. The logarithmic counter is a little 
neater. It gives the exact count for small numbers of pulses and the approximate logarithm of the 
count for large numbers of pulses. Unf,.*tunately, the logarithmic counter is much more complex 
than the S-T counter. 

An Easier Way 

It is easy to modify the counter/shift register system ahowl in Figure 32-2 so that it will 
perform logarithmic compression. A6 a matter of fact, it i s  only necessary to add one flip-flop, 
one OR gate, and one AND gate! In this system the logarithmic compression is similar to the 
process of conversion to normalized floating-point formant which is w e d  in digital computers. 

Operation of Improved Encoder 

Figure 32-3 shows the modified system. It operates as follows: Fii-st, the selector chooses 
an accumulator. Then it resets the counter and flip-flop. In its reset condition, ihe flip-flop 
causes the buffer register to act as a counter and cauae3 AND GATE 2 to prevent shift clock 
pulses from reaching the counter. Shift clock pulses do pass through AND GATE 1, however. 
These pulses cause the selected accumulator to shift left. Data from the accumulator does not 



Figure 32-3-Telemetry encoder with logarithmic bit 
compression. 

enter the buffer register because the buffer reg- 
ister is in the counter mode. Instead, the 
buffer register counts shift pulses. 

Operation continues in thie manner until a 1 
appears at the output of the selected accumula- 
tor, The 1 causes the flip-flop to enter the set 
state. This changes the buffer register to the 
shift-register mode and opens AND GATE 2. 
At this point, the buffer register contains the 
count of the number of !aero8 which preceded the 
first 1 to emerge from the accumulator. 

Now the buffer register and the selected accumulator shift left together until the count of lead- 
ing zeros is at the extreme left-hand end of the buffer register. The rest of the buffer register 
contains the significant part of the data from the accumulator, followed by some trailing zeros. 
The count of leading zeros and the first few bits of the shflted data constitute the logarithmically 
compressed data; the rest is discarded. 

If, after a predetermined number of shifts, no 1's hwe emerged from the selected accumula- 
tor, the changeover to shifting, rather than counting, is initiated by the connection from an output 
tap on the buffer register to the input of the OR GATE. This requires that a parallel output be 
bwught out from one stage of the counter/shift register, increasing the number of leads from 
seven to eight. In the following example the tap would be on the 5th stage, wo that the 16th shift pulse 
would set the flip-flop. 

An example will clarify the operation of the system. Suppose that the accumulators are 15 bits 
in length. If we retain the five most significant bits of data, our maximum er ror  will be about *3 
percent for numbers greater than 31. For smaller numbers there will be no error.  To handle the 
maximum shift count of 15, we will need four more bits. Now if we use the 16th combination of 
the leading zero-count bits to indicate that the accumulator was zero, then the first significant bit 
of the data is redundant, because for all non-zero numbers it will always be a 1. Therefore, this 
bit may be discarded, The result is a compression of 15 bits into eight bits and the introduction 
of an uncertainty of *3 percent for numbers greater than 31. For longer accumulators the savings 
is even greater; 31 bits may be compressed into nine bits with kS percelit error.  Table 32-1 shows 
the relationship between accumulator length, percentage error, and bit compression ratio. Given 
' , I  Table 32 -2 aye several examples of accumulator contents and the associated compressed result 
for a 15-bit accumulator. 



Table 32-1 

Accumulator length 

* dirgest nlrmber 
-- 

Bits required in count 

f 3.1% Total bits 

(4 bits retained) Ratio 
-- 

Summary of Bits Required and Compression Ratios Obtained 
-. 

7 15 31 63 
- 

127 3.3 x104 2.1 x 1 0 9  9.2 ~ 1 0 ; ~  
-- 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 

1 1.9 3.4 6.3 
. -  

- 

k 
0 
k 
b 

6 

E 
‘8 

8 9 l o  I 11 

1.7 3.1 5.7 

9 10 11 12 

Ratio 1.5 2.8 5.2 

Total bits 10 11 12 13 

f 1.6% 

(5 bits retained) 

f .78% 

(6 bits retained) 

f .39% 

(7 bits retained) 
-_____- -~ 

Ratio 1.3 2.6 4.8 

14 

‘ 
- -. 

- 

(8 bits retained) 

Additional Comments 

There are some small points which remain to be clarified. First, in order to discard the first 
1 which emerges from the selected accumulator, it is only necessary to introduce a delay in the 
count/shift command line of the buffer register. This gives the shift clock pulse which prodwed 
the first 1 enough time to pass before the buffer register is converted to shift r.c$eter oueration. 
Second, LO mention has been made of clearing the registers because they will always contain zero 
just before data is entered into them anyway. However, for the sake of generality it would be a 
good idea to include a clear line in the module design. Thils raises the lead count to 9, which is 
still quite modest. 

SUMMARY 

An integrated cr.ounter/shift register module would certainly be a boon to spacecraft electronics. 
The ap:plication to encoders - counting, comnmtating, and logarithmically compressing - has 
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Table 32-2 

Accumulator contents 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 

Examples of 15- to 6-Bit Compression 

Conipre~.;ed result 
Zeros Signif icmit 
count bits 

0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  

1 1 1 1  0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 1 0  1 1 1 0  

0 0 1 1  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 1  

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 6 1 ! 1 0  0 1 1 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ] 1 1 0 1  
i 

great pdential. Such modules would have many J.cher uses also. For instance, 10 12-bit moaules 
would replace over 90 percent of the optical-aspect computer for the AIMP-D spacecraft. TE1e 
computer presently contains 250 Ser ies41  integrated circuits. Even if  a 10- or  15-bit register 
is impractical at the present state of integrated circtlit technology, it would be advantageous to 
have 2- or 3-bit registers. These could easily be cascaded to make longer registers. 

0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 3  

o c o o  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
1 0 1 0  
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33. A M~CROELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEM FOR WIND-TUNNEL RESEARCH 

W. M. Moore and J. H. Schrader 
Langley Research Center 

Langley Station, Hampton, Virginia 

This paper describes the development of an analog data and digital 
command conirol system for research aircraft models to be tested in the 
transonic dynamic wind tunnel at Langley Research Center. Microelec- 
tronic circuits are employed in this instrumentation and control system 
which could not have been developed with discrete electronic components. 
The instrumentation employed in test models includes: (1) 20 microminia- 
ture subcarrier oscillators, (2) 20 complex signal conditioning units which 
employ hybrid thick film and integrated circuit microelectronics, and (3) a 
30-channel command decoder constructed entirely from integrated circuits. 
The gain and offset for the 20 data channels can be remotely programed. 
Artificial vibration and flutter can be introduced into the test model and 
controlled remotely by command, and there are provisions for maintaining 
angle of attack by a remote-control function. The microelectronic circuits 
and hardware that are used for these and otherfunctions will be described. 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasing variety and complexity of NASA aerospace research facilities present many 
problems in instrumentation and electronics. The solution of these problems is as much a chal- 
lenge to the designer as is the solution of the problems encountered in the development of systems 
for aerospace flight vehicles. An analog data and digital command control system is under devel- 
opment at the Langley Research Center, This system will be employed for research testing in the 
transonic dynamic wind tunnel. To meet the total system objectives, discrete electronic and 
microelectric devices are required. This paper presents a brief description of the system re- 
quirements and the design approach selected. Several critical design areas are discussed in 
detail. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The Langley transonic dynamic tunnel is used for research to determine the dynamic eflects 
of turbulent airstreams on aircraft structures. Figure 33-1 depicts the test technique. Scale 
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Ficure 33-1-Sketch of test technique. 

models of aircraft are suspended in the test section from two orthogonal cables; the cable ends 
are attached to the tunnel structure. Pulleys placed in the model allow the cables to move freely, 
enabling the model to have appreciable freedom of movement about three axes. In addition, 
several light saubber cables a re  used to prevent the model from striking the tunnel walls. Up- 
stream from the model large vanes are oscillated to induce a sinusoidal turbulence. Freon gas 
I s  substituted for air in the tunnel to provide the proper conditims for  testing the scale models. 

An instrumentation system is requirs.! for both the transmission of data from transducers 
within the model and for the remote actuation of control motors within the model. There are three 
important consideratiws in the development of the instrumentation and control sys tem First, 
attachments which significantly alter dynamic performance or freedom of movement of the model 
cannot be used. Second, the fact that numerous tests are conducted on a single model at varying 
stream velocities and vane frequencies, precludes access to the model for setups between test 
runs since a minimum of 2 hours is required for the removal and replacement of the Freon gas in 
the test section, Third, the system must be adaptable to many models, which may vary appreciably 
in size and weight. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

The primary physical consideration in the system design is weight. If excessive volume is 
available, weight of the instrumentation must still be restricted to maintain total model weight 
within prescribed scaling lim.its. However, the use of Freon gas as the test medium does allow 
an increase in the scaled weight of the model within reasonable limits. Further, it is necessary 
to consider the distribution of weight in the model. The range of permissible weight for instrument 
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Table 33-1 

System Requirements 

I Data System 

20 channels 
Millivolt input levels 
Variable gain and offset 
200-CPS response 
Matched phased and amplitude accuracy 
Long-term stability 

System Requirements 

22 channels 
Remote control of gain and offset 

(20 channels) 
Remote control of aerodynamic control 

surfaces (1 channel) 
Remote control of three vibration 

motors (1 channel) 

and control systems is 5 pounds for the smaller models and 10 pounds for the larger models. The 
permissible volume of the complete system is 200 cubic inches maximum. 

Table 33-1 summarizes both data system and control system requirements for the larger 
models to be tested. To measure acceleration and structural forces, 20 low-voltage data channels 
are required. The variation in stream velocity and vane frequency for a given test regime pro- 
dwes a broad dynamic range of outputs from the strain-gage transducers. To achieve the re- 
quired instrument sensitivity, gain change of the data channels is necessary. For example, full- 
scale transducer outputs may vary from 5 to 50 millivolts during a single run of the tunnel. Also, 
during a test, the model may have variable angles of attack which produce variable lifting forces. 
The transducers sense these forces as offset voltages added to the higher frequency voltages 
sensed from dynamic forces. If maximum dynamic sensitivity is to be achieved, it is necessary 
to null these steady-state voltages. The maximum frequency at which the vanes oscillate is 
20 cps. However, higher order modes of dynamic forces are induced in the model. In order to 
obtain data for all significant modes, a channel frequency response of 200 cps is required. Further, 
time correlation of data from the 20 channels is significant in data analysis, a matched phase re- 
sponse of 5 percent at 200 cps is required. High-amplitude accuracy is not required, but long- 
term stability is important. If the weight and complexity of providing automatic or remote cali- 
bration is to be avoided, stability must be maintained for several. days. The thermal environment 
of the tunnel may cover a 25 to 65" C range during this period of time. 

A command control system is provided for two purposes. First, remote control of the data 
channels is necessary, as discussed. In addition, remote control is required for  the actuation of 
tr im controls to maintain angle of attack of the model and for the actuation of three small vibra- 
tion motors located in the model to induce dynamic forces that are used to determine critical 
vibration and flutter modes. The speed of these motors must be controlled to produce a linear 
frequency sweep; a control channel is used for this purpose. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN 

Several techniques have been investigated for the instrumentation and control of models tested 
in the tunnel, but none of these techniques have satisfactorily met all requirements. Initially, the 
models were instrumented and controlled by an attached umbilical cable which routed a large 
bundle of wires to the control and data recording areas of the tunnel facility. The most serious 
disadvantage of this technique was the significant inertial forces which the cable imparted to the 
model through the umbilical connection. Also, cable motion produced noise in data channels; in 
some cases this motion resulted in damage to wires, necessitating repair between test runs. 
Tests were conducted to determine whether the suspensior cables could be used for model access, 
but the action of the pulley' and cable generated prohibitive nG we voltages over a wide frequency 
spectrum. These tests did indicate, however, that the snubber cables could be used satisfactorily. 
A system employing constant -bandwidth, frequency-moduhted telemetry was then developed. This 
system contains only six data channels and is not capable of control functions. 

A design study was conducted to determine whether microelectronic techniques combined with 
high-density, discrete electronic techniques could be employed to meet total system objectives. 
The promising results of this study led to a detail design and breadboard development of a system 
which is currently being packaged in final form for application within a model. 

Figure 33-2 is a block diagram of the system design. Advantage is taken of the snubber cable 
for model access to avoid RF propagation which would increase system weight and complexity and 
add additional e r ror  sources in the analog data system. Commands are encoded in a PDM/PCM 
sezial format and amplitude-modulate a 10-megacycle carrier.  This carr ier  is transmitted to the 
model through a small cosxial cable attached to a snubber cable. The commands are demodulated 
and decoded to a serial binary code. The command system can provide a maximum of (30) six-bit 
conimand words. Since only 22 words are required in the system for the current testing program, 
eight words are provided as spares. 

The data-conditioning systems in the model 
will in general consist of sensor amplifiers for 
strain gages and for angle-of-attack and accel- 
erometer sensors. The commands for the data- 
conditioning systems provide for 16 offset and 4 
gain control signals. The commands for the vi- 
bration-motor system include motor selection, 
start-stop, increase-decrease frequency, slow- 
fast frequency sweep, and reset. The commands 
to f ly  the model consist of on-off and forward- 
reverse controls for trim tabs on the model. 

The outputs of the signal control and condi- 
tioning units modulate 20 voltage-control FM 

CONTROL DATA 
CLOCK 

Figure 33- 2- Simp I if ied system block diagram. 
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oscillators. These oscillators are constant bandwidth types (200-cps response capability) ana bre 
distributed within a bandwidth of 95 to 190 kc. The oscillators are grouped in four blocks of five 
oscillators each. This arrangement was selected for  two purposes. First, a modular approach is 
obtained wherein a data system of 5, 10, 15, o r  20 channels may be selected as required. Second, 
the four blocks are frequency-translated and recorded on separated tape channels both to simplify 
and to take advantage of existing data-reduction equipment, A passive multicoupler combines the 
20 FM channels. Since the data spsctrilm is significantly below the command carrier,  the same 
coaxial cable is used to obtain the data from the tunnel as iq used to imert command data into the 
model. The snubber cable is used for inserting power tc tine various dc-to-dc converters neces- 
s s r y  to supply the various system voltages. 

Specific parts of the system relative to the microelectronic development problems encountered 
are discussed in the following pages. However, Table 33-2 provides a summary of the components 
contained in the total system. The table is arranged to indicate the relative distribution of micro- 
electronics and discrete electronics. On a total-component, part-count basis the 263 integrated 
circuits represent less than 8 percent of the total system number. If a conservative estimate is 
made that the integrated circuit is the equivalent of 15 discrete parts, approximately 4000 parts 
are replaced by these integrated circuits. This figure would more than double the total system 
count. The thick-film technolog employs both screened resistors and discrete chips (transistor, 
diode, and capacitor). A caunt of 1930 such parts represents 58 percent of the total system com- 
ponent parts. The remaining 1129 parts are discrete electronic parts, 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

A complete development history covering the various engineering trade-offs considered in the se- 
lection of each circuit design will not be presented. Instead, the major areas  where microelectronics 

Table 33-2 

Distribution of Microelectronic and Discrete Parts in System 

I Signal conditioner (data channels) 
Trim motor controls 
Vibration motor co .rols 
command demodulator decoder 
FM oscillators 
Multicoupler 

I ?.‘otal 

Integrated 
circuits 

- 

I 

1 Screened circuits 
include active 

and 
passive chips 

1320 

30 

60 
20 

500 
0 

1930 

Discrete 

7 80 

223 

18 
58 
9 

41 

1129 
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is employed to a systems advantage and where 
microelectronics is not being employed because 
of systems limitations will be discussed. 

As  noted in Table 33-2, there are 263 in- 
tegrated circuits, all of which are used to im- 
plenieiit the design of the command control 
system. Also, the majority of these circuits 
are located in the signal conditioner devices to 
be controlled. This characteristic of the design 
is used to reduce wiring interconnections and to 
achieve amodular systems approach. The com- 
mand demondulator and decoder detects and de- 
codes the command signal to a binary serial 
PCM format. Each code word consists of 11 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I-_-- 

TO ADDITIONAL 
CHANNELS 

FROM COMMAND 
RECEIVER/ DECODER 

Figure 33-3-Block diagram of signal conditioner. 

bits, of which 5 bits a re  channel-address, and 6 bits are command data,. 
mand demodulator and decoder consists of 30 addresses, as well as the command data and the 
clock rate. Command data are routed in serial format to all conditioning circuits with the clock 
rate. It is the function of the address lines’ to insert the command into these circuits in proper 
tima sequence. This approach requires that all command data be decoded in the conditioning cir- 
cuits. These circuits become complex, and maximum advantage is taken of microelectronics to 
achieve this complexity with reduced size and weight. 

The output of the com- 

Figure 33-3 is a block diagram of the complete signal conditioner, including command circuits 
required for each of the 20 data channels. Two differential amplifiers are used to amplify the 
transducer signal to a 5-volt full-scale level for modulating the FM oscillators. The first ampli- 
fier is fixed gain; the second may be switched to four gain settings to accommodate 5-, lo-, 25-, 
and 50-millivolt full-scale inputs, The fixed offset voltage is inserted at the input of the second 
amplifier. A storage register accepts the sequential data command words for all data channels. 
The six-bit parallel output 1:1 this register is connected to storage registers in each conditioner 
circuit. Also connected to these registers are address lines, These lines shift command data 
into each of the five conditioner registers at the proper time in the command sequence so that 
each signal conditioner accepts a single and unique command. A four-bit, digital-to-analog con- 
verter generates 16 offset voltages. The remaining two bits control two miniature relays to obtain 
four gain settings. 

This detailed description is given to emphasize the complexity of the control conditioner cir- 
cuits and the requirements for miniaturization to meet system weight and volume guidelines, The 
advantage of this design is that only seven wires a re  required from the command decoder and de- 
modulator tu  command the 100 functions in the five circuits. In addition, the complexity of the 
command system is more a function of the number of command functions used than of the total 
capacity of the command system, 
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Table 33-3 

Voltage gain 
Differential input impedance 
Differential input offset 

Bandwidth 
Total power dissipation 

voltage drift 

Summary of differential Amplifier Parforrnance Characteristics 

A B C D 

4 500 20 000 1000  2 600 
200kR 10m R lOkR 10k R 

lOpV/"C 75pV/OC 24pV/OC 8.8pVl"C 
50 kc 1 ma 50 kc 80 kc 

220 mw 200 mw 72 mw 70 mw 

I 
-- 

I 
Available integrated 

circuit amplifiers Characteristic 

LRC 
amplifier 

2 300 
57k R 

0.5pVl"C 
50 kc 

125 mw 

could be obtained by any of. the four commercial models evaluated, The important parameter that 
limits application of these amplifiers is the input zero-offset drift voltage as a function of tem- 
perature. The best performance of one of these units is 8.8 microvolts per degree Centigrade. 
Over a 40" C range this performance produces a 352-microvolt total drift. For the 5-millivolt 
full-scale input condition, this drift represents an error of 13.5 percent. The screened circuit 
amplifier, as noted, has a drift of 0.5 microvolt per degree Centigrade, with a resulting total drift 
of 20-microvolts over the same thermal range. For the 5-millivolt input condition, this drift 
represents an error of 4 . 2  percent of fu!! scale. The relative thermal performance of these 
amplifiers is plotted in Figure 33-5, 

A substantial increase in performance of the screened circuit amplifier is obtainable if elec- 
trical and thermal compensation are incorporated in the design, There is a limit on how cloaaly 
a pair of transistors can be matched in gain, leakage, and emitter-to-base voltage and all of these 
parameters affect thermal stability, However, it is possible to overcome this limitation by match- 
ing collector currents over the thermal range in the circuit external to the transistors. In + 
screened circuit amplifier this matching is accomplished by employing matched, discrete r - w s  
having low thermal coefficients, in conjunction with a discrete sensistor. In effect, the resir ' 

are used to obtain a precise match; the sensistor maintains this match by cmpensating for trans- 
istor parameter variations ( "er the thermal range. Figure 33-6 is a photograph of the input dif- 
ferential amplifier as fabricated in screened circuits. 

Table 33-4 is a comparison of the characteristics desired in the FM oscillator and charac- 
teristics found in available units, It can be seen that the primary area where the available units 
do not meet the requirements i s  that of stability, All of the available units utilize miltivibrator 
(R-C) circuits which provide excellent linearity, These circuits are well adapted to microminia- 
ture construction, but are relatively difficult to stabilize with respect to both power supply and 
temperature variation. Utilizing a high It&" r,-C oscillator with a voltnga-variable capacitor 
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34. MAGNETIC OR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THEIR 
APPLICATION TO A MICROMETEOROID SENSOR SCANNING PROGRAM 

L. V. Taylor 
Langley Research Center 

Langley Station, Hampton, Virginia 

A proposed experiment to obtain statistical data on micrometeoroid 
penetration rates in spacecraft structural materials containing '1 to 50 mils 
of alu!ninum requires the deployment of 6000-7000 square feet of sensor 
material during a 1- to 2-year period. The physical dimensions imposed 
by the thin sensor materials dictate the use of 1000 niicrometeoroid pres- 
sure-cell sensors for this purpose. Instrumenting and scanning such num- 
bers of sensors on a spacecraft with an 85-foot span poses formidable 
problems. For example, the amount of cable and electronics required to 
do so with conventional circuitry makes the task very difficult and affects 
reliability and power consumption. To alleviate this situation, a method of 
segmented data scanning was developed that permits direct entry of sensor 
aata into a matrix of electronic devices which scan all sensor switches. 
The method has been implemented through the use of both integrated and 
magnetic circuit techniques. This paper compares the two techniques with 
regard to operation, power requirements, size, and potential reliability. 
Sqme limitations of the integrated circuits employed are discussed, and 
areas for further development a re  suggested. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Advanced Micrometeoroid Program currently under study at the Langley Research Center 
involves a dual-mission spacecraft. The two missions are an interplanetsry flight (out to about 
2.5 astronomical units) and a near-earth orbital inission (300 to 600 miles), with as much coin- 
nionality in spacecraft hardware between the two missions as possible. A proposed version of the 
spacecraft (Figure 34-1) has a weight of 20,000 pounds, a wing span of 85 feet, and 1000 micro- 
meteoroid pressure-cell sensors totaling 6000 to 7000 square feet of exposed area. Sensors with 
several thicknesses of test material are used on the spacecraft to establish a micrometeoroid flux 
rate for different thicknesses. The sensors consist of a pressurized volume, a bellows diaphragm, 
and a microswitch. When the sensor is punctured by a micrometeoroid, pressure is lost, the 
diaphragm is displaced, and the microswitch is actuated, This switch action takes place only once; 
it is permanent and irreversible, 
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Figure 34-2-Technique for wiring continuity 
verification. 

in a pressurized state has continuity through the 
NC contacts of the switch, and a logic "1" is 
generated. The NO contacts have no continuity, 
and a iogic "0" is generated. If the sensor is 
punctured, scanning the NC contact causes a 0 
to be generated, and the NO contacts cause a 1 
to be generated. In both the pressurized and 
unpressurized states, continuity through the 
sensor and all of i t s  wiring is required to code 
the state of the switch. The other combinations 
of data, "11" and "OO", occur as a result of wir- 
ing o r  switch failures. In order to falsely gen- 
erate the valid bit combinations, two failures 
must occur. This technique adds additional 
complexity to the data conditioner, although the 
increased confidence in experimental data justi- 
fies the expense. 

Although various techniques for scanning a large number of sensors have been explored, it has 
been determined that a matrix technique is the best approach for this application. The matrix has 
an advantage, in that each sensor switch and the state of the switch (ON or  OFF) can be uniquely 
identified. In addition, the matrix can be implemented in such a manner that most failure modes 
can be determined by analyzing the data output. Finally, the matrix car? be implemented by means 
of digital circuit technology. 

A single, large matrix for scanning all sensor switches offers the least number of parts and 
the lowest power consumption than any other scanning technique. However, a single component 
failure may result in the loss of either ail o r  a large percentage of the experimental data. The 
use of several smaller matrices increases the probability of receiving a portion of the sensor data. 
Considering the configuration of the spacecraft, it was decided to provide a matrix for each of the 
four wings of the spacecraft. Thus, each matrix was required to scan 250 sensors. If the various 
sensor thicknesses are assumed to be equally distributed among the matrices, a catastrophic 
failure of one matrix results in a loss of 25 percent of the exposed micrometeoroid sensor area. 

Two types of circuits, magnetic and semiconductor, each having i ts  own particular advantages 
and limitations, may be used for scanning the sensor switches. To further investigate the merits 
of each type circuit for this particular application, it was decided to breadboard both types of 
matrix circuits and then compare them. Because of the requirement for high reliability and 
relatively small size, integrated circuit diode transistor logic was used in building the semicon- 
ductor matrix. As an expediency, only half-size matrices for 125 sensors were built since any 
factors uncovered in the smaller matrices could be scaled to the full-size matrices. It was not 
intended in the design of the matrices that an optimized, flight-quality package would be built. 
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Figure 34-6-Magnetic core loading technique. 

Figure 34-5 is a photograph of the bread- 
boarded integrated circuit matrix, built by use 
of diode transistor logic. The flat packs are 
mounted in carr ier  boards which are t h e n  
mounted on a metal frame. A total of 51 flat 
packs is used i v i  the breadboarded system, al- 
though 30 flat packs could have been used if 
more suitable logic units, such as multiple 
gates per flat pack, had been available at the 
time of construction. Reliability figures to be 
discussed subsequently are base?. on the use of 

optimum flat packs. The listings for power consumption are not appreciably affected by either ap- 
proach since basically the same number of logic elements is involved. 

DESCRIPTION OF MAGNETIC MATRIX 

Magnetic circuits for a scanning matrix offer potential savings in power requirements and r: - 
liability, provided that a simple method for entering the sensor pressure switch data into the mo 
trix is available. Figure 34-6 is a diagram of the technique that is used for placing sensor data 
into a core plane for subsequent readout. A single wire from the a rm of each sensor switch is 
routed back into the matrix, through a winding on a core, to a resistor, and to ground. The cur- 
rent pulse generator simultaneously stores sensor data, in all cores by placing a positive voltage 
on line 1 and a negative voltage on line 2. All cores associated with a pressurized sensor are then 
set to a 1, and all cores associated with a punctured sensor are reset to 0. The core plane is next 
read out to determine the states of the cores. The current pulse generator then places a negative 
voltage or1 line 1 and a positive voltage on line 2. The cores associated with a punctured sensor 
are set, and those associated with a pressurized sensor are reset. The core plane is again read 
out. The two readouts, which are complements, are compared bit-by-bit to determine the states 
of the pressure switches, thus verifying continuity through the sensor wiring. 

For a half-size matrix, only 127 wires are required in wiring the sensor switches. A full-size 
matrix of 250 sensors requires 252 wires (a single wire from each switch arm plus a wire each 
for line 1 and line 2) to connect the sensor switches completely. 

Once the cores are loaded with sensor data, any number of available standard techniques for 
reading out magnetic memories can be implemented to determine the states of the cores. The 
technique selected consists of magnetic circuits which use core-transistor ring counters to ad- 
dress each core. Full currents are used in addressing the cores, The sense amplifier utilizes 
discrete semiconductor circuitry and is the only circuit requiring continuous power. 

The magnetic matrix (Figure 34-7) is constructed with discrete components. All  semicon- 
ductors are silicon, and all SOTBS (except two of them) are 22-maxwell, square loop, tapewound 
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Figure 34-10-Noise susceptibility, magnetic matrix. 

Power Consumption 

The main difference between the two ma- 
trices is power consumption, as shown in Figure 
34-8. Power requirements for the integrated 
circuit matrix do not vary with speed. However, 
the power requirement for the magnetic matrix 
varies significantly with speed. When the system 
is scaled to a full-size matrix (250 sensors), 
power consumption increases to 1.0 watt for the 
integrated circuit matrix but does nct change 
significantly for the magnetic matrix. 

For the near-earth mission where operating 
speeds of 1000 bits per second are desirable, 
four full-size matrices accommodating 1000 
sensors would require 4.0 watts for the integrated 
circuit approach and 0.8 watt for the magnetic 
matrix. For the interplanetary mission, operat- 
ing speed is reduced to 10 bits per second. The 
integrated circuit matrices still require 4.0 watts, 
but the magnetic matrices now consume 55 milli- 
watts. This is a reduction in power requirements 
by a factor of approximately 70. 

For both matrix techniqL ?s, variations in 
power consumption as a result of supply voltage 
and temperature variations were equivalent, so 
that neither technique showed a significant advan- 
tage over the other. 

Noise Swceptibility 

The test for noise susceptibility included white noise and synchronous and asychronous spikes 
inductively induced onto the supply voltage and ground leads. The system output of the matrices 
was used as the evaluation point for noise susceptibility. The noise susceptibility of the integrated 
circuit matrix (Figure 34-9) is controlled by the flip-flops. The shape of the curve is attributed 
to two characteristics of the flip-flops, noise susceptibility and trigger sensitivity. These charac- 
teristics are such that the worst noise susceptibility is at the temperature extremes, and the best 
noise susceptibility occurs at room temperature. The limiting factor for  the noise susceptibility 
of the magnetic matrix (Figure 34-10) is the sense amplifier. No significant variations in noise 
susceptibility due to power supply variations were measured. Although noise susceptibility for the 
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magnetic circuit at temperature extremes is better than that for the integrated circuit matrix, 
higher levels of noise susceptibility are desired for both systems. Techniques have been investi- 
gated to improve the noise susceptibility of both systems. Results of this work indicate that a re- 
design of the sense amplifier may significaEtly improve the noise susceptibility. Unless it is 
possible to develop integrated circuit flip-flops with better noise susceptibility, it will be necessary 
to change system techniques to improve the noise susceptibility of the integrated circuit matrix. 
These techniques have the disadvantage of addition system complexity and will result in increased 
power requirements and reduced reliability. 

Sensor Wiring Impedances 

The tests for varying sensor impedances are intended to determirle the amount of resistance 
and distributed capacitance that can be tolerated in the wiring loop from the signal-conditioning 
circuit to the sensor switch without degrading system performance. These impedances are simu- 
lated by inserting lumped resistance in series with wires to the sensor switches, Distributed 
capacitances are simulated ky placing lumped capacitors between sensor wiring and ground. 
Figure 34-11 is a plot of resistance for the integrated circuit matrix. Under the worst conditions 
of voltage and temperature, this resistance can be as high as 400 ohms. When the upper resistance 
limit is approached, the system becomes more susceptible to noise. Lumped capacitance up to 
1030 picofarads on the sensor lines does not a#fect the operation of the system. Figure 34-12 is a 
plot of the varying sensor resistance for the magnetic matrix. The limiting requirement for the 
matrix is the current necessary to set each of the cores in the core plmes. This current can be 
adjusted by the amount of overdesign in the current pulse generator. The worst condition at low 
temperature and voltage is lower than desired and will be increased above 100 ohms by providing 
more current capacity from the current pulse generator. 

Matrix Implementation 

The implementation of the matrix technique on a spacecraft presents another comparison be- 
tween the two matrices. A package of 70 cubic inches is required for each magnetic matrix, where- 
as approximately 80 cubic inches are required for the integrated circuit matrix, Although the 
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integrated circuit packages require 5 percent of the total volume, the requirement for twice as 
many wires and diodes results in a iarger volume. The 516 wires ir. a full-size integrated circuit 
matrix as compared to 252 wires in a full-size rnagnetic matrix result in a difference in weight 
for the wiring of the two matrices of 200 pounds on the spacecraft, The w e  of the integrated cir- 
cuit package for this application results in a system weight and volume penalty, as compared with 
use of the magnetic circuit techniques, a fact which was not obvious before the study WPS made. 

It is possible to implement the integrated circuit matrix in order to reduce the complexity of 
the sensor wiring to that for the magnetic matrix. A full-size integrated circuit matrix requires 
45 flat packs in optimized packaging configuration. T~J  irnplem.ent the matrix where the design 
consideration is one wire per sensor switch would require 123 integrated circuit packages. This 
would significantly increase power and seduce reliability, 

Reliability 

The reliability calculations are intenled to be comparative in nature and were obtained by using 
identical ground rules for both matrices. The full-size integrated circuit mdrix is a 32 X 16 eon- 
figuration. The full-size magnetic matrix is an 11 X 23 core plane configuration. The results of 
the reliability calculations are presented in Table 34-1. Also shown are the reliability calculations 
with the sensor wiring included. A failure in the sensor wiring normally results in the loss of data 
for one sensor; such a failure is detectable and is not a total system failure. 

TABU 34-1 

MATRIX AND SYSTEM RELIABILITY, TINIF = 3 YEARS 

PER SPACECRAFT W I N G  

MATR I X 

INTEGRATED C I RCU I T  0.923 
MAGNETIC C I R C U I T  0.975 

PER SPACECRAFT 

,“/\ATR I X 

INTEGRATED C I R C U I T  0.968 
MAGNETIC C I R C U I T  0.996 

SENSOR W I R I N G  

0.905 
0.953 

MATRIX -t W I R I N G  

0.870 
0.973 

M A T R I X  +WIRING 

0.835 
0,929 
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The magnetic matrix hds a 5 percent better reliability number than the ictegrated circuit ma- 
trix. When sensor wiring is considered, the magnetic matrix has a 10 percent better reliability 
number. On a spacecraft system basis, including sensor wiring, the magnetic matrix has a 10 
percent better reliability number than the integrated circuit matrix. It is important to note that 
for brit:. matrices, the reliability of the sensor wiring is less than that of the matrix itself, which 
justifies the need for scanning both sides of the sensor switch to verify continuity through the 
sensiir wiring. Inherent in the design of both matrices are critical failure modes since both 
systems depend on a aeries type cif operixtion for a complete scanning of the matrix. Neither 
matrix lends itself to internal or  element redundancy (except for quad-diodes) for increased re- 
liability, and any attempts at redundancy are best accomplished by using completely redundant 
matrices, redundant selisor wirhg, and a dcuble-pole double-throw switch at the sensor. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For the particuiar mission strl ies,  integrated circuits do not provide the best solution to 
systeni power, weight, and reliability requirements. The design and implementation of the inte- 
grated circuit matrix are such any advantages that might be gained through the use of integrated 
circuits are masked. The two major disadvantages of iatcgrated circuits are high power con- 
suniption md a weight : enalty due to the additional sensor wiring. Although the use of integrated 
circuits instead of custom designed discrete semiconductor component logic circuits offers con- 
siderable size reduction and increases in reliability, these advantages are at the expense of power 
consumption. This application study i lkstrates  a defitrite requirement for low-speed, low-power 
logic. The development of more lumped logic circuits in a single package such as 16 and 32 line- 
drivers would substantially increase the over-211 reliability of an integrated circuit matrix. Until 
more suitable integrated circuit 1otr;ic becomes available, hybrid semiconductor and magnetic 
circuit techniques offer the best solutidns to system design for this application. 
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35. POWER INTEGRATED CIRCUITS IN THE SATURN SYSTEM 

A. E. Will is  
Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsville Alabama 

Until recently, there has been a general feeling that integrated circuits 
are nct suited to high-voltage high-power applications. If properly de- 
signed and mounted for heat removal, however, there AS no real limitation 
to the power handling capabilities of integrated circuits. For several years 
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has had an active program in devel- 
oping power circuits. This paper outlines the development of three indi- 
vidual circuits and the Saturn three-phase, 400-Hz static inverter. 

INTRODUCTION 

Integrated circuits and microelectronics have made it posPible to design better electronic 
systems for ground and spaceborne equipment. This paper ewers three individual circuit6 and 
the Saturn integrated static inverter, all developed under contracts at Marshall Space Flight Cen- 
ter. The integrated power amplifier and integrhtsd oscillator amplifier described in this paper 
incorporate some of the techniques developed by Westinghoure. The integrated power bridge 
amplsier was the outcome of an excellent effort by Norden a i d  Goodyear Aerospace in solving a 
very difficult problem. Integration of the static ixerter involve: complicated low-power circuits 
and high-power circuits. This work was accomplished by Texas Instruments. 

INTEGRATED POWER AMPLIFIER 

In the design of an integrated power amplifier, factors such as gain, v;Ibge, switching speed, 
secondary breakdown, and thermal runaway must be considered. Reliability is a major factor for 
any design approach. S h e  many of these factws do nrt complement each other, some iogical 
trade-offs must be accompiished to obtain maximum reliability. Secondary breakdown is tkc 
major limitation on the reliability af power t-ansistors, but it can be minimized by utilizing a 
deliice with the lowest adequate frequency characteristics for the application. For example, ,?n 
audio frequency transistor is more reliable than a VHF transistor in an audio circuit. Similar 
arguments can be advanced for other characteristics of the device. 
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while the higher current npn wafer is 5 mm square, This integrated static inverter has been 
breadboarded and meets all design criteria objectives. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The advantages of integrated power systems can be stated, but not necessarily in their order 
of importance, as follows: 

1. The overall size of the system is reduced. 

2. The overall weight of the system is reduced. 

3. The efficiency of the system may be increased. 

4. The reliability of the system can be greatly increased. 

5. Inherently better shock and vibration characteristics are obtained. 

6. Possibilities for redundant techniques a re  greater. 

7. Radiation resistant qualities a re  improved. 

8. Number of external connections a re  greatly reduced. 
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36, A TEMPORARY SYNCHRONOUS CLOCK 80URCE 2OR SP MMG SPACECRAFT 

G. Kunstman and D. K. Rubin 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadecd , California 

A laboratory breadboard of a spaceborne synchronous clock pulse gen- 
erator is described. The generator output may be used, following a short 
period of synchronization to spacecraft spin-rzte, to establish an accurate 
third reference-axis for approximately I-hour. This d c  ice can simplify 
the implementation required for arbitrary reorientation of the spacecraft 
spin-axis. The design, operating characteristics, and physical difficulties 
during debujging are discussed. The difficulties encountered prompted the 
development of a flexible, low-priced breadboard techniqce including all 
necessary hardware. A thorough exposition of this techique is a majon 
product of the paper. 

The Synchronous Clock Source (SCS) breadboard was designei: %;d tested in the summer of 
1965 and was the first application of integrated circuits by the Central Computers and Sequencers 
Section at Jet  Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Because the SCS wiis simple enough to yield early 
test results and yet sufficiently complex to illustrate problems that might be typical of larger 
integrated circuit (IC) systems, it was an effective vehicle for an introduction fo W s .  

Debugging experience with the SCS breadboard showed that maximum, exploitation of the small. 
IC sizes during early system development phases is inadvisable. Nuinerous difficulties, traceable 
to the inaccessibility oi closely packed circuits, connectors and wires, were encountered in trou5le- 
shooting and making logic changes on the breadbor*d, Because of these difficulties, a search was 
conducted for other breadboard hardware that retained the advantages of easy circuit replacement, 
expandability, and versatility without the disadvantage of mechanical intricacy, contact unreliabiiity , 
increased capacitance, and noise senaitivity. Nothing commercially available was found to be 
suitable. The authors set out, therefore, to develop new breadboard hardware. Origipally intended 
only for use on another SCS breadboard, the technique that evolved is now being used successfully 
iii other applications as well. The description of this breadboard technique is a primary objective 
of this paper. 

The SCS is composed entirely of monolithic slements from the Sylvania SUML line. A total of 
109 IC devices (79 flip-flops and 30 gat6 elements) are utilized, The power consumption is 4'7 watts 
from a single 6-volt dc power supply. Mounting of and cowsction to the ICts was accomplished 
with AUGAT breadboard sockets from the #8076 series. 
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The SCS was designed to be used on unmanned spin-stabilized interplanetary spacecraft on 
missions. It furnishes a temporary attitude reference that enables reorient-lion of the 

vehicle's spin-axis to any desired direction. Such a reference is necessary if a spinning space- 
craft is to perform trajectory-correcting maneuvers at varying and apprecjable distances from 
the earth. The normal orientation of the spin-axis defines a spacecraft-centered coordinate 
system. Because it is spinning with the spacecraft and its instantaneous relaiionship to any con- 
venient set of celestially fixed axes is unknown, this system alone cannot be utilized in maneuver- 
ing the spacecraft. An additional reference in time cr  space is needed. Two means of obtaining 
this reference F r e  (1) directly from an optical celestial-body sensor, e.g., a sun sensor or  planet 
sensor, and (2) indirectly from the SCS (which also depends temporarily on a simple celestial 
sensor for synchronization information). 

In most applications, a number of advantages accrue from utilizing the SCS rather than relying 
solely on a csledial sensor to supply the missing directional information. These advantages are 
derived from the simpler spin-axis pointing systems that are possible. The modes of interplane- 
tary cruise attitude that have been recommended for various missions include spin-axis pointing 
t e m r d  the sun, toward the earth, o r  perpendicular to the ecliptic. From a systems point of view 
the simplest of these is probably the sun-oriented mode; the others introduce undesirable system 
or  subsystem complexities. The SCS is intended for use with the desirable sun-oriented mode. 
The celestial sensor as a direct reference source, on Ph,? other hand, is simple only with the less 
attractive earth-oriented mode; their the sun may be used as the reference celestial body, and its 
easy distinguishability simplifies the sensor optics and electror? cs. The need to keep the spin- 
axis norniallj pointed toward the earth causes increased complexity in almost all the other space- 
craft subsvstems and in-€iight support operations, thus reducing overall mission reliability. 

The direct attitude reference introduces other difficulties when the spacecraft spin-axis is 
iiot earth-oriented. Althouqh initial pointing of the spin-axis and cruise attitude control are now 
simplified, a complicated multi-sensor optical syatein or two orthogonal velocity corrections for 
each trajectory t-hange (the latter in case the spin-axis is perpendicular to the ecliptic) will be 
required. This again adversely affects mission relizbility. 

In every situation, undesirable penalties a re  imposed bjr the use of a direct reference. In- 
corpbration of the SCS reduces these penalties because it leads to simplified spacecraft configura- 
tions. The simplest configuration results if the spin-axis is oriented toward the sun. Reference 
bodies can be chosen from any of the near planets - earth, Jupiter? o r  any of the bright stars. 
While these are  not as convenient as the sun, they are adequate because of the relatively narrow 
fieid-of -view needed for the sensor synchronizing the SCS. In most applications, the sensor can 
be body-fixed. In others, a skgle  degree of freedom with two or three positions may be desirable. 

The SCS provides a source of pulses with frequencies variable over a limited range; yet it 
exhibits the stability of a crystal-controlled oscillator. Once synchronized with the spin of the ve- 
hicle, the output pulses will  continue to coincide with a known direction of any predetermined 
spacecraft axis. The pulses will remain synchronized for more than 1 hour with a total accumulated 
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effective error  of less than G.5 degree from the original synchronizatiofi direction. During this 
period a programmed set of jet impulses, timed by the SCS output pulpw, can r h a t e  the space- 
craft spin-axis to any desired direction. Of course, proper system operation depends on an ill- 

variant spin-rate and the cancellation of induced wobble during the precession. 
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'4 block diagram of the Synchroqous Clock Somce is shown in Figure 36-1. The system design 
was based on the assumption that s&:.r.ecraft spin-rates would be within 5 percent of one revolution/ 
second. It can be adapted to c. her expected spin-rates and deviations. 
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The system operates in the following manner. The output divider, composed of two maximal- 
length linear shift registers, divides the pulses from the summing gates by 2 l4 and 2 '. Following 
synchronization, its outputs 1 ppr and 512 ppr will occur at the rates, reqectively,  of once and 
512 times per spacecraft revolution. The count pulse generator, a 2: -stage ripple-through counter, 
receives 1.975-MHz pulses from the crystal oscillator and squarer. Outputs from the last 18 
stages are presented to the summing gates, which are controlled by flip-flops in the memory 
register. Clock pulses are supplied to the summing gates at 3.95 MHz, twice the counting rate of 
the count pulse generator. Alternate pulses are automatically passed through to trigger the output 
divider. Therefore, in the absence of other pulses, the output divider operates at 1.975 MHz. 
Under these circumstances, the 1 ppr is generated at approximately 5 percent less than 1 pps. 
The other pulses are selectively passed through the summing gates under control of the 18 count 
pulse generator stages and memory register flip-flops. Depending on the states of the flip-flops, 
these pulses will be added at rates from 1.975/J4 MHz (122kHz) down to 1.975/2*' MHz (0.94Hz). 
If all of these pulses are presented to the output divider, it produces 1 ppr outputs approximately 
10 percent faster than befhre. Once per spacecraft revolution, the celestial sensor emits a pulse 
as the reference body passes its view. During the calibrate period this pulse is compared with 
the 1 ppr. Degending on which pulse is faster, the memory register is adjusted to bring the two 
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Figure 36- 1-Block diagram, s> ichronous clock source. 
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rates closer together during the next spacecraft revolution. The nineteenth celestial sensor pulse 
following the appearance of the calibrkte signal causes the calibrate cyc1.e counter to overflow; 
this generates a calibrate reset pulse, ending the calibrate period. By this time the 1 ppr and the 
celestial sensor pulse will be synchronized to within one-half microsecond. Becaure of the oc- 
casional aperiodicity of the pulses to the output divider, the 512-ppr pulses divide a spacecraft 
revolution into segments that are equal or that differ by one-fourth microsecond. This corresponds 
to an e r ror  of less than 0.25 second of zrc and is insignificant compared to other e r ror  sources. 

Testing of the breadboard required simulation of the celestial sensor pulse. A variable, stable 
1-pps source was unobtainable, so an available crystal-controlled 1-pps pulse generator was sub- 
stituted for the celestial sensor, and the oscillator in the crystal oscillator and squarer was re- 
placed with a Hewlett-Packard Company Model 511A frequency synthesizer. This expediency 
reversed the role of the SCS. Now the SCS pulse source, rather than the pulse from the celestial 
sensor, was variable. However, the variability of either pulse source merely determines the 
initial conditions of synchronization; during and after the Calibrate period, both sources are "rock 
steady." Relative performance of the SCS was  therefore unchanged; only the frequency deviation 
that could be accomnodated was somewhat decreased. 

The synthesizer, a digital device with up to 10-digit precision, was operated between the limits 
allowed by the SCS of 3.729 MHz and 4.195 MHz. The center of the range, 3.948 MHz, differs from 
the design center frequency by 0.05 percent. This small discrepancy is accounted for by the in- 
accuracy of the crystal oscillators. The frequency deviation that could be accomodated was rt 5.9 
percent, slightly less than the normal theoretical limit of *6.25 percent as expected. 

Determining the length of time that the SCS remained in sync* was accomplished with the help 
of a circuit that turned an indicator on when the minimum interval between a 1 ppr pul.se and a 
Celestial Sensor Pulse exceeded 3 milliseconds. During a total of 300 hours of actual test time in 
the laboratwy environment, the SCS consistently remained in sync for periods of 3 hours following 
each calioration. This performance was unchanged by power supply voltage variatiow between 
4.0 v anc: 5.8 v. At the low end, increased delays in the Siimming Gates and in the feedback circuits 
of the Output Divider caused erratic operation and prevented calibration. The high end was limited 
b> the current capacity of the power supply. Since both excursions exceeded the normally speci- 
fied * 10 percent for spacecraft subsystem supply voltage variations, no effort was made to extend 
either limit. 

Figure 36-2 is a ,  otograph of the SCS breadboard with the 18 Memory Register state indica- 
tors in the foreground. Use of the breadboard approach shown was an attempt to approximate flight 
psckaging density as  closely as possible and still retain some measure of convenience in making 

l o  s!nc" i s  dcfincd as the condition, following calibration, in which the niaximum smallest interval between any IPPR pulse and B , ,  

Cclcstial Sensor Pulsc is less than 3 milliseconds. This corresponds to ai; approximate total mean rotation of 1 degree. 
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Another much larger system at JPL used this breadboard technique. The program WLS the 
Strapdown Electrostatic Aerospace Navigator (SEAN). This breadboard used E tutal of 700 IC de- 
vices from two families. The majority of the components a re  of the Signetics 100-5 series, while 
a number of 30-MHz counters were included - fabricated from Sylvania's SUHL Il family. The 
30-MHz counters did not suffer from the worst-case packaging configuration that this breadboard 
technique imposed on them. This breadboard also points out the fact that different families of 
IC's with different: V,, and ground pin connections can be mixed easily. 

Among the disadvantages is the possibility that very large systems might be subject to in- 
creased system noise. Use of a ground plane with this technique is difficult. Isolation of clock 
lines or  other signal lines is a.lso difficult. Expzrience with the SEAN program indicates, however, 
that the point where these problems are encountered is well above the '700 IC count level. 

Another possible problem area that nmst be coiisidered is the interconnection complexity of 
very large systems. If the system to be breadboarded is large and requires many different 
families of ICs, interconnection of V,, and ground pins might become a difficulty especially if Vcc 
and ground pins on the devices themselves a re  not diametrically oppcsite. Interconnection of sig- 
nal wires can also become quite complex with large cable bundlcs required. 

The admntages include versatility as a major item. Any IC family of 14 leads or less  that ir 
packaged in a standard flat-pack can be used with no changep in the boards o r  connectors. Boards 
with discrete components for input-output butfer iunctions can be intermuigled with the IC boards 
easily. Probably most important is the fact tnat the detr:lz nf this techniqbe can be easily modi- 
fied to meet a particular requirement, Special boards can be fabricated with different patterns, 
special connectors with taper pin terminations can be used, or any one of many other possible 
modificatims can be incorporated within the framework of this technique. 

Another advantage is the low 2ost of the hardware required. Standard cards can be built and 
used on breadboards for many different systems. Both cards and connectors can be indexed to 
avoid damage, which obviously cats replacement costs. If desired, the cards a re  sufficiently small 
to discard if a device fails or  is damaged. 

The fabrication convenience is another adkantage. TJsing the aforementioned lead-forming 
tool and the welding-head to solder seven lePds simultaneously makes mounting or  replacement of 
ICs simple and straightforward. Wiring is easily accomplished with or without a wiring list io 
work from. The technique described also is a simple and fast way to check the noise susceptibility 
of a flight system design by approximating worst case packaging 3f a Plight configuration. 

We feel that we have,accomplished our main goal in developing a breadboard technique that is 
easy to use, easy to modify, and results in a reasonable breadboarding cost. Of cour8e, revisions 
and updating of this basic technique a re  anticipated as a wider range of problems are  encountered 
on future programs, but the rudiments of this technique will  remain the same, 
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37. EVALUATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES USING THE SCANNING 

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 

G. Berryman and T. R. Edwards* 
Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsvil!e, Alabama 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) developed by the Westing- 
house Electric Conipmy has been useful i? the  detection of failure mecha- 
nisms of semiconductor devices. Since integrated circuits aye becoming 
smaller, and hence more difficult to probe, and large circuit arrays are 
coming into being, the scanning electron microscope will be a useful tool 
in examining quantitatively integrated circuit parameters. At the present, 
however, a cpalitative examination of integrated circuits is being per - 
formed, and relationships are being established between various failure 
modes and their esulting phenomena as observed with the SEM. In the 
future, it is anticipated that reliability of devices will be improved on the 
basis of observations with the SEM. 

The criginal concegt for a scanning electron microscope was proposed by hZ. Knoll in 1935 
(Reference. 1). Three years later, also in Germany, M. von Ardenne built an instrument which 
emunloyed mechanical scanning (Reference 2). In 1942, Zworykin, Hillier, and Snyder described a 
scanning electron microscope wXch is closely related to our present instrument (Reference 3). 
This machine used the variation of secondary emission over the surface of the specimer,, and was 
used chiefiy for the examination Df metal surfaces. The emitted electrons were picked up on the 
first dynode of an electron multiplier. Prior to the war, the signal-to-noise ratio of these multi- 
pliers was very low, causing poor contrast in the resulting imagea on the screen of CRT tubes. 
After the war, beryllium-copper dynodes came into general use, enhancing the signal -to-noise 
ratio. In 1953, at Cambridge, McMullan employed these new electron multipliers, and was able to 
show that it was unnecessary to rely solely on the variation of secondary emission to provide con- 
trzst ,  He found that the multiplier current depended strongly on the angle between the incident 
beam and the portion of the surface on which it was falling (Reference 4). A s  this angle varied, 
though minutely, from point to point over the surface of the specimen, the final picture built up on 
the CRT was related io its topographical structure: 

--- 
*Research Associate, National Academy of Sciences; National Research Council in Astrionics Laboratory. 
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assigillllmt is a routine examinatiou of currently available devices, with emphasis on integrated 
circuits. The aim of this work is to feed back information to suppliers on commonly occurring 
faults (which the Micro-Scan can detect), in the hope that reliability of devices used in satellites 
and missile systems can be improved. The second path leads us  to a more fundamental investiga- 
tion of failure mechanism in pn junctions. Through this work, we hope to shed further light on the 
cause of secondary breakdown, and, in general, to improve the overall reliability of semiconductor 
devices, with the major emphasis on integrated circuitry. 
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38. FAST SCAN INFRARED MICROSCOFF! FOR IMPROVING 

MICROELECTRONIC DEVICE RELIABILITY 

L. Hamiter 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 

Huntsville, Alabama 

A testing process is presented which uses infrared radiation to meas- 
ure  thermal a d  electromechanical aspects of elements of a circuit. This 
method evolved from the incapability of conventional test equipment and 
processes to  measure these parameters, a limitation due mostly to  the 
small size of the elements, A fast-scan infrared microscope has been 
developed to  implement infrared testing; its characteristics and capabili- 
ties are described. A study is still in progress t o  determine other ahili- 
ties of infrared testing. 

Traditionally, technological progress has bsen a two-step function. First, a new device is 
created, and second, means are sought to manufacture it in a better and consistent way. In the 
world of semiconductors, we are now in phzse 2, and every day, progress is being made toward 
better mitnuiacturing methods and processes. A new approach - infrared testing - is presently 
being developed, as 3 promising technique capable of yielding large amounts of information on 
thermal arid electromebhanical parameters affecting reliability, that conventional test equipment 
arid methods are incapable of measuring. 

The cause of this difficulty lies in the physical size of the elements to be tested, and in the 
minimal value of the majority of the signals to  be measured; semiconductor chips have an area in 
the order of magnitude of 1 mm2, and into this area, some integrated circuits pack dozens of 
transistors, diodes and resistors (Figure 38-1). The electrical interconnections are often only a 
few microns in width, and making physical contact with them for test purposes becomes not only 
extremely difficult, but also dangerous to their mechanical and electrical integrity. On a practical 
basis, probe measurements can only be made prior to dicing and encapsulation. 

Consequently, t? moat instances, onlg input and output measurements a r e  obtainable through 
the use of conventional test equipment. This information is especially inadequate in We" cam of 
complex ' itegrated circuitry, because it does not give informatisn about the performance of the 
individual elements af the network, Because of this, the poor performance of an element could go 
undetected because of the com2ensating effect of another element. Furthermore, several da- 
sign or  manufacturing defects that may eventually cause a failure are not detectable by 
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Table 38-1 

Semiconductor Defects 

Semiconductor 

Bulk Material 

L 

-- -._ __ __ .. - - .- -- - . - -- - . - - 

Resistivity irregularities 
Dislocations 

1,attice anomalies 

Secondary breakdown 

Junction proximity 

Tliermal interaction 

Pinho'2s 

Contamination 

:on migration 

Channeling 

Uneven metal de, '?ion 
Poor bonding of deposited elements 

I%or bonding of lead wises 

Poor die '!onding 

Cracks, voids, and scratches 

-. - - _ ~ ~  --I-___ 

.-_-I ___ ~. __ .. .. .. .. 

-- - - .- .~~ - - __ 

variations in energy of subatomic particles. All these radiations a re  of the  same nature, travel at 
the same speed (the speed of light), and have the same characteristics of transporting energy. 

The infrared radiation is contained in the area between the visible light and the radio waves. 
There is even an overlap in the microwave radiowave region, the difference being that the radio 
waves a r e  usually of the coherent type, while the infrared radiation is normally of the incoherent 
type. This fact can be easily understood when we think that the infrared radiation i s  generated by 
the vibrational and rotational movements of the atoms and molecules of which physical matter is 
composed. Consequently, the spectrum of the infrared radiation emitted by physical maVer is 
extremely broad and peaks at a frequency that varies with temperature. 

A physical body containing atomic and subatomic particles of all possible sizes would emit at 
all infrared frequencies, on an uninterrupted spectral band. Such a pLysica1 b d y  is called a 
"blackbody," and although it dnes not exist in nature, very close approxindtions to it can be made, 
sa-d all infrared radiation laws 2t-c formulated upon it. Although no physical body has the perfect 
spectrum of the theoretical bl.acki,ody, the shape of the radiation ba:id of any physical body will 
depend upon its temperature and a surface condition called ttem;ssivily". Emissivity can be thought. 
of as the quality that in the visible rarge is called color. 

Besides the infrared radiation e.mitted by physical matter because of thermal agitatiori, infra- 
red radiation is alsti being emitted by semicondnctors, independent of the thermal ststus. This iu 



called recombination radiation, and it is due to  the energy liberaied by the current carr iers  when 
they step down from t h ~  higher energy level of the carr ier  band to  the lower energy level of the 
valence band. The energy so liberated manifests itself as inirared radiation, called recombination 
radiation because it takes place when the electron hole pairs recombine. This recornbination 
radiation is of the coherent type. It is directly proportional to, among other things, the amount of 
current flowing through the semiconductor and the variations in the current flow. Detection and 
measurement of the recombination radiation should consequently enable us  to  read, without time 
delay, modulated operation, and even pulse operation, of semiconductors. The fact that due to 
thermal effects, the recombination radiation takes place in a different wavelength than the radia- 
tion, can allow us, with the use of adequate filters, to read it independently from the thermal 
variations. 

Wherever electrical current flows, a fraction of it turns into heat. This is generally called 
“power dissipation,” and results in a temperature rise of the element through which the current 
flows. This thermal rise increases the power of the infrared radiation emitted by the surface of 
the element, and, in turn, this variation can be measured by an adequate infrared detector. 

A direct correlation can thus be established between the electrical power dissipation of an 
electronic part of a given design and the infrared radiation emitted by it. This correlation is the 
key to the infrared evaluation of electrically energized microelectronic circuits. 

The evaluation of passive elements can be achieved by plotting the temperature variation 
through them when they are subjected to a thermal gradient. This can be achieved by mapping the 
infrared radiation emitted by each surface point of the target. In this way, physical anomalies such 
as material discontinuities, lack of proper bonding, and cross-section variations can be detected 
and evaluated. When the target is a semiconductor chip, the infrared test equipment requirements 
are set by its physical size, the temperature gradients to be observed and the speed at which 
thermal flooding of the target takes place. 

Figure 38-2 is a photograph of the fast scan infrared microscope that has been developed by 
Raytheon Company under contract to  MSFC. On the left is the pedestal for mounting the device 
that is under examination. The microscope is for alignment and visual observation of the sample. 
The upper right area contains the drive mechanism for the helix and the polygon scanning system. 
Figure 38-3 is a functional block diagram of the instrument. Basically, the unit can be divided into 
five major sections : optics, scanning system, detector with cryogenic cooling, signal processing, 
and display system. 

1. Optics. - Larger than normal optics with several unique properties were deliberately 
chosen for the infrared microscope. The detector aperature requirements dictated the use of a 
magnifying system. A 7.6 to  1 system was used. A diameter of 8 inches was chosen for the 
primary, and the focal ratio was set at F1.1. This long focal length enables the object to  be away 
from the primary optics in a space of its own. It further permits the use of an off-axis system; 
the only aberrations from this system occur because the field is spherical rather than flat. 
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Figure 38-3-Block diagram of fast-scan infrared microscope. 

However, for conditions under which this device will be used, these aberrations are of no major 
importance. Optical resolution of a diffraction-limited characteristic is achieved in a lens system 
having a concentric, spherical germanium corrector and a spherical primary lens. 

2. Scanning System. - The high-speed, infrared, scanning microscope requires a unique 
scanning system. This requirement was met by the development of a polygon helix scanner in 
which a polygon, having 64 internal facets and 64 spaces, is rotated for the aperature mask of the 
detector at a speed of 1,000 lines per second. This seamed beam is relayed to a pair of flat annuli 
oriented to fold the beam 180 degrees, Only a small segment of the annuli is used each time. The 
main effect is to provide the system with a corner reflector. This would be the effect if the annuli 
were flat, doughnut-shaped surfaces of glass; however, they are split, with one end raised 0.15 inch 
to form a helix. When rotated together, these helixes transversely move the optical image as far 
as necessary to permit scanning a 1-1/2-millimeter surface at 10 cps with linear speed and 
90 percent efficiency, 

3. Detector with Cryogenic Cooling. - The detector and the cooling system were chosen to be 
compatible with the rest of the mcroscope, The detector has a 0.0003-inch diameter aperature 
with an aperature limiting mask of 13 degrees on one axis and 6 degrees on the other axis, This 
aperature will permit the detector to see all areaB in the target plane. The detector is rnorcury- 
doped germanium with a normal operating temperature of 30" Kelvin, Cooling is provided by a 
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Malaker Mark 7 closed-cycle cryogenic cooler. The closed-cycle system offers significant 
convenienca advantages Over the manually-filled helium system, which was the alternate system. 

4. Signal Processing. - Signal processing for the infrared microscope was made as simple 
as possible. The detector amplifier and log postamplifier have variable gains and a variable 
bandwidth. To provide x and y drives for the cathode-ray oscilloscope or magnetic tape, sync 
pulses come from both the polygon wheel and the helix wheels. The net result is an ability to pro- 
.'de, on a continuous basis, a single frame image of the target to be scanned, as well as radiation 
(or amplitudes) versus time data. 

5. Display System. - The instrument's output is an analog signal. The signal has a maximum 
frequency of 100 kc and is indexed like a video signal. Therefore, it can best be recorded by a 
conventional video tape recorder. This device has framing rates consistent with those held in the 
microscope, and can record one frame of infrared d&ta on each diagonal line sweep of the rotating 
head. Information from the video tape recorder can then be reproduced sequentially as video 
images on an oscilloscope, and line scans can be recorded directly on a strip chart recorder. In 
addition, information from the video recorder can be used as the input for an A to D converter, 
whose output proceeds into a buffer unit for storage and future computer processing. 

The smallest element of an integrated circuit is the junction, which can be only a few microns 
wide. Consequently, the area resolution of an adequate infrared system should be able to view 
them. Possibly, an even finer resolution capability would be useful, but the wavelength of the radia- 
tion emitted by the target is the limiting factor. Therefore, the instrument was  designed to have 
the following capabilities: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Area resolution - 10 microns. 

Temperature resolution - 1°C at 25°C ambient. 

Frame composition - 100 lines/frame. 

Scan speed - 10 frames/second or 1000 linedsecond. 

Optical magnification - 7.6. 

Depth of field - 15 microns. 

System efficiency - 40%. 

IR wavelengih - 2 - 15 microns. 

The IR microscope is being developed for use in microelectronic device design evaluation, 
process quality control, and reliability screening, Once a microelectronic device engineering 
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39. PMENO'iVIENOLOGICAL STUDY OF RADIATIOK DAMAGE AND RECOVERY 

OF METAL-OXIDE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

R. L. Van Allen, U. D. Desai, and J. L. Wolfgang, Jr. 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

Greenbelt, Maryland 

Data for radiation 2 m -  ,a by 1.5 Mev electrons several types of 
MOSFETs (Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors) and the 
results of two annealing modes are presented. In the passive mode of 
annealing, completed in 65 to  23 hours, the data showed significant hard- 
ening effects. The aclive mode of annealing yielded a quick recovery to 
the original threshold or better. In the passive mode of annealing, although 
the device was radiation hardened, the final gate threshold achieved was 
higher in comparison tc, the initial gate threshold. 

It has become essential to optimize the weight, size, and power requirements of the electronic 
hardware for space flight use. Although significant reductions in size and weight were being 
achieved by convedAona1 integrated circuit technology, insul ked  gate field effect devices offered 
the added advantage of a significant reducticn in power without loss in the speed of operation. ;?ke 
simplicity of manufacturiug insulated gate field-effect transistors was suited to integrated circuit 
technology. This d e W e  offers great promise for application in space electronics except for one 
major limitation: the electrical characteristics of the available MOS (Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) 
devices degrade in a radiation environment. This paper reports a study investigating radiation 
damage and the modes of the recovery process, This phenomenological &udy of recovery appears 
to reveal a possible model. of the damage mechanism. 

This investigation vias completed with a limited number of samples made by different m n u -  
facturers. Only P-channel enhancement mode devices were investigatea by exposing them to ;L 
1.5 MeV electron beam. The following type of devices made by the respective manufacturers were 
studied: 

Manufacturer Type -- 
SC1128 General Micro-Electronics 

MEM 511 General Instrument 

MM 2103 Motorola 

- - - - - -  Autonetics 
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The SC1128 is of monolithic construction and consists 
of three MOSFETs connected in series. Two of the three 
sections were shorted to a substrate and only one was 
monitored. Figure 39-1 shows the circuit configuration in 
which the device mfrs irradiated. 

Ten samples of SC1128 were irradiaied and damaged, 
and their electrical characteristics were recovered by 
tliernial annealing through four cycles. The parameter 
monitored was the gate voltage (??&I which xas necessary 
to estabiish a 10-a CL- -rent bettvem <rain and source (1,J. 
Figure 39-2 gives the responses of several devices over 
repeated irradiation and recovery. These curves art. for 
the gate volky? necessary to obtain a 10+a I,, against the 
total doae of radiation. The four curves on a particular plot 
give four successive irradiation and therm21 :mkealing cy- 
cles of a device. Thermal annealing consisted of heating 
the devices in an oven for 6 continuous hours and then 
coc:ed in ,he oven overnight to rooin temperature. The 
temperature during the heat period was 200°C,and the total 
annealing time was 16 to  20 hours. During the period of 
heating and cooling, the  devices were in a passive state; 
!.e., no voltages were applied, and all leads were shorted. 
The results revealed a significant change in the rate of 
degradation on successivi? exposure to  the same total dose 
of irradiation. This is indicative of some degree of radia- 

--V -V 

F 
Figure 39-l-Schen;atic of SC1128 
confiSuration for irradiation study. 

tion hardening achieved from this method of thermal treatment. A discussion of a possible mode 
of danisge rind evaluation o€ these results with observations on other devices is contained in a later 
section. Further investigation of these devices at a higher total dose as well as a higher thermal 
elevation should prove very interesting. Since these units were selected to  be part of some flight 
hardware, further work was terminated. 

Results of similar treatments to units made by Autonetics also revealed the hardening effect 
(Figure 39-3). The curves are for changes in gate threshold for the same total successive doses. 

A simiIar number of MEM 511 type devices manufactured by General Instrument were also 
studied. The annealing process adopted was  slightly different than the one used €or the SC1128's. 
These devices were annealed in an active state in contrast to the previous passive state, where no 
voltages were applied to the device electrodes. The devices were heated to 280" C, and even at 
zero gate voltage, tk  3 unit was conducting and saturated; the I,, was limited with external resist- 
ance to 100 ,P a. Figure 39-4 s h w s  the transfer characteristic of a sample unit after irradiation 
and annealing. It also showed a plot of drain-source current as a function of gate voltage. 
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Figure 39-2-The change of gate threshold vs. toto1 dose after repeated irradiation and annealing, for various devices. 
(a) GM-E SC112S no, 1. 
(b) GM-E SC112.; no. 2. 
(c) GM-E SC1128 no, 3. 
(d) GM-E SC1128 no. 4. 
(e) GM-E SC1128 no. 5. 
(f) GM-E SC1128 no. 6.  
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A method of recovery to the nearly original 
gate threshold voltage was achieved within a 
few minutes (about five). It appeared to be 
caused by an interaction of current in the bulk 
material with trapped ions at the interface of 
the Si-SiO,, assuming that mc& of the ions 
generated by ionization migrate and are trapped 
at this interface. Unlike the SC1128's, the rate 
of degradation of these devices to successive 
irradiation after quick recovery was not con- 
sistent among all the samples. However, some 
of the samples did show a degree of radiation 
hardening. All the devices recovered to  the 
original gate threshold or  even lower values 
with quick recovery, and in some of the samples 
there was a change in the transfer charscter- 
istic curve (I,, vs. TIGs) after annealing. 

AFTER AFTER 
IRRAOIATION RECOVERY - 

(3 MINUTES) 

A INDICATES 
THRESHOLD 
VOLTAGE AT - 
ID§* IOpA 
BEFORE 
IRRADIATION - J':;-:i degradation and recovery could be explained on 

the basis that ions are trapped in the surface 
states at the interface of Si and SiO,. These 
ions generated by the radiation in the Si02, mi- 
grate and become trapped in surface states. 
These ions a re  relatively immobile and coun- 
teract the field applied at the gate electrode 

The third type of device studied was  a P- 
channel enhancement tyDe MM 2103 made by 
Motorola. Figure 39-5 gives a plot of transfer 
characteristic of one of these samples after 
irradiation and recovery. These devices wert 
also ret??- ?red in the active state, and all of 

4 IDS 
(SCALE PROPOr7TIONAL 

6 TO Ln IDS) 

e 

lo 

I2 

I ----DAMAGE 

I .o- I 2 3 4 
IRRADIATION AND RECOVERY CYCLE 

Figure 39-3-Initial and final gate threshold voltages 
after successive irradiation and annealing on 

Autonetics experimental sample. 

the sampl . of this type showed a closer recovery to the original transfer characteristic after the 
quick-recovery process. 
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Figure 39-5-Drain current against gate voltage 
characteristic for Motorola MM2103. 

semiconductor region. In. addition to the re- 
moval of trapped ions, removal of strain at the 
interface (thermal annealing), appeared to occur. 
The heating and cooling cycles left fewer surface 
states and thus made the device less radiation- 
sensitive. In the quick-recovery mode, one has 
the interaction of carr iers  of the bulk material 
with the trapped ion by recombining at the inter- 
face. In this mode of recovery where heat is 
applied for a few minutes only, significant an- 
nealing (i.e., decrease in strain at the interface 
of Si-SiO,) is not achieved. The device does 
recover to the original characteristic, but it is 
not significantly radiation-hardened. Future 
plans are to study the effect of doping Si02 with 
an impurity to enable some of the generated i o a  
to recombine with the free carriers avai?able. 
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40. INVESTIGATING THE POTENTIAL RELIABILITY OF INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS FROM PARAMETER DISTRIBUTIONS 

H. B. Milteer 
Langley Research Center 

Langley Station, Hampton, Virginia 

This paper discusses distribution plots of electrical parameters as a 
means of investigating the potential reliability of integrated circuits. Data 
from the Lunar Orbiter project and various Government research programs 
are examined. Emphasis is placed on leakage current measurements and 
their conformance o r  nonconformance to a log normal distribution. The 
multiple slope log normal distribution is discussed in detail with relation 
to  parts design, product improvements, and 'potential failure mechanisms. 
The effect of aging on integrated circuits is correlated with shs t s  in the 
electrical parameter distributions. Individual electrical parameters ap- 
pear to  drift almost randomly on the basic distribution curve. This phe- 
nomenon is used t o  show the inadequacy of present methods of power 
"burn-in" as a screering test. The concept is further used to  describe the 
use of this type of data presentation in analyzing the results of environ- 
mental step-stress testing. The advantages and limitations of product- 
capability testing, and of incorporating this approach into a qualification 
program for microelectronic devices are also discussed. Attention is 
devoted to  the stresses which appear to be the most effective indicators 
of integrated-circuit weaknesses. 

INTRODUCTION 

In an attempt to  derive the maximum benefit from the plethora of electronic-parts data gen- 
erated in reliability programs, it is essential to study parameter distributions. There are many 
types of distributions and extrapolation techniques being considered in quantitative reliability 
studies at this time. At Langley Research Center electronic-parts data are plottled for conformance 
to a normal or log normal distribution in order to perform H rapid qualitative evaluation. Though 
the results are qualitative, leakage current distri.butions fbr a family of integrated circuits used in 
a major NASA flight program appear significant enough to merit detailed discussion. The signifi- 
cance of this simple curve-plotting technique becomes obvious when these data are contrasted with 
those of an  electronic-Frts vendor before and after an integrated-circuit redesign. It follows that 
normal distributions should be equally valuable in interpreting step-stress data, and it seems 
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worthwhile to discuss these possibilities in light 
of the concept of “line qualification” presently 
being studied by the NASA Subcommittee on 
Microelectronic Parts. 

NANOAMPS 

GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION 

Before actual integrated-circuit data are 
discussed, the proposed interpretations of the 
log normal plots can be described in general 
terms. Data are plotted on standard probability 
graph paper. In Figure 40-1 a theoretically 
perfect Gaussian distribution appears as a 
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rigure 40-1-Simple and double-sloped log normal 
distributions. 

straight line as shown by curve A. Curve B shows a double-slope curve, and its counterpart is 
plotted in the standard vannar. This type of curve occurs often in the analysis of data. It is im- 
portant to note that the double-slope curve on probability paper does not correspond to a double 
population or  to two individual populations. The double-slope curve does represent a unique or 
systematic deviation from a log normal distribution. The contention of tiiis study is that the 
multiple-slope log normal distribution indicates a lack of process control or an immature part 
design and a potential failure mechanism. 

LUNAR ORBITER INTEGRATED-CIRCUIT DATA 

The integrated circuits used in the Lunar Orbiter satellite are a family of diode-transistor 
logic (DTL) circuits, consisti.ng of a dual NAND gate, a flip-flop, a buffer, and an expander. Since 
the data to be discussed a re  similar for all circuits, the dual NAND gate will be taken as repre- 
sentative of the family. This gate is a 14-lead device in a 1/4-inch by 3/16-inch ceramic flat pack. 
The package outline and schematic diagram a r e  shown in Figure 2. The measurements taken and 
the forcing conditions a r e  shown in Table 40-1. Testing was  performed by the Boeing Company, 
the prime contractor for the spacecraft. 

For the purpose of this discussion, only leakage currcat parameters will  be considered since 
these values were the only good indicators of device problems. This is not a surprising result 
since surface problems a r e  the major cause of integrated-circuit hitires at the semiconductor 
chip level, 

The leakage current I,, is presented as a. log normal distribution in Figure 40-3, and the 
double slope is immediately obvious. Increasing leakage current is plotted downward, and thus ihe 
undesirable portion of the population is the lower segment of the line. This method is used to make 
the distribution of electrical parameters consistent with that of st ress  parameters, to be discussed 
subsequently. Curve A represents the initial readings, and curve B depicts the leakage 
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Figure 49. 2-Pxkage configuration and schematic diagram for dual NAND gate. 

current distribution after 2150 hcurs of operation as a ring counter at ambient temperature of 
125" C. The aging setup is shown in Figure 40-4. 

In addition to the double slope, it is important to note the shift in the distribution after aging. 
It appears that the double distribution is drifting toward a singlf,,. more undesirable distribution. 
A larger percentage of the cirmits  now lies in the undesirable segment of the population, and the 
better segment seems to be revolving around the breakpoint to approach the undesirable segment. 
It is unfortunate that these distributions were not available while the devices were still under test; 

for the 3000-, 4000-, and 5000-hour data could 
have been very informative. This double-sl>pe 
distribution, together with the tendency of the 
distribution to become degraded. gives a good 
preview of future problems. 

Of the 197-unit test sample, five devices 
were actually considered leakage current degra- 
dation failures according to the reject criteria. 
These five drift failures can best be discussed 

current values for the five failures are given 

I R G  
(NANOAMPS) 

99 99.9 
CUMULATIVE % POPULATION 

Figure 40-3-Leakage current distributions for Lu:,ar with reference to Table 40 "2, Where the leakage 
Orbiter integrated circuits. 
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FORCING CONDITIONS, CONNECTOR F. J 

SND GND GMD 4.5' 

3Nd 4.5 4.5 4.5 
4.5 G N ~  4.5 4.5 
4.5 4.5 G N ~  4.5 
4.5 4.5 4.5 G N ~  

3Nd 

3ND 

4.5 q T q = &  

4.5' 

Table 40-1-Forcing conditions for leakage current measurements 

for the seven test times. Leakage currents appear to drift almost randomly for the various test 
times, and it would be impossible to establish any theoretical model to predict this phenomenon. 
Of particular interest a r e  the three circled values where units that had drifted far out of tolerance 
fell well back within specifications into the nanoampere region. 

Erratic behavior of this type is alarming to 
the reliability engineer, since these uncertain- 
ties make it virtually impossible to screen out 
defective units. Indeed, the entire population 
appears to be defective. The prime contractor 
observed that all of these five failures could 
have been detected with a 250-hOIlr burn-in, if 
lenient delta leakage current reject criteria 
were imposed. This is hardly a solution to the 
problem since the low readings of units 1 and 4 
at 1650 hours could just as well have occurred 
at 250 hours. 

DUAL NAND GATE AGEING SET-UP 
I 1 
-------_ i r - - - - - - - - - T  

I I  I 
-- -- - - - - - 

Figure 40-4-Four pairs of dual parullel strings (35 gates 
per dual string,) 
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PART IN- TEST POINT MAX. 
TEST No* PUT INITIAL 250 HR 550 HR 850 HR 1150 HR 1650 HR 2150 HR ~ 1 ~ 1 ' 7  

FLIP FLOP - ** 

Table 40-2-Parameter values for leakage current failures. 

I 

The contention of the Langley reliability group is that the decision could be made from the 
initial log normal distribution not to use these circuits in a flight project. In addition, it appears 
that the distributions point out a basic flaw in the manufacturing process and no amount of screening 
will  guarantee a reliable part from an unreliable process. In the future, these distributions will  be 
required before any major procurement. 

I * S I 27.13 pA 27.24 pA 27.49 pA 13.06 pA 27.72 pA &83 N230.02 MA 2 )LA I 

2 * 
r 

l s I 86.44 pA 86.79 pA 88.27 pA 86.32 pA 88.00 pA 8796 pA 113.7 pA 

** 
11.68 pA 46.12 pA 42.05 pA 32.95 PA 29.49 pA 29.93 pA 44.00 MA 

2 )LA 

20 /LA 
- 

3 CP 

A surface failure mechanism is suggested from the previously discussed data., and the forma- 
tion of an inversion layer or channeling was suspected from the erratic drift phenomena, Devices 
failing by this mechanism usually tend to recover when heated without the presewe of an electric 
field. The five failed units were temperature baked at 200" C for 60 hoJrs, and all tended to re-  
cover. The leakage current of three of the units dropped from the milliampere region into the low 
microampere region, and the leakage current of another unit dropped from 113 microamperes to 
83 microamperes. Unit 4 had already mysteriously cured itself and remained within specifications. 
This recovering trend tends to verify the channeling hypothesis. A physics-of-hilure program by 
the manufacturer of this integrated circuit (in no way related to this evaluation) attributed the for- 
mation of channeling in his circuits to the presence of sodium ions at the oxide-silicon interface 
(Reference 1). 
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A SUPERIOR DESIGN 

Leakage current k t a  obtained from another vendor for a different integrated ci-cuit? before 
and after a redesign, illustrate the value of the distribution in estimating the quality of a part 
design. This integrated circui-t is not associated with any NASA flight programs, but the data from 
Government-sponsored research were supplied by Motorola Semiconductor Products Division. 
Figwe 40-5 shows initial leakage current distribution for a DTL gate and distribution after 1000 
hours of operation. The faniliar double distribution indicating a surface instability and potential 
failure mechanism is again present. Also, after 1000 5ours of operation the parameter degrades 
as seen by the larger percentage of units in the undesirable segment of the distribution, This 
curve is almost identical to that in Figure 40-3, and the same type of problems might well be 
anticipated. The vendor in an attempt to solve this problem G€ instability redesigned the device; 
the results a r e  seen in curves C and D of Figure 40-5. Curve C conforms closely to a single log 
cormal distribution exhibithg a considerably lower d u e  of leakage current. In curve B, it is seen 
that itfter 1000 hours of operation, there is only a very small and ,lasily acceptable leakage current 
drift. The curve remains a good normal distribution, and there is no tendency to shift to a poorer 
distrimtion. 

Comparison of these curves gives a good indication of the usefulness of these distributions in 
dictating the choice of an integrated circuit for a major flight program. It shows that a redesign 
resulixg in a product improvement reflects the distribution curves. The redesign of the device 
consisted of several changes in construction and fabrication, but probably the most significant 
change relative to the data just presented was the coating of the surface with a borosilicate glass 
over the aluminized pattern. 

STEP-STRESS TESTING 

It has been shown that the log normal distribution can be used to indicate the design quality of 
the integrated circuit and potential reliability 
as far as the semiconductor surface is con- 
cerned. The same types of distribution a r e  in- 
valuable in describing the results of step-stress 
testing. In this case, a function of the s t ress  
value is  plotted against the cGmulative percent- 
age of failures. 

INPUT LEAKAGE 
CURRENT-(NANOAMPS) 

L 
' I  /> p.='6 

froin two different vendors. Curves A, B, C, 1i-=7 I I  CUMULATIVE IO '/e 50 DOPULATION 90 99 99.9 

Figure 40-6 is a good example of tempera- 
t w e  steji-stress results for integrated circuits 

and D show improvements in a Texas Instru- 

from ,962 to 1964 (Reference 2). Curve D shows 

1000 - 1 I - -L--l 1 1 I 1 L 1 L 1 1 . 

ment design relative to temperature capability Figure 40-5-Leakage current distributions showing 
improved integrated-ci. cuit design. 
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TEMPERATURE, O C  

I IO 50 90 99 
CUMULATIVE % FAILURES 

Figure 40-6-Step-stress distribution data showing 
improved integrated-circuit design. 

a capability exceeding the 3$7" C silicon-gold 
eukcctic point, which had been the limiting value 
f u r  curves A ,  B, and C. Curve E is data recently 
supplied by Motorolzi Semiconductor Products 
Division. No comparison should be made be- 
tween vendors sirice data a r e  for different cir- 
cuit functions, taken as much as 2 years apart; 
2nd it is questionable if the failure criteria are 
the same. 

Step-stress testing coupled with distribution 
plots gives a good estimation of product capa- 
bility. By proper choice of stress, a thorough 

evaluation of an integrated circuit could be performed. Centrifuge tests: for example, would be 
valuable in evaluating bonding and chip-to-package attachment techniques. The stresses tnat appear 
to be the best indicators of integrated-circuit weaknesses a r e  the following: temperature (non- 
operating), temperature (operating), steady -slate acceleration, thermal shoc.2, and lead bend with 
hermcticity. Other types of stresses, such a.s vihation (variable frequency or fatigue), mechanical 
shock, temperature cycling, and humidity should not be overlaoked, but the data seen thus far do 
not merit tl, :ir being incorporated into a step-stress program. 

The NASA Subcommittee on Microelectronic Par t s  is investigating the possibility of imorpo- 
rating step-stress testing i.?to a NASA specification for integrate 
process-oriented in order to make this concept economically feasible, and devices representative 
of manufacturing "lines" must be defined. This definition may be the most dif..* -;it obstacle to 
such a program. 

circuits. Testing must be 

CONCLUSION 

Distribution plots can be a Traluable method for assessing the quality and potential reliability 
of integrated circuits, and the use of Gaussian probability paper can contribute greater visibility to 
any data analysis. In particular, log normal distributions of leakage currents, wherever these 
current? can be measured, are excellent indicators of possible surface failure me< hanisms. The 
same type of distribution, when used to interpret the results of step-stress testing, can be valuable 
in comparing part designs between vendors, establishing more effective screening tests, making 
possible better absolute maximum ratings for designers, and when fed back to  the vendor, can 
possibly result in product improvements. 
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41. A HIGH RELIABILITY SPECIFICATION FOR DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

J. W. Adolphsen and R. J. Wilkinson 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

Greenbelt, Maryland 

This paper traces the circumstances leading to the writing at Goddard 
Space Flight Center of a high reliability specification for a specific family 
of digital integrated circuits. This was Goddard's first specification for 
integrated circuits which was  not basically a supplier -prepared document. 
Various aspects and details of the specification are discussed which are 
different in total or in degree from other high reliability specifications. 
BDth tangible and intangible (human engineering) factors were considered 
and incorporated. ?articular emphasis is placed on visual inspection cri- 
teria. Varying degrees of failure analysis are called for and have proved 
to be a valuable source of failure mode information. Althurlgh in-syeten: 
results of units delivered to this specification are limited at this time, 
available results are discussed. Comparative pricing with some devices 
built to other specifications is given. Finally, the specification itself is 
included as an Appendix. 

BACKGROUND 

Beginning in the third quarter of 1965 and continuing through the end of the year, a significant 
increase in the number of in-circuit failures of Series 51 type integrated circuits occurred at the 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). These failures occurred in both in-house and contracted 
designs and hardware. Probable time of manufacture of these troublesome units was about the 
second quartpr of 1965. Failure analyses performed on defective units showed the primary mecha- 
nisms of failure to be, in descending order of incidence, bad thermal compression bonds (at the 
gold-aluminum interface), cracked dice, pinholes in the silicon dioxide, and mislabeling of units 
(leading to "zapping" or inoperability of units). In addition, visual inspection during failure analy- 
ses indicated that production and quality assurance inspectors were lax, sometimes grossly so, 
in applying inspection criteria called out in the manufacturer's own specification. While some 
failures of indeterminate cause could not be ascribzd definitely to various so-called cosmetic de- 
fects, these defects often were specifically listed as reject criteria in the procurement specification. 
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,&diographic pictures also indicated frequent nonconformance to specifications; devices passed 
which had excessive goids in the pyroceram cementing the die to  the header package. 

During a series of discussions with the vendor, several interesting things were disclosed. 
During the time that these units were manufactured, the vendor increased production by a factor 
of 5 to 10. At the same time, he also was moving the site of manufacture to larger, improved 
facilities. The resultant overall lowering of the competance of manufacturing and quality assur- 
ance (QA) persom,el, due to  t.he increase in their nuxbers, was  particularly alarming. This na- 
Lurally led GSFC to the question of the vendor's total program in training both QA aiid production 
personnel. It can be reported that a training program did exist, and not only included the mechan- 
ical training one would expect for, as an example, a bonding operation, but also considered moti- 
vation ui an individual in the resultant learning process. The program did not answer the questions 
a s  to why the end product was  not better. Some of these questions were answered during an on- 
site survey of the vendor's integrated circuit line in December, 1965. 

A s  can be seen in GSFC Specification S-711-P1 (Appendix), 100 percent visual precap in- 
spection is considered a major point in the processing of a high-reliability product. A visit to  
thi.s station in the vendor's plant resulted in the line being closed down immediately. Out of a 
sample of 10 units passed by the production inspector (the units had not yet been sample inspected 
by QA), half of them exhibited gross defects. Some units had missing leads. Others had extra 
wires, "pigtails", or loose, unattached wires. Socle devices contained multiple defects. In analy- 
sis, it was  concluded that the real cause for the situation was  the lack of practical application of 
human engineering at this station. Subsequently, (some within 12 hours), the inspection platform 
was gimbal mounted, the lighting was  improved, devices carrying trays for incoming, scrap, good, 
and "rework" units were color-coded, and location and physical separation in the inspection dry 
box was  changed. 

Other areas, stations, and processes considered in need of improvement were pyroceram 
application (its method of application, the amount and criteria for controlling), the wire bonding 
station, and the mesa package fabrication (its initial manufacturing, tooling, QA inspection). In 
addition, operator fatigue was questioned. 

In view of the foregoing, it w a s  concluded that the need for a Goddard specification was im- 
perative. Previous high reliability specifications were essentially company written, with many 
inputs by GSFC; however, they were not necessarily interpreted the same way by both parties. 
In addition, a company-controlled specification can and has been changed without notice to the 
user. 

This background has been presented in order to indicate factors considered by the authors at 
the outset of writing the GSFC specification for high reliability Series 51 digital integrated cir-  
cuits. Before good engineering practices can be applied t,: achieve reliable systems, variables 
affecting component reliability must be stabilized and controlled. Any specification developed 
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should (and this one attempts to) assure against known and recognizable potential failure modes. 
This includes the minimization of human-induced failures. 

SPECIFICATION DEVELOPMENT 

The basis for GSFC Specification S-711-P1 was a document already started under a low- 
priority effort, which contained many of the standard "boiler plate" requirements. The next step 
was to study device procurement specifications already in use by Goddard, Jet Propulsion Lab, 
Marshall Space Flight Center, and Autonetics, Minuteman Division. These documents were re- 
viewed with respect to Goddard requirements and their ability to overcome the problems dis- 
covered through the failure analysis effort mentioned previously. 

In late 1965, during the period of alarm at the increase in numbers of failures, through 
discussions with the vendor, GSFC learned that, during the past year, Minuteman de-Aces had been 
fabricated by the vendor using a gold wire -to-gold/molybdenum metallization bonding system. 
The vendor proposed substituting this system for the gold wire-to-aluminum metallization system 
used on all versions of Series 51 devices. A subsequent visit to Autonetics, entailing discussions 
and data study, indeed indicated that the all gold system was superior. Whereas aluminum-gold 
system lots had had a reject rate of one out of three, 45 consecutive lots with the gold-gold/molyb- 
denum system had been accepted by Autonetics. The vendor indicated that they would continue 
with the aluminum-gold system on special order, but since the formation of aluminum-gold eutec- 
tics was found to be GSFC's most frequently occurring device failure aechanism, the all gold 
system was  selected. This is reflected in the specification, particularly in that section dealing 
with pre-cap visual inspection and reject criteria. 

Specification S-711-P1 represents extensive and concerted efforts on parts of the vendor and 
the authors to develop a meaningful high-reliability specification. Problems encountered during the 
disxssions were usually not of the stimulating type. Semantics were critical. Negotiations on 
critical sections were often tedious, but essential. The problem was  to determine the degree of 
fact or fiction in vendor statements, while realistically evaluating Goddard requirements for safe- 
guards. 

For example, in previous specifications, a major point of disagreement hdd always been the 
reject criteria applicable to scratching the aluminum metallization. E'igure 41-1 shows a photo of 
a scratch across an aluminum interconnect. This and s i n d a r  scratches a r e  tooling marks caused 
by lateral movement of microcircuit test probes, tweezers, vacuum chucks, or other test and ' 

handling tools. Scratches can also be caused by dice rubbing against each other following or dur- 
ing wafer scribing, breaking, or rinsing. The problem here is  that an indeterminate amount of 
aluminum has beeri removed. Determination of the depth of such a scratch unfortunztely is very 
difficult even under optimum la'boratory conditions oi magnification, lighting, and viewing angle. 
Such determination is virtually impossible on a production line. In specifications referenced in 
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system is used. Under the gold is a layer of molybdenum, which is very hard to scratch, and 
whose thickness is more than sufficient to carry any currents consistent with device characteri- 
zation. Thus S-711-P1 calls for rejection if more than half of the gold has been removed. This 
guarantees a minimum of one-half the molybdenum being present. This criterion would not appiy 
to another process or to the use of aluminum by a vendor. Rewording would be necessary in 
these cases. 

SPECIFICATION HIGHPOINTS 

The specification developed by GSFC in the first part of 1966 for the procurement of Series 51 
type integrated circuits is found in the Appendix. It contaks most of the standard paragraphs to 
be found in any electronic component specification, and little ox no further comment will  be made 
on those sections. Some of the paragraphs, however, are at least partially new, and are worthy 
of comment. 

Traceability is one of the first requirements cited in order to  aid in determining cause of 
failure on the ground or in orbit. 

Intangible factors can have a major effect on device quality, yet are extremely hard to write 
into a specification. Final device reliability is affected sometimes by machines, but usually by 
people. This effect begins with material preparation, and continues through diffusion, fabrication, 
measuring, testing, packing, and shipping. Since device characteristics are determined at diffu- 
sion, succeeding steps at the vendor's plant serve to enable its use and then to attempt to weed 
out the few faults native to the material and those many faults induced by the actions of the very 
imperfect human element working on it. Operator attitude, training, fatigue, and motivation pro- 
foundly affect device reliability and cost. This nebulous area is the major portion of the para- 
graph entitled "Product -\ssurance," which requires the manufacturer to : 

I. Acquaint all personnel with the intended end use of circuits delivered to the specification. 

2. Emphasize utmost care in all phases of manufacturing, testing, and handling circuits. 

3. Conduct quality-oriented training programs. 

4. Select personnel with superior capabilities for bonding and visual inspection operations, 

In addition to handling intangible factors, this paragraph also places severe restrictions on rework 
of devices and c,lls for notifying GSFC of process changes. 

"Inspections and tests" comprise the bulk of the specification, and the sequence of these, 
which was mutually acceptable to the vendor and GSFC, is shown in the following flow diagram: 
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These 100 percent processing steps for the devices fall into the general categories of in-process 
inspection, environmental tests, electrical tests, and final inspection. 

Test 

X-Ray 
Electrical Test I1 
Monitored Vibration 
Electrical Test I11 
Electrical Test IV 
Electrical Teat V 
Fine Leak Test 
Gross Leak Test 
Electrical Test VI 
Supplemental Tests 

- 

Urder in-process inspection, great emphasis is placed on visual inspections lo  detect defi- 
cient workmanship or processing steps. Magnification values of 40X and 1OOX are specified at 
inspection stations at the die, circuit, and pre-cap points. The environmental and electrical tests 
and the final inspection will not be discussed in detail here; though they include some deviation 
from the norm, they are intended, as are all such tests, to  weed out unacceptable devices and to 
maintain traceability. 

Analysis Level - - - T I  
I 
I1 
II 
11* 
II" 
11" 
I 
I 
11* 
111 

The next salient feature of the specification is the paragraph titled ' Lot Shrinkage Analysis''. 
This requirement was inserted into the document to alert GSFC to possibie delivery delays, 
trouble spots on the line, and potential device failures, while forcing the vendor to look at his own 
product yield (possibly sooner than he might) and to decrease his corrective action feedback time. 
Table 41-1 lists the tests at which analyses are to be performed and the level of analysis appro- 
priate to each station. Table 41-2 (and Sectior? 4.3.8, Appendix) defines the different levels. 
Note that Level I calls for category designation and count per category. Level I1 in- 
cludes Level I plus electrical operational tests had case leakage tests prior to device 
opening, in order to verify failure. After decapping, visual inspection is made only on defective 
units. Level III was designated an optional requirement, at additional cost, because of the high 
cost ($200 or  more) of performing a full failure abialysis. If full failure analysis were required, 

Table 41-1 

Lot Shrinkage Analysis 
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Table 41-2 

Levels 'of Lot Shrinkage Analysis 

I - Record all failures by category and number per category. 

I1 - Perform I plus a cursory Failure Analysis, which shall include: 

a) Verification of failure on all pieces, including performance of normal 
electrical operational tests and lead-to-lead and lead-to-case con- 
tinuity tests. 
Opening of a prescribed number of devices for visual inspsction only 
under appropriate magnification (40X to Z O O X ) .  For quantities of 
failed devices of less than 30, open nminimum of 3 devices; for 
more than 30 failures, open 10 percent. 

b) 

1II -. Perform I plus a formal, documented Failure Analysis. 

cost of any particular order might vary considerably if failures on a given run svere unwually 
high or  low, It is certain that if Level 111 were mandatory in the specification (as Levels ? and I1 
are), the vendor would i n a n e  that he would not stand a loss by pricing which anticipated 8 :dgh 
loss. The method calls? for here still provides for a full analysis when determined necessary by 
either the vendor or GSFC, while allowing the vendor to price his bid realistically. It should be 
noted that Amendment I to S-711-P1 includes modifications to this pcrragraph which detail how the 
requirwnent is to be implemented. 

The last comment.on the specification itself concerns the paragraph on supplemental tests. 
A s  now worded, this paragraph does not require so-called destructive (hot), o r  Group B testing 
of units which are from the same diffusion run and proceasing as those delivered on a specific 
order, This requirement is extremely desirable, though the additional time (usually 1100 or 
1200 hours minimum) necessary for such qualification may be a deterring factor, as it was when 
this specification was written. 

PRODUCTION RESULTS 

Each week, the vendor is required to report, for each "lot", the number of units lost at each 
test station. Since at this time, processing and records are not complete on a batch. of units started 
in March of this year, precise figures cannot be quoted. However, a sufficient number of devices 
have been pwcessed and delivered to  allow testing for significant points. Over 17,000 capped 
units were X-rayed, and rejected units were categorized as follows: extraneous matter, defective 
leads, defective welds, physical damage, inadequate clearance, deformed whisker, misaligned 
mowit, voids (in pyroceram), and nonhomogeneous. Tho group with the highest incidence was  the 
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first - extraneous matter. While this might be alarming in view of the pre-cap visual inspections, 
one must remember that the X-ray picture will nGt tell whether a particle is inside or outside a 
device, it cannot always differentiate between a mound of pyroceram and a contaminaat, etc. 
Opening of several units rejected diie to inclusion of "extraneous" matter disclosed no loose wires 
or metallic particles, Seventy-six percent of rejected units at X-ray were in this group, while in- 
adequate dearance and voids tied for seccnd, with about 9 percent each. Total rejects at the X-ray 
station amounted to  4.2 percent of the 17,000 2ieces. 

Data and percentages at, the rest of the lot shrinkage stations a r e  based on about 6800 units out 
of the 17,000. Except at Electrical Tests V and VI, losses at most stations ran between 0.2 and 
0.6 percent. Note that Electrical Test V is not the second (post burn-in) variables data record sta- 
tion, where a high number of rejects was expected. Electrical Test IV is this station, and here the 
reject rate was an amazing one-half of one percent. In midyear of 1965 (and before), device sta- 
bility had been a significant problem, and thus the specification states that if more than 25 percent 
of the units fail to pass the variables test, the lot shall be rejected. 

The next highest reject stations were at Electrical Tests V and VI, which hsd 1.8 and 1.7 per- 
cent, respectively. Visual mamination (Level XI analysis) revealed that the defect: noted most often 
was cracked dice. Sixty percent of the units opened at these stations were in this category. Other 
defects noted at these two stations were "zotted" leads (11 percent), oxide defects (9 percent), lead 
touching the die (9 percent), faulty masking or deposition (9 percent), and loose gold particle (2 per- 
cent - 1 unit). Cracked dice were also noticed at other. stations, but were a much smaller percent- 
ages of the noticeable defects. Electrical Test V had about twice as many cracked dice as did 
Electrical Tests 111 and IV, but Electrical Test VI had the most, with two and one-half times as 
many as V. 

As yei, the cause for the predominance of this defect has not been ascertained. A year ago, 
the vendor inferred that GSFC handling and package opening techniques were grossly suspect and 
were the probable cai~se c€ the high number of cracked dice detected by GSFC. The data here 
rcferenced certainly indicate that this may not have been the sole reason. The written requirements 
for lot shrinkage analysis in the specification has thus proved to be quite valuable. The vendor has 
reacted to this defect and is currently attempting to pip-point the trouble. His tests have included 
environmcntal and mechanical stressing, both static and dynamic. This includes temperature 
cycling, temperature soak, thermal shock, mechanical shock, vibration, and bending moment tests. 
In his test program, no failures could be induced by the environmental stressing or the "ncrmal" 
mechanical stressing. The bending moment tests certainly were expected to crack the dice, and 
they did. These tests were made because, as was noted above, most of the cracked dice were de- 
tected at Electrical "est VI. This test follows shear-out of the device from its processing carrier 
and final leak testing, The bending tebLs are a start in simulating forces and conditions which 
might cause the dice to crack. At tlds time, no specific station has been labeled the culprit. It 
must also be noted that failure analysis personnel at Goddrtrd have started work on this broblem, 
but here also, it is too early for any conclusions to be drawn. 
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Although not required by the specification or  contract, the vendor also reported the number of 
units failing ai; final (external) visual inspection. So far (based on the first 6800 units), this station 
has the highest number of rejects; 5.5 percent of the units are discarded here. This is more than 
twice the number of X-ray rejects and three times as many failures as at Electrical Test V. No 
defect categorization information is yet available. 

DELIVERED UNITS 

From May, 1966, to  this date, about 5600 pieces produced in accordance with this specification 
have been delivered to GSFC. Fabrication into flight systems has started. At this time, no failures 
in systems ha-e been reported. A very small number have been rejected for use on the Radio 
Astronomy Explorer satellite encoder during incoming screening. Performance on these few was 
marginal at temperature and/or loading limits. Since no fa* PS have Seen reported, it was de- 
cided to examine accepted units. Fifteen pieces of the type SNz--- :"'513 reference), were fur- 
nished to the Goddard Failure h d y s i s  Section. X-ray pictures were taken, and electrical tests 
and fine leak tests were conducted on the units prior to  opening. No units were found to be "leakers", 
and all 15 performed within electrical specifications. The X-ray pktures  showed some slight mis- 
alignment of the die in the packages, but nothing outside specification limits. Following this activity, 
all 15 units were dec:-.,pped, and visual inspection at magnifications up to 400X were performed. 
Some defects were noted; these were due primarily t o  tooling marks, These included depressions 
and drag marks due to microprobe use. In addition, there were some other "scratches" due to 
tweezers, vacuum chucks o r  (presumably) contact with the edge of another die during the washing 
operation following wafer scribe and break. It is important to note again that a gold "scratch" 
differs from a scratch through aluminum. The latter is very soft and can be easily smeared by a 
tool onto the adjacent oxide. A tool touching a gold metallization pushes it to  either side, forming 
ridges in the gold, but will not make it smear onto o r  adhere t o  the oxide. There were, in addition, 
scattered cosmetic defects, such as spots of photoresist, slight rippling of the oxide, darkened gold 
spots, a d  paper scratches on the metallization. The last-mentioned defect is the imprint of fibers 
in the paper on photoresist when it is wet. The imprint is in turn transferred to the metallization. 
Comments ofi these units were generally in a non-critical category, and the units are markedly 
better in appearance than devices of a year ago. 

COST 

A major point not yet discussed is that of price. The authors do not subscribe to  the idea of 
instituting a requirement regardless of cost. For  an individual test or  criterion, the end purpose, 
its degree of worth (Le., how much the reliability of the devices is influenced), and its cost were 
all considered. Price is of course dependent on quantity. The prices quoted below are for a 5000- 
piece categcrg, since that was an initial order and these are the only figures available at this time. 
The basic commercial unit varies in price from $12.80 to $17.85 (ior a gate to a flip-flop), with an 
average price of $15.32. The vendor also markets the line to its own screening specification, which 
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includes temperature cycling, centrifuge, leak test, and burn-in, and charges an additional $4 per 
unit. In 1965, GSFC and some of its contractors had been paying an average price of approximately 
$33 for units built to the vendor NAS-51, or  high-reliability, Specification. Units built to the S-711- 
-P1 specification have an average price of about $41.50 ($37 for gates to $46 for flip-flops) and 
thus are not substantially higher, considering the protection afforded the procuring activity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A s  state-of-the-art continues its rapid advance, and the use of integrated circuits continues to 
rise, the need for meaningful specifications will also grow, both for new specifications for new de- 
vices and for frequent updating of existing specifications. While the area of specification writing 
is generally held in very low esteem by most engineers, it is in fact a task which, if properly and 
adequately performed, will do much to minimize failures in systems. Engineering judgment and 
competence in device technology, processes, and testing is no less a requirement here than in cir- 
cuit design, failure analysis, system design, or analytical studies. What the integrated circuit area 
presently lacks but demands, is more concerted efforts of both producers and users to achieve an 
end product worthy of high confidence. Development of the specification discussed here is con- 
sidered a first step for Goddard Space Flight Center in this direction. 
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Page 486, Par. 2.4(c) 

Page 488, Par. 3.7.1 

GSFC S-711-P1 
AMENDMENT 1 

May 9, 1966 

MICROELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, 
DIGITAL, SILICON, MONOLITHIC, 
GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR 

Page 489, Par. 3.9.2 

Page 490, Par. 4.3.l(d) 

Add to  last sentence, "2.2 and 2.3". 

To first sentence add, 

Add also 
"or in the TI package designated Type 4A". 

"If devices are supplied in the type 4A package the con- 
tractor shall: 

(a) Submit statistical data indicating for the 4A package's 
header lead bonding pad to weld ring top dimension 
the mean value and the standard deviation. 

(b) Run vibration tests on a. number of new chips in the 
4A package to test lead-to-lead and lead-to-case iso- 
lation. The tests should be designed to determine the 
adequacy of the bonding pad to lid clearance, inter- 
action (if any) of bonding wires and glass frit on the 
lid, and should be a dynamic (i.e., monitor electrical 
isolation under vibration) test. Vibration schedules 
will be agreed on, and may be representative of vari- 
ous launch vehicles." 

Notification time is changed from 48 hours to 5 working days. 

There are 2 sections numbered (3). Delete in its entirety the 
second section numbered (3). Add a fifth section numbered (5) 
which shall read, "Scratches which completely remove the 
gold for more than 50% of the design lead width." 
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Page 491, Par. 4.3.2(b)(4) 

Page 491, Par. 4.3.2(d) 

Page 491, Par. 4.3.2(e) 

Page 491, Par. 4.3.2(f)(l) 

Pagc 492, Par. 4.3.4.2(f) 

Page 193, Par. 4.3.4.2(g) 

Page 493, Par. 4.3.4.2(h) 

Page 493, Par. 4.3.5.1(2) 

Page 493, Par. 4.3.6 & Fig. 1 

Page 493, Pax. 4.3.6.2 

Page 494, Par. 4.3.6.3.1 

Page 494, Par. 4.3.6.3.1(a) 

Add - Except overhang onto the interconnect pattern from 
the bonding pad is permissible within the conditions of (3). 

Add at the end the sentence, 
"Removal of particles is allowed, but the pieces shall 
subsequently be subject to  recleaning and reinspection." 

Delete "Presence anywhere" and substitute, "Excessive 
material . . .I1 
Add the word, "Excessive" before the word "blistering". 
Delete the word "scratching". 

Add at the end the sentence, 
"Removal of particles is allowed, but the pieces shall 
subsequently be subject to recleaning and reinspection." 

This requirement applies only to TI'S 4A package. 

The 80% of bar periphery to  have a glass fillet requirement 
does notapply to the 70 by 200 mil (large geometry) bar, but 
does apply to the new (small geometry) bars. (There is no 
fillet requirement for the large geometry bar.) 

"Significantly differing production processes" refers to  
processes or material affecting basic electrical character - 
istics, such as starting material resistivity, doping levels, 
diffusion time and diffusion temperature. 

Device marking may be mo: .3d in sequence from immediately 
preceding t h e  first fine leak test (4.3.6.1) to  follow electrical 
test I (4.3.6.3) (a go-no go test) and precedt _. .ray (4.3.6.4). 

Hot ethylene glycol will be used as the gross leak test (full test 
details in the product processing plan). 

Delete ' I .  . , at +25" C and at -55" C and +125" C. 

In lines 3 and 4, delete ' I .  . . be guaranteed to . . 
In line 5 delete I t .  . . guaranteed not to  trigger . . ." and sub- 

stitute ''. . . shall not toggle . . ." 
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Under listed measurement conditions, add: 

Page 494, Par. 4.3.6.3,1(b) 

Page 494, Par. 4.3.6.3.2 

Page 495, Par. 4.3.6.5 

Page 498, Par. 4.3.6.15 

Page 499, Par. 4.3.6.19 

Page 499, Par. 4.3.6.19(d) 

In line 3, delete . . is guaranteed not to . . .I' and substitute 
' I .  . . shall not . . . I1. 

Add at the end "Measurement temperatures shall be -55" C 
for VOn and +125" C for Vo f.'' 

The test conditions should be changed as follows: 

Change Q gncJ a - 1 ac load 

To Q - or  - 1 ac load 

Insert the words "for a mmimum of" before 48 hours. 

Add the sentence, "If lead forming is required by a specific 
contract, this operation shall be performed at this point in the 
flow process.(* 

All visual tests are 
done at 3X and some kept at 20X. The following applies.: 

to  be performed at 20X. Part shall be 

(1) At 3X 

. All of (a) . Dented lids of (b) 

. All  of (c) 

. All of (e) . All of (f) 

(2) At 20X 

. 

. All of (d) 
Misalignment of lids (weld bead) 

Delete the phrase 
dimension . . .'I5 and substitute ". . . which exposes base 
material (F-15) . . . .'I (The gold plating on the F-15 is much 
- less than 25% of the lead thickness.) 

. in excess of 25% of the smallest lead 
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Page 499, Par. 4.3.7 

Page 502, Par. 4.3.8.2.2 

Page 502, Par. 4.3.8.1.2 

Page 502, Par, 4.3.8.2 

The requirement for this parapaph is waived. Instead the 
contractor may submit data from his standard add-to program 
(for reliability evaluation), which includes the Table 2 (and 
other) tests. 

Should be corrected to  read 4.3.8.1.2 

Delete ' I .  . . within two weeks of the date that the defect oc- 
curred . . .I' and substitute ". . . within two weeks after TI or 
GSFC decision to make a formal failure analysis . . ." 
Periodic Review of Lot Shrinkage 

The procedures for implementing the requirement of this 
paragraph are as follows: 

A. - Reporting (Internal) 

1. Station by station reporting basis 
2. Cumulative weekly lot shrinkage 
3. Reporting cannot group different lot date codes 
4. No significant ECN* allowed within a lot date code; 

a lot with different basic electrical characteristics 
must have a different lot date code. 

B. Analvsis 

1. By station by calendar week 
2. a. Sample size for a week may be determined by 

adding different LDC's if no significant ECN's 
have been implemented during LDC times. 

Example: (No ECN's) LDC #Rejects Samples/Lot 

6 10 10 ? 
611 40 ? 
6 12 50 ? 

100 

- 
"Stgnificant ECN is  defined as ECN's affecting basic electrical cliaracteristics, such as starting material resistivity, doping levels, 

diffusiori time and diffusion temperature. 
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Page 504, Par. 5.2 

Requiremeno af 4.3.8.1 1IB shall apply, with 
distribution of samples from each LDC being 
proportional to #Rejects per LDC. (In above 
example 1,4, 5, pieces are the number of 
samples from lots 610, 11, 12, respectively.) 

b. Lots cannn be added if significant ECN's have 
been implemented. 

&ample : LDC #Rejects Samples/Lot 

ECN Implemented 6 10 10 ? 
611 40 ? 
6 12 50 ? - 

100 

Proportional sampling may be used if there are 
- no intervening significant ECN's. In the above 
example this means sample three pieces from 
LDC 610 and add LDC's 611 and 612 to sample 
four and five (10%) from 611, 612, respectively. 

C. Reporting (to GSFC) 

Review report for level 11 shail occur two weeks after 
the production week under review. NASA/GSFC must 
respond one week after review report (three weeks 
after production week) to advise if level ZZI will be 
required of any failed unit. 

TI'S "Mechpackette" is designated as being an acceptab1.e 
substit?l te . 
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S-711-Pl. 
January 18, 1966 

MICROELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, 
DIGITAL, SILICON, MONOLITHIC, 
GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR 

1. SCOPE 

This specification covers the minimum general requirements for a compatible set of digital, 
silicon, nionolithic microelectronic circuits. Specific requirements for a particular type of 
microelectronic circuit are listed in the applicable detail specification. 

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

The following documents, of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bids, form a part 
of this specification to  the extent specified herein. 

2.1 STANDARDS. MILITARY MIL-STD-750 - Test Methods for Semiconductor Devices. 

2.2 SPECIFICATIONS. MILITARY MIL-S-19500 - Semiconductor Devices, General Specification 
For (Copies of military documents required by suppliers in connection with specific procure- 
ments should be obtained from the Naval Supply Depot, 5801 Tabor Ave., Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.) 

2.3 PJBLICATIONS. NASA NPC-200-3 - Inspection System Provisions for Suppliers of Space 
Materials, Parts, Components, and Services. 

2.4 DOCUMENT PRECEDENCE. For purposes of interpretation, in case of any conflicts, the 
following order of document precedence shall apply: 

(a) Purchase Order or Contract. The purchase order or contract shall have precedence 
over any referenced document. 

(h) Detail Specification. The detail specification shall have precedence over this general 
specification. 
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(c) General Specification. This specification shall have precedence over all documents 
listed in 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. 

Loading 

3. REQUIREMENTS 

Resistance Value R (1 1%) 

3.1 GENEIWL. The individual microelectronic circuit requirements shall be as specified herein 
and in the applicable detail specification. 

V,, = +3.0 VDC 

TA = +125"C TA = -55°C 

10.2 K 4.7'6 K 
8.16 K 3.81 K 
1.79 K 0.953 K 
1.35 K 0.763 K 

3.2 DEFINITIONS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS. The definitions, abbreviations, and 
symbols used in t h i s  and the detail specifications are given below. 

V,, = +6.0 VDC 

T = t125"C TA = -55°C 
A 

8.27 K 3.47 K 
6.62 K 2.78 K 
1.44 K 0.594 K 
1.16 K 0.475 K 

3.2.1 Switching times. - The switching times and other AC parameters are defined in the 
deiail specifications. 

3.2.2 Unit logic load. One unit logic load is equivalent to a single logic input of any circuit 
described in the detail specifications. 

3.2.3 DC test load equivalents. Equivalent worst case loading combinations for DC 
voltage tests are defined as single resistors having the following values: 

N =  4 
N =  5 
N = 20 
N = 25 

3.2.4 Switching time test load egulmlent. The typical equivalent load for use in the J-25°C 
switching time tests is defined as the following circuit: 

NOTE: cs is selected so that the total capwitance of the test fixture, connectors, 
scope probe plus c,  aggregates 50 pf. Exception: C, = 2500 pf for the 
Clock Driver Circuit (SN517 or equal) 
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3.3 MICROELECTRONlC CIRCUIT ORIENTATION. Circuit orientation shall be as shown below. 

i' 

3.4 ELECTRICAL PERFORW!iCE. The dynamic and steady-state electrical performance 
requirements of individual niicroelectronic circuits along with maximum ratings are speci- 
fied in the detail specifications. 

3.4.1 Compatibility. Input-output impedances, switching times, and voltage shall be com- 
patible for all individual circuits such that any one circuit output shall be capable of 
driving the inputs of any combination of other circuits as described in the Fan-Out 
provisions of the detail specifications. 

3.5 MATERIALS. Microelectronic circuit materials shall be inherently non-nutrient to fungus. 
Materials shall not blister, crack, outgas, soften, flow or exhibit other immediate or latent 
defects that adversely affect storage operation, or environmental capabilities of circuits 
delivered to this specification. 

3.6 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. Circuit design and construction shall be in accordance with 
the requirements specified herein and in the detail specification. 

3.6.1 Circuit. Each device shall be a complete electronic circuit fabricated within a 
single piece of silicon material. Zircuits made to this specification shall be made 
in a continuous manufacturing process using planar diffusion fabrication techniques. 

3.6.2 Electrical Interconnections. - Interconnections within the circuit package consisting 
of jumper lead wire shall be minimized with preference being given to  deposited 
metallic conductors. Either method shall be arranged so that no crossovers a r e  
present. 

3.6.3 Internal Construction, No lacquer, grease, paste, dessicant or other similar en- 
capsulant or coating material shall be included in the circuit enclosure nor applied 
to  any part of the circuit assembly. 
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3.7 LEADS AND PACKAGE 

3.7.1 Package. Each circuit shall be securely mounted and hermetically sealed within a 
package as shown in Figures 2 and 3 of this specification. The package exterior 
shall be gold-plated F-15 alloy*, or equivalent, except in the vicinity of the leads. 
The circuit shall be electrically isolated from the package. 

3.7.2 Leads. Circuit leads shall be gold-plated F-15 alloy*, or equivalent. Leads shall 
be .metallurgically consistent with soldering and resistance welding; they shall be 
uniform in quality and condition, and delivered clear of oil and grease films. 

3.8 MARKING. The following markings shall be placed on each microelectronic circuit: 

(a) Terminal identifiers, orientation key and polarity markers as applicable. 

(b) Manufacturer's type designation. 

(c) Name, initials, or  trademark of manufacturer. 

(d) Lot-date code. 

(e) Serial number. 

3.8.1 Restrictions on Markinns 

3.8.1.1 The date portion of the lot-date code shall reflect the production week during which 
the circuit was  lidded. 

3.8.1.2 For a given lot-date code, no serial number shall ever be repeated. 

3.8.2 Legibility. All markings shall be permanent in nature and remain legible when 
subjected to specified operating, storage, and environmental requirements. 

3.9 PRODUCT ASSURANCE. Each microelectronic circuit delivered shall be free of any defect 
in desip.: material, manufacturing process, testing, and handling, which could degrade or 
otherwise limit its performance when used as specified. The manufacturer shall acquaint 
his personnel with the intended end use of circuits delivered to  this specification, shall 
emphasize that utmost care be exercised throughout all phases of manufacturing, testing, 
and handling of these circuits, conduct quality-oriented training programs, select persons 

*F-15 i s  the ASTM designation for an alloy (containing nominally 29% nickel, 17% cobalt, and 53% iron) used primarily Cor sealing to 
glass  in electronic application. 
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4. 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

with superior capabilities for bonding, and utilize his best personnel at the second (1OOX) 
and third (40X) visual inspection. 

3.9.1 Rework Provisions. No rework, except recleaning, of any circuit or portion thereof 
after bar inspection (paragraph 4.3.1) shall be allowed for devices delivered to this 
specification. 

3.9.2 Control of Engineering Changes. The manufacturer shall not implement, in any 
production to  this Specification, any change in design, materials, processes, or 
controls without notification of the procuring activity. Said notification shall occur 
no later than 48 hours after irlplementation of change. Changes and notification 
shall apply onlyto designs, materials, processing, or controls not specifically 
covered by this specification. Any changes in the areas which itre covered by this 
specification are subject to  the provi-ions of paragraph 4.4.8 of this specification. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 

GENERAL. The manufacturer is responsible for the performance of all inspections and tests 
specified herein and in the applicable detail specilication unless otherwise specified. G-SFC 
reserves the right to reinspect circuits for any requirements deemed necessary and to 
designate, at any time, representatives for in-plant surveillance and acceptance functions in 
connection with procurement of circuits to this specification. 

4.1.1 The manufacturer is required to submit to GSFC, as a part of his bid response, a 
Quality Program Plan which is in accordance with NPC-200-3 and a Product 
Processing Plan that reflects compliance with the requirements specified herein. 
Changes to the approved Quality Program Plan and Product Processing Plan after 
contract or order award shall be in accordance with the requirements of paragraphs 
3.9.2 and 4.4.8. 

CONDITIONS AND METHODS OF TEST. Conditions and methods of test shall be in accord- 
ance with MIL-STD-750. 

4.2.1 Alternate Test Methods. Other test methods or circuits may be substituted for 
those specified provided it is demonstrated to GSFC that such a substitution in no 
way relaxes the requirements of this specification. Written approval - of alternate 
test methods must be received from GSFC prior to  substitution Tor those specified 
herein. 

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS. Each microelectronic circuit built to this specification shall 
undergo all inspections and tests in the sequence indicated in Figure-1. Circuits failing to 
meet the requirements specified herein shall not be shipped on the purchase order of contract. 
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BAR CJ RC U I T CIRCUIT FINAL LOT 
lNSPECTION--)clNSPECTION AND + lNSPECTlON+FORMATlON+MARKlNG 

LID CLEAN & SEAL 
(4.3.1 ) (4.3.2) (4.3.3) (4.3.4) (4.3.5) (4.3.6) 

FINE GROSS ELECTRICAL HIGH TEMP. 

TEST TEST BAKE 
LEAK LEAK it TEST I X-RAY --t TEMP.- CYCLING-CENTRIFUGE 

(4.3.6.1) (4.3.6.2) (4.: A.3) (4.3.6.4) (4.3.6.5) (4.3.6.6) (4.3.6.7) 

ELECTRICAL UNMONITORED MONITORED ELECYdICAL ELECTRICAL 

(4.3.6 .a) (4.3.6.9) (4.3.6.10) (4.3.6.1 1) (4.3.6.12) (4.3.6.13) 
TEST II .I) VIBRATION +VIBRATION --t TEST 111 --p BURN-IN-F- TEST IV 

ELECTRICAL LEAD FINE GROSS E LECT R IC AL EXTERNAL 
TEST V SHEAR --t LEAK LEAL -0.- TEST VI lNSPEClION+SHIP 

TEST TEST 
(4.3 -6.14) (4.3.6.15) (4.3.6.16) (4.3.6.17) (4 3.6.1 at (4.3.6.19) 

Figure 41-Al-Process flow diagram. 

h j  other processing steps, tests, measurements, and inspections conducted by the manu- 
facturer, regardless of their nature or purpose, are subject to prior written approval by 
GSFC and should be delineated in the Product Processing Plan (See paragraph 4.1.1). 

ANY UNITS WHICH ARE QUESTIONABLE OR MARGINAL WITH RESPECT TO THE 
DEFECT OR REJECT CRITERIA SPECIFIED SHALL BE REJECTED. 

4.3.1 Bar Inspection. After scribing, each circuit bar shall be inspected under lOOX 
magnification minimum using a metallurgical microscope with collimated light 
source and rejected for the following defects: 

- Scribe Defects. A scribe line, chip, crack or fracture which extends within 
1 mil of an electrically active P-N junction, lead or bonding pad; cracks 1 mil 
in length or greater which point toward the active circuit metallization or bonds. 

Metallization Voids. Lead width reduced to less than 50% of design lead width. 

Shorted Metallization 87 Undercutting. Leads or coi. a c t s  shorted by metalliza- 
tion. Where applicable, excessive gold overlap at edge of lead which indicates 
nonadherence of gold to interface material. 

Metalliza.tion Defects (Other), (1) Excessive peeling or bubbles; (2) Corrosion 
(chemical reaction); (3) Metallization with less than two thirds coverage of 
electrical1.y active contact areas; (3) Scratching of the metallization which 
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reduces the width of the undisturbed metallization to less than 50% of design 
width and which exposes silicon dioxide anywhere along the scratch; (4) Any 
smear of metallization extending contiguously more than one lead width from 
the design lead path or which reduces the spacing between adjacent leads to 
less than 50% of the design lead spacing. 

(e) Oxide Damage. Oxide voids exposing an electrically active junction area or 
exposing a silicon surface to  an electrically active lead which is not, by design, 
already in contact with the same surface. 

4.3.2 Circuit Inspection. Pr ior  to cleaning and insertion in the Dry-Box, each circuit 
assembly shall be inspected under magnification of lOOX minimum using a metal- 
iurgical microscope with collimated lisht source and rejected for the following 
delects : 

All of the defect criteria listed in 4.3.1 above. 

Ball Bonding Defects (Viewed directly from above). (1) Any bond which is 
placed such that silicon dioxide is not visible between the outer periphery of 
the ball area and any other metal or non-oxidized silicon; (2) Any bond which 
is placed such elat the metal of the bonding pad is obviously pulled laterally; 
(3) Any bond which has the edge of the wire above the ball outside the boundaries 
of the bonding pad; (4j Any bond contact area made on the interconnecting 
metallization; (5) Ball diameter less than twice or more than five times the 
original wire diameter. 

Wire Damage. Any lead which exhibits nicks, cuts, crimps, or scoring which 
cut into or deform the wire by more than 25% of its diameter. 

Conducting Particles. Any device which contains loose or attached electrically 
conducting segments of material which are not part of the device design. 
Electrically conducting material shall include any material of sufficient con- 
ductance to cause device failure of any electrical specification by shorting 
contacts. 

Bar Mounting Material. Presence anywhere on top surface of bar, package 
internal bonding pads, or package lid mounting surface. 

Other. (1) Blistering, scratching or peeling of the gold plating at the internal 
lead post or lid mounting surface; (2) Broken glass around header leads; 
(3) Mechanical damage extending across the lid mounting surface which exposes 
Kovar; (4) Darkened or discolored header which may indicate insufficient gold 
plating; (5) Any unspecified cr extra bonding wires, attached or unattached. 
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4.3.3 Following thc visual inspection of 4.3.2 above, all acceytable - devices shall be 
subjected tu a cleaning process which shall be performed in the immediate vicinity 
of a dry-box. The cleaned units shall be immediately put into a dry-box containing 
a dry nitrogen atmosphere controlled to less than 20 ppm water content and not re- 
moved from that atmosphere until lidded. Device lids shall also be cleaned and 
immediately placed in the dry-box with the devices to be lidded. 

4.3.4 Final Inspection and Seal 

4.3.4.1 Inspection Options. The manufacturer shall indicate in his bid response which of 
the following inspection options he intends to utilize for a specific procurement 
action: 

Option 1 - 100% by Production followed by 
100% by Quality Assurance. 

Option 2 - 100% by Quality Assurance followed by 
25% sample inspection by Quality Assurznce. 
Ifalay units are rejected at the 25% sample inspection, the entire lot 
shall be resubmitted to  Quality Assurance for 100% inspection. 

4.3.4.2 Circuit Inspection. Each circuit assembly shall be insgected under magnification 
of 40X minimum using a collimated light source. Resolution of questionable defects 
shall be at 80X magnification. Defect criteria shall include the following: 

(a) All of the defect criteria listed in 4.3.2 above. 

(b) Broken or shorted bonding wires. 

(c) (1) Bar tilted; (2) Bonding wires positioned so that the wires protrude above 
the header ring; (3) Bonding wires of insufficient length; bonding wires which 
exhibit sufficient excess length so as to allow shorting to another wire, edge or 
surface of the bar, or to the bottom or top of the package; (4) Bar loose in 
header. 

(d) When viewed from directly above, wires which cross one another. 

(e) Bonding wire material greater in length than 2 wire diameters that is fixed only 
on one end, as for example, "pigtails". 

(f ) Any extraneous particle of any composition either loose or attached to the 
circuit bar or any other part of the interior of the package. 
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(g) Bar tilted such that any part of the bar extends above the top of the internal 
lead plane. 

(h) Glass fillet less than 80% of the periphery of the bar. 

4.3.4.3 Lid Inspection. Each lid shall be inspected under 20X minimum magnification in 
the dry-box for damage, contamination, corrosion, or improper processing. All 
acceptable lids shall be identified and stored permanently in the dry-box until used. 

4.3.4.4 Seal. Each acceptable circuit assembly and lid shall be sealed in the dry-box at- 
mosphere. 

4.3.5 Lot Formation 

4.3.5.1 Definition. A lot shall consist of: 

(1) Units lidded in a maximum of one week, and 

(2) Units representative of a continuous production run with no lot containing 
units produced under two siwiificantly differing production process, nor 
units previously rejected to  this specification. 

4.3.5.2 Identity. Lot identity shall be maintained throughout subsequent operations. 

4.3.6 - Marking and Circuit Screening Tests. Each microelectronic circuit shall be 
marked as specified in 3.8 before being subjected to the following electrical and 
environmental tests. The manufacturer's Quality Assurance personnel shall moni- 
tor the marking and test operations. 

4.3.6.1 Fine Leak Test. Each circuit shall be subjected to a leak detection test having a 
sensitivity of at least 50 X 

cess of 50 x lo-* atm. cc/sec shall be rejected. The manufacturer shall submit his 
procedures for this fine leak test for GSFC written approval. 

atm. cc/sec. Circuits exhibiting a leak rate in ex- 

4.3.6.2 Gross Leak Test, Each circuit passing the fine leak test (4.3.6.1) shall be subjected 
to a gross leak test having a sensitivity of at least 1 X lom5 atm. cc/sec. The manu- 
facturer shall submit his Gross Leak Test procedure for GSFC written approval. 
Circuits not meeting approved inspection requirements shall be removed from the 
lot. 

4,3.6.3 Electrical Test I. Each circuit shall be subjected to all of the electrical go-nogo 
DC tests described in the detail specifications at -55" C and +125" C before experi- 
encing succeeding steps. 
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4.3.6.3.1 The inllowing additional tests shall be performed 8t +25" C and a t  -55" C and 
+125" C on R-S Flip-Flop Counters (SN510 and SNCj'll or equal): 

With a waveform of the type shown below applicd to  the clock pulse terminal of 
a flip-flop connected in tb.e toggle configuratic,:;, thhz flip-flop shall be guaranteed 
to ,toggle with a clock a.mplitude of from 0.8 v. to 2.8 v. and guaranteed not to 
trigger with a voltage amplitudo of 0.4 v. The followidig conditions apply to  the 
measurements : 

vcc = 3 v. 

f = 200 kc. 

PW = 2 usec. 

t r  = 250 naec. 

< 0 . 3  V. V c e  s a t  - 

'f 
90% 

"CP 
V,, SAT V,, SAT Xl0% r c_ .3v 

t 

With a minimum V, 
opposite side grounded, the collector of the preset transistor is guaranteed not 
to exceed the maximum van* Worst case loading is applied in each case - 
maximum loading when v, is being measured, and no loading when v,, is 
being measured. 

applied to the preset terminal and the collector on the 

4.3.6.3.: An additional test shall be performed on Ripple Counter Flip-Flops (SN 5112 or  
SN 5113 or  equal). Under the conditions listed below and with a waveform of the 
type shown in paragraph 4.3.6.3.1 applied to the clock pulse termiml of the flip-flop 
connected in the toggle configuration, the flip-flop shall be guaranteed to toggle with 
a clock amplitude of from 2.0 v. to 3.3 v. for a SN 5112 and 2.5 v. to 4.4 v. for a 
SN 5113. 

Vcc = 3 V. (SN5112) 

= 4 V. (SN5113) 

QV 8s @ = 16 dc loads 
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L'& 0 = 1 ac  load 

f = 100 kc 

PW = 5 usec. 

t ,  = 500 nsec. 

< 0.3 v. " c e  s a t  - 

4.3.6.4 

4.3.6.5 

4.3.6.6 

4.3.6.7 

4.3.6.8 

4.3.6.9 

X-ray. Each circuit shall be radiographically inspected. The manufacturer shall 
submit his X-ray procedure and inspection criteria for GSFC written approval. 
Circuits not meeting approved inspection criteria shall be removed from the lot. 

High Temperature Bake. Each circuit shall be stored at 200" C &so 6 for 48 hours. 

Temperature Cycle. Each circuit shall be subjected to 10 temperature cycles. One 
cycle shall consist of 15 minutes each at 1.50" C f 5" C and -55" C +. 5" C with a 
maximum transfer time between temperature extremes of 5 minutes. A cycle may 
begin at either temperature. The liquid immersion method of temperiikdre cycling 
shall be employed for this test. 

Centrifuge. Each circuit shall be subjectelc to  20,000 G constant ncceleration in 
the Y direction. 

Electrical Test It. Each circuit shall be subjected to a package to lead isolation 
test. Each lead of the circuit shall be checksd to determine isolation with respect 
to the circuit package. 

Unmonitored Vibration. Each circuit shall be subjected to a swept frequency 
vibration while unmonitored with no applied voltages. Vibration will be run in each 
of the X, Y, and Z directions at 30G peak minimum with frequexy sweeping from 
120 cps to  2000 cps at a rate of 1% octaves per minute. 

4.3.6.10 Monitored Vibration. Each Circuit will  be subjected to  a nonitored vibration in the 
Y direction at 30 G peak minimum at 120 & 10% cps. Voltage will be monitored, and 
the rejection criterion will be the detection of noise 100 mv p-p or greater occurring 
at frequencies greater than 60 cps. Suitable detection circuits will be utilized to 
detect noise of at least 100 mv p-p above the output low voltage level arid frequencies 
of 60 cps, or greater. 

4.3.6.11 Electrical Test IU 
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4.3.6.11.1 Pre-'\ ariables Data Record. Each circuit in the lot shall be subjected to a dc 
go-r 
lim:' -. rfied shall be remove Porn the lot. 

'-'.E at 25°C * 3°C as indicated in Table 1 belm. Circuits not within the 

0.3V.Ma~. 

4.3.6.11.2 First Variables Data Record (VDR). Variables data for von, vof f ,  and shall 
be recorded on all circuits in the lot with Vpc = 6 v. at Ta = 25°C f 3°C. Loading 
conditions for measurement shall be as follows: 

2.0V.Min. 

Table  1 

5.OV.Min. 

5.0V.Min. 

5.0V.Min. 

Equivalent 
Device Type 

l O @ g  a Ma. 
I O O g  a Max. 

100 p a Max. 

SN510 

SN511 
SN512 

SN513 

SN514 

SN515 

SN516 

SN517 

SN518 

SN5191 

SN89.1 

3N5161 

SN 5162 
SNS111 

SN5112 

SN5113 

5.CW.Min. 

V o  n 

100 g a Max. 

100 ;L a Max. 

0.3V.Max. 

0.3V. Max. 
0 . 3 v . M ~ .  

0.3V.Max. 

0.3V.Alax. 

0.3V.Max. 

0.3V.Max. 

0.3V.Max. 

0.3V.Max. 

0.3 V. hf ax. 

VoCf 

Col. output  
Loaded 

2.OV.Min. 

2.OV.Min. 

f E.F.Loaded 

2.OV.Min. 

2.OV.Min. 

2. QV.Min. 

2.OV.Min. 

2.0V.Min. 
Pks 6 Ri 1C 
Z.Oi,.Min. 
Pi* . 
2 , k, 

2.0V.7'Iin. 

4.OV.Min. 
Col. Loaded 0.3 V. MaxLy. 

I (2.OV.Min. 

I fE.F.Loaded 
4.OV.Min. 
Col. Loaded 0.3V.Max. I( I (2.OV.Min. 

NOTE: Vc, = 6.0 Volts in all cases. 

For gate? 
---I 

Voff 

Loaded 
E.F. Output 

4.0V.Min. 

4.0V.Min. 

4.OV.Min. 

4.0V.Min. 

4.OV.Min. 
4.0V.Min. 

3.6V.Min. 

3.6V.Min. 

Voff 

Col * output 
Unloaded 

4 .OV.Min. 

4.0V.Min. 

C u r r e n t  
Drain 

ID 

l O O g  a Max. 

1 C O  I L  a Max. 

5.0V. Min. 

5. OV. Max. 
4.0V. Min. 

5.0V.Min. 

5 .OV. Alin. 

4.0V.Min. 

100 g a Max. 

100 p a Max. 
100 p a Max. 

100 p a Max. 

100 a Max. 
:.OO p a Max. 

100 u a Max. 

100 p a Max. 

Voff 

Clamped 

1.45V.AIin. 
2.5V.Alax. 

1.35V.Min. 
2.5V ? T a x .  

Vof f 
Unclamped 

5.0V.Min. 

For Q (collector mtGuts), RQ = 6.62 Kohms 
For Qy: (emitter-f.Wxver rdpiks), R Q f  = 1.16 Kchms 
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For flip-flops: 

For Q (collector outputs), Rq = 8.27 Kohms 
For Q* (emitter follower outputs), RQ* = 1.44 Kohins 

Since the authenticity of these data can affect future processing of the lot, data 
verification must be accomplished at the time of the readings. Either Method A or  
Method B below may be eniployed. 

4.3.6.11.2.1 Method A (correlation method) A correlation sample of a minimum of 5 pieces 
of the device being tested will be retained by manufacturers' Quelity Assurance 
personnel. A history log will be kept on this sample by recording the values obtained 
when the sample is read for the appropriate parameters being verified. Statistical 
methods will be employed t o  ascertain if the readings indicate the test equipment is 
functioning properly. The correlation sample will be read immediately pi-ior to 
commencing VDR for the lot. The correlation sample will  be read at least once an 
hour, hnd at the end of the lot VDR. 

If the correlation sample readings indicate the test equipment is malfunctioning 31 
inaccurate, all data on devices read since the last satisfactory cxrelation will  b? 
destroyed, and new data will be taken after suitable corrective action has removed 
the test equipment fault. 

4.3.6.11.2.2 Method B (duplication method) The entire lot will be submitted to  VDR. Upon 
completion of VDR, the lot will be withheld from further processing pending veri- 
fication by a Quality Assurance inspection. 

A sample of 10% of the lot (25 piece minimum; 100 piece maximum) will be re-read 
by Quality Assurance and readings compared to  those obtained in the VDR. The 
equipment used for VDR will not be used for this verification, 

(a) If readings are duplicated Within the tolerance of the equipments, the lot may 
be released for the next processing step. 

(b) If the readings are not duplicated within the tolerance of the equiprmnts, 
suitable corrective action will be taken anci the lot reprocessed through VDR 
and this verification until the mlidity of the data i s  established. 

4.3.6.12 Burn-In - Each circuit shall be operated at +125"C *, 5°C for 300 hours minimum 
wit!i Vc, = 6 v. Sdri,ig the period switching voltages with a frequency of 50 cps to 
100 kcps shall be applied such that the outputs of the device a r e  switching between 
the logical "one" and logical "zero" states at a corresponding frequency. 
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4.3.6.13 Electrical Test IV - 

4.3.6.13.1 Second Variables Data Record. Post Busn-In variables data shall be recorded 
per the tests and procedures of par. 4.3.6.11.2. These data must be verified by the 
same method (A or  B) used ,o verify the data of 4.3.5.11.2. 

4.3.6.13.2 The data of par. 4.3.6.11.2 and par. 4.3.6.13.1 shall be compared. Any unit 
exhibiting a chmge greater than the following limiks shall be considered a reject. 

(a)n von = f 10% Vo,, (initial) (paragraph 4.3.6.11.2). (See Note ) 

Voff = * 10% v o f l  (initial) (paragraph 4.3.6.11.2) 

( c ) ~  = f 10% I , ,  (initial) (paragraph 4.3.6.11.2) 

Note: For devices with emitter-follower outputs, the reject criterion for . l V o n  

shall be that it not exceed 20 mv. 

4.3.6.:3.2.1 If the number of rejects .;&ermined in 4.3.6.13.2 is greater than 25% of the lot, 
the lot will be disqualified tL- :se on this specification except that GSFC reserves 
thc right to accept any lot s l t h  excess failures. 

4.3.6.13.2.2 If the number of rejects determineci hi 4.3.6.13.2 is less than 25% of the lot, 
the rejects will be rerrlived from the lot and disqualified for use on this specification. 
The remainder of the lot will proceed to  the next processing step. 

4.3.6.14 Electrical Test V - Each circuit shall be resubjected to and pass all of the DC 
tests specified in 4.3.6.3 before experiencing succeeding steps. 

4.3.6.14.1 bl addition, R-S Flip-Flop Counters (SN510 and SN511 or equal) and Ripple 
Counter Flip-Flops (SN5112 and SN5113 or equal) shall be resubjected to  and pass 
the tests specified in 4.3.6.3.1 and 4.3.6.3.2. 

4.3.6.15 Lead Shear - Where applicable, each circuit shall be removed from its icdividual 
test transporter o r  carrier. 

4.3.6.16 Fine Leak Test - Each circuit shall be subjected to  a leak detection test having a 
sensitivity of at least 1 x lo-* atm. cc./sec. Circuits exhibiting a leak rate in excess 
of 1 x 
proced.-res for this fine leak test for GSFC written approval. 

atm. cc/sec. shall be rejected. The manufacturer shall ;submit his 

NOTE: The -- sensitiviQ uf the fine leak test at point differs from that specified 
hi paragraph 4.3.6.1 
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4.3.6.17 Gross Leak Test - Each circuit shall be resubjected to  and pass the gross ieak 
detection test specified in 4.3.6.2. 

4.3.6.28 Electric Test VI  - An electrical test shall be conducted on each circuit to insure 
the capability of performing the logical function for which it was designed. The test 
will consist of the 6-volt-A-C switching time parameter measurements specified in 
the detail specifications. Any device not meeting the limits specified wi l l  be re- 
jected from the lot and disqualified for use on the specification. In addition, the  lot 
accept/reject decision shall be in accordance with 4.3.6.13.2.1. 

4.3.6.19 External Inspection - Each circuit shall be examined by the manufacturer's 
Quality Assura ice personnel under a minimum of 20X magnification and rejected 
for the following defects. 

(a) Smeared, illegible, or insufficient marking. 

(b) Dented or misaligned lids. 

(c) Discolored header. 

(d) Lead damage such as nicks, cuts, or scratches in excess of 25% of the smallest 
lead dimension, improper finish, missing leads, and similar defects. 

(e) Package cracks, chipping, blistering and similar anomalies. 

(f)  Lead o r  package contamination such as grease, film or paint on leads. 

4.3.7 

4 -3.7. I. 

Supplemental Tests - Circuits delivered to this specification shall be capable of 
meeting the requirements specified below in addition to those previously specified. 
The manufacturer need not perform testing specifically for any purchase under this 
specification but shall comply with the documentation requiremerits of 4.4. 

Data Limitations - 
4.3.7.1.1 Only data on circuits cf identical design and construction made by identical fabri- 

cation processes are considered acceptable for purposes of this specification. 

4.3.7.1.2 Data used for demonstrating conformance to the specified supplemental tests shall 
be that most recently accumulated by the manufacturer but in any case shall not 
prp&te a, specific bid response date. 

4.8.7.2 Test Reauirements - The tcsts shown in Table 2 shall apply. 
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Table 2 

Exaniinat ion 
o r  Test 

Fhys ical Dimens ions 

Soldering Heat 

Thermal Shock 

Shock 

Constant Acceleration 

Terminal Strength 

High Temperature 

Storage Life 

Operating Life 

MIL-STD-750 
Method 

2066 

2031.1 

1056.1 

2016.1 

2006 

2006.1 

1031.1 

Specific 
Conditions 

1 cycle 

Test Condition A 

4 blows each in 
X,, Y Z, Planes 

20,000 G for 1 minute 

ea. orientation, 

x,, Y,, z, 

Test Condition E 
1 arc; i45" from 
normal return to 0, 

-45" C from normal 

return to 0; 2 oz. 

weight 

TA = i200"C min. 
+5"C 
t = 1OOC hrs. 

TA = i125"C -t- 5°C 

t = 1000 hrs. 

50 cps < f < 100 kcps 

LTPD 

20 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

A = l o %  

A = l o %  

4.3.7.3 Statistical Sampling and Life Tcst Procedures - The statistical sampling and life 
test procedures of Appendix C of MIL-S-19500 shall apply tb the supplemental tests 
specified in 4.3.7.2. 

4.3.8 Lot Shrinkage Analysis - At each step specified below, lot shrinkage analysis shall 
be performed as indicated: 
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TEST 

x-Ray 

Electrical Test 11 

Monitored Vibration 

Electrical Test ItI 

Electrical Test IV 

Electrical Test V 

Fine Leak Test (4.3.6.16) 

Gross Leak Test (4.3.6.17) 

Electrical Test VI 

Supplemental Tests 

ANALYSIS LEVEL 

I 

n 

11 

II (or III at vendor's option or at  NASA's direction*) 

11 (or III at vendor's option or at NASA's direction*) 

II (or IU at vendor's option or at NASA's direction*) 

I 

I 

11 (or IU at vendor's option or at NASA's direction*j 

m 

*For bidding purposes the cost of perisrming a formal failure analysis at this point shall not be included in  the unit cost. 

4.3.8.1 Levels of Lot Shrinkage Analysis - The following levels of lot shrinkage analysis 
shall apply: 

I - Record all failures by category and number per category. 

II - Perform I plus 2. cursory Failure Analysis, which shall include: 

a)  Verification of failure on - all pieces, including performance of normal 
electrical operational tests and lead-to-lead and lead-to-case continuity 
tests, 

b) Opening of a prescribed number of devices for visual inspection only under 
appropriate magnification (40X to 200X). For quantities of failed devices 
of lee- than 30, open a minimum of 3 devices; for more than 30 failures, 
.>2erh 10%. 

-- 

. t  - - .f,, ;.rls I formal, documented Failure Analysis. 
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4.3.8.1.1 Failure Analysis Requirements - Whether cursory or formal in nature, any 
failure analysis conducted shall be designed to  isolate the cause (s) of failure and 
yield adequate conclusions to initiate a plan for corrective action 30 eliminate the 
cause and prevent reoccurrence of the type failure-mode reported. 

4.3.8.2.2 When a formal failure analysis is conducted, two reproducible copies of the 
Failure Analysis Report shall be submitted within two weeks of the date that the 
defect occurred to  the GSFC Technical Representative. The report shall include, 
as a minimum, the following information: 

(a) Date defect occurred 

(b) Lot Identification, Date Code, and Size of Lot 

(c) Device Type and Serial Number(s) of Failed Circuits(s) 

(d) Test and/or Inspection at which defect was first noted 

(e) Failure-Mode Category 

(f) Actual Mode of Failure 

(g) Cause of Failure 

(h) Corrective action taken or to  be taken 

(i) Effect ai other devices in the lot 

( j )  Purchase orders or c0ntract.s affected 

4.3.3.2 Periodic Review of Lot Shrinkage - GSFC will conduct, with the manufacturer, 
periodic reviews of lot shrinkage at each step indicated in 4 3.8 as specified in the 
individval Purchase Order or Contract. 

4.4 DOCUMENTAT7C.'T AND DATA SUBMITTAL 

4.4.1 General. Each microelectronic circuit furnished under this specification shall be 
accompanied by suitable records showing compliance with specified requirements. 
Test and inspection results must be concurred in by the manufacturer's Quality 
Assurance personnel and so indicated on a devices' record. Records shall be linked 
to specific circuits by lot-date code, serial number, and manvfacturer's identification. 
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4.4.2 

4.4.3 

4.4.4 

4.4.5 

4.4.6 

4.4.7 

4.4.8 

Certification. - The manufacturer shall certify that each device meets all applicable 
specification requirements, including the requirements of 4.3.7. 

Parameter Data. Recorded parameter data for individual circuits, (paras. 4.3.6.11.2 
and 4.3.6.13.1) shall be furnished in a format requiring minimum interpretation. 

Inspection and Test List. Documentation shall be furnished showing clearly that 
both lot screening and supplemental inspecti-:&s and tests were conducted in ac- 
cordance with specified requirements and sh:Jl reference pertinent Failure Analysis 
reports. In addition, IC’ shrinkage shall be recorded at each test ar inspection step 
shown in Figure-A1 beginning with, and including X-Ray inspection (4.3.6.4). 

Document Copies. The manufacturer shall prepare all documentation, except X-rays, 
in duplicate and process it as follows: 

(a) Original - retained by manufacturer. 

(b) Reproducible copy - ship with device(s). 

Document Cross-Reference. All documentation, whether retained or submitted by 
the manufacturer, shall be cross-referenced to the applicable Contract or Purchase 
Order. 

Record Retention. Al l  records, excluding X-rays, pertinent to a specific circuit 
shall be retained by the manufacturer for a minimum of 3 years. 

Deviations. Three (3) copies of all deviation or  change requests shall be submitted 
to the GSFC Contracting Officer and one (1) copy to  the Cognizant GSFC Technical 
Representative referencing the purchase order or contact to which it applies. Re- 
que& must make specific reference to the portion of device detail specification, 
this specification, or referenced documents to which the request appIies and may be 
submitted by telegram; then confirmed by letter. All deviations or  changes must 
have GSFC Contracting Officer approval before devices affected can be accepted for 
use by GSFC. 

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 

5.1 GENERAL. Unless otherwise specified, the manufacturer shall be responsible packdging 
each circuit furnished under this specification in such a manner as to prevent degradation, 
corrosion, deterioration or physical damage, and insure safe delivery in good condition. The 
manufacturer shall be responsible for any damage to circuits resulting from faulty packing, 
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preservation or packaging, and shall replace such circuits with acceptable circuits without 
cost to GSFC. 

5.2 PRESERVATlOP? AND PACKAGING. Each circuit furnished under this specification shall 
be protected and packaged to afford protection at all handling points between manufacturer's 
final inspection and user's final installation. Each circuit shall be packaged in a transparent 
rigid-plastic cofitainer using flexible foam inserts for cushioning, or  the equivalent thereof , 
as to allow viewing the circuit markings without opening the container. 

5.3 PACKING. Containers enclosing h e  packaged circuits to be furnished under this specifica- 
tion shall be packed in an exterior container, using cushioning on all sides to prevent move- 
ment. Required documentation (4.4.5b) shall be enclosed in this exterior container. A s  a 
minimum. units packaged as specified shall be packed in containers of the type, size, and 
kind commonly used for the purpose, in a manner that will assure acceptance by common 
carrier and safe delivery at destination. Shipping containers shall comply with the Uniform 
Freight Classification Rules or regulations of other carriers as applicable to the mode of 
transportation. 

6. NOTES 

6.1 NOTICE. When GSFC drawings, specifications, or other data are used for any purpose other 
than in connection with a definitely related GSFC procurement operation, the United States 
Government thereby incurs no I asponsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the fact that 
GSFC might have formulated, furnished, or in any way supplied the said drawings, specifica- 
tions, or other data is not to be regarded by implication or  otherwise as in any manner 
licensing the holder or  any person or corporation, or conveying any rights or permission to  
manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention that niay in any way be related thereto. 

Custodian: 
NASA - GGddard Space Flight Center 

Preparing Activity: 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
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i t .010 

.OiO* 
I t.001 - ; 1 I .012-.002 
I (TYP. 14 PL'C'S) .oso* 

,010 (4 MAX. SIDES) GLASS -/ 1 1 2 E::;: 

NOTES: 
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Figure 41-A2-Case outline drawing. 
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42. DIGITAL MICROCIRCUIT STERILIZATION TEST PROMUM 

C. J. Marlett 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena, California 

Several integrated circuits from various manufacturers were sub- 
jected to  qualification tests consisting of heat sterilization, vibration, 
shock, acceleration, temperature cycling and operating long life. This 
paper discusses the relative merits of each as determined by these tests. 
The various environments, life test equipment designs, and automatic 
measurement equipment are described. The parameters, statistical anal- 
yses, and results are presented, along with detailed failure analyses of 
catastrophic and degradation failures. A final test report will be prepared 
at the conclusion of the 10,000-hour life test. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is a firm policy of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration that all spacecraft 
with a possibility of planetary impact must be sterilized. In compliance with this policy, the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory presently requires thermal sterilization of such flight equipment at 135 ::'C 
for a period of 24 hours in an  inert atmosphere. Because of this requirement, the Parts Reliability 
Staff has initiated an extensive electronic component sterilization test program. This report is an 
account of the Digital Microcircuit Sterilization Test Program. It summarizes the environmental 
and life test results through 8,000 hours of "life test," which is a portion of the overall component 
sterilization test program designed to assess the effects of heat sterilization on electronic com- 
ponents. The initial phases of the program have been completed. 

The primary objective of this program is to establish a Sterilization Parts List (JPL Specifica- 
tion No. ZPP -2010-SPL) that tabulates the electronic component parts capable of withstanding 
several 36-hour periods of nonoperational storage at 145 rc2" C without significant degradation, in 
accordance with JPL  Specification No. XSO-30275-TST-A. Secondary objectives are the use of the 
test results to  compare vendor quality and the analysis of long-term failure modes. 

%HE TEST PROGRAM 

A total of 665 microcircuits, represecting seven distinct part types (codes), (Figure 
42-1) were selected for this program (Table 43-1); 95 of each code were ordered 
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After sterilization temperature cycling, parametric nieasurements are compared with the 
initial test results and analyzed for significant changes. All 0'. the test grw~ps  are then subjected 
to the spacecraft component qualification environments of vibration, shock, acceleration, and 
temperature cycling. A 10,000-hour life test is then applied ti> the groups to simulate the long 
flight periods of planetary missions. During this life test, Gro1.tps A, C, and D are operated at 
maximum rated temperature. Nonoperational Group E parts are stored at the same temperature. 
Group A (no cycles) and Group C (six cycles) are compared at specific points during the test to  
detect sigmficant differences due to sterilization. 

Upon completion of the 10,000-hour life test, Group E parts are removed from temperature 
storage, and, in conjunction with Group D, are subjected to  an additional 250-hours of operating 
life at maximum rated temperature. The tests of Group E simulate conditions of an extended non- 
operational mission in which the equipment is turned on remotely at or near its destination. 
Group D is included as a control group operated at maximum temperature, to simulate an extended 
operational mission. 

The goal of this test program is to determine the reliability of each part type in respect to the 
JPL Hi-Re1 performance level, which is a failure rate of less than 1 percent per 1,000 hours of 
operation at 90 percent confidence, when operated at maximum rated stress conditions. In most 
instances, this level of proven reliability corresponds to a typical failure rate of 0.01 percent per 
1,000 hours when operating in circuits designed with proper derating of stress levels and allowable 
parameter drift. 

The test procedure for this microcircuit program, summarized in the flow diagram of 
Figure 42-2, is as shown in J P L  Specification ZPP-2121-GEN., Rev. A. 

Figure 42-3 shows a Texas Instrument Automktic Component Tester with a J P L  built interface 
for adaption to integrated circuits. Tektronix digital oscilloscope (Figure 42-4) formed the heart 
of the automatic switching time tester used for the dynamic measurements. 

All  dc parameters were measured and recorded automatically on IBM cards. The switching 
time measurements were performed semiautomatically; that is, once a specific test, such as rise 
time, was set up by push button, the operator tripped a switch to record the reading automatically 
on an IBM card. Dc or switching time measurements for a given code were completed in a single 
day. The proper test setup was verified by measuring the Groups F and G equipment check parts 
both immediately before and immediately after measurement of the remaining test groups. 

The data cards were edj.ted on an E3M 1620 II Computer for completeness and gross errors,  
such as over-punches. Because of the extreme difficulties in re-running measurements, suspect 
data were coded as temporary failures and excluded from the statistics for that measuremeid 
period. Data anaSysis of the microcircuit program was handled by contract to  Motorola Semicon- 
ductor, Inc. 
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measure these 5 parts prior to 
1 measuring the other groups, and 

1 label data Group F. At the con- 
clusion of mea;uring the other 
groups, remeasure these parts and 
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- 
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30 min @ +85 C , 10 min (9 25 C (6) 

10 220-Hr measurement pa!iod (15) I 
I -- I I 

*Measure and record data for a l l  groups at conclusion a.f step. 

Figure 42-2-lest sequence flow chart. 
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5. Bubbles in the case. 

6. Discolored internal leads. 

7. 

8. 

9. Too much sealant. 

The performance of the microcircuits under environmental and life tests (Table 42-2) allows 

Foreign material within the glass walls of case. 

Lid overhang or not enough sealant. 

the effects of sterilization, environment, and life testing on Groups A, C, D, and E to be readily 
assessed. Detailed parametric behavior in the form of graphs will  be prepared for the fim.1 report. 
Analyses have been performed by JPL on most of the microcircuits that failed catastrophically 
during environmental or life testing, to discover the underlying physical causzs of failure and the 
necessary corrective action. Table 42-3 is a list of all components that failed catastrophically 
during the environmental tests and the first 8,000 hours of life tests. 

Table 42-2 

Catastrophic Failures by Test Steps 

Non Sterilized 
Group A 

Sterilized 
Group C 

Operating 
Group D 

Non Operating 
Group E Total 

- 
1 
- 

1 
4 

3 

3 

1 

1 

1 
1 

3 

- 
6 
- 

- 
6 

1 

1 

- 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

- 
9 

Code 

Initial 
Sterilization 
Vibration 
Shock 
Acceleration 
Temperature 

250 Hours Life 
500 Hours Life 
1,000 Hours Life 
2,GOO Hours Life 
4,000 Hours Life 
6,000 Hours Life 
8,000 Hours Life 
10,000 Hours Life 
10,250 Hours Life 

Cycle 

TOTAL 
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Table 42-3 

Failure Analysis Summary 

3 l 3  

Group 

C 

C 

C 

F-G 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A 

A 
A 
A 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
c 

- - 

Ser. no. 

3 

10 

13 

26 

27 

33 

2 

14 

17 

19 

21 
25 

29 

33 

1 

5 

2 

1 

5 

8 

10 

20 

26 
30 

35 

4 

6 

7 

10 

11 

12 

14 

12 

7 

9 

7 

5 

13 

6 

7 

8 

5 

11 
6 

5 
5 
6 
4 

10 

12 

11 

8 

5 

1 

1 

8 

1 

5 

6 

7 

9 

5 

9 

5 

Descr5ption of Failure 

Analysis not complete 
Cured by storage 2t 150°C 

Analysis not complete 
Cured by storage at 150°C 

Die off header; broken bonds 
Alialysis not complete 
Die off header; burned wire 
Wire broken at bond; wire deformed at 

External solder joints defective 
Analysis rot complete; poor bonds and 

workmanship 
Analysis not complete 
External solder joints defective 
Die off header 
Broken wires 
Die off header; broken wires; poor bonds 
Die off header 
(Overvoltage during test set-up) no 

Analysis not complete 
Analysis not complete 
Poor bG) .d 5 
Pin hole h SiO, under c,%d 4 

Introduced water caused aluminum to 

Corrosion near pad 5 
Bond 5 lifted; poor workmanship 
Leadaway from pad 5 corroded and open 

bonding 

analysis 

disappear 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Pin hole in SiO, under pad 2 

Broken wire to pin 10; poor workmanship 
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Table 42-3 (Continued) 

Failure Analysis Summary 

Group 

C 
C 
C 

D 

D 

E 
C 

C 
D 
E 

A 
A 

A 

A 

i? 
A 

C 

c 
D 
A 
A 
A 
C 

C 
C 
C 

D 
E 

E 

F-G 

- 

Ser. no. 

16 

21 
24 
4 

7 

2 

6 

20 

9 

7 

4 
5 

9 

20 

31 

35 
14 

23 
3 

3 

5 

7 
7 

11 

13 

19 

6 

2 

5 

1 

step 
part 

failed 

12 

1 

6 

1 

1 

1 

8 
1 

5 

5 

1 
6 

13 

7 

12 
7 

7 
9 
2 
9 

10 

6 

12 

3 

2 

5 
P 

1 
10 

5 

Description of Failure 

Analysis not complete 
Severely corroded aluminum bonds intact 

Pin hok in SiO, under lead 4, aluminum 
Introduced wter caused aluminum to 

Pin hole in SiO, under pad 9 

Scratched aluminum disabling 3 transistors 
Bond to  post defective 
Damaged in shipment to failure analysis 
Pin 3 lead shorted to metalization 
No failures 
Isolation connection diffusion missing 
Poor bond to pad 5 
Analysis not complete 
Cracked die shorting pins 4, 5, and 6 to 

Analysis not complete 
Poor bond to ground pad 8 

Analysis not complete 
Bond to  pad 1 loose 
Analysis not complete 

* 

disapi;L.ai" 

ground 

* 
* 
Bond at pad 5 lifted; corroded aluminum 
Analysis not wmplete 
Lid broken from package; broken wire 
Bond to pad 7 loose; corroded aluminum 

Corroded aluminum 
External solder joint defective 

* 

* 
(Overvoltage during test set-up); no 

analysis 

* Failure analyzed by Westinghouse as follows: 
Code 3: 3 units - Corroded aluminum; 1 unit - Unconfirmed; 1 unit - Pin hole short; 3. unit - Undeterzined 
Code 7: 4 units - Corroded aluminum 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

* Significance of Ahl, - AM, 

This test program has been successful in determining the effect of heat sterilization on micro- 
circuits, information which has been helpful in the selection of those microcircuits suitable for 
inclusion in the Sterilization Parts List. It should be remembered that this Repoi, covers results 
up to 8,000 hours of life test, and that Mere remain 2,000 hours of life testing, plus a complete 
computer data analysis. 

< .05 - 

The t comparison statistic essentially tests the hypothesis that a change in the mean of a 
control group minus the change in the mean of a test group is zero. Table 42-4 is a tally of those 
parameters that shc v e d  a sigaiiicant t at the 0.05,0.01, and 0.005 levels. Consequently, the 
parameters shown overlap; the 0.05 level includes the 0.01 level parameters, and the 0.01 level 
parameters include the 0.005 level parameters. The columns are headed by two letters, separated 
with a slash v), that indicate the groups being compared. Note the statistically significant differ- 
ences between groups C/D and D/E through temperature cycling. All three of these groups have 
seen exactly the same environments up to @is pcint of the test program. The number of stati!-ti- 
cally significant parameter differences through life test shows that sterilization had little or  no 
effect on the microcircuits. Table 42-2 shows the catastrophic failures by test steps for Groups A 
aqd C. /.gain, the totals are not sufficiently differe ' to say that sterilization affects monolithic 
silicon integrated circuits. 

- < .01 

A/C . C/D D/E 

24 28 15 
26 
35 
27 
35 80 12 
20 
52 

The best vendor performances were exhibited by Signetics, Fairchild, and Texas Instruments, 
in that order. Motorola and Westinghouse have changed quality assurance procedures enough to 

- < .005 

A/C C/D 

20 25 
23 
29 
20 
27 71 
18 
44 

Table 42-4 

A/C 

37 
54 
68 
50 
56 
34 
76 

Number of Parameters, Out of 142 Total, Showing a Significant Difference at the Level Indicated 

C/D D/E 

52 24 

108 41 

Croups compared 

Temperature Cycle 
250 hours life 

500 hours life 
1,000 hours life 
2,000 hours life 
4,000 hours life 
6,000 hours life 
8,000 hours life 
10,000 hours life 
10,250 hours life 

D/E 

* Parameter level = Change in mean of control group (AM,) minus change in mean of test group (A$ ). 
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warrant consideration for re-testing. Fairchild and Texas Instruments were qualified for the 
Preferred Parts List by a previous qualification test. Signetics, by virtue of the results oi this 
iest program, has been added to the list. 

With only the 2,000-hour test point data on Groups P and E, it is io0 premature to answer the 
question of operational life versus nonoperational life. 

The parametric behavior will be presented in the 10,000-hour report, which will include per- 
centile graphs that permit a better engineering presentation of the data. The manufacturers' limits 
were met fer the most part. The parameters that caused the most difficulty were the switching 
times, although the readings do remain somewhat constant through the test. They are strongly 
dependent on stray capacitance, however, and the test jigs used do not necessarily match those of 
the vendors. Failure rate calculations will be reserved for the Final Report. 
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43. MXCROELECTRONICS 

R. L. Van Allen 

ON ATS 

Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 

Power and weight limitations on the Applications Technology Satellite 
(ATS) spacecraft called for maximum use of microelectronics in the En- 
vironmental Measurements Experiment (EME) encoder by the Aerospace 
Division of Westinghouse Electric Company, the spacecraft integration 
contractor. Texas Instruments series 51 flat-pack circuits were selected 
for use after study of qualified sources. Up to 110 submodules are used 
in each ATS spacecraft, with up to 16 flat-packs per submodule. Good 
mechanical security and excellent heat dissipation are achieved by mount- 
ing the submodules on a fluidized aluminum 'kookie sheet" split panel with 
the submodule leads extending through precisely positioned holes for all 
electrical connections on the underside of the she t .  A relatively high rate 
of circuit failure during initial electrical inspection over a -20 to +80°C 
temperature range was completely eliminated in later devices by using 
gold-gold ball-bonds in place of the original aluminum-gold bonds. How- 
ever, reliability has been good during qualification tests of all four 
presently completed EME encoders, three of which use circuits with the 
aluminum-gold bonds. 

INTRODUCTION 

The EME is the scientific experimental package schedula, to fly on each of the three major 
variations of the Applications Technology Satellite. These thwe satellite types are: (1) a syn- 
chronous-altitude spin-stabilized satellite, (2) a 6000 mi% gravity-gradient stabilized satellite, 
and (3) a synchronous-altitude gravity-gradient stabilized satellite. Each EME package consists 
of seven or eight different scientific experiments supplied by universities, NASA, and private con- 
tractors. The individual experiment8 have been chosen to measure the spacecraft environment 
systemati-ally for damaging effects from radiation and enePgetfc particles, and at tho same time 
obtain additional scientific information about magnetic and electric fields. On the gravity-gradient 
stabilized satellite ic is planned to take advantage of the 130-foot booms as antennae for a radio 
astronomy wperiment. 
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Figure 43-5-Manufacturing drawing of flat-pack submodule. 

twisted to meet &.e wiring run before assembly and welding. The spacers, with attached flat-packs, 
are cemented -h place in the submodule base so that the three leads in the spacers form the pin 
field of the submodule. After welding, but before potting, the entire submodule is mechanically 
strong enough for easy handling and testing. In fact, the leads of the submodule are usually inserted 
directly into a test connector for all submodule tests. 

Included in each flat-pack submodule is one 0.1-mfd filter capacitor for the power bus. This 
capacitor bypasses noise pulses within each submodule to reduce cross taLk between submodules 
and to provide a distributed filter for the entire network. 

Where additional diodes 01 resistors are required, they are cemented to the top of the sub- 
module assembly, dipped in acrylic resin, and the entire submodule foamed with polyurethane. 

The individual submodules are mounted on the main frame as shown in Figure 43-7. The 
smaller rectangular modules are the flat-packs and the larger square modules are cordwood groups 
of discrete components, There is no evidence of crowding since the distribution is determined by 
the welded wire interconnection matrix on the reverse side. For ease and speed of fabrication, the 
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Figure 43-6-Flat-pack submodule logic, circuit diagram. 

"cookie sheet" is made ir, two parts which are brought together in the final assembly operation. 
The interconnections between halves can be seen in Figure 4d-8. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TEST RESULTS 

Whenthe integrated circuits were received at Westinghouse, they were given only visual in- 
spection and a leak test. Data are not included here on devices rejected because of incoming 
visual inspection. However, all other reject data a r e  included in Table 43-1. 

It is significant that the highest incident of failures occurs at the first electrical test. This 
does not imply that the devices were all bad when first turned on. Some devices failed at one of 
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were introduced, this symptom promptly disappeared. Significantly, the 11 ball-bond failures in 
EME occurred only when aluminum-gold devices were used. 

SUMMARY 

As of this writing, four complete encoders have been fabricated for E'ME of which three have 
been given qualificatim or acceptance tests. The total microelectronic device time totals more 
than 1,800,000 flat-pack hours. 

Three of the systems were fabricated using flat-packs with aluminum-gold interconnections. 
Most of the fourth system and spares were fabricated with devices having gold-gold bonds. It is 
interesting to note that, although the process w a s  changed, the failure rate remained essentially 
the same. 

In each encoder there are approximately three flat-packs used for  each transistor. However, 
in the entire EME package (including the power supply and command interface) transistors a re  
used in nearly the same ratio as flat packs. Interestingly, since the outwi; of this project there 
has been ar>pruximately the same continuing €ailure rate in transistors and in flat-packs: in each 
case a'bout 1 percent. Up to the present time there have been no transistor failures in an.y tests 
on the 
into a comglete system. These three failures occurred during the encoder preaixeptance tests. 
No failures have occurred during spacecraft qualification or acceptance testing. 

Jmplete encoders. However, three flat packs have failed after submodules were assembled 
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APPENDIX A 

General EM% telemetry encoder specifications 
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No. channels/frame 

No. franies/sequence 

Analog (0-5 volt) data inputs 

Digital data inputs 

Performance parameters: 

analog 

digital 

Saniple rate, channels/sec. 

Frame rate, frames/sec. 

Flat-dck power supply 

Power consuniption 

Weight 

Integrated circuits 

Transistors 

Environmental requirements : 

Temperatur r. 

Maximum vibration 250-400 cps 

Vacuum 

ATS -A 

PFM 

16 

16 

16 

28 

9 

5 

50 

3.1 

-3.85~5% 

5 .O watts 

4.9 lbs. 

799 

279 

-20 "C 

55g 

Torr 

ATS -B 

PFM 

32 

16 

8 

24 

19 

7 

100 

3.1 

-3.85~5% 

4.8 watts 

4.0 lbs. 

626 

252 

+80 "c 

55g 

10-5 Torr 
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